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PREFACE.

--

IT is needful to state to the reader that the New Version of
"The Bhagavat Gita" is not a translation from the Original
Sanacrit, as that is a language of which I am ignorant. I
used, first, Schlegel's Latin Translation (which, I believe, is
admitted by all competent authorities to be the most literal
translation), and comparing this with the English Translations
of Wilkins (1784) and Cockburn Thompson (1874)-the only
two English Translations-I was enabled to discover the meaning, assisted by frequent reference to Garret's Indian Classical
Dictionary of Proper Names ; and then put the same in poetical
form, which, I trust, will make it more readable and attractive
to the English reader.
The difficulties attendant upon all a.nd any translations, are
for the translators to catoh the spirit of the authors they
translate, a.nd more especially is this the case with what are
called Sacred Writings. A literal-minded translator will give a
natural rendering to what is frequently intended by the author
or authors to be a spiritual thought or idea; hence it follows that
the force a.nd sublimity and beauty of the original thought is
hid, or misunderstood, a.nd thus, in many instances, a totally
foreign meaning is, at times, given from that which was
intended by the authors.
Another misunderstanding, in my humble opinion, of what
the Sa.nscrit text is intended to convey by the two English
translators, arose from their failure to perceive that this work
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has an esoteric application, or in other words, that the work is
constructed upon an astro-masonic, or astrological base, from
·which the Philosophy of the Ancient Indian School of Thought
was enunciated, according to Laws which are only fully known
to the initiated. I clo not pretend to claim that my Version
is literally correct, but, allowing the use of the faculty of
Intuition, I think I bav.e approached tolerably near, as far as the
English language will allow, to the original icleas and thoughts
of the Sanscrit text. This, of couxse, must be taken for what it
is worth, but with this explanation I leave it to the reader, who,
I trust, will be edified by its perusal. As I have appended
copious comments to each chapter, it is unnecessary to sa.y
more here than that, according to my view, the Vedic Philosophy of Ancient India has not been understoocl by Western
minds ;-neither, indeed, can it be, until the Laws of Symbolism
are known and understood.
WILLIAM OXLEY.
Higher Broughton, Manchester, June, 1881.
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT.
CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION.

In the present series I propose to deal with the action of the
great law which is operative in all worlds in the production of
subjective and objective phenomena, from tho creation and
formation of a planet down to the minutest atom that cowpo!hls
the smallest part of its bulk.
The timo has now arrived for the yearning of the human
mind to be satisfied by proof and demonstration, on the grand
and heretofore mysterious problem of existence, reaching bnclcward into the depths of an unfathomable past, and forward
to an incomprehensible future the present being but a parenthesis between the two. The ability to conceive ~~ - past and to
think of a future is in itself a testimony to the truth that such
has been and will be. How far I may be instrumental in the
work that is before me of propounding aJI.d elucidating 1)roblems
so profound, I leave to the candid and charitable judgment of
those who llare to read and may possess interest enough to
follow through the series. In any case, the attempt to formulate
the knowledge already attained, and to present a system that
11hall be consistent with itself, and that shall not violate the
sanctuary where Reason and Intellect sit enthroned, who guard
the portal of that still more interior Temple where Love and
Wisdom dwell, is a step in advance, and the effort so made
will be an inducement for those who como after to take up the
thread, and to aid in completing a system of ethics that will
be the product of an enlightened intelligence, and which will,
B
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gradually but surely, replace the creeds and corresponding
formularies and rituals of the present.
I use the term "spirit" to expre88 that which gives the
consciousness of life, in whatever form it is manifested, and in
whatever degree the differentiated " Ego " may be active for
the stattl being ; aa well aa that which enables the mind to
contemplate the wonders of creation and formation : for to
search into the domain of the how, the why, and the wherefore,
and communicate the treaaoree of knowledge obtained therefrom, is true philosophy.
The term " philosophy " means the love of wisdom. Wisdom
differs from knowledge, in that it penetrates into a still more
interior region than the love of knowledge ; for while knowledge takes cognizanoo of facts or phenomena, and the operation
of law which is observable in the production of linch phenomena,
11
wisdom " seeks to understand the why and wherefore, and
by this is brought into contact with "intelligence," which
guides the law and impels the forces that are engaged in the
m«ius operandi of the creation.
The philosopher or lover of wisdom, in his investigations and
eearchings, soon discovers that energy, motio:c, construction,
and the like, are not blind forces ot "Na.tnre " put into action
by (\&price or accident, but that these Me modes whereby the
intelligence of a Great and (to the outer eye) Unseen Pow:er,
guides, moves, and propels according to design, for a parpose, which purpose baa for its ultimate the happine881 usefulness, aud intensification of the life-principle of every atom.
It will be my object to show that the Great Master-Power
which l'>y humanity is acknowledged and recognised as "God,"
i• the centre and most interior of "all that is;" and farther,
that "gradation" is the order of life on the planet earth, and
in fact in the universe and all universes.
Tbe gradation in the forms of life is manifested by "degrees
~f comparison" in series; each series, aa it is projected more
outward, assuming (what is termed) a more dense or opaque
atlpect in the ratio of its ~istance from the Grand Centre.
This Grand Centre in all systems of thought and religion
has been conceived of aa a Sun; not that it is in reality an
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incandescent sphere or globe like the apparently material ol>ject
discernible in our atmosphere, but that, like the purpose w hicl!
the great luminary serves in the economy of nature to thE
planetary system of which it ia the centr&-the light giver and
beat bestower-ao, the still greater central luminary suppliee
that and all other, even millions of suns which are centrtlS of
other systems, with the properties that constitute them tht:
great vitalizers of their dependencies known as planets, whicli
are the abodes of life-forms suited for their conditions.
The Great Spiritual Sun of which I a.m speaking ia not s
central stationary objective orb, situate in space, around whicl'
other systems revolve as a grand centre or central point, neithe1
ia there such a Being in a single entity located in a speoi"l
sphere in some far distant region of space, to whom all other
beings draw nigh, and fall down and worship aa the Great
First Cause; or Grand Supreme God.
The mundane or physical earth is one of a number that
oomposes the solar system ; thit~ solar system ia one of a
number which forms part of a still vaster system, and so on,
ad infinitum, the whole moving, 1·otating round vast numbers
of centres, and gyrating in a staJJendous and to the morkl
furlte mind, incomprehensible manner.
There ia no fixed centre, no fi:te<i ClrCUmference, no plaoe, no
state, beyond which thero is-nothing I All such terms, as
centre, circumference, limitation, boundary, time, space, &c.,
&c., are only applicable to a state of life where "appearancea"
and external presentations or phenomena are the means by
which the co1111ciousness of existence is made possible. In fact,
they only apply to externals aa they appear through the medium
of what ia called the senses; for when the '' Ego," the active
formative principle of all forms that have existence, changes
its mode of expression to another state, then all these vanish
and are non est.
" Spirit" is only differentiated in appearance, for by a procesa
known to the ancients as Metempsychosis, it fa in a continual
and eternal circuit, ever changing its manifestation, involving
and evolving, attracting and· repelling, building up and d.i88ipating, forming and dissolving. But throughout infinity and
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eternity, it is one and the same "Spirit," and though the part&
to the finite mind are numberless, yet all in their totality do
but compose the AU-Mighty ONE.
Who can define the power of One, seeing that the most
extended list and power of numerals which the human mind
oan conceive are but multiples of One 1 One is the basic, and
is in all the rest; for without it they could not be.
Who can exhaust the powers of the seven simple notes of
the musical scale? for all the variations of sound produced from
this musical scale (which is but the variety of the one sound)
that ever have been, or ever will be produced by the skill of
the composer, are but the changing expressions of one harmony
Who can count the grains composing-say, a. cubic inch of
sand ? and yet the earth itself is built up of similar grains or
atoms, that in their totality form the one physical earth on
which we live, or appear to live.
Who can define the composition of the sun-ray P and yet the
totality of rays form the substance that enlightens and enlivens
and gives embodiment to all that make the one solar system.
What embodied mathematician can resolve more than even
an infinitesimal part of the problems which outer Nature
presents for solution?
What embodied geometrician can project the figure of the
universe, or pourtray its dimensions P
What embodied scientist oa.n tabulate more than a few of the
simplest facts, or impart more than a modicum of the knowledge of the laws to which that which men call " Nature" is
subject P
Notwithstanding the fact that these queries and problems
remain unanswerable and unsolvable by any single embodied
human atom of life, nevertheless the 1\bility to propound them
involves the thought and idea that they must be known and
appreciated by the Grand One I
The "appearance" of differentiation in atoms, whether organic or unorganic, is applicable to them only while in states
of cba.nge, for every atom is a Inicrocosxnie unit, or one atom,
1\Dd it requires the totality of the microeosxnio units to make
the maerocoaxnio unit, or the One Infinite Whole.
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In the stl\te of eternity, appearances are not realities; they
are but the semblances of realities in time. And if the consciou:~
" Ego " is the producer of that of which " appearances " arc
the product, and are only cognisable on one plane-and that a
transitional one,-then that which produces or is engaged in
the production of appea1·ances, must of necessity, in itself, be
unchangeable and uncreated.
Here comes in the difference between the states of being and
the degrees of consciouness of life in the same being. The
" Ego " within, judging from the natural or outer degree,
thinks that it is separate and distinct from all others, and concludes' that its own personal form, while clothed or embodied
in matter, has a life all ita own, independent of other forms
similar to itself; but the same " Ego" when in another, or
higher, or more interior state of being, sees that it is a part of
the one life expressed in numerous other forms besides its
own; and in a still more interior state of being, the same
"Ego" distinguishes itself in other forms, and otht~r forma in
itself.
The outer phenomena of natnre,-as air, water, and earth
(the samo substance in various degrees of rarity, fluidity, and
aolidity)-represent outside what is the changing state of the
life of the " Ego " within. The earth corresponds to the apparent fixedness or solidification of the human body, tho water
corresponds to the mind within the body, and the air corresponds to the soul, that· animates the whole,-using thest~
terms as relative to tho three degrees which form the human
being, as these are the meau by which the" Ego," or entity, is
made manifest on the outer plane of existence.
The unchangeableness and immobility of the spirit proper is
recognised only on the most interior plane of spirit. For instance~ when we speak of the flight of imagination, it does not
mean that the spirit, when thus soaring, leaves its earthly
tenement and is separated from it by distance in space, while
it journeys to some far-away locality in immensity, that can be
measured by miles or leagues; but it means that the consciousness of other states, with other surroundings, which are
the creation of the same "Ego," and its own interior life, are
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open for the state being, during which the spirit is active on a
plane where time and apace are not ; and by advancing another stage, still further and more interior, it enters upon a
plane or state where limits and boundaries cease to be, even in
appearanoe.
Such are a few of the ethics that are comprised in the system of the Philosophy of Spirit, as distinguished from natural
philosophy, and although to many-perhaps to the generality
-of those who may come in contact with them they may pre.
sent the idea of novelty, yet I hope to be able to show that
they are but a variation of the same wisdom known to some of
the ancients, and which lies, more or leas ooncealed, iii. what
are styled the aaored writings of tho nations of antiquity, and
upon which their systems of religion are founded.
The divorce which is observable in the past and modern hietory of Obristendom between Religion, Philosophy, and Scienoe
will be ended by the enlightened rationality of the rapidly in.
ooming era, inasmuch as these terms are but expressive of
one and the same truth in diverse degrees of apprehension
and life-consciousness of the atomiaed spirit while embodied in
the human organism. What the human organism really is--of
what it is composed, and how maintained in form-1 shall
endeavour to show forth as seen from the spiritual standpoint,
and which will come up for notice in due time.
" Religion " is the term that expreaaes the interior action of
the spirit proper, and is experienced when the oonsciousness is
awake to the action of the life-oord that connects the embodied
spirit with the source from whence it descended into mortal
conditions, and also when it enjoys the conscious communion
with the beings who impart the vitality and power that enables
it to hold the organism together; while, as an apparent differentiated atom, it gains the knowledge and experiences of
individuality, or the power to express in least form that which
pertains to the whole, and makell the whole one. The life.cord
is the secret stream of vitality that runs through all worlds,
connecting spirit with spirit, soul with soul, body with body ;
also one planet with another, and all with their oentrat sun;
and, again, one solar with another solar system, and thePe with
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thilyet vaster astral syatemL Such ia the life-oord that bindt
the totality of universes, and makes them all one harmonioua
whole ; and when the throb of the interior life-principle beats
in unison with the grand harmony,-that iB oalled Religion.
'' Philosophy " is the term used to eJ:Pl'eBB the power of receiving and communicating the experiences and wisdom of the
inner operation of spirit ; and when applied to conditions of
embodied spirits, they fall into ideas and thoughts that oan be
expressed by language, or words, and, as a consequence, spiritual verities on the spiritual plane of perception, when embodied in words, become truisms, in contradistinction to the
fallacie~~, which are the obverse or reverse of truisms, when
these are judged from the physical plane of appearances.
"Science" iB the term which expre8808 results obtained by
knowledge concerning the modw operandi of the working of
law,-law being nothing more nor lese than the order of life in
motion.
It will be seen that the above definitions apply to a world or
sphere where " causes" are seen and appreciated, and this diBtinguiBhes.the subjects I am treating of from their application
to nature or the world of effects.
l'here iB an inner as well as an outer world of nature, and it
iB into this world that all spirits are ushered when emerging
or emancipated from the earthly tabernacle ; hence we hear of
80 many "earth-bound " spirits, who are detained in that state
for a longer or shorter period, 80 that the opportunity may be
afforded for developing that which had not been effected while
in embodied conditions.
It is the non-preservation of conscioW!nese of its then past
earth or embodied state, with the loSB of all remembrance of
the experiences of earth-life, that iB meant, and which ancient
knowledge still lingers, and which gives rise to the phrase,
"UnconsciotiJ! state of the dead." It ia to them precisely what
it is to the spirit when descending into conditions of mortality;
it comes into such, but in the process of coming loses the recollection of its prior state. Why this should be eo, and the
end to be att~~oined thereby, will be treated of farther on, for it
is quite evident some pnrpoee iB to be gained and some end to
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be attained thereby; and this grand problem may be solved by

the Philosophy of Spirit when conditions are afforded for revelation to be given and intuition to be developed.
What is Revelation, other than the communication of knowledge and wisdom from those spirits who have passed out of
mortality into immortality, and who can make their presence
known to those who are still in more outward conditions of
existence than themselves, but who have passed through the
same states as those to whom they communicate?
What is Intuition, other than the operation of spirits in a
still more advanced and interior condition of being, acting in a
more subtile manner, and using the organism of the embodied
spirit, and making it the mouthpiece or instrument for sending
forth ideae and thoughts which belong to the sphere of which
it forms a part in the interior state of its own being?
Guided by the light of intuition and informed by revelation,
sustained by reason which holds the balance, the ethics of Spiritual Philosophy teach, concerning the spirit proper, that it had
no beginning, it will have no end-that in its essence it is infinite
and eternal ; nevertheless, in its infinitely changing forms,
from universality to individuality, personality, and objectivity,
and ascending again through the countless stages of its circuit
of being-to each state, in the variety of its mode of expression,
there is a beginning, continuance, and ending, corresponding
to what is phenomenally seen in outer nature as birth, life, and
death.
Death is in reality the dissolution or separation of the atoms,
the totality of which forms and makes the organism what it is ;
each atom composing that organism by this process is dissolved,
and parting with or emerging from its grosser elements, ascend!!
and mingles with other atoms suited to its state and condition,
and made such by virtue of having formed part of the organism;
for no greater fallacy exists than to suppose that matter, as it is
called, is without life, or that it is nothing more than the conglomeration of particles destitute of force. The fact of the power
of cohesion and repulsion, of formation and disintegration,
possessed even by the <lensest and grossest of material atoms
is a proof to the contrary; and where is the instrument thnt
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can carry the process of division to the limit at which it can
be affirmed that here ends the power of divisibility, and this i1
the real unit or atom, the multiples of which form the earth
and all organised or unorganised forms upon and within ita
surface?
There is uo such a thing as a dead atom of matter; for, resolve
and reduce a particle of density and opaquene88 to its minutest
dimension, it is still a part-small only by comparison-of the
solidified bulk, which, if subjected to chemical action, becomes
fluid or gaseous, as the case may be, and thus only appears
material while in the condition of apparent solidity. Put into
the fewest words, that which is called 11 matter," is spirit in a
state of solidification, gaseous, fluidic, or dense, either in org·anic
or unorganio structural forms in exact accord, corresponding
with the highest form which inhabits the planet in physical
human material form. Thus, both man and his dwelling-place
are composed of one and the same substance or material.
The ethics of Materialism are the shadows of a sublime
reality, and is to Spiritualism what a shadow is to the substance;
for the reality is not in the shadow but in the substance that
causes the shadow, inasmuch as the shadow is the dark outline
only, that reflects the configuration of the substantial entity;
and just what the shadow is to the substance, viz., a reflection.
even so is matter to spirit, the physical to the natural world,
the natural world to the spiritual world, the body to the soul,
the mineral to the vegetable, the vegetable to the animal, tho
animal to the man. the man to the angel, the angel to the god,
and even the god to the yet higher Unrevea.Jed.
The inhabiters of each state see those beings who are in a
higher or more interior state as their 11 God; " thus, when men
oonceive of seeing and beholding " God," they will only see the
angel, which is the highest form that man, as such, can see.
But to the angels, there is a higher form in which life is
manifest and expressed, that to them c~esp<mds to the human
conception of God; and to the beings who compose that higher
than angelic state, there is still a. vast and unknown "Beyond,"
which the eye of the angel, unless prepared, cannot pierce.
This state or sphere is filled-not by one Being, but by myl'iad!l
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of beings, each one of whom is a god, possessing the powers
and attn'butes which embodied humanity applies in thought
e.nd conception to One.
The philosophy of which I am treating recognises the whole
of embodied humanity as one me.n in a state of development,
(If as Man in the variety of every form in which hume.nity is
expressed. It never confounds the animal with the human
kingdom, nor does it confound the man with the angel, which
is but the totality of spiritual beings on the same plane of existence, and composed of all those who have passed through
the lower states of embodied and disembodied spirit-existence ;
neither does it confound the angel with the God, which is the
state of those who have progressed beyond the angel state;
1\nd in like manner it recognises that the God is but the further
advancement and development of the angel into the state
ol\lled " God ;" and so on to the still higher and more intelior
states of being, to which no name that human lips can utter
8pplies; for that glorious "Beyond" is as yet nameless. Nevertheless the Spirit that now moves and gives life to the human
organism, and which makes it what it is, is heir even to this,.and
vastly more: for from thence it came, thither it must return,
only to enter upon another descent and ascent into other and
still more glorious states and spheres, to fit it to take in and give
out the love, wisdom, and power of the Yast Infinite.
I tarry here a little while to speak of that greatest of all
marvels-the human organism.
The popular idea-beyond which few, even Christians, have
advanced-is, that a body is formed, and at the moment of parturition, when the infant breathes the atmospheric air, a soul
is then put into it, and this is supposed to be the time and act
at and by which "man becomes a living soul " or an immortal
being. If death ensues prior to this, then it is thought the
body or fcetus returns to the dust and ceases to be. But this
fallacy is swept away by the teachings and facts of the modern
spiritualistic phenomena, for many have had the 'experience of
spiriU! manifesting who declared themselves to be the spirits of
what had been known by those on the earth-plane as untimely
oirtb.s.
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We may therefore dismiss this old error from our oonsideration, and see what light can be thrown upon this subject
by spiritual philosophy.
As seen from outside, the human organism appears to be
oomp()sed of bones, sinews, nerves, flesh, and blood, each specimen so far differing from another, that to all intents and purposes they are separate and distinct from each other. Thie
organism is moved and impelled by a somewhat within, which
is said to be immortal, and which, when again 888ociated with
the body that it left behind at death, will continue to exist for
ever in a state of happine88 or misery, according to the actions
of earth-life. But this, like the prior one, is a fallacy arising
from a defective understanding of what the spirit really is,
and when eubjected to the ordeal of an enlightened reason, is
at onco seen to be nnphilosophical and untrue.
True wisdom, or philosophy, proclaiming the truth as seen
from the ifl8ide, or speaking from a state which looks from
within to without (not from without to within, for true knowledge can never be attained by this method), teaches that when
a human organism bas to be formed-created if we will-a
qnrit-entity descends, or what is better de84lribed, is projected
into a more exterior state of being than the one in which it
previously abode, and by a process which I need not describe,
it draws unto itself atoms, which, by virtue of this attraction,
become part of itself, and at a cortain point is launched upon ·
the outer stage of life as a human being-small in size, feeble
in power, and utterly ignorant and helple88 to maintain its own
life without extraneous aid. It is born as an infant, with the inherent power of development to the state of manhood and
womanhood, in which it may become the medium of receiving
and ultimating other spirit-atoms, thus perpetuating the race in
the conditions of life as manifested on this planet.
Surely the stupendous fact of a. spirit thus coming into the
world, and, even according to the teachings of all religiou
sects, destined to live for ever, cannot be the mere result of a
oaprice, a desire, or a. passion on the part of those who
indulge the same, and never spend a moment's thought as to
the tremendous issue involved in the mere gratification of $e
oorporeal ·desire I
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The infatuated sensualist neither thinks on the issue involved
nor cares as to the result; the ignorant multitude are dumb; the
science and philosophy of the day have nothing to say on the
subject; and the religionist of the churches looks upon it as a
matter involved in too much mystery for any knowledge to be
gained thereon, and consequently h~&~~ no theory to propound,
and no solution to offer. So, between the whole, the world of
humanity is left in almost total darkness concerning the most
wonderful, interesting, and important subject, which, of all
others, should attract and engage its attention, deepest thought,
· and solicitation.
If all these voices are silent and dumb, and can give no
reply to the questions-What am I? Whence came I? Why am
I here? Whither am I going ?-then another voice, finding expression in Spiritual Philosophy, shall be heard, and its utterance must be held as in accord with truth until it is proved to
be false.
That voice declares that there is no such thing as chance,
or an error, or any event transpiring in nature that is u.nfor~
seen, unprovided for, or miscalculated ; but that all which
transpires is subject to the law of spirit-aetion and control,
guided and wielded by an Intelligence that cannot err, and a
Power that is certainly uncontrolled by any less than itself.
The minor cannot rule the major; the outer cannot affect the
inner; the natural, sensual, and corporeal cannot dominate the
spiritual.
It is the via media between these states-inner and outer.upon which the apparent struggle takes place, and the conflict
seems to rage, and such will continue to be until the outer becomes subject to the inner; and if this world is the world of
shadows or effects, and not of realities and causes, then the
spiritual world-not the physical, mundane, or natural worldis the arena from which light must come and power must descend, and according to the ratio in whioh these are bestowed,
so will the apparent chaos and discord give place to the expression of order and harmony.
But back to the point. The spirit-entity or principle
attracts to itself that which is to form its covering or em-
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hodiment, which process, in its commencement, is effected fD
conditions where the light or outer air m1J8t not enter, otherwise it could not be perfected in conception and development.j
Ry way of parenthesis, I may here state, that if this fact werto:
duly considered there would not be the insensate outcry againstl
what are termed " dark seances," and the foolish crusade\
against cabinets, or places of seclusion, for the isolation of the
medium du.ring the production of physical phenomena, andl
especially for the proper conditions that are requisite for thej
formation of materi&iised spirit-projections. The present cru1
sade against tho law which requires the absence of natural orl
artificial light for its successful operation, is productive of torture to the mediums, and prevents or retards the manifesta.-1
tion of the most wonderful displays of that power, which is now
only in the commencement of its operation on the new plane.
Let reason, on this as on all other matters, guide the judgment
of all those who are engaged in the important work of invea-·
tigation in the domain of occult science and philosophy.
The particles (as science would term them) with which the
spirit, or first principle, clothes itself, are drawn from many
sources-atmospherio and otherwise; and when thus attracted,
coalesce and form what is called the body or shell. Thee~
particles, or atoms, as I prefer to call them, are generally sup-!
posed to be drawn from the earth in some mysterious and
round-about fashion, and when the soul or spirit leaves thej
body these particles, it is said, return to the earth, from whenceJ
they were drawn.
I, myself, have seen in some of the anatomical museums some
five or six glass phials, labelled carbon, phosphorus, albumen,
&c., and was informed that tho contents of these small phials
(weighing only some ounces) were the residuum of what wae
once a full-grown man, being the result of chemical experiment, and the body or corpse reduced to its "primal elements,'
in the form and space as shown in the said glass phials. But
chemistry had not gone quite far enough, for had it known
how to do it, these ''primal elements" could be reduced from a
solid to a fluidic _form, and even into vapour, and p&BB away into
-nothingne88 I and then. where are the remains of the man
that wasP
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If natural science cannot dissect and anatomise the soul or
real man (as it only deala with the outer shell or covering),
neither can it touch the real life of the atoms which it professes to have reduoed to their original or primal clemente.
Every particle, every atom that composes the human organism
during any part of its integrity, has a spirit-life of its own, and
is subject to the laws of involution, evolution, and development,
.the same as the central spirit-principle, or first form, itself.
The interesting and wonderful experiments of Professor
Orookes, as exhibited in Sheffield at the last meeting of the.
British Association for the Advancement of Science, prove and
demonstrate that the air or atmosphere is nothing more nor
lcBB than a composition of particles or infinitesimal molecules,
and that these in motion are productive of the phenomena of
light and heat. In the state of rarefaction, to which these were
subject in ~he oourae of his experiments, the ProfCBBor happily
designates them "radiant matter."
Microsoopic and almost infinitely minute as these particles
or units are-so vast and numerous, that even in the millionth
ptnt of a cubic inch their numbers cannot be counted or even
appreciated by mathematical definition-the philosophy which
I am endeavouring to propound declares that even each one of
these infinitesimal particles is the outer ezpre1aion of a spiritentity in a certain stage of its being, and is "meted, numbered,
and weighed," by the Grand Artificer, who and which is the
central life of each and all.
Were it possible for the human, as it is for the angelic eye,
to trace one of these atoms all through to the stages of its
being, it would be discovered that it descended and became
part of myriad forms-first, of nnorganised, then of organised
life-until by contact with spirit embodied in human form, it
was fitted to become adapted for the building up of spirit,
angelic, and even deifio forms.
The question may here be asked, Has each of these apparently unformed atoms a conscionaneBB or individuality of
its own P to which I reply, No, not in the way or manner
that we understand the term individual oonsciousness. NeverthelcBB, there is somewhat corresponding to conscionanesa,
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which is proper to the atom or particle while in that stateBeing in the smallest form undeveloped into a concrete form
or substance, it only partakes of so much aa the vast diffusive
empyreum of life imparts to each of ita ooutituent parts or
elements for the time or state being.
The human organism itself, inhabited by the spirit-entity
which, by virtue of assuming the concrete form of a human
being, gains an individuality that IDiU MVer ~ lolt, is the highest
· and most perfect form that expresses life on this planet ; nevertheless, this perfection is only comparative, and i8 imperfection,
when contrasted with the higher and more beautiful form which
it will assume when liberated from earthly conditions.
Having just raised the vail to a small extent, I conclude this
ohapter, and propose in following chapters to give selections
from the Indian Philosophy, as taught or concealed in the
ancient system, some five thousand years ago.

OHAPTER II.
TlR HUMAN ORGANISM.

In my last paper I showed only in part what the human
organism is, bow formed, and how built up ; and were I to
write volumes on volumes on this subject, even then it would
not be exhausted, for it contains wonders that eternity itself
can only pourtray ; and not until the. Spirit that formed it, and
maintained it in the form, has ascended to the height or state
from which it descended can the vast all of memory be
awakened, and only then can it realise the circuit of its peregrinations, and know truly the Great I AM.
In whatever organised form, the essence that holds it in its
integrity can say, reason, and k·now that "I am;" there it
a part of the Infinite and Eternal One to which it belongs, and
from that point it advances until it mingles in the kosmic
whole, preserving the individuality ~ven in the universality ol
its 'being. It is the ignorance of what i8 involved in the idea
of " extended " in contrast to the " limited" form or posse&·
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sion of consciousness (for consciousness is life in form, from
the animalcule, or even lower, up to the deific form, and
beyond,) that causes the fear or dread of dissolution, or what
is known as death. It is the mystery and uncertainty of what
lies beyond that r.ause the thoughtlessness and scepticism in
regard to a future life, and in the absence of proof or demonstration that there is a future life (which proof, when offered,
and which demonstration, when given, are, as a rule, rejected).
the great ma.BB of mankind are content to remain in the profoundest ignorance, and they pass out of this world as utterly
ignorant of what lies before them as they were when they
came into it.
Christendom, in spite of all ecclesiastical efforts and t~e
teachings of its churches, is fa.st sliding into the grossest materialism, and the spread of education among the ma.sses ha.s the
apparent tendency to develop scepticism and a barely-disguised
atheistical creed,-in short, the_scientist is a greater leader of
thought than the theologian, and a materialistic school of
science is impressing the present age more than the colleges of
theology.
The reason of this is not far to seek, for science and its advocates and leaders profess to found their teachings on known
laws and attested facts, and in this region they possess a
vantage ground; for by mathematical proof, or by scientific demonstration, or by chemical and mechanical experiment, they
appeal to that part of human nature in which the sensuous
preceptions predominate; and where the rational faculty hAA
been developed by education a.nd study they find a ready assent
to their formularies and deductions; while, on the other band,
the theologians, repudiating the only phenomena which can
support their teachings and theories, have left themselves without the means of proof, and wander in the region of uncertainty. As a consequence of this short-sighted policy, the
same rational faculty or reasoning power which causes the
educated mind to readily accept the teachings and demonstrations of scientific research (which is ever advancing in knowledge), when brought to bear upon the claims of theological
dogma.s, finds them unsatisfactory and unprogressive, and there-
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fore either rejects them or holds them of little worth; for
reason, when brought into action, deolinee to accept their infantile notions of creation from nothing, revolts against their
partial distribution of future rewards, and rejeots their impossible God.
To the observant mind, however, it will be seen bow nece&sary this phase of human scepticism, doubt, and materialism is
in the present transitional crisis. The old structural form of
society must give place to a new and better form, in which the
contrasts of social life shall not be so painfully evident. We
are now in the state when the foundations of society are being
loosened, and whether the new superstructure involves the destruction of the old, or a gradual snpercea.sion, time alone will
show.
The great value of scientific research and experiment is in
the results obtained thereby, viz., a knowledge of the unerring
law to which outer nature is subject, and which appears to
admit of no exemption or exception. It has, or thinks it bas,
arrived at a sound conclusion, by subjecting all things that are
apparent to the senses, to the crucible of "test," and consequently, theories that will not stand the application of teet are
rejected.
Says the scientist, "I know that the planets move round tho
central orb of the system, because I can calculate their exact
position in space at any given period, and these calculations as
to the speed and motion of the planetary bodies I know to be
correct, because their appearance at any given point in space,
according to calculation, coincides with mathematical precision,
therefore the theory of the revolution of the planetary bodies
around the sun is a certainty demonstrated by mathematics,
and consequently is a truth." So with all the axioms of science ;
nothing is accepted as truth but what can be subjected to
anaJysis, and o.ny theory that will not stand the teet, but is
found wanting by the absence of proof or demonstration, is
rejected, and this is the reason that the region of scientific research presents the fascination which attracts the educated
mind of the present age. It answers the appeal for knowledge,
aeeing that it possesses a criterion for the judgment, so that
c
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vagueness, uncertainty, a.nd ignorance may pass away; a.nd it
is unquestionable that the possession of " knowledge " yields
an amount of happiness and contentedness on its own plane
that cannot be disputed.
The same thirst for "knowledge" upon higher and more
interior subjects is now being experienced; but when entering
the domain of theology, and applying the same to ecclesiastical
theories, the proof and demonstration are-found wanting.
To a very young child just awaking to the perception of
moonlight, the answer of its preceptor that the moon is the
parish lantern, is acceptable, but a little further on in life
the child outgrows such notions; precisely so, the theories and
doctrines of the ecclesiasticisms, which are now rapidly pasrsing
away, sufficed for an uneducated, infantile state of mind; but
wht=~n they are subjected to the ordeal of rational investigation,
they fail to meet the requirements that the development of the
age has engendered.
The theologian has now given up to the scientist the teachings respecting the age and history of the earth, and the mode
or manner of its creation, but still holds with a tenacious grasp,
the right of determining as to how far the huma.n mind shall go
in the direction of its studies respecting its own spiritual power
and possibilities.
As has been already noticed, on the question of a past immortality, the voice of the Church is speechless, and on the
grand subject of the future immortality its deliverances are
fitful, irrational, and unsupported by proof; consequently, if
a response must be given to the question, " Am I an immortal
being destined to live again after death?" and, if so, how and
where? the oracle will have to be consulted on other than
ecclesiastical ground.
What oracle ca.n be consulted upon these the roost important
questions that the mind can propound ? My reply is, that the
spiritualistic phenomena. of the past thirty years is the oracle
that has given out no uncertain sound, and its assertions have
boen accompanied by proofs that, to the contemplative and
candid mind, are satisfactory and trustworthy; for the chief
object of this rapidly extending movement is, first and mainly,
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to demonstrate the fact of a conscious existence beyond tht~
grave. Tbis ill the Alpha, but what and where is the Omega "i
To the spiritual scientist and philosopher a new world is
open, and they can see that the facts and truisms of immortality are as capable of tabulation and verification by patient
research, as those which pert!Un to the domain of outer nature;
but the careful student and investigator soon learns to distinguish between the two fields of research and operation, for
he discerns that while the outer universe is subject to certain
laws which are cognisable by means of the senses, on the other
hand, he discovers that the inner universe is not controlled or
governed by the same order of laws. For instance, it is a r&ceived axiom in science that two bodies of matter cannot at
one time occupy the same position in space, and tbat a hard,
concrete substance, repels, and does not coalesce with another;
and again, that "matter" is subject to the laws of gravitation
and attraction. But the merest tyro in spiritualistic studies
has had demonstrated to him that, in the hands of invisible
operators, " matter" offers no resistance or impediment; nay,
further, that matter itself, however solid and concrete it
apparently is, can be reduced in a moment to its impondernble elements and made invisible, and afterwards presented
again in its integrity, and left in its original form, shape, and
solidity.
With such experiences as these,-viz., the witnessing of the .
creation of objects out of apparent nothingness, as dense and
solid for the time being as any other contemporaneous object
of like form and shape, and then seeing the instantaneous resolution of these created forms into their original elements, which
causes them to be undiscernable to the outer eye, what. becomes
of the immutable laws of nature, which, e.ccording to the
teachings of materialistio science, are fixed and unalterable?
These very laws, when spiritual disembodied beings manifest
their presence and power, are set at naught, and for the time
being are made subservient 'to the action of other laws, which
override them, and, during the period of such manifestion, the
outer laws are made to yield. It is only after the exposition of
spiritualli!tic phenomena that the apparently material atoms
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return to their former condition, and again become 11ubject to
the favourite maxims of scientlfic exegesis.
But what do these occult phenomena prove? They prove
that there is in exietenoo a power above (or as I prefer, within)
outer nature, exercised by sentient and intelligent beings, which
can produoo phenomenal appearances, albeit subject to laws of
a different order, and that does, when need be, assert its prerogative; and by the exposition of occult phenomena, it appeals
to the sensuous faculty of mankind, and demonstrates that the
laws to which matter is obedient, are only "fixed and unalterable" i~ appearance, and that such apparent fixedness and unchangeableness is only applicable to the realm of outer nature,
and of which man is cognizant while in conditions of earthly
embodiment.
I may be questioned here as to what matter is ? To my undei'IItanding, "matter" is spiritual substanoo in a 11tate of
solidity for the time being, every particle of which is in a continuous stcte of change ; the lower or more dense particles of
unorganised matter requiring a greater l11.pse of time to effect
the change, than the particles composing the organised forms,
nevertheless, the change of formation and expression, by a variety of combinations is continuously progressing from invisibility to visibility, and again from visibility to invisibility.
If this proposition be granted, then the gradation of spirit is
recognised, and the scale of spirit-expression may be appreciated from its centre, where it is life in its most active form,
and also may be traced as it gradually descends stage by stage,
step by step, until as " matter" it presents the appearance of
torpidity and unorganism, and at the circumference or most external it is apparently eo devoid of life that it is called dead
matter. The same oontral power is operative down through
all these stages, and e::-:ercises its prerogative by projecting
spirit into the condition of ultimates, where it assumes a fixed
and sensible form, the totality of which in such conditions ia
called nature. But inasmuch a.e 'nature is spirit in its essenoe,
it gives back that which it receives, and thus nature itself is
constantly sustained in its phenomenal integrity, by drawing
in and giving off that which is its e88enoo and life.

d
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This philosophy doea not commence upon the illogical baaie
of accounting for the creation and formation of 8Wl8 and planeta
out of" nothing," but teaches that all which i.e apparent to the
. seneee of man is formed out of pre-existing substance (but in a
different state of condition) from a leBBto a more dense state of
aolidification, and what is true of all organised and unorganiaed
forms of life, below and outside human beings, i.e also true of
man himself, for a correspondence of expression baa always
been, and ever will be, between the human form and that which
ie'beneath and outside it; from which it may be seen that the
principle of humanity i.e not confined to the human organism,
but that it is diffusive, and supplies the formative and sustaining element to all the three kingdoms of nature of which man,
as such, in the organised figure, i.e the " king." 'l'he fact that
embodied man is unconscious of this grand truth doea not
destroy or vitiate the reality, especially when it is see.n that
the human organism itself i.e phenomenal, and like all else in
the realm of outer nature, subject to the law of birth (or introduction into the form), maturity, decay, and dissolution,-in
short, to change in its mode of expression. The mode of expression changes, but that which causes the change, in ita first
form or principle, is indestructible and eternal. While encased
in fiesh or matter during its sojourn in time and space, it is
subject to the laws which pertain to time and space; but when
changing its state or mode of expression in a higher or more
interior condition, it becomes subject to the laws which govern
the states into which it emerges. This, of necessity, implies
that there i.e no state of being of which it can be said, there is
nothing beyond.
Destruction, negation, annihilation, and all such terms are
inapplicable to the language of Spirit-Philosophy, for in ita
ethice the idea of destruction gives place to the perception of
transition, the negative becomes po1.1itive, and the fear of annihilation yields to the certainty of a better and more gloriou.a
enjoyment'of fulness of life.
To show bow the life of embodied humanity yields the element of formation and sustenance to all that i.e beneath it, I
would have the scientist to know that every particle attracted
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to and absorbed into the human organism, and repelled or
ejected therefrom, is charged or surcharged with the quality of
the spirit that animates such organism, and carries with it
that specific element into whatever conditions it pas11es, and
thus spreads or diffuses the life principle from the highest to
the lowest; and who can count the number of particleat\tmospheric, fluidic, and solid-which are thus humanised by
t~uch contact, even in a minute of time, to say nothing of a
life-period ?
I am not in favour with that school of thought which pronounces natural formations to be illusory, or which teaches
that such appearances are delusive and non-existent; they are
real on the plane of sensuous thought ~~:nd appreciation, o.nd
hence are unquestionably cognisable to the eight and touch,
&c., &c. To such real appearances the term "matter " is
logical and understandable.
What I wish and intend to show (eo far as language and
words will enable me so to do) is, that creation, formation, and
•uetentation are pepetuated on the mundane plane of existence
through humanity as a medium. Thus earths or planets come
into existence when spirit descends into the conditions of
earthly existence ; spheres are formed when it ascends into disembodied conditions, and it loses or gains the consciousness or
knowledge of the part it is acting in the grand drama in exact
proportion as it descends into ultimates and ascends into primates; for as planets are made and sustained in their figure
and form by the descent of spirit, so the spheres are the outbirth of states by which spirit is manifest in disembodied conditions, and so on up to the state of angelhood, which is
humanity in a perfected or developed state of being, and in
which state of being the creative power of spirit is exercised in
full consciousness.
I have already stated that the present planetary or earthly
condition of existence is a world in which " effects" are only
virsible ; for it is only through the medium of the senses, or
outer clothing called "body," that the indwelling animating
spirit comes into conscious contact with its surroundings. This
clothing process is applicable to all states of existence, but the
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density varies according to the state being, and thus, in the
graduated scale of ascending life, the covering by which the
spirit expreeees itself become& more and more etherealised,
inasmuch as it clothe& or cover& itself with the substance proper
to the various stage& through which it progresses and abide&
for the state being.
1'he great end to be attained by the desc"nt of spirit i8 to
obtain the conscious knowledge, by experience, of what is known
as individuality. To attain to this, it change& its state from
diffusiveness to the concrete or atomic form ; this become&
specific or differentiated in the human form, and when projected into the most external conditions, and builds up a
human organism, then it gains personality.
But it should be remembered personality is one thing and individuality is qtiite another: for the personality is dissolved at
death, while the individuality is maintained, and at the next
change individuality itself is changed into identity, the latter
comprising all in one, when that state is attained.
These three states of consciousness correspond to the spirit,
soul, and body of a human organism: the body being the outermost covering, and the soul being the inner clothing of the
spirit proper. These three form the Trinity in Unity, and
wherever consciousness i&, are maintained for ever, varying in
form and substance, according to the state to which " expression" applies. For instance, in mundane conditions the outer
configuration is a physical body, which, when dissolved and
dissipated, is changed into an ethereal body, and which when
agr.in metamorphosed becomes an aural body,-the spirit or
central life changing its conciousness contemporaneously therewith.
I now return to the consideration of the human organism in
the physical or mundane form. That which is apparent to the
senses, like all else on the same plane of existence, i8 phenomenal, and bee&use phenomenal i8 representative.
All forms of life outside humanity represent states or qualities inherent in the human organism, and in precisely the same
manner, the human organism itself reflects and represents the
Beings who inhabit the sphere that is higher or more interior
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than the external world of nature. To prevent miannderstanding
here, it is only necessary to bear in mind that I am treating of
hnman nature, and not of outer or physical nature.
'l'he personal human form is then a representative form.
The tel'Jll "persou," as now used, baa lost its ancient meaning,
which was the true one; for it simply means a personation, or
representation : just as in a theatrical exhibition, the actors, for
the purpose of defining the play, personate or appear, not as
themselves but as others, and thus the drama is ~3:hibited as if
acted by individuals who are supposed to be non-existent. For
the time being, the individuality of the actor is quiescent, and
he or she represents or personates another of a totally distinct
character and quality.
What is only an appearance in dramatic performances on the
stage, is in very truth a reality on the greater and real theatre
of human existence in physical conditions : the real actors are
invisible to the outer or external eye, for it beholds only the personations or representatives of the Beings who are moving .and
impelling the organisms visible on the outer plane of existence ;
the difference being, that in the case of the comedian and
tragedian, whiletbeythemselves are conscious ofthe personation,
and know that they are representing other characters and qua.lities, the actorR in the real stage of embodied hnman life
knQW not that they are personating and representing the parts
assigned to them by a Power which they do not recognise,
and they remain profoundly ignorant of the truth that the
organism which appears their own is an instrument on which
myriads of Beings are playing, and through which organism
they operate into the physical and mundane plane, some coming
into, some tarrying for a while, and some having passed on : so
that in very truth, the human organism is a composite form,
built up and maintained in its integrity by the continuous action
of countless atoms of spirit essance and existence, in conjunction
with the central or ruling atom, which itself changes as they
change and forms a one with them as they form a one with
it for the state being.
I think now it may be seen how the human organism is the
grand medium for the outbirth and upholding of the physical
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of the e&rth and all that compose& it, as well as the
channel through which flows the vitality that supplies the power
of expression to all -organic forms of life below and outside
itself, protoplastio or otherwise.
Organised forms of life are composite in their structural expression, and by which terms I mean that such po88ess a power
to develop from a small (in appearance) primate to a larger and
more elaborate form, which is accomplished by the law of attraction, by drawing to itself particles or atoms in affinity therewith and of similar quality and nature. Thus we may see the
same process repeated in all organised forms, from the lichen
to the oak; from the midge to the mammoth ; from the babe to .
the man; to whom alone pertains that wondrous faculty called
intelligence, which is knowledge, wisdom, and power combined,
and the consciousness of this places the human organism, even as
an organism, at the head, which forms the crown of phenomenal
nature, and to whom the natural universe is in subjection. When
this combined Intelligence is Rofiiciently developed and guided
by the still more interior faculty of pure and unselfish Love,
then the outer universe will, in obedience to this Power, be made
subservient to embodied Humanity, and yield forms of life of
greater beauty and more exquisite symmetry than are, as yet,
dreamt of.
But so far I have treated mainly of the outer figure or
phenomenal expression of the human organism. I now proceed to notice the internal p&rt, wbich is termed son!, or tho
intermediate between the body and spirit.
As I use the word soul, it refers to that which is generally
understood as mind.
In ordinary parlance this word mind is generally applied to
the emotional, intuitional, and rational faculties, and thus are
characterised as " mental faculties.'' But what is the mind ;
·
and what are mental faculties P
We have continuous ocular demonstration that the outer
framework of the !)rganism is dissolved and dissipated by what
is known phenomenally as " death."
Say, ye professors of materialistic science, Were these which
are termed mental faculties proper to, or ~e resultants of the
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organism which ye see decay, perish, a.nd resolved into dust or
elemental matter? Does the organism, which you admit is made
up of particles or units, a.nd, according to your teachings, the
resultant of " circumstances," does it, or do they, in their corporate capacity, develop the mental faculties P And further,
do these mental faculties perish a.nd pass away into nothingness
with the disruption a.nd decease of the organism ? Are the
grand discoveries which ye are making in the domain of nature,
in the skies above, in the earth beneath, and in the strata under
the earth-that which is visible to the vision of the outer eye,
and which is invisible without the aid of added instruments, but
by the aid of which auother world of life is brought forth -to
view,-I ask, humanity asks, and your own inner life asks, Are
these discoveries for no other purpose than for the mere gratification which is enjoyed in the pursuit of knowledge, and which,
when gained, perishes and passes away with the protoplastio
organism that urges you on in the paths of discovery? Unknown to yourselves, ye have arrived at a point in your search
and investigations at whichye cannot stop; the hiatus must be
filled up or bridged over, or the darkness will become so dense
that it will be felt, and the leadership will be given to others
who can take the light into the darkness and illumine the path
of progress from matter to mind ; from orga.nical structures
to mental forms ; from body to. soul; from mortality to immortality ; from time to eternity ; from space to infinity ; and from
death to life I
The science and philosophy which only deal with physics a.nd
material organism are useful so far as they go, but stop exactly
at the point where the inner and immortal part of the structural
edifice is calling for recognition and notice; for it is precisely
these which are called ' 1 mental qualities," that are immortal, a.nd
which suffer no decay: while in the organism, impelling, moving,
nnd giVing life-energy to it, they were " not of it," for these are
uubstantial without being material ; the material or physical
being the casket for the time a.nd state being, while these e.re
the gems which remain, and the brilliancy of which is exhibited
by another mode of manifestation than acting through dense
matter.
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To pat the subject in plain and few words, the outer covering
or that part of the organism which is separated from the spirit
A.nd soul at death, is the "remains " which are left behind, and
c<mte.in so much of the life element of the ruling spirit-atom of
the bodily structural edifice as is necessary to form ita quota.
towards the continuance of outer nature in general and the
earth in specific. What these "remains" are, and what becomes
of them, are questions that pertain to more advanced problems
than I am at present endeavouring to illustrate and elucidate.
But I can say, the philosophy of spirit takes even these in its
range, and can specify their place and use in the universal
kosmos. Suffice it at present to say that everything that exists
and all that is ha8 a use ; for in the hands of the Grand
Artificer nothing is waste, nothing is valueless, and nothing is
lost-not one atom too much, not one particle too little ; for
without even the least of these the universe would be so much
le88 perfect than it is. As embodied humanity oannot te.k&
from, neither can it add to, inasmuch as addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division are relative terms to express th&
variety of the ever-changing forms in which the one Life and the
one Substance are manifested.
The "mind," as it is termed, is the part which is immortal,
not eternal in duration as to its constituent form, for that to
which eternal is predicable is within the mind, and makes th&
mind what it is for the state being ; and tho " mind " is to the
bodily organism what the spirit is to the mental structure.
The mind is immortal and imperishable as to substance, like as
the bodily organism is mortal and perishable as such.
The Philosophy of Spirit teaches that the" mind" is a structural
form, built up of substantial entities, and is the outer expression
of the spirit in disembodied conditions of existence. This substance not being material, is intangible to the senses proper
to materiality, but is nevertheless real to the sphere which is
above or within nature, as it is called. The substance which
forms the mental structure is composed of life-forms in a state
of rarity or ethereality, and when concreted form the individuality, similar to the process by which the grosser and denser
atoms form the personality ; they correapond to material atorue,
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but are dissimilar in nature or degree ; hence it may be soon
that the menta~ form is structural without being organical, as
organs are the mechanical arrangements by which and through
which the indwelling Central Spirit acts and communicates with
all that appears outside itself; and inasmuch as phenomenal or
material nature disappears with the physical covering or body, the
emancipated spirit acts through the soul or mental form, which
changes as it progresses or advances from state to state; at first
undeveloped in its introduction into the new condition ofexistence,
but gradually attracting the substance by which it can manifest
in greater beauty and power. This substance is composed of
atoms that attain to individuality by virtue of being attracted
and forming part of the spiritual mental structural form, and
play the same office in the interior natural sphere as the atoms
forming the outer or mundane world.
• I conclude this metaphysical discourse by referring to the
actuality of spirit philosophy.
In its most interior meaning it has reference to life formll,
inasmuch as there can be no such thing as matter without substance, or expression without form. The word or term is dual,
and is derived from philia-love, and B£Phia-wisdom : or the
unition of 'the masculine or intellectual with the feminine or
emotional, which are distinct but not separated, and when united
they enable the possessor to enjoy life upon an interior plane.
But these are not mere abstract words, they are real life
forms, and though apparently separated in physical or mundane
condition,yet they are drawn towards each other, and in one state
or another, in one sphere or another, they must coalesce and be
oonjoined, and compose the dual Angel which is expressed
in higher and more beautiful forms than the outer human
embodiment.
One is the counterpart of the other, and perfect happiness is
not attained until the two forms, whether regarded as differentiated atoms or the totality of developed forms of life in that
degree, combine and express in infinite variety and eternal
freshness and beauty the manifestation of the one Life, of which
they are the mediums to perpetuate in other states, spheres,
and worlds.
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OHAPTER III.
SACJU.D SCRIPTURES.

Before entering upon an elucidation of the philosophy contained in the most ancient of Scriptures-viz., the Hindoo (or
that part which will form the subjectofthefollowingchapters),
it is needful to go to the root of the matter, and examine the
claim made by the ecclesiasticisms of various nations, as to
their being the custodians of the revelation of God to man, in
written form. If, during the process of investigation, it should be
found that this claim rests upon some questionable foundation,
and, in fact, if that claim be discovered to be an egotistical
assumption associated with "caste," and that a privileged ~me,
then, good service will be rendered to the cause of human liberty
by such inquiry; and as that liberty, or freedom from the bond
age of ignorance, becomes the posilession of mankind at large
the doom of " caste'' is sealed.
The chief characteristic of the closing of the so-called nin&teenth century of .the Ohristian era, is the struggle which is
twerywhere visible-to those who have eyes to see-between
vested and '"'vested interests. In polemics, it is marked by
the ransacking into documentary 't'estiges of the past, and the
questioning of ecclesiastical assumptions and dogmas, as
well as the continually-widening erea of controversi~l differences. In politics, it is the struggle for rule by party, instead
of by well and clearJy-defi.ned principles; and in social life it is
manifest in the divergent views held by the representatives of
capital and labour.
Socialism in Germany ; Nihilism in Russia ; Communism in
France; and last, but possibly not least-so far as this country
is concemed-Fenianism in Ireland, nnmistakeably point to the
action of mental and spiritual forloles which are taking these
forms to express themselves ; and if these are to be " laid," it
will not be by the old and barbarous method of the sword and
gallows.
Humanity is entering too near the era or" Age of Reason,"
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for these weapons to be used to advantage : the "stamping-out"
process will be found to be a perilous adventure to those who
should essay it; and there are signs to be observed in the horizon, which indicate that a solution of the problem of the social
status will be found other than that by ail appeal to thfl
methods ot the past. What the sword has failed to accomplish
-even by cutting the Gordian Knot-Reason and Intelligence
will assuredly bring to pass.
The acquisition of " knowledge " is the only means for the
development of human culture and the consequent happiness
and well-being of the human race, and the withholding of knowledge on any subject whatever, when it can be given, is a wrong
-as the word is generally understood-done to those who are
in need of it.
The ecclesiasticisms of the past and present exist upon the
the ignorance of the masses, and unhappily for those who have
vested interests in the maintenance of the same, the enlightenment of mankind upon scientific and spiritual truths will cause
these, as such, in the future, to be unnecessary. I wish to be
guarded against the charge of a. sweeping condemnation against
even ecclesiasticisms. I acknowledge that they have performed
a. useful part in past history, notwithstanding that their history
bas too frequently been written in blood; but with this acknowledgment, I see, or think I see, that their days are numbered,
and that in the new incoming era, they will be superseded by a
different order, more in accordance with the intelligence
(dllrived from positive knowledge) of future generations, who
will learn spiritual truth by direct intercourse with spiritual
beings, instead of speculating and theorising upon an unknown
and incomprehensible future. By this method of instruction,
the questions-Is there a future? Is there a past immortality?
will be as clearly demonstrated, and scientifically proved, as
that there is a present.
In entering upon the study of Sacred Writings or Scripture!!,
the term they are known by, the first question that arises it1,
What is their origin ?
The question is very summarily answered by theologians or
"professional divines," who inform us that "holy men of old
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were moved by the Holy Ghost, and committed to writing the
things which they heard and saw; that they were not given
by any spirit or angel, but by ' God Himself,' through the
operation of the Holy Ghost, the third Person in their Trinity ;"
and further, by virtue of such inspiration they are to be reeeived as the veritable revelation of God to man.
Many have been, and are still, the wranglings on the question of inspiration, as to whether every word, every syllable,
and every letter is, or is not," divinely inspired." The egotism
of evangelical Christendom goes to the extent of asserting that
"the Bible," or canon of scripture, a.a established in its present
form by Act of Parliament, is the only and final written revelation of God to man, and that, apart from such belief and
acknowledgment, there is no salvation from hell in the future
life. In any ca.ae, for the Jewish and Ohristian Scriptures
combined in one volume, it is claimed by all Protestant ecclesiasticiams, that they are " the Word of God." Against this
may be put the legitimate custodians of the first part, or Old
Testament, viz., the Jews, who declare that the latter pari, or
New Testament, forms uo part of such divine revelation, and
consequently they reject it in toto.
In the following remarks it is not my intention to derogate
from the unquestionable value and spirit-enlightening power
poSBessed by thes11 J ewi.sh and Christian Scriptures to thoso
who cherish them with profound reverence, and seek therein
for that which satiafie~ the yearning of their inner or spiritual
nature; for to those who thus seek, who can say that they do
not find it?
For what do they search? The reply comes, " Search the
Scriptures, for in them ye think ye ba'\"e eternal life, and they
are they which t11stify of me."
This is the key-note with which all the doctrines pertaining
to the Ohw·ches of Christendom are in harmony. They are
baaed upon the credence of the statements in the Bible, or
11 the Book," as being a nanation of literal historical facts,
and containing, in part, a history of the creation of the earth
and man down to a period, supposed to be, about 1,800 years
ago (of solar time), culminating in the advent of the Saviour
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llf the world, with the account of his death and resurrection,
and gift of power to certain of his followers to form a church
which should be established, and <lQntinuo for all times, with a
commission that his gospel must be proclaimed to ~toll nations.
How literally this injunction has been understood and
obeyed by a vast mass who never stopped to inquire whether
tb~ same command might not have been given to oth(ll'
churches and other peoples, let the crusades of the past,
the Christianising of the Americas (the latter resulting in
the annihilation of the Carib race, and in the apparently not
far distant extinction of the Indian race of human beings),
'lD.d the present actual expenditure of enormous sums of money
by the various competing missionary societies; I say, let
these all testify to the conviction, that these efforts were, and
are, a conscientious discharge of the duty supposed to devolv&
upon the followers of Christ I
I will not stay to examine the propriety of such conviction,
or to pass judgment upon the direful results of a too literal
conformity to the " convictions" of ecclesiastics, and even
pietists and religionists ; doubtless they themselves lay the
liattering unction to their souls, that they are doing " God
service." But, unless history be all fable, and naught besides,
the worst atrocities that disfigure the blood-stained annale of
the race have been committed under precisely the same ide&
or thought. (This by way of parenthesis.)
Before I have done, I may be able to show that all such
notions-for notions they undoubtedly are-arise from ignorance as to the origin and true meaning of this class of
writings.
When Truth-beautiful and lovely Truth-comes forth and
ehedt1 its light and lustre by the impartation of knowledge~
then such crude notions of Deity and Humanity, as are possessed and taught by ecclesiasticisms, will be dissipated, and
wiser cou.nsels, together with more considerate regard to the
views ~nd perceptions of other portions of tho human f~mily,
will prevail.
"God" is the personation of Good ; "Devil" is the personatioa
of Evil. The error of the past and present consists in making
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proper nouns of what are ( 1111 parts of speech) adjectives,
and which are prefixes to indicate the state or moral quality
of sentient beings. As such, they are relative terms, applicable only to embodied spiritual being~; but they have no
applicability whatever to the absolute; for no speech, or parts of
speech, can pourtray that which even the totality of language
cannot express.
Who is God ? who is the Devil? what is Good? and what is
Evil ? are the questions which are now welling up from the
mind of thus far enlightened humanity. And if a fully satisfactory ailllwer cannot be found in the wisdom of the past, yet
the Philosophy of Spirit throws a light upon these all-important
problems, and points the way to an elucidation which will not
be so antagonistic to sound reason and enlightened intellect
as the theories propounded by the Ohurches, especially of
Christendom; and if it should be found possible to enter into
similar conditions of mind or state propounded and experienced by the philosophers of ancient times, even Christendom
itself may be startled by the discovery that they were nearer
perchance to the central truth than itself, with all its boasted
possessions and claim to be the monopolieer of the only revelation of God to man.
The first discovery will be th11.t that which they had fondly
cherished as actual literal history bearing upon their own immediate and prospective welfare, in time and eternity, in which
" Christians" are to occupy the first and chiefest position, is
no natural histcn-y at all, but an allegorical or metaphorical
record of the human spirit's progress, based upon purely astronomical appearances, as will be seen by what follows.
That which in Christendom is called the Sacred Scriptures is
now in printed form as "the Bible." The first Bible in the
English language was published by Miles Coverdale, in A.D. 1535,
Beza's Bible in l 565, and the present Bible, known as King
James's, was published about 1610.
The art of printing was developed in Holland and Germany
about A.D. 1420 to 1426, and introduced into England about
1450 by Oaxton; and it was about 1450 that the Bible was
first put into printed form at Guttenburg, although parte had
D
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been published at various times previous to this. The New
Testament was first published in 1514, and numerous editions
were issued under the supervision of Erasmus, the Dutchman,
whose publications form the basis of our present Bible. Prior
to these, of course, tho text was in MSS. ; and it is chiefly to
the indefatigable labours of Erasmus, who collected all ava.ilable MSS. within his reach, that Christendom is indebted for
the valuable volume that forms the basis for the doctrines
which are taught by the churches and other 1ocietie1 of the
present day: for it is an error to suppose that the Bible is only
the te:xt.book of the so-called "churches." It was originally
the property of secret societies ; and if ever a true history
shall be forthcoming of the Rosicrucians in particular, and of
their mission and work in the world, then the secret of tba
history of the Bible, as to its production and publication, may
be known; but until such time the question as to when and how
it a.seumed its present form will ba.ve to remain involved in the
mystery which enshrouds it even now.
The sum total of all that is known, or supposed to be known,
is that the Old Testament was originally written in the Hebrew
language, and translated into Greek, at Alexandria in Egypt.
about 2,800 years ago, in which city the New 'l'estament wa11
collated or written in the Greek language. The translation was
known as the Septuagint.
It is a. moot question whether the Sanscrit and Hebrew languages were ever spoken languages at all, and more than probable these two languages are the ~igns and language that was
used amongst the initiated into the mysteries, or religions (as
we should now term them) of ancient orders, who kept the
knowledges of natural and spiritual science and philosophy to
themselves: for, so far as I am aware, all the books or MSS.
that are known, written in these languages, trAat only of such
subjects as have relation to the spiritual nature of mankind;
e.nd if perchance they do contain truths referring to physical
conditions, yet these are merely the base for teaching truths of
a different order; in short, they are of an esoteric order, used
for the purpose of confining snob knowledge& to the initiated
only. Why such a course should have been adopted in those
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early ages in preference to any other I will not now stay to inquire. Whatever may have been the reason for such a coursll
of procedure in the past, the education of the masses render:~
IIUCh action in pr~sent times unnecessary and harmful, inasmuch as any knowledge of truth, if good for a few, must be of
advantage to the many. The nations of Europe are wakiug up
to the estimation of the value of knowledge, and are provint·
that an educated and intelligent people are better than au
ignorant and uneducated mass.
What applies to knowledge concerning physical or mundane
things, which affect mankind while in embodied conditions, applies with a hundredfold greater force to knowledge pertaining
to that part of human kind which is immortal and spiritual.
This knowledge is supposed to be contained in Sacred Writings,
and so it is, when they are rightly Uflderstuod, and it is precisely
to aid others in the acqui&ition of thi11 specific knowledge that
the present chapter is specially devoted.
No greater fallacy exists than to suppose that the Bible, or
Bibles, of the nations contain all the knowledge which is obtainable concerning man and his future. A thousand books
could not contain it, and the Stl<lred Writings or books of all or
any nation are merely a means to aSBist the searcher in the acquisition of occult and spiritual knowledge. If they be regarded
in any other fashion, then it becomes a superstition, and is, tu
all U.tents and purposes, " Bibliolatry," which is a slavish
adherence and worship of the letter-the thing itself-instead
of an intelligent perception of that which is merely expressed
in written form.
The letter or text of the Bibles, in languBge referring to time,
persons, and places, has not the truth in it, but in that which i1
within it, inasmuch as it is the casket which hides the gem,
or the shell that contains the kernel. The letter is only
the appearance of truth ; the genuine truth is the spiritual wisdom embodied within the letter. Put into the fewest words,
the Bible and Bibles are allegorical, metaphorical, and symbolical from beginning to end. Of what they allegorise and the
real subjects of which they treat, I will, in part, attempt to
unfold.
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The object of Sacred Writings is to reveal to human understanding the knowledge of the human spirit, and to awaken
the consciousness of its own inherent powers; or, in few word~.
to make it acquainted with itself.
Up to the present time, the method has been to convey thi~
knowledge in metaphysical language, which, while it conveyed
so much or so little to the int>tructed and initiated, yet kept the
uninstructed and uninitiated in the profoundest ignorance; and,
unless I err in endeavouring to widen the area of knowledge,
the tim&-yea., the set time-has come, when this priceless treasure must be offered to all who value and can utilise it, for their
own good and the good of others.
This is the "treasure" the.t has been locked up in the written
cabinets of the past ages ; but where is the key? According to
Masonic acknowledgments and to Christian una.cknowledgments,
tlu kty i8 lo8t! They are quite right, for to them the key is lost,
inasmuch as the letter is about the only thing they seewhile the gem-the brilliant-the Truth, is bid from view inmystery I
But, perchance, the key i8 f<JUI/Vi: and, with it in hand, its
poesessors may unlock all the secret doors, and have access to
the Temple of Wisdom in which the ancients worshipped.
"Mystery" is gone, and Babylon is doomed I Henceforth, the
cry for light, or appeal for knowledge, must be met by the response of those who are in possession. Let there be Light I So
far as I can be a humble worker in this great field, I willingly
and cheerfully give of that which I possess.
I have already referred to the translation of the Hebrew text
(which is an offshoot of the Sanscrit) into the Greek language,
and of the Christian Scripture being first written in Greek, and
this last supplies a. valuable link in the chain of evidence as to
the value and meaning of the Bible. Ancient Greece worshipped
a.ccording to the ritual and ceremonial of the Eleusinian religion, for the great Temple of Ceres was erected at Eleusis, and
whither the multitude at set times and seasons went to worship,
much in the same way and for the same purpose as the Christians of the present day go to their churches and chapels.
In what is now known a.s the ancient Greek Eleusinia.n mys-
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teries, we find the originals of the ritual and ceremonial of the
Christian Churches, as well as the ritual of Freemasonry. If
they were Pagan and idolatrous, then Christianity and Christian
worship is idolatrous too; for the latter is but a variation of the
former, the 1l4mel are changed to disguise the reality, but the
objeets revered and worshipped are precisely the same. It is
the past brought forward, but dreBSed in a new garb. Change
the modemJesus and Mary to their originals-Bacchus and Ceres
in Greece-Osiris and L!is in Egypt, and to Krishna and his
mother in India, and we have one and the same original. What
the original is I shall presently show.
Would not the devout celebrant of tbat most solemn Christian mystery known as the Lord's Supper (which is the mot~t
sacred of all Christian ordinances, llnd which is maintained for
the very purpose of keeping the tradition of Christ's Seconcl
Coming in remembrance)-! say, would not such an one be
startled to discover that that which ho had thought to oo
Christian and Christian only, was the continuation of a pagan
ceremonial-a relic of Paganism which is so persistently and
assidously ptoolaimed by the Christian Church to be idolatry
and superstition? and yet, such is the fact. Long before Ohrf&..
tianity, as such, was known, this very ceremony was obse"ed
with all due solemnity and reverence by the initiates and participants in the old Eleusinian mysteries. It was one of, if not
the chief act in those ceremonies. In that ceremony was celebrated the union of Ceres and Bacchus; Ceres being the personation of the goddess who presided over the seasons for sowing the cereals (hence the word cereal from Ceres) and the
h~est, and thus the producer of bread ; while Bacchus was the
nominal personated god of the vintage, and thus the producer
of wine. Here, then, is the origiDill of the Sacrament of the
Lord's Supper, in which the bread and the wine are the chief
elements to this day.
Another proof of the Pagan origin of the Christian symbol
of the cross, on which it is believed that Jesus Christ was
literally and historically murdered 1850 years ago (and to
doubt which, until later times, was considered a crime, for
heresy in the Churches' diction is the unpardonable sin), is
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found antedating Christianity itllelf. Even the very word
"Jesus" is a plagiarism from the older system.
Everyone who visits or worships in a Roman Catholic church
or Protestant church sees emblazoned on the altar-cloth the
letters L H. S. These are supposed to be the initials of the
Latin word&-Jesus, Hominum Salvator, or Jesus the Saviour
of men. But the Pagan altars of Bacchus had the initials of the
Greek letters-Iota, Eta, Sigma, inscribed thereon, which letters
signify Yes, or Saviour. In the legend of Constantjne's vision
of the cross it is said that be saw inscribed the words-In Me
1igno vincu, which means, " By this sign thou shalt overcome."
By adding the initial of the last word, v, we have the actual
word "Jean," which is the Latin way of putting the older
Greek word Jesus, and which simply means a Saviour, as Christ
means anointed.
And so I could go on enumerating examples, but these are
sufficient to show that what one system (the Christian) claims
to be a special revelation and manifestation, upon which, as a
~ystem, it is based, was known and practised by the other,
which was before it under different verbiage.
The Greek mythology, which is rightly treated as fiction, if
taken in its literal sense, is but another variation of the same
baaic mystic truths. All the religious systems of the past bear
one and the same origin, and that is, the recognition of the
grand orb, the Sun, as the Saviour, the Light Giver to the
world inhabited by man, and his annual passage through the
twelve signs of the Zodiac, appoints and causes the seasons,
upon which, in their regularity of motion, depends the p'hyt<ical life of the planet. Upon this, and this alone, all the
religious systems of the known world are based, and to call
into activity the intellectual and thence moral attributes of
humanity, the wisest, most learned, and best of men in the
past history of the race, have elaborated from the position and
motions of the gems and brilliants of the skies in allegorical
form, systems of thought and modes of worship, which now,
!.. >wever far removed from their original intention and meaning, still bold the mass of humanity within their magic spell.
As allegories, vailing natural a.n d spiritual scientific truths,
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they are "things of beauty" and much to be de11ired; but
when used by interested and more or less ignorant castes (who
have lost the knowledge of their original and true use and
meaning), who dare to fix limits to the aspirations of the
human mind for true knowledge, and who arrogantly thus far
Ullll11> the power to say, "Hitherto thou sh~lt go, and no
further,"-then they beoomtl obstructive and mischievous, and
prevent the coming or advent of that Power, the desire of
all nations, which is to cement in one common brotherhood
all the various kindreds and races of man. The present times
and age are a literal fulfilment of the ancient legend of Canute,
sitting on the sea shore, and by his simple word commanding
the tidal wave to cease its advance. Just as those sea waves,
in obedience to law, to which both he and they were subject,
rose and surrounded him and his courtiers with water, even so
the incoming wave of spirit-light and power is surging forward,
and no man-made system-no human-formed ecclesiasticismswill be able to withstand its progress, and unless these move
on, and, in obedience to that great law of spiritual development
and unfoldment, adapt themselves to the requirements of the
the new age, they will find themselves surrounded, and will
have to perish in the mighty deluge.
I have spoken of the similarity between the Eleusinian and
Christian mysteries. What will be thought when it is known
that the very Biblical terms which are supposed to refer to
peoples as, distinct nationalities, have no snell reference, but are
the terms used to designate certain degrees of attainment in
the pagan or Eleusinian mysteries ? (I should prefer the word
religion,but as"mystery"isin general use,itwill be more readily
granted, although in reality they are one and the same thing.)
The word Eleusis is in Greek what Adventus is in Latin, which
in plain English means-the Advent, and signifies literally tM
coming of light. This is the opentng up of the grand drama
which was enacted by the different personations in the Eleusinian
mysteries. There w&e 12, including the first, Eleusis, the birth
and character of the subject of the drama, and which was the
title, similar to the term Christianity, which includes all that is
embraced within its fold.
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2nd.
3rd.
4th.
5th.
6th.
7th.
8th.
9th.

Hieropbant. .
Huperheet . .
Diaconos . . . .
Diadochos . .
Photogogue..
Autoptos.. . .
Autopsy •.• ,
Hebrew • • . .

'The Expounder of the Mysteries,
The Priest or ordinary Minit~ter.
The Deacon under the Priest.
The Torch-bearer.
The Bringer in of Light.
The Candidate or ordinary Visitor.
The Sight itself.
The initiated Candidate, who had
passed through all the degrees of
the Mysteries.
lOt~ Teleios . . . . The Adept or Perfected.
11th. Israelite . . . . The God-Seer, purified from all guile.
12th. Jew.. . ... .. The God, or the Mysterious Perfection
and Deification of the Human Che.racter.
The above is the simple statement of the grand drama and
its personations as understood by the outside worshipper. Bot
there was, and is, an inner meaning known only to the initiated,
who by study and practice, as well as by ascetic observances,
passed through all the various degrees, until as the Hierophn.nt
(or Representative of the Sun in his intellectual and moral
position) he could embrace all the knowledges and experiences
which the system could impart, and thus become a Grand
Master in Israel. There was the same difference in this ancient
system between the initiated an•t uninitiated as there is in modem
times between the Church and the world, or as in ecclesiaatical
verbiage, between the saint and the sinner, and if put into
evangelical phraseology, ll.l! between the converted and unconverted-the saved and the lost.
I have made the broad statement that the Bible and all other
books of its class are purely allegorical, and have no application whatever to literal history, and that the proper nouns mentioned therein are the personations of principles a1ld representtv
ti01'18 of &tates, which apply in all times-paat, present, and
future-to the human spirit, to its de\"elopment in mental, intellectual, and scientific knowledge, together with the experiences of moral and social life in accordance therewith. The
lett~r-the allegory-the form of presentation and instruction
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-will pass away with the ages in which such were suitable,
and for which they were adapted ; but in the future they will
find no place, inasmuch as secrecy and the withholdment of
knowledge is incompatible with the spread of scientific and intellectual research, and will disappear by the universal overshadowing and attainment of spiritual light and life.
The crucial question arises here as to the literal historical
existence and actuality of the per8om of the Bible, and especially
of the leading character in the Christian writings and system.
Was Buddha, in Asia, an actual embodiment of the Divino
Being in mortal human form and 11hape? Was Osiris in Egypt,
Krishna in India, actual historical persons with human mothers
but God for a father? What say Christians to these questions?
Do they not give an emphatic denial to these questions, and
Claim that their" Jesus of Nazareth" was the only Son of God
who ever assumed human form P and yet the evidence is quite
as strong and precisely of the same character in the one case as
in the other. Outside the books or manuscripts which contain
the narratives there i11 no other evidence whatever, and it is
now (or may be) known, that one and all mean precisely the
same thing expressed in the different languages, and varied in
form from time to time to meet the wants of the age or the
requirements of the peoples to whom they were given a&revelationsl
The sum of the whole is, that Sacred Scriptures, and the
Bible amongst the rest, are pure and simple astro-Ma.sonic,
or 88trological works, containing, in a method known only to
the instructed and initiated, the record of astrono!Dical
periods, with planetary and sidereal motions, based upon
what was known as the laws of the Medea and Persians, and
the knowledge of which laws, together with the method of
worlring, are as easy of attainment as the problems of Euclid.
To understand these laws, a knowledge of the celestial globe
f\lld charts with the figures of all the constellations (especially
in the northern hemisphere), and the Zodiac, divided into
degrees, &c., &c., is absolutely necessary; with these, and an
in11tructor, to teach the student, tho riddle is solved and ihe
mystery made plain.
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The t~umber1 in both the Old and New Testament are, in
reality, astro-Masonic points in the system, and have no reference whatever to literal historical dates; just as the namu
mentioned have no application to historical human beings, but
to the names of the personations of the figured constellations.
As to the question of dates, it is a generally accepted opinion
that the commencement of the Christian era was fixed by the
Conncil of Nice, at which Constantine and Eusebius played such
an important part, but, when tested by the above science, it is
found that " Nice" is a derivative of the Hebrew Nit~an, and its
11.1leged date is the number of the astro-Masonic points on the
celestial chart. Its occurrence dates from the period when the
planets were in conjunction in the first degree of Aries. Such
is the celebrated Cow1cil of Nice.
The matter of dates, as for instance, the exact time in human
history when time and circumstances began to be dated from
Anno Domini, or, when the Christian era really commenced, is
involved in the profoundest mystery; for, beyond an extremely
modern period, all is vague and indefinite: as well it may be,
when it is remembered that even what early State recorda
we possess, are all easily resolvable .by the astro-Maaonic system, and are found (when not tampered with) to be exact and
correct as Masonic points. In short, they are Church records,
and not secular history. It was not until after the Stuart
dynasty, when the State wa11 recognised as a civil power, that
the "Records" began to tabulate veritable civil or secular historical occurrences; prior to this, and until " printing" came
into general use, all is mythical or allegorical. As an illustration of this, I give a quotation from "Veritas" (pp. 96) in reference to the beheading of Charles I., and the Restoration of
Charles IT., which are mentioned in some " Prayer Books and
C~~olendars" printe<l in 1642 for 1648.
"Application was made at the British Museum for the prayerbook-a medium-sized 12mo, which had been shown to several
readers as an extraordinary book. When the book was required,
a smaller prayer-book, printed in the same year, 16!2, was
produced, which was a. smalll6mo, the other could rwt be found.
It would appear tl11\t the book was lost or mislaid: the truths
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to which it testified not being in accordance with history, and
thus prob~bly offensive to modern histori~ns. The little 16mo
was no doubt placed in its stead, it being thought that as both
the prayer-books were of 1642, no one would notice the fraud.
In the calendar of January and on the 80th, is' x. CHAR. MARTYR,'
and to crown the truth, in the calendar of 29th of May, is
1 K. CHAR. n. RET.' "
The author, H. Melville, Esq., also speaks of other boob which
have been mutilated, and the leaves on which certain things
are mentioned, are tom out and missing, &c., &c. Will it be
believed? These Church prayer-books, actually printed in 1642,
speak of the " execution" of King Charles I. seven years before it
occurred; and of the return or restoration of Charles n. eighteen
years before it occcurred.
1.'hese old Church prayer-books, calendars, &c., when unearthed
(as assuredly they will be), will modify not only secular, but eccle~iastical-nay, even Biblical history-and, as a result, more than
one vested interest will have to yield up its monopoly.
The first Calendar (I think) was fixed by Act of Parliament,
1751, and the oldest known coin in the world with a date, is one
of Edward VI. 1552 ; prior to this all are dateless. The same
applied to France, which did not use A.D. until 1618, before
this it was from Anno Mundi. The Anno Domini, or year of
the Lord, is derived from the Jewish system, which had it from
Greece. It will surprise many to know that the word Lord
is derived from the Saxon word loaf, and Lady is from the Saxon
word bread. As "Ceres" was the Lady, or presiding genillS
of the seasons, and " Bacchus " was the Lord or presiding
genius of the vintage, in the Eleusinian mysteries, it is easy to
draw the parallel between the Lord "Jesus Christ" and "The
Virgin," &c.
As with dates and numbers, so with the persons of the Bible.
As example: It is recorded that when " Elisha" was called to
tho prophetic office, be was found ploughing with twelve yoke of
oxen and he with the twelfth. It means, the sun, in a certain
position in the heavens-as "Elisha" signifies the "God that
saves," which, in astro-Masonic terms i1, the Sun. At the point
referred to, on the celestial globe or chart, there i11 the plough
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and the full Zodiac, with the twelve signs thereof; or, as allegorieed, the twelve yoke of oxen, one yoke for each sign.
Another illustration. See Amos v. 25. " Have ye offered
unto me sacrifices and offerings in the wilderness forty years,
0 house of Israel ? ''
The hou.se of Israel or Jacob, according to Jamieson's " Table
of Stars," begins at" 8. AR. 241," and ends at AR. 281, which
difference repre11ents the forty dtlgrees, or forty years in the
wilderness of Typhon, or Scorpio, in which sign is Ara, the
altar for sacrifices and offerings.
Coming to the Christian Scriptures, see the account of the
baptism of Jesus, Matthew iii. 16, 17.
Aquarius (the water bearer) is one of the twelve signs, and
is the Canobus of the Egyptians, Buddha of India, and Moses
of the Hebrews. Situla is above the head of the Sun when at
the Epiphany AR. 286 1 ; then is the sun the anointed Cbristos.
" J or" means river and " Dan "judgment ; and there is Situla
with Cbemali of Libra at 286 2: "Jordan" means river of
judgment. This is tho first baptism. The dove Columba is
at 10681 and the voice in heaven is that of the winged angel,
·
Elul, 106'.•
And so I might go on illustrating, but the above, taken at
random, is sufficient to show, to an unprejudiced mind, the
origin of the Bible, with its purport. Such, in short, is the
origin of the wondrous Book which holds in its spell so many
of what may, perhaps with justice, be called the best and
most enterprising of men. From such a basil! has, under the
Divine Providence, been elaborated a system of morality which
is its best claim to supramunuane authorship; and such it will
continue to be until the pure, intellectual knowledge, and interior life-conscionsness, is imparted by a general diffusion of
a. higher and more perfect quality, by means of direct spirit·
{;Ommunion.
• The whole of the aatro-M1110nio system ie found in a rare wort, en·
titled, "Veritaa," by H. Melville, Esq., but which may be bad. A.lJo
"The Manual of Freemasonary," by u ..rlile, tbrowe a ftood of light on
the allegorical meaning of Maaonry; but thi.e, I bellen, I.e out of print,
.and nry difBoult to obtain.
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'l'he knowledge of the real meaning of the Scriptures we.s,
and is, up to the present period, confined to a privileged few,
and kept only for the members of secret brotherhoods, whn
had to swear under the most terrible of oaths not to divulge
the same outside the .11ociety to which they belonged. What
might have been needful in the pe.st is now a pernicious and
mischievous policy, and, inasmuch e.s the " secret is now out,"
there is no justification, except such e.s can be pleaded by
vested and exclusive interests, for withholding the real and
genuine truth from the multitude. They are asking for bread,
and woe be to those who offer a stone instead I
Freeme.sonry itself is a relic of a bygone age, which unde~
stood and taught esoteric truth by means of symbols and allegories. 'l'heir oaths of secrecy, with penalties for violating the
same, if meaningless, are ridiculou11, and if of any practical
import, e.s to the infliction of the penalties for violation of
vows, they are dangerous and illegal, and as such ought not to
continue to be enforced. I could give the oaths of secrecy
taken by the initiated into every degree, but forbear, as to the
wise jam ~Ufficit. Those who are not FreemasonR (I am not a
member of the fraternity) may rest assured that the moral precepts they inculcate are all included in the simple and universal
law which commands us to "do as we would be done by," and
e.s to the symbology, excellent (and as a means to a further
end, very valuable) as it is, the spiritual scientist and philosopher, when he becomes the teacher and instructor, will unfold
in clearer language the grand laws which make outer nature
what it really is, viz., the embodiment or phenomenal expression of that interior sphere, whose inmost is the Supreme, and
whose ministers are Angels and Spirits.
Without an understanding of spiritual science and spiritual
philosophy, and all that these terms involve in their meaning, it
were impossible to impart the higher and more interior knowledges without a training and preparation; but most assuredly
as the n~w age runs its course, true science will be known, true
philosophy attained, and true religion experienced, embodying
in its progre88 all the wisdom of the past that is worth pre·
servation, and not destroyiug but fulfilling with a new life, the
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ancient law and landmarks, and presenting the same in a new
form of " Revelation " adapted to the developed states of
humanity in the now commencing era of the Spiritual Dispensation.

CHAPTER IV.
THE ANCIENT WISDOM OF INDU..

The ancient Scriptures of India, which form the basis of the
Brahminical Religion to this da.y, are so voluminous that it
were impossible in snch a series as the present to attempt anything like a criticism with a view to elucidate the mysterie11
which these writings contain. There are four books called tho
Vedas, which means "Words,'' and equivalent to the phrase
which is applied to the Bible as" The Word of God." Beside!!
these, there are several Purancu, which means ''The Ancient
Wisdom." There are 18 large treatises of these, and, it is said,
18 minor ones, or Upa.-Purana.s. In adddition to these there i1
the Mah&b!J6.rata, of which I shall treat presently, as it is in thil!
volume that the "Bhagavat Geeta" is found, which forms the
subject I have taken in hand, as it contains a system of ethics,
or a Philosophy, which treats of Deity a.nd Humanity, and the
relations subsisting between these two factors in the universe
of life and its expression.
In appoaching this ancient system of thought, we draw very
near to the fountain-head, or the centre from whence has
sprung all the systems of Religion now known upon the habitable globe, possibly excluding .China, of whose ancient records
so little is at present known.
So far as Christendom and the nations of the West are concerned, there can be little doubt but that the present system11
have filtered through Egypt, Greece, and Rome, all of whom
have left their impre88, and this has modified and prepared the
way for the modern ideas and conceptions which rule the
eoolesitl.Btical systems of the Occident.
Bereft of the externalisms, or " clothings" in which the aspirations and spiritual thoughts of the day were enshrouded, the
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base i3 found to be one and the same-viz., an astronomical
one. The sun, moon, stars, and planets are the actors in the
Drama, and, however disguised by personations or impersonations, their motions and supposed inter-infiuences upon each
other are made to represent the cycle or circuit of the human
110ul. Thus, from facts discovered and tabulated by astronomical science, have arisen those systems and series of systems which
have marked off into eras or epochs the progrese or development of mankind on this planet-Earth.
What actual progrese in the knowledge of God and of Man
has been made since these ancient Revelations were given, is a
question easier propounded than answered; but, if the modern
notions and doctrinal teachings of the Ohurches of Christendom
are to be taken as a standard, then I, for one, question if they
will even favourably compare with the doctrines and teachings
of the Book that I am about to notice, which Book undoubtedly
forms the brilliant gem in that ancient cluster of intellectual
and spiritual records.
Like the " Bible" and all books of its class, these Indian
Scriptures are DATEL1t8s1 and their origin is involved in the profoundest mystery. As to chronology there is none whatever,
and ff ever their actual date is to be known, it will be by other
methods, rather than by any arithmetical value attaching to
the numerals contained within them.
I think I have shown in previous papers that such Records
are not given for the purpose of tabulating mundane or earthly
histories of races of men, but for the enlightenment of the
embodied human mind upon those subjects which most concern men and women as spiritual beings, with an existence (if I
may use such a term) stretching backward and forward into an
unfathomable eternity, and in which cycle of being the present
earth-span forme but an infinitesimal speck, as small by comparison, as t.he planet Earth bears to the vast and stupendous
systems of Solar universes, of which even our present astronomical science reveals even but a small part.
A contemplation of such a subject transfers the "centre'
of our solar system from the Earth (where the ignorance of
our forefathers seems to have placed it) to the Sun, and, by
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so doing, recognises this planet as but one of a number, and
that not of tho first or even second magnitude ; and, again, that
solar centre is removed to a vaster centre, until the power of
the human mind to conceive of and fix a centre becomes lost.
So it is with regard to the soul and spirit of man: as true know.
ledge opens his eyes to behold himself or herself as an atom of
life, small and minute, in the vast infinite whole, then the present overweening and inflated value of the personal self is
transformed to another centre of larger dimensions and wider
area. If any" Revelation," or any Sacred Writing or system
of ethics, fail to teach this, and impart this knowledge, then
it is valuelees, and forfeits its claim to a divine origin.
I ha'fe already shown that a "Personal ~d" in one Form or
Being, and that a limited one, is the creation of the natural
degree of men's mind, which judges from its own conceptions; ·
the more that degree is cultivated and the individuality of the
personality is intensified, the more limited becomes the object of
worship in a supposed concrete form; for it is this creation, or
outbirth of the natural mind, that is conceived to be, and
actually is, worshipped as " God." When followed out to its
iesue it is easy to see that this is nothing more nor lees than
worship of "Self." This worship, offered up to an unseen and
unknown and incomprehensible Being, is offered to that which
bas no existence outside the forms of Life that possess conscion&ness of being in any of the worlds or states of being.
The monotheistic idea is at the root of all the ancient systems,
as taught and revealed by their founders; but to form a tru~
conception of such teaching we must change the term God to
the word Life, and then the truth becomes plain; for all Beings,
even in what are called the Angelic Heavens down to the lowest
tlemon forms, are the varied expressions of the one Life, emanating from a centre which no finite mind can fathom. All that
which appears outside or phenomenal to man, and even to th&
highest order of angelhood, is the outbirth or a re-presentation
in objective form of that power which is within the organised
form, and, consequently, is termed subjective. This power i1 deific
which expands in the ascending and contracts in the descending
scale of life.
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From this teaching it will be seen that worship (as this word
is understood) is, in reality, unconsciously and unknowingly
uffered to a" Power'' even by the natural mind; but in the incoming era, when the interior degrees of the human mind are illuminated, adoration will be paid to e." Spiritual Power," instead of
a 11 Personal (1(xil" which, in modern times, i.e vested (in words
only) with OmDiscience and Omnipresence, yet such thought
is but the embodiment of finite human qualities. The fallacy
of the natural mind consists in attributing "reality" to the
objective and phenomenal; whereas, these are but the shadowy
forms projected into the realm of physical nature by the force
of the inner Life-principle. It is this "principle" to which l
apply the term Power; and it will readily be granted by the
enlightened and thoughtful mind, that this Power is not an abstraction-a non-exi.etent, but a reality-the maker, former, and
creator of all that is. It would be nearer the truth to call the
object~ve and phenomenal-abstractions; as these are in fact
projected or drawn out from that interior Life-power of which I
have spoken.
It is the action of the Great Power (I use this term simply
because our language affords no better word to express the
thought, and we have yet to create another form of sound to
. give full expression to spiritual conceptions, inasmuch as the
English language is only adapted for natural, or at most spiritual-natural ideas),-I repeat, it is the action and operative
energy of this Grand Power, broken up into fragmentary
dimensions, and which in accommodation to human ignorance
and weakness of perception are named and personified, that
forms the ethics of the ancient Indian system, and of which
I now proceed to write.
India., as geographically delineated in modern times, comprised e. much wider area of surface in ancient times, and is
supposed to have extended from the Caucasus, including Persia,
to all the land below the southern slopes of the Himalayas ;
and all tradition speaks of the immigration of the various races
from the north-west through what is now known as the Punjab,
The district, including and surrounding what is now known as
Persia., appears to have been the font whose overflow spread
B
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over the plaiii8 and peninsula of India. There are good grounds
for supposing that the Brl\luninical system was an introduction
to a still older people that then inhabited the country, remain11
of whom are still to be found in the half-wild tribes that people
some of the billy districts ; but this question forms no part
of my ·subject, and is merely mentioned en passant.
"India " means the bright and cloudless firmament; and thi:~
is the India that forms the base of my subject, inasmuch as it
represents the State in the spiritual world, from which was
drawn the revelation, that became ultimated in written form,
and which exists among the Brahmins and Hindus to this d11.y:
although from the vast mass of these (like the present race of
eoclesiastics in Christendom), the Spirit of Truth hastled, and
they feed upon the husk of the letter, leaving untouched the
spiritual brilliant contained within. Modern India, along
with all other countries, is feeling the zephyr breeze, borne on
the wave of spirit-intlnx, now sweeping its course over the sur·
face of the habitable globe; and their 11.ncient writings, like all
others, will have to yield to a new and better revelation,
adapted to the requirements and capabilities of the incoming
races, or, in plain words, the pure truth of the old will be preeented in a newer and more beautiful garb.
The most ancient ecclesiii.Stical system of India, which is
represented by Brahminism (for Buddhism is unquestionably
an offshoot or development from Brahminism), is founded upon
writings known as the four Vedas, Upanishads and Puranas,
and the two great epic works, Ramayana and mMbMrata,
altogether forming a voluminous literature that bespe11.ks an
intellectual capacity equal to, if not superior to, any age that
bas co~e after. Of all these the Vedas are the oldest, the
Upanishads and Puranas belonging to a later date.
The Mahabharat seems to have been written after the first
three, and prior to the fourth Veda, as mention is made in it
of the first three Vedas, but not of the fourth. It is a gigantic
production, and is said to contain one hundred thousand stanzas,
or two hundred and twenty thousand lines, and is divided into
eighteen books, and in about the centre stands the Bhagaoat
Geeta, or "Song of Deity," which, freely interpreted, means
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The Revelation of God. This is the part that forms the subject of my theme, and of which I shall presently treat. Tht.:
word "Bhagavat" is compounded of three syllables, and expresses the three-fold power of Deity, and by correspondence
the three degrees of receptive life in the human form, which is
the universal Trinity, discoverable in every form by which Life
is expressed.
As to the date of the production of these ancient Records, as
before stated, it is involved in the profoundest mystery. A
learned Pandit in India (perhaps the moat learned man in
Sanacrit), Swami Dayanund Saraswati, who is now engaged
in writing and publishing a commentary on the Vedas, statet~.
that " the Vedas have ceased to be objects of study for nearly
five thousand years," and places the first appearance of the
four Vedas at an immen~e antiquity.
'l'bis, strange to say, singularly coincides with a statement
made by" Busiris" while controlling the medium of A. T. T. P.,
who expressly declared, " I am the author of the Mahabhara.t ~
end I can answer for ji1•e thou8and years of time, for I was theu
on earth;'' and he goes on to give an interesting account o!
the civilisation, and manners and customs of the inhabitant"
in his day, long antecedent to the system of caste which now
prevails in India, and from which hardly any nation or peopll·
ia free. Here I must digress a little, and notice the portrait.
of " usiris the Ancient."
When lately in London I had the privilege of sitting with
A. T. T. P., that indefatigable Recorder whose life's aim is now
devoted to the labour of receiving and recording a vut number
of communicn.tions from disembodied and spiritual beings, some
of .which from time to time appear in the M:&DIUK under the
heading of" Historical Controls," and whose great object is to
enlighten his fellow-countrymen and the world on the subject
of spirit-communion, and to prove by incontestable facts the
immortality of the soul. Although now an apathetic and
materialistic people refuse to be charmed, and leave eternity
(if such there be to them) to unfold the things of itself when
they are ushered into it, yet nevertheleBB the time is coming,
w.nd that at no distant date, when his labours for the welfare of
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humanity will be estimated a.t their true value. While there,
through the courtesy of A. T. T. P., I was presented with a. large
pencil drawing produced through the agency of his medium,
Mr. L., who, in a. state of unconscious trance, drew the figure,
with the writings and design11 (not given in the illustration),
in exa.ctly nine minute1, as timed by hio wife, who witnessed the
performance. It is given as the work of a spirit who signa
himself" Freeholder," and who states that it is" the outward·
form of the Angel Guide," &c., &c.
The picture is a representation of the head of one who state&
that he is known in the spheres 1\8 " Busiris the Ancient.." The
illustration wl\8 photographed on wood, and then cut by an
artist, so that it is a fac-~imile of the original on a. small aca.le.
It is on account of the statement made by" Busiris," viz., that Ac
W&tl the author of the "Ma.ha.bha.ra.t," that I have placed the
portrait before the readers of this volume.
It must not be supposed that it is a likeness of the Great
Angel as he appears in the spheres; it is Rimply a symbolic
representation of the human faculty of Intelligence (for the
head, in spiritual symbolism, represents that which is tbe
highest or supreme, consequently the celestial heavens). In
the incoming era, the human faculty of the intellect is to be
enlightened, so that it may be able to comprehend and understand spiritual truths and heavenly verities. "Busiris" meau
"Light Giver," and, as such, appears as the Angel of Light, or u
a Heralder of the New Era or Dispensation. What the actual appearance of the au gels is, in their own state and home, ill inconceivable by embodied mortals, who can only see through tb.t
organs or senses ; and consequently when an angel or spiri'
appears, clairvoyantly or otherwise to mortals, he or she projects or a~BUmel an appearance whereby they can be recognised
by human beings. To see them as they are in their own proper
state, we must ascend to the same state of being.
" Busiris " is not a Sanscrit word, but a form of speech which
forms a connecting link between the ancient Indian system a11d
tho Egyptian one, in which "Osiris" was the great presidiDg
genius, both being Grecianised terms connecting these with the
Hebrew and later systems of religion.
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"Sacred writings" invariably have Angele for their authora,
who, by virtue of havjng p8.88ed through the human form and
ascended to the state called " Angelhood," can impre88, enlighten, and communicate their knowledge and thought& to
certain men upon the earth, which knowledge they have
obtained by passing through many stages of life and states of
being. As angelic and human life are intimately associated
by the secret cord of vitality (of which I have spoken in prenons chapters), it is not difficult to understand bow it is that
one known in the spheres as " Busiris the Ancient," now comet!
and claims to be the author of the" Mahabharat." It must
not be forgotten that, when speaking of the Angel, I do not
mean a specific individual, but a host, who collectively form
what we term-" Angel," and when one comes forth and &ISS'.lme&
a title or name, and gives a communication to man, he is the
representative, or mouthpiece, embodying the collective wisdom
of the society in the heavens of which he forms a. part, so that
any specific one coming forth from such society rightly ta.kes the
name of the collective heaven by which it is distinguished from
the rest. But names are also frequently given by spirits to
mortale, which, when interpreted by the laws of spiritual sym·
bolism specify the quality or characteristic that distinguishes
one from another. This will readily be granted by a good
number of people, who, being in the habit of indulging in spirit
oommunion, receive spiritual names or titles, whereby they are
recognised by the spirits who communicate. In short, it means
a revelation to such as receive the same, of the spiritual society
in the Spheres to which they belong and with which they are
affiliated, such society being of the quality to which the name
(as interpreted) applies. This seems to be the law of spiritcommunion, so far as I am able to give it in a condensed
form.
I now come to the modus operandi by which, what are Cl!J.lcd,
Sacred Writings, are produced. To be Revelations. of necessity, Revelators must reveal something or somewhat that the
ordinary unaided human mind cannot or could not discover,
otherwise such publications or records would be, at most, but
pure and simple specnllltions; and the problem to be solved is,
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whether the claims made, as to their supra-mundane origin,
can be substantiated. This question, like all others of similar
import, cannot be summarily disposed of by a mere ips~ dixit
declaration ; but to arrive at a satisfactory understanding of the
" law of inspiration " entails a research into the domain of
spirit-realm, and an appreciation of its mode of expression,
that few, I suspect, are sufficiently advanced to essay, inasmuch
as elevation above the plane of personality and individuality,
opens out to the seer a vast number of surrounding influences
and co-related subjects, which have all to be considered, but
none of which are apparent on the lower plane.
But, granted that a revelation has been made by a spirit,
or angel, or God, then it follows th.at there must be some one
or more on the earth to act as an amanu'lnsis or Recorder
(whether by impression, intnition, or direct communication
1brough a medium, it is all the same), to put the communications in written form, and, consequently, there must have
been some one who thus wrote (or arranged, as the Indian
name implies) the an:.lient Vedic and other Writings.
Tradition (if not more than tradition) points to such an one,
who was known or designated by the name Krishna Dwypayen
Veias (or Vyasa, which means the Arranger or Recorder, as we
~hould understand it). Krishna means black, and Dwypayen,
means difficult to attain, which, spiritually interpreted, symbolises the states of mankind, to whom the revelation was made,
nnd denotes that, while in mortal condition, the true knowledge
of Deity and Spirit entails great labour and study to attain.
The "blackness " symbolises the deep and profound ignorance
in which mortal man is sunk in regard to the knowledge of the
states and experiences which pertain to the Spirit, in whatever
state of expression it may be. As is well known, " Krishna "
was supposed to be the eighth Incarnation of Vishnu, who is
the second in order of the Hindu Trinity. "Vishnu," like Osiris
and others, simply means the Sun ; but of this more anon.
The "All of Memory "-by which term is understood the
power of coming or going into the scenes and experiences of
the pu.st at will-is not permanently enjoyed until the state
of angelhood is attained, for in that state of being the past
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and present are aa one; but in a state beyond the angel, known
aa the God-sphere or state, the past, present, and future are as
one. Beyond this no finite mortal can pierce, even in thought
or conception, but that there is such a state Revelation abundantly affirms.
An understanding of the grand law of infiux (but little
dreamt of and still less comprehended by the mass) enables us
to receive the statement of the now angel " Busiris," that he
waa the author of the "Mahabharat'' (including the Bhagavat
Geeta), seeing that hij haaadvanced to the knowledge of his own
spiritual life-source, which enabled him, when in mortal form,
to accomplish the work which he came into this world to perform. The highest wisdom is possessed by those who inhabit
the third or celestial heavens, • and from thence it is that the
source of all inspired thoughts, written or unwritten, is derived.
Such, to my view, is the appearance, on the mundane scene;
of " Busiris the Ancient," at the closing of one cycle and the
opening of another in human history, and accordingly there
should be no great difficulty in comprehending who and what
"Basiris" is, and what his (or their) mission was, and is, and
will be. To open another page in the Book of Human Life, of
necessity the " Angel of Light" must come forth and break
the Seal, or, in other words, give forth and reveal in prophec'
what is to be the characteristic of the new forthcoming cyclic
period. Whether recognised and acknowledged under the title~
of Vishnu, Krishna, Osiris, Bacchus, Jesus, or any other, it all
amounts to the same, viz., that R6vela.tions concerning the unknown are made to mankind, and these are by mea.ns of angelic
ministrations or communications, whatever form they may take.
A morta.l receives the inspira.tion or communication, a.nd gives
it forth for the good a.nd enlightenment of his or her fellowmortals. 'l'his, and no other, is the true secret of all Revelations
of God to Man.
• The inmost degree of the human mind is alone receptive of tho
life influx of the third or celestial heavena, with whioh it ia in direot
conaociation, though the human embodied being ia unconacioua ot the
faot.
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I will here say that I trust the reader will not charge me
with dogmatism. I have no such intention as to speak with
authority, but merely present to the world, through the only
channel which appears open to me, the fiitting thoughts which
have passed through my mind during several years of study
into these profound depths of human research, and which now
appear to be taking somewhat of a defined form and shape.
As such, and only such, I present them for acceptance, or otherwise, to those who see consistency in them; and if perchance
they should, in any feeble manner throw any light upon the
deeply important and interesting problems concerning the
origin and destiny of the human soul, then I am abundantly
rewarded, inasmuch as my work is not to combat error, but to
try to discover what is Truth, what is Good, and what is Evil.
Surely, if it be a great discovery achieved by the scientific
savans of the day-viz., that the first form of physical life is
composed of "jelly," circular or otherwise in shape, and tht.t
all phenomenal appearances of moving .and growing forme are
developed from the same substance, into a-lichen or an oak !into a minnow or a whalel-into a mouse or an elephantf.-into
a monkey or a man !-surely it must be a grander discovery
if any mortal be fortunate enough to stumble on the law by
which such mighty developments follow, and to propound a
rational theory accounting for the action of such law or inherent
force I for most assuredly, the protoplastic cellular jelly is but
the clothing of the Life-principle contained within it I Having
arrived at this point, who has the temerity to say that" hitherto
the human mind can penetrate-but no further"? The next question necessarily follows, How came the Life-principle to clothe
itself and assume that shape and form? and following that,
Why did it do so? and again, What becomes of that same identical "Life-principle," thus clothed, when it has developed into
its ultimate form? Without arrogating to myself any superior
knowledge above my fellows, I may modestly claim the position
of an index-finger pointing the way to the Temple of Knowledge and Wisdom, above the portals of which are inscribed in
radiant figures-SPmiT OoMMUNION. This is the only entrance
into the domain of pure spiritual and heavenly Truth that I
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know of; and, according to my bumble view, happy he or abe
who seeks and finds the way leading to Eternal Life !
I have already placed the position of the two great epic poems
of ancient Hinduism as posterior, in point of time, to the Vedas
(or at least to three of them). Both of these works contain the
aooount of the history and wars of the two great primal races
who struggled for supremacy, or the government of the world, .
and which, according to traditionary legend, were Solar and
Lunar races of men, from whom tho present race of mankind
descended. So far as at present known, these two epic poems
IU'e the oldest records (in such a form) of occult philosophy and
science which the world possesses, and of whicht he Egyptian,
Hebrew, and Grecian classics are a later variation, their loading personages being, and expressing the same mystic truths
in different verbiage. Divested of the literal historic idea, they
all embody the same occult truths, and trMt of the contention
between good and evil; the powers of light and darkness ; or
the 11truggle of the human spirit while in physical or mundane
conditions, to distinguish between the phenomenal and the real,
and to discern the distinction between the natural and the spiritual. To enlighten the human mind on these subjects, the
authors adopted celestial phenomena as the groundwork, to
t1ymbolise in human language the grand truths of the Spirit's
progress through the various stages of its manifestation and
expression. This is the key-note of the whole, and without an
appreciation of this, the genuine truth contained within such
revelations and system11 can be but dimly seen, and which by
the generality is unseen and unrecognised.
The later Hebrew Records embody the same occult teaching
as the more ancient Indian Scriptures; inasmuch as they contain the supposed history of the " House of Abraham," • with his
descendants, the Israelites and Jews; which is but a la~er edition
of the "Mahabharat," containing the history of the " House
of Bharata," with his descendants, who claim the title of
"Brahmans" in the higher caste, and the rest forming the mass
• "..Abraham" means FatMr of a !!"eat
of the older Indian "Br..hma."

multit~,

and is a variation
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of Hindus, who to this day, style what .we call ''India''Bharat-varsha, i.e., the country or domain of Bharata. This
Bharata, like Abraham of the Hebrew :Record, had two sons,
from whom sprang the descendants whose wars and history
form the subject of the " Mahabharat."
Homer's "Iliad " was to classic Grecians what the Mahabha..rat is to the Indians, · what the Old Testament is to the Jews,
and what the New Testament is to the Christiana. Achilles
and Agamemnon, like Osiris and Typhon of older Egypt, represent, in another form, the same. trnth as the two sons of
Bharat and the two sons of Abraham ; and what is not a little
singular, Homer, the supposed author of the'' Iliad," is represented as blind, just as "Dhreetarashtra," one of the sons of
Bharat, and chief Instructor or Educator of his sons and
nephews, was blind. In both instances this represents, in a
symbolical manner, that to understand the meaning of what is
recorded, the inner, and not the outer or natural light is
needed.
In more than one instance, reference is distinctly made in the
Hebrew Scriptures to a Book or Books which are not found in
the Canon. In Numbers xxi. 14, it is written: "Wherefore
it is said in the Book of the Wars of' Jehovah,' what he did ·
in V~heb in Suphah and in the brooks of Arnon," which names,
when interpreted, have their equivalents in the more ancient
Indian Scriptures.
What if it should be found that these very ancient Scriptures
are those that are referred to, and that the " Mahabharat"
should prove to be the lost Book of the Wars of Jehovah ?
This volume is emphatically a "Book of Ware," and ae yet
there ie none found that can contest its claims to antiquity, as
being the oldest record of strife and contention, for, as I have
shown, all that came after can be traced up to the Indian as the
Source from whence they derived their development and existence. If this should be so (and I see no incoll8istency in such
a theory), then we have a continuous and unbroken line of
Revelations, all vailed in allegorical and in what is now characterised as mythical language, one and all unfolding to the
initiated mystic the stupendous truths and realities of-Spirit.
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That all theae systems of thought or Revelations have one
l>asic Source, and that an astronomical as well as an astromasonic or astro-logical one, is clear, for the symbols, personages, and impersonations, when interpreted by the law of oorreapondence, are too patent to be mistaken as to what they
refer to. What that system, as a science, with its mode of
working and tabulation of astronomic and astrologic facts,
actually is, or was, is involved in the profoundest mystery, except to the initiated, for if known, the secret is confined to but
few now living on the earth, and these few, if such there be,
keep it within the bounds of their own order or fraternity, and
ooopt the Masonic plan of keeping the secret t-o themselvee,
and for their own exclusive use. But of one thing we are certified, and that is, that the sun's passage through the Zodiac, and
its influence, together with the astral and planetary intluencea,
upon the earth and its inhabitants, are the " open sesame''
of the occult mysteries which all Sacred Writings contain within their bosom.
To be of practical utility to incoming generations, both the
scientific and philosophic ethics, of which they are the repositories, will have to be re-cast and moulded into a new form
adapted to all and every race and genus of mankind upon the
earth's surface. The eaotelio or spiritual knowledge and wisdom which they contain i1 the Truth in aU ages e.nd to all
peoples; for, by linking the embodied with the embryonic and
future-developed soul-powers, they proclaim the eternity of the
past as well as of the future, e.nd thus pourtray the grand dram.a
uf Being in the infinite cycle which knows no beginning e.nd
recognises no ending, and from the fragmentary parts of clie.os,
by tbe wondrous magic .of the spiritual sun-ray, weavea a fabriu
that transforms Death into The Angel of Art, who, from the
remains of a past state of existence, builds up a newer and
more beautiful structure for the spirit's home in e. continuous
but eterne.lly-changing present e.nd future. For Death,-substitute the state and act of Transition I and for the Orave,make it the state of rest or unconscious sleep I during which
frefh powers are accumulated for a new outgrowth, and we
have the ethics of the past philosopby brought forward. To
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such lUI can understand and live in the conscious knowledge
and experience of this truth, to them is applied the distinguishing title" regenerate," or twice, or even thrice-born, the ideal
goal of attainment in all religions and religious systems.
Th~ social status or position in which the mass of humanity
find themselves, preclude their attainment to that state in the
life that now is ; the struggle for existence, the laws, customs,
and usages of society, as at present constituted, are an effective
barrier, and, until the legendary" Coming Race" of mankind
has inaugurated and developed a better and more cosmopolitan
system of brotherhood, the knowledge of pure and undeftled
Truth must needs be broken np, and in fragments presented to
the multitude for acceptance.
This closes my reference to the Vedas, and to the Mahabharat as a whole; and in taking the Bhagavat Geeta, which ia ita
brightest gem, for illustration, I do so because it contains an
epitome of the whole system ; and its philosophy, as expounded by
Krishna, stands out amidst all the constellations of spiritual
literature-a. brilliant, whose lustre ia surpassed by none, and
whose light illumines all the dark passages through which the
embodied spirit ia destined to wander before it emerges into the
full meridian splendour and translucency of the Grand Sun of
Spirit-spheres.
"Bhagava.t," like "Jehova.b," is compounded of three syllables,
and refers to the triune qualit.ies which distinguish (in the
conception of man) the Deity, which, when reduced to its primal
root, simply means prut, present, and fut"re ; and the remainder
of tbis chapter ia now devoted to the explanation of the
dramatis persona~, which figure in its pages, and to elucidate
which is the chief object of this series, and will serve as an
introduction to the next chapter, which will contain the text
and comments thereon of the " Geeta." For this purpose I shall
use Wilkin's translation, published under the auspices of
Warren Hastings when Governor-General of India., and published in 17~, A.D. That translation is iu prose, but the
original Sanscrit ia in poetry; and if I can succeed in catching
the spirit, I shall endeavour to present it in a somewhat poetio
form, as clear as the Engli11h language permits.
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The "Bhagavat Geeta" is nothing more nor less than a Sacred
Drama, and the dramatic style is preserved throughout. In
this respect t 8 followed by the later Eleusinian oracular
utterances fragments <>nly of which are at present to be
found. The scene opens when two armies are met facing each
other, ready to commence the battle which is to determine the
question of sovereignty. The armies are composed of descend·
~&nts from one ancestor, and are collateral branches of the
a&me house, through two brothers, named Dhreetarashtra and
Pandu. This Pandu w~ the youngest brother, and had
obtained the right of sovereignty on account of the incapacity
of his elder brother, who was blind. He, however, resigned,
!Uld, after the lapse of years, his descendants, the Pandus,
contended with the Kurus (the descendants of the elder
brother) for sovereignty, and, n.fter a fierce contest of eighteen
days, obtained the victory and acquired possession of the
kingdom. This episode has its parallel in the Hebrew Record,
in Esau and Jacob, the posterity of the latter (the younger of
the two brothers) becoming the heroes of the after-part of the
drama.
The Drama of the Geeta opens with the appearance on the
s<>ene of two. One is called " Dhreeta.rashtra," the ancestor of
the Knrns, who questions the other, named "Sanjay," as to
what is transpiring on the battle-field, where the two armies of
the Kuma and Pandus are met facing each other. Having asked
the question, the recital of the state of affairs is made by
•• Sa11jay1" and, while thus reciting, "Krishna'' and "A'ljoon"
come upon the scene, and form the leading characters for the
remainder of the drama.
"Sanjay" means a messenger ( anrl, if interpreted by modern
Spiritualist experiences, refers to the communicating spirit or
angel), who is gradually absorbed into the individuality of the
organism of the Recorder, who assumes the name or title of
"Krishna,~ and, as such, the Revelator of the Trnths, which
are dramatised, and form the ethics of philosophy unfolded and
·
enunciated while in that state.
"Sanjay" gives tbe names of twelve of the chiefs of tbe
Pandus, who each "blew their shell~." which are named. (I
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omit specifying their names, as, without explanation, they would
be unintelligible and unmeaning, but "blowing a shell" means

that a communication is about to be given, or a revelation made
known.) These twelve names, with which the sons or tribes of
Israel correspond, are the twelve signs of the Zodiac, and thus
unmistakeably point to their mystical and astro-logical origin.
As the sons of Pandu were jive, I think it refers to the position
of the sun in the seventh sign, Libra, the Sign of the Balance,
after the autumnal equinox; and the victory achieved by the
Pandus (which means the pale) is the ascension and entry of
the sun into the sign Aries at the vernal equinox, where he
enters upon his career of triumph during the summer months in
the Northern Solstice. Such is the astronomical and astrological basis of the Sacred Drama, as depicted in this ancient
Record.
It is just as the armies are met, face to face, and before the
eonfiict begins, that "Krishna," accompanied by " Arjoon,"
drove his chariot, and halted in the space between the two
armies, where the dialogue commences.
According to the law of Corret~pondences, a chariot, spiritually interpreted, signifies doctrine, and, when drawn by
horses, denotes the intellectual principle or understanding of
spiritual revealed truths. " Krishna," the Instructor or Revelator, represents the celestial source from which such revel~~-o
tiona are given; and "A.rjoon" represents embodied humanity,
who question and are receptive of such truths, according to
their state or degree.
·
Such is the solution of the problem; and with this explanation I close this chapter, and in my next will let the actors
appear in prO'p1·ia peraOfUl,
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CHAPTER V,

THE BHAGAVAT

GJ!r.A.

SCENE I.

Subject : The Despondency of Arjun.
SANJAY (to Dritarashtra).
Now, when Arjun had thus beheld, and saw that Dritarashtra's
sons
In battle order were arrang'd, and that the arrows flight
began,
He raia'd his bow, 0 King of Earth I and then to Krishna spake
these words.
" The war-car drive, Eternal One I and 'twixt the hosts let
it be placed,
" That I may see the men who stand, so anxious for the bloody
frll.y,
''With whom I must contend in fight, who are my foes upon
·
this field ;
41
And also see who form the ranks, of those now met to aid the
cause
" And shed their blood in favour of, Drit'rashtra's proud and
cruel son."
Thus spake Arjun; which hadng heard, the best of chariots,
Krishna drove
Between the two contending ho11ts, and fronting both he made
it stand.
Then to Arjun be spake and said, " Lift up thine eyes I the
Kurus see!
.. The aged RhislnM, Drona too, and all the chiefs who them
surruuud.''
So Arjun look'd, while standing there, on both the foes, and
saw in each
Grandt~ire11, uncles, cousins, tutors, brothers, bosom friends, and
kindred.
Gazing awhile, as he beheld, such friends as these drawn up for
fight;

.

Pity .:xtreme cam"' o'er his soul : which, yielding to, in accents
sad
The Son of Kunti • utter'd forth, his ph\intive wail in mournful
tones.

* Kuntf was married to Pamiu, the aupposed fatber of .A.rjun, but
ahe w&a the motber of three childre.n whose par~nta were deities, and
.A.1'jun WIA8 re.lly (supposed to be) the eon of Indra by Kunet.

d
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AR.ruN.

I now behold my kindred near, all standing waiting for the
fight j
And as I gaze, 0 Krishna I lo I my limbs give way, my face
is wan;
A tremor steals all o'er my frame; the hair stands straight
upon my head ;
My bow Gtindlv,• fall& from my hand; with feverish heat my
body burns i
To stand erect! cannot now ; and, as it were, my mind whirl&
round.
On every side do I behold dark omens of the coming strife.
Whtln I my kindred have destroy'd, where can I search for
happiness?
I do not, Krishna, conquest seek; dominion, pleasure, do not lure.
What would a kingdom's rule a1fo1·d? earth's pleasures, too.
what could these give l'
Or life itself l'-what worth are all, when these my kin-for
whom alono
Dominion, joy, and life's delights are only priz'd-are slain in
fight?
And yet these men, their fortune-life, have perill'd both, and
battle wait,'I'«.ollchers, fatberP, sons and grandsons, uncles, fathers-in-law,
grand sires,
Brothers-in-law and near of kin. E'en though by them, 1
should be slain,
Yet them I woUld not wish to kill-no, not e'en were there
o1fer'd me
A triple world o'er which to rnle; then how much less this little
earth!
lfwe the Dritarashtras slay, what pleasures, then, can weenjoyl'
These tyrauts should we put to death, we should by that incur a
crime.
Thus it becomes us not to slay, those who our near relations
are.
0 Madhu'st Slayer I by what means could future joys become
our own
If we the murderers became, of these, our race and kindredship?
Because, if these-with minds deprav'd, and by the lust of power
ensnar'd• Gandiva-tue name of the bow given to ..J.rjun by ..J.gm, the fire
deity.
t Madhu is tbe great constellation of Serpeoa, or the Scorpion, that
u•hera in winter, the evils of which are vanquished by the Sun as h•
riaea from the winter aolat.ioe.
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To murder and exterminate their kindred near, see not as sin,
And in the slaughter of their friends, no crime for them to perpetrate;
[s that a cause why we should not, from such a crime resolve to
turn,
We, who abhor as greater crime, the slaughter of our race and
blood P
In the destruction of a tribe, the ancient tribal virtue goes.
When that is gone, then lawlessne88 pervades the rest who
still remain.
When impious lawlessness prevails, the females of the tribe
become
Corrupt, impure, from whom are born Varna Sankars•-a breed
confu.s'd,
Nakara· t waits-'twas by Sankhara made for thes~so we are
told,As well for those who are destroy'd, as for the rest who still
survive:
Their ancestors are thus depriv'd of cu.stom'd gifts to their
man~s,

And as a consequence they fall, and to the depths of darkness
go.
.
'Tis from the crimes of those who slay, and their own kin
exterminate,
That thence there comes pollution sad, and Varna Sankarlloathsome births ;
·
For, family tie11 are broken up, and tribal virtues swept away.
0 Kn'shna .' thus, we have been told, the future state and place
OfthOM) .
Who no ancestral virtues hav~. that 'tis for such Nakara waits.
Woe be to me I that crime so great, we are prepar'd to perpetrate :
Alas I that for the pleasing snares and lust of earthly government,
We ready stand, and signal wait, to slay the kindred of our
blood.
Better by far it were for me, if 1 were unresisting slain
By Dritarashtra·, sons all arm'd, with deadly shafts upon this
field.

* P'artza means

Oute, and Sankar many-headed &erp<'nt--referring

to tbe ooostellation Serpens, or the Great Dragon. &nkhara is one
~f the nawea of Siva, tlie third of the Hindu Trinity, in hit oharact.>r

of Destroyer. Th- terms, aetrologically speaking, refer to the broken
weather of early spring· time, and when appfied to humanity, they refer
to the Pariah~, or outeaats, and butards aa well.
t Nakara corresponda to Ht!L
F
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1'hus spake ArJun, and down be sank, exhausted on his chariot•.,
seat
Bow, arrows-all, he laid aside, his heart o'erwhelmed with grief
intense.
SCENE II.

SubJect: The Sankhya • Doctrine Expounded.
SANJAY.

To him, who with compassion till'd, and aching eyes suffu&'d
with tears;
With heart oppress'd., with grief o'erwhelm'd, then Madhu'•
Killer spake these words.
KluaRNA.

Whence comeR this sadness, 0 Arju.n I while standing on this
hattie-field?
This folly-why? Why so unmann'd P Be not diograced! Duty
undone
Is that from which dishonour comes. This trembling cast
aside, 0 King I
For one like thee it ill becomes; this weakness t.hou must hence
despise I
Play thou the man, and stand apright I 0 thou tormentor of thy
foes/
A:aJUN.

0, Slayer of Madhu I shall I, with darts contend, and fight
against
Bhi8hrM. I Drona I who, of all men, most worthy 1\re to be
rover'dl'
Better it were, in this wide world, to beg my bread, than I should
slay
Such men as these, who are my guides, of great .renown and
much esteem'd;
For friends like them, should I destroy, I uiight have wealth,
enjoymentR too
And earthly lands; but these would be, with their life's blood
moat foully stain'd.
Nor do we know which were the best: to conquer them or
conquer'd be I
For they who stand confronting us, are Dritarashtra'11 sons and
friends.

* Saflkhya-one of the six Shaetrae, which treats of Philosophy,
and teaches that soul or epirit it substantial ancl that external pheno·
mena are expression~ of quality pertaining to spirit.
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If these were slain by ua in fight, I would not wish myself to
live.
My nature is compassionate, and shrinks from fear of doing
wrong.
Bewilder'd and perpl~'d I am, and know not what my
duty is,
Or, of the twain which should be done; Thee I implore to tell
me now.
I follow thee; thou tnust instruct and show to me the way to
act.
.My reason fails, my mind's perpl~'d: in such a strait I look
to thee.
Nothing I see which can assuage, the grief and pain my senses
feei,E'en were an earthly kingdom mine, its rule no rival to dispute:
Nor yet if all the hosts of heaven, to my commands obedient
were.
BANJAY •

.Ar;jun, the vexer of his foes, to KrishnJJ having spoken thus,
To Govinda • he turned, and said : .l will not fight I and silent
wu,
While 'twixt the foes, with downcast looks, to .Ar;jun,Kriahna,
smiling, saidKRISHNA.

Grieve not for these: thou shouldst not mourn o'er th011e
unworthy of thy grief;
Nevertheless thy sentiments, in wisdom's words, are utter'd
forth:
They who are wise do not lament for those who are alive or
dead.
It never was, when I myself, or thou, or kings of menwere not:
Nor in tho great futurity, shall it be said-we've ceased to be.
AB in the mortal frame, the soul is link'd with childhood,
prime, and age ;
So, likewise, in some future form, st.atea similar it passes
through.
Those who confirro"d in this great truth, when trials oome, e.re
ne'er disturb'd.
Pleasure and pain, and heat and cold, by contact with the
elements
Are only known, 0 Kum£'1 &m I these transient are; they come
and go.

* Go~inda il a came

applied to Kmhtta in bi..J capaoity of oatt.le-

proteotor,
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With patienca bear these changing states; endure them all,
0 Bh4ratal

For, they whom these do not disturb, to pain or joy indifferent.\re wise: and such, 0 best of men I are form'd for immortality.
For, what is a nonentity? existence it can never have,
Whilst that which an existence hath, ne'er can be a nonentity ;
A.nd, they who- look for principles, may soon discern design
in each.
Know this, that that which all things form, itself is indestrnctible-That which is inexhaustible, there's none who can that thing
destroy.
.
'!'he Body which enwraps the Soul alone is finite, so it's said ;
But of the Soul, that lives within the mortal frame,-it never
dies:
Eternal, incorruptible, all power to grasp it doth evade ;
Therefore, 0 Bh4rata I go, fight; nor let thy resolution fail I
For, they who think the soul doth kill, or may be killed, in
both do err:
It neither kills, not yet is killed. Of it let no one predicate,That it bath been, about to be, or in the future is to be.
No birth it knows, it changes not, in time or in eternity I
And e'en, while in its mortal frame, none can be found to kill
the soul.
0 Son of Pritha I how can he, who thinks the soul immutable,
Eternal. inexhaustible, and that which never had a birth,
Believe that he can either kill, or cause it to be put to death.
A.s one abandons worn-out clothes, and decks himself with
new attire,
~o doth the soul its worn-out frame, and rehabilitates itself.
The weapon cannot sunder it, the nrrnace cannot burn it up,
~or yet can water saturate, nor by the wind can it be parched:
For, indivisible it is, as also incombustible.
~o moisture that can it affect; to dry it is impossible.
Eternal is the soul ; in place, it never can located be ;
Fore'er the same, it changeth not, itself not mov'd, is ov'rywhere.
Therefore, if thou dost this believe, it is not right for thee to
mourn.
But, shouldst thou think, 0 Armour'd One.' that like the frame,
it has a birth,
And like the frame, it knows decay; still, thou sbouldst not o'er
it lament.
'l'hat which is born must surely die, and that which dies must
live again.
O'er that which none can e'er escape, why grievest thou, 01
wrong commit?

d
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What mortals were, is still unknown; what they are tJOW is
evident;
But, what their fmure is to be, remaineth yet to be m.ade
known.

Then why, about such things as these, shouldst thou torment
and vex thyself?
Some think the soul a miracle; some hear and apeak of i*
with awe;
And, though it were to be deecriti'd, yet none could comprehend the soul.
The spirit's life none can destroy, e'en while enoas'd in mortal
flesh.
Unworthy 'tis, for thee to mourn, for what betides the earthly
man.
Look with thine eyes to thine own tribe, and note the work i*
has to do I
Then thou wilt see it ill becomes, that one like thee shoul~
stand aghast:
For, warriors of Kshatriya• tribe, one duty have, which is to fight.
Happy the man who undertakes, to fight in such a war as this:
For, those by heaven supported are, who enter on this glorioll8
fight.
They who accept the proffer'd strife, will find an open door to
heaven.
Shouldst thou refuse this lawful fight, which to thy calling
doth pertain,
Both duty and good name depart, and guilt of crime thou wilt
contract. ·
Moreover, men will speak of thee, and of thy deeds as infamous;
But for a noble-minded man, to die is better than disgrace.
The chiefs will think that from the field, because of fear, thou
hast retir'd;
And they who heretofore esteem'd, will first despise and then
condemn;
Abusive words thy foes will use, and thy prowess will ridicule.
What greater wretchedness than this, can be the lot of any
man?
·rr slain, then heaven thou wilt obtain; if triumphant, then earth
is thine.
Therefore, arise, 0 Kunti'1 Son I and for the fight determined
standi
On pleasure look-distress, gain, loss-on triumph or ditto
comfi.ture,

* Kshatriya--the eeoond of the four Indian CIUitea, and includea the
military and governing cluee&.

d
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A1J all the same ; so gird thyself, and for the battle strife
prepare I

If thou doet not, then crime and sin, of high degree thou wilt
incur.
This view before thee has been set, as the Sdnkhya tenets
teach.
Now hear the same, accordant with the Yoga• discipline and
light;
.
IJDbued, with tlaat, 0 Prith4'~ Son I fear of results no more
enslave;
lie who a part, but, has of this, from fear, however great, is sav'd.
In Yoga tenets, Kuru'" :t Son I one thing alone is kept in view,
But, it is well-defin'd and clear; it change& not, and constant is;
While they whose aims are undefin'd, are ever changing and
diaturb'd.
l 'he men whose thoughts contracted are, and who delight in
arguments
With words cull'd from the sacred Veda, II are they who earthly
pleasures seek ;
A transient heaven, do such prefer to selfhood's lo88-which
losa is gain :
And these declare, 0 Prith4'8 Son I this recompense alone
awaits.
The wealth of earth and ita delights, are what these men wieb
to obtain.
Enticing, fl.ow'ry words they nee, and forma of worship they
ordain,
And, for the actions of this life, rewards, they say, will be
888Ul"d.
But, they who earth's enjoyments choose, and by such doctrines
led astray,
In judgment are erroneous ; by reason's sway they are not led.
The subjects of the Vedl, Arjun, are threefold in their ch,...
racter:
The three degrees in humankind, are those of which the Veda.f
treat.
Three things there are in mortal form, from which thou must
be freed, Arjun I
.
From double dealing 1irst be free, in paths of virtue firml1
stand,
·
:For worldly troubles care thou not., on spirit-truths thy mind
engage.
• Foro deecriptiun of the Yoga,'eee Com menta at the c~ose of chapter.
t PritM. -another name for KunH, the mother of .Ar;7un.
• Kuru here appliee to the common anoeetr;r of both races.
1i Veds-the Vedas, which are the most ancient Hindu Soripturea.
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As many usee as a tank, when it is fill'd by running streams,
Are likewise tn the VediU found, by those who know, how these
to seek.
The motive that to action prompte, must be in deed, not in
reeulte.
Be not of those whose motives are, the future prospect of reward,
Nor, yet, permit thy years to pass, in idle sloth and effortle88!
Apply thyself, on this repose: what duty teaches, that perform.
On consequences spend no thought, if good or evil 'tie the same:
This is the equilibrium, which, when attain'd, is Yoga call'd.
The mere performance of a deed, with wisdom true, cannot compare.
In wisdom only rest is found ; 0 Wealth De~pim·l thou
shonldst know ;
Wretched the stt\te of those, whose deeds are done for sake of
recompense.
Those who with wisdom are endow'd, evil or good of earth unheed.
Apply thy understanding's might, make this the aim of thy
research I
For, application such as this, an art of pricele88 value is.
Wise ones are they who have renounced, all thought or care as
to results,
Which from decisive action flow ; such, no regeneration need,
But take · their place in that abode where bllse eternal is attain'd.
For, when thy mind has got beyond, disputinge vain,-delueive
snares,
.
Then knowledge true will be thine own, of what the Sacred
doctrines teach.
When from fallacious doubting& freed, and when thy mind
doth cease to rove,
.
And firmly fixed on inner thoughte, then wisdom true thou wilt
obtain.
AB.JuN.
A man confirm'd in wisdom's ways, of what nature is hie discourse'/
The mind engaged in deepest thought, 0 Kri1hna, how is he
describ'd?
At home, at rest, or journeying, what may in these hie manner
beP
KRISHNA.

When all cupidities that strive, the soul to rule, forsaken are,
Who in himself contented is, the same of wisdom is possess'd.
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When nought of earth the mind disturbs, and all illicit pleasures shunn'd ;
When passion, fear, emotion strong, or anxious care, doth not
effect,

And meditation is the role of life, a Muni • such is called.
True wisdom is possess'd by him, whom outer things do not entice:
He who, if good or evil come, rejoices not, nor yet repines.
llis wisdom is confirm'd, who,-like a tortoise, draws its limbs
withinWhen outer things would fascinate, indraws his thoughts and
yieldeth not ;
For, when as11ail'd by things of sense, the man who fasts then
turns aside.
He who to carnal appetite denial gives, is abstinent,
And, when he knows the highest good, he loses all desires of
sense.
At certain 'times, 0 Kunti's Son I a prudent man, howe'er he
strives
His raging passions to restrain, may yet by these be led astray.
He who would all his lusts restrain, must faithful be and trust
in M.e.
He who his senses can control, with wisdom true he is endued.
In one who thinks of outward things, from them soon comes
propensity;
From this propensity-desire ; from this desire, is passion

oorn;

.

From passion comes bewilderment; from mind confusedforgetfulness;
,
With mem'ry'sl088, the reason goes: when reason flies, then all
is lost.
But, he who can his mind control, and who his pow'rs doth not
abuse,
Who, by his will, controls his loves, or hates, finds great tran·
quility.
In this tranquility up springs, that which no trouble can
disturb:
For, he whose mind is thus at ease, is firm and fixed on this
alone.
He who attendeth not to this, of reason's power he is bereft;
The man who doth not JDeditate, of tranquil calm is destitute;
He who to think trains not his mind, no calm nor peace can he
enjoy.

* Muni ia the title applied to a sage or philoaopher who lives a
pure life and is well versed in ar.cred literature.
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How can a. ma.n who is not calm, be happy or content at
heart?
The man when by his senses lur'd, allows his mind to follow
them,
With reason lost, is like a ship, when toss'd about on stormy
l!eas;
Know, therefore, 0 Great A•'mi)Ur'd One I that be who all his
passions rules,
And from their wonted use refrains, with wisdom true be is
endued.
Th11 self-ruled one, at night• is wake, the time in which all
others sleep ;
The thoughtful Muni sleeps to that, in which a.ll others are
awake.
The soul to whom temptations come, as river11 to the ocean
flow,
And, like its depths, unmov'd remains,-coutented is : not he
who lusts.
The man who a.ll desires rejects, from interested motives free,
Above all pride or selfishness, calm and tranquility attains.
This is attain'd, 0 Prithtfs Son I by him: who knows the highest
truth.
With this po11sess'd, nought can di11turb: maintaining this, when
· death's hour comes,
He passes on, and one becomes, with that whose ua.turo is
divine.

CHAPTER VI.
CoMKENTS

oN

ScENRs

I.

AND

II. OF

TBB BHAGAVAT GlT.<.

The thoughtful reader, who h:\8 gone through the two preceding Scenes (or dissertations) will, by reference to the proper
names and the meanings supplied in the foot-notes, scarcely
have failed to discover their astronomical application; these are
too patent to be mistaken, and unless this be ever kept in mind,

------------------------------------------* Ntght, here :refer• to a apiritue.l state, not a pbyeioal condition; for

night spiritually interpreted ia, time. 1'bia pe.eaage refere to tbe inner
OODI!Cioueneu of the epiritual·miDded one, who i1 indifFerent to earthly
t.bioge, but watobfula~:d actiYe in epiritual thinge.
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the underlying beauty and truth of all" Sacred" writings (which
are allegorical) cannot be recognised.
It is supposed by many, perhaps most, who have made the
a11cient writings their study, that such a method of communicating knowledge WI&S the result of a designing priesthood, .
who sought by this means to impose upon the credulity of the
multitude, and, by the use of their superior knowledge, utilise
thi11 credulity for their own sinister ends. But whatever mu.y
have been the effects in after ages, there can be no question
that the authors (and who were the real authors of such works I
have already shown in a previous chapter), who presented these
esoteric truths and wisdom in snob forma as they appear, bad a
design in view, at once beneficent and eminently adapted to
accomplish the purposes for which they were communicated.
As literary compositions they are suitable for all, from the
simple literalist up to the highest and most enlightened philosopher; and what form other than allegory could accomplish
such e result as this? Because a child, whose mental and in·
tellectual faculties are undeveloped, attaches, to and draws
therefrom, ideas in accordance with its state of comprehension
and reception, it does not follow that therefore the form itself
ill deficient or incapable of embodying the highest wisdom,
and of imparting pure and correct spiritual truth.
And for such a purpose allegory is the most fitting and beau·
tiful of all forms which words or language can assume. Even
iu the literal application of allegory there is a portion of truth,
just as there is no darkness so dense but that it contains a modicum of light,-in fact, there is no such thing as darkne$8
absolute. Darkness, like evil, to which it corresponds, is a
negative, and, as such, is relative, not absolute. The attenuation of light to ita extreme limits (conceivable by the
human mind) produces the phenomenon ·we call darkneBB, and
in like mt\nner, good, attenuated to ita furthest limits, produces tho state which is called evil ; and there is no point in
the line of being at which it can be said, here light ends, and
darkness begins, or, here good ends, and evil begins. As everyone knows, a negative is that which i1 not, while a positive is
that which i1. This axiom is a truth, pure and undefiled, and
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an apprehension of this would dissipate the dense mental f"g
which enshrouds the human embodied mind in reference to good
and evil, and, their origin and muifestation.
· The allegorical presentation of Spiritual Truth in all Sacred
l!Titinga, however varied, in every instance is founded upon oneand the same fact, and that is the (apparent) Sun's annual
passage through the constellations of the Zodiac. I need
hardly stay to remind the reader that such motion is not reali. the 11un does not perform this yearly circuit; the phenomenon is catlSed by the motion of the earth in its orbit, and
which requires a year to return to the same place in such orbit
(or circular route) from whence it started. If this fact were
always kept in mind, and iu rel,'lity comprehendoo, the human
mind would be delivered from many fallacies. All human
beings are unconsciotlSly revolving in an orbit, round a centre
to which they are subject, although invisible to the outer, and
even inner, eye; and it is the natural tendency in such states of
mind to apply to that centre, itself unmoved and unchangeable,
what is in reality referable to the changing state, cau&OO by the
relative position, for the time being, of mortal~ in reference to
that grand central Source of Life, from which they draw their
·
life, and are maintained in being.
When this one fact is known and appreciated, it will alter
the whole aspect of human society, inasmuch as they who come
into this knowledge will then begin to learn that it is in themnlves the secret of all phenomena is to be discovered. Hence,
instead of speculating upon an impossibility-viz., how to account for good and evil by the existence, somehow or some·
where, of two great and rival beings, or independent principles
(if we will), it will be seen that each differentiated atom of
human (and, in fact, all) life is outworking the life, the love,
and the wisdom of One Grand Infinite Power, which is Life
itself, Love itself, and Wisdom itself.
The English language does not yield any words or terms more
'forcible to express my meaning, otherwise I should use them;
but, to my mind, these words are not abstractions, they are ex·
pression& to convey some idea of the three variations of that
One which is the only reality in the universe.

e.,
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When this is known, then the earth and what it is, man and
what he is, and God and what that is, are known; and just in
proportion as this knowledge is attained, so, step by step, we
advance to that altitude, where the highest conception we had
formed, when in lower conditions, of God, is found to be, not
outside-in some imaginary Being, but witl1in our own 3pirit.
Here I must stop, for human language fails to be the vehicle
for imparting any higher truth.
But to return to the subject of allegory, as presented in these
ancient and (also comparatively) modern Sacred Scriptures. They
present, in the form of words, the planetary motions of our own
Solar System, which motion (especially of the planet Earth,
which we inhabit) and relative phenomenal position to the central Sun exactly corresponds to the motion and relative position
of the embodied human Spirit to its central Orb, of which I
have just spoken.
The allegory begins, astronomically speaking, at the lowest
point in the Southern Arc, which is mid-winter, at t.he point
where the old circle is completed and the new one begins. Just
at that point the Sun begins his upward ascent to the point in
the Northern or &yal Arch, where, when he has established his
supremacy in the Summer Solstice, he baa proved himself to
be the Great Saviour, Mediator, and Redeemer of the world, or,
in plain words, has saved human life from destruction by
famine ; and, by his heat and light, bas been the means or
medium of supplying conditions for the growth and development of that which is the sustenance of life upon the earth,
and finally, by the perpetual (supposed) recurrence of the same
annual journey, redeems or restores the life of the planet and
all life upon its surface.
These phenomenal results exist, and really are such, by virtue
of the human spirit becoming embollied, or, as it is called, coming
into contact with matter. For, to suppose that the sun and
planets were first made and then inhabited, is as fallacious as
the supposition that a human body is first made, and then a
soul or spirit put into it. The real truth is, that sun and planets
both, are one and all formed into what they appear to he, by
'Virtue of the life-principle within, which gives them 11ha.pe, form,
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e.nd consistency; so that, in fact, man and his dwelling-place
in all worlds and states are contemporary ; man, as such, being
the highest form of life that inhabits planets, and called man
by virtue of expressing in that form the most perfect form of
life which the planet is capable of sustaining.
When, by reflection's aid, we see this, then we can acknowledge the ancients' wisdom, which revealed Truth to the mind
of man in the beautiful nnd enchanting form of allegory.
Wliat Man is I is to be the grand discovery that is to mar~ the
>\dvent and culmination of the new, and now incoming, era;
an<i with this discovery all the secrets of the physical and socalled material universe will be revealed; tho fables of the past
will be actualities, and the Utopia of the present will become a
living reality. This is as certain as maturity follows infancy,
e.nd that effects flow from causes; otherwise, infancy is not,
effects are illusions, and lifo itself a nonentity and non-existent.
As I have before stated, our present Bible is nothiug more nor
lees than a reproduction, in another form, of the ancient Indian
system, which embodied the same basic physical or astronomic,
and spiritual or esoteric truths, both being resolvable when the
scientific and intellectual key is provided. We may now easily
decipher what heretofore has been mysterious, simply because
the study of the grand Law of Correspondences has been negleoted. From the scientific or physical fact we may discover the
intellectual or spiritual reality which it represents in nature.
We must ever bear in mind, that that which represents and
that which is represented, are two quite dU;tinct though not
separate) things. The one i11 wa~, and wiU be ; the other is continually changing in its aspects, according to the state of the
life-form which is conscious of being.
I have thought it needful to insert these remarks, as introductory to the comments which follow, inasmuch as I shall
leave the scientific, so far as it relates to phy11ical astronomy,
and confine myself to the philosophy, as unfolded in the
Bhaga~at Git&, which I have undertaken to reconstruct in
poetical form, embodying, as I conceive, the form and meaning
of the original Sanscrit, so far as the English language enables
me so to do. In the progress of the work, I doubt not that it will
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be to the reader, as it is to myself, a surprise, to find that tbe
highest thoughts and beat axioms of the most cultured minds,
nay, even the very ideas and phrases of evangelical piety itself,
are encountered, and may be recogni<Jed as " old, famili"r
friends," in this e.ncient work, which, in all probability, has
·been in the world for five thousand years. More than this, it
treats of doctrines and truths, which by long neglect, have become lost to the majority of the race. I refer, for instance, to
the (so-called) pre-existence of the human spirit, and of a
uniform progress in development of life, and many others of
like character, which will come out in the course of the series.
Imbued with this knowledge, instead of the ignorant and egotistical classification of all past revelations as idle and superstitious vagaries, when mankind were supposed to be " groping
in darkness," we may return to that fount from which bas sprung
all the knowledge and power po88essed by modern people.
Truly, "Light bas been in the world," but the majority of
men knew it not. And any small service that I may effect by
presenting the light of that ancient beacon in an attractive
form, will amply repay me for tho labour which such a work, of
nece88ity entails.
As before stated, I cannot elucidate the scientific astronomic
system (that I leave to others who will follow); but, that the
Inaian system did exist, embodying pure astronomic periods,
from whence were clearly discerned the future history of the
race, and the very age and destiny of the earth, with man as
its highest type of life, is unquestionable; and I am bold to
say, that without the knowledge of that system, neither
geology, arcbmology, nor all other scientific ologies put together, can do more than land us in the region of speculation
and uncertainty in reference to the actual age of the planet,
and the appearance of man upon it11 surf~tee.
The first part of the Bhagavat Git&, as given in this paper, introduces the drama as opening, by the presentation of Krishna
(representing Deity) and Arjun (representing Humanity) placed
between two armies who are about to engage in bA.ttle, and
the award of soven:ignty is to be given to the one which is
victorious.
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KrWma represents the interior or deific wisdom which imparts knowledge ; and .ArJun, the human subject, who is receptive of the same : or again, they repre~~ent the spiritual and
natural principles, which sway the human mind in mortal form.
This spiritual principle is the Enligbtener, and it sees that all
things are in order, and recognises both good and evil as
variations of one and the same thing, while on the other hand
the natural principle is in a state of doubt and perplexity by
mistaking the phenomenal for the real, hence the grief and
despondency of .Arjun, caused by inability to comprehend the
standpoint of the spiritual and deific Krishna,
Again, it represents the birth of interior conscioumus at the
point when the mind is awaking up to the reality of spiritual
truth, where the darkne88 is moat dense, but which gradually,
by the impartation of true knowledge, comes into the light of
rationality and intelligence.
It is just at the period when man knows that he is in darkness that be begins to call for light. This darkness is manifested by the descent of spirit into corporeal conditions, as a
babe (corresponding to mid-winter), and its outgrowth and
(comparative) ultimate perfection is represented by the invo·
luntary aspiration for maturity and manhood.
The second part (or scene, as I have termed the divisions)
treats of the method whereby this true knowledge may be
attained.
Two somewhats, which are called the Will and the Understanding, form the radical, or that which distinguishes the human from all other forms of mortal life. These two, though
distinct in their operation and manifestation, are not sepa-rate. To the Understanding pertains the use of reason, which is
the region of thought. The Will is the more interior, and is the
region of emotion which supplies the active power to the other,
To the first, or understanding principle, rationality is the
means whereby it acquires conscious power, and consequently
to effect the new or re-birth, the understanding must first bo
enlightened; hence the introduction of what is called in the
Git&, the &inlchya doctrine, which treats altogether of the
enlightenment of the rational faculty, The other, called the
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Yoga doctrine and discipline, forms the subject of the followingchapter, which applies to what is termed works or actions.
This exposition defines very clearly the pm that is played
by buntan "intelligence" in the development of the state, for
which purpose the spirit clothes itself with matter in order to
attain, viz., personality and individuality : the distinction as to
the meaning of these terms I have previously shown.
The Sankhya doctrine, as unfolded in this chapter, teache&
that Reason is the arbiter and guide of human actions ; and,
to obtain a correct knowledge of bow this iR to be used, culture
is required. The experiences undergone by the student in quest
ofspiritual knowledge are very clearly set forth; but Krishna (or
The Holy One, which application and meaning the Sanscrit will
bear) sets forth a more excellent way, which is already partially
hinted at, but more clearly set forth, in the following chapter.
It is shown that, by reasoning alone, too much regard is pairl
to the results rather than to a perception of the rectitude of tho
action itself: which means that, whatever we are persuaded i8
right, then it is to be done, regardless of consequences, as a
right-ruotived action cannot bring evil results. 'l'he reader will
notice the description of those who wrangled over the meanings
of the texts of the Vedas (Scriptures), and the motives by which
such disputants were guided, together with the objects they
had in view; also their doctrine of future rewards and punishments: these are all laid bare, and the secret springs of
humA.n actions, even while engaged upon what ought to be the
highest and best thoughts and actions of life here in reference
to the life hereafter. Krishna scatters to the four winds the
· merit-mongering of such as consoled themselves with the idea
that because they did such and such things, and performed
such and such worship to a supposed deity, that therefore
"heavenly enjoyment of a transient nature" (which means
that such ideas arise from an earthly or natural idea of
special favouritism) are to be given theru as a reward for such
actions. If virtue, and the act of doing good, be not sufficient
in itself to bring ita own reward at the time being, then woe
betide those who do, or refrain from doing, even good actions
for the sake of such a reward.
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When brought face to face with human nature when dealing
with ecclesiastical matten1, five thousand years ago, it does not
appear that any great advance bas been madE>, even by modern
Christianity. When modern-not excepting evangelicaldoctrines, as taught and practised by the churches of this
our "highly-favoured land," are traced to their base, where is
the difference between them and those of the men of the Indhm
Church of five thousand years ago?
With this problem, left in the hands of the reader of this
chapter, I conclude.
I would add that the terms, '' 0 Son of Kuntf I" refer to
the animal principle, " 0 Son of l'ritba ! " to the human
principle, and" 0 Son of Uluirata!" to the cleific principle in
bumanit.y, and mean precisely the same thing as the terms,
" Son of Mary I " " Son of Man r• and " Son of God I" as applied
to JesU&-the Christ. The pa.rl\llel is in accordl\nCe with the
astro-masonic system, and is easily resolvable .thereby.

- - - -- -· ---CHAPTE!{ Vll.
THB ANCIENT WISDOM OF INDIA

(continued).

THE BHAGAVAT GITA.
SCENE III.
Subject: Yoginism-Spiritnal Definition.
ARJUN.

0 Thou, who art by men invok'd I If rationality be deem'd
By Thee, of greater worth than deedtl, then tell me why Thou
dost direct,
That, in this work and dreadful deed, I must, forthwith, myself
involve!
Tell me the one thing certain now, that peace serene I may
obtain.
KR18HNA.

1 have declar'd to thee, before, that in this world, 0 Sinle88 One I
Two modes there are for men to live: one, by Sankhya wisdom
taught,

d
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Whereby t.he use of reason's power, and inner thought, contentment bringo~ ;
'l'he other is t.he Yoga plan, which teaches that by thought and
works,
And by devotedness thereto, freedom from sin is surely gain'd,
Nor can perfection e'er be gain'd, by those who either practice
not.
·
No part of time can man exist, apart from action done by him;
Something ea.ch moment is performcd-howe'er unconsciously
'tis (lo!leBy everyone, who merely acts, from that which nature doth
incite.
He who in slothfulness persists, the action of his soul • 1esists:
lie who his lusts in mind doth nurse, and yet appeareth fair, is
falseA hypocrite with heart dcprav'd. But he to be commended il',
Who, by the mind doth subjugate, and all his senses hold in
check,Who, in affairs of earthly life, is guided by·the inner light;
Wbate'er results, concerns not him. That needful to be done,
perform I
Be active rather than inert I for, if thou wilt not labour, then
That which the mortal life requires, will cease to be provided
for.
This busy world hath other aims, than those which foster
worship true:
But thou all selfishness forsake, and this perform, 0 Kunti'.~
Son/
When first the great Progenitor, the human race did institute,
The mode of worship was ordain'd, and at same time He Spake
these words :"By worship thus, for increase pray; on that.depend for which
ye pray;
" The deities, do not forget, and then the gods will think of
'" 1"tctty
• 1s
• yours :
you;
" Remember
one another t oo, an d t hen .e
" For, nourished by auch sa.crifice, the gods will grant all you
require.
" He who of food thus given eats, and offers naught again to
them

* I u.e the word 1oul to ~xp~ese the aotion of the inner prinolplA
which develope the individuality-not pe~eonality- of the huwa11
being,-for ptriJOfJ4lity ~tppliea to the pbyeioal organiem, but individuality
refers to the state of diaembodied beinga when lhe organiam ia rejected
or out off.
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" By whom 'tis given, is but a thief. But they who eat Ambrolia •
food,
" Which, from this sacrifice remains, from all their sine are
purified;
" While they who only for themselves prepare the food, eat
bread of sin.
·
" The ·life which all possess, proceeds from bread, of which
they each partake :
" Bread generated is by rain; the fruit of sacrifice is rain.
44 In all good deeds is sacrifice.
Then know that from the
great Supreme,
" To whom corruption is unknown, this B&CTificial oft"ring
comes;
" So that, the omnipresent Brahm, is present in the sacrifice."
He in earth-life who doth not move, in cycle as thus now
revolv'd,
But seeks his passions to indulge-he lives in vain, 0 Prithtfs
Son!
•
The ml\n possess'd with inner joys, and in those joys, is satisfied,
And, rests on that within h,imself, his deeds are free from
selfishneBB ;
That which is done, or that not done, of no importance is to
him;
In all created things, to him, there's naught that his affections
move.
Therefore, the work thou bast to do, with all thy might and
main perform,
Unmindful of the consequence I For, he who does his duty
well,
And, selfish motives disregards, the highest state will then
attain.

'Tw~~os

by thus working, Janaka,t with others too,-perfection
gain'd.
Wha.te'er the most enlighten'd do, that, thou observe and
likewise do I

-- -- - - - - - - - - -- -- -

* Ambroaia-

tbe residue of tbe 11110rilicial offerings not COIIIUmed by
tbe tlamea, whioh spiritually interpreted meane, the development of the
interior faculty of the eoul or life-principle.
t Janaka, tbe name of an ancient chieftain, who W8ll alleged to boo
born without a progenitor, and who bad a ploul(b for an ensign. In
astrological aoienoe, be repreaente the presiding geniue of the ~ettl ·
eowing aeaaon~ Spiritually interpreted, it refer& to the ineemlnation of
the intuitive principle, wbicb is active in tbe early et.ng·•a of regeneration. The same truth i1 aymboliaed by Melohi~e<kk.-Bee Genuu
xiT,l8.
.
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The man of low degree looks up, to those who are above himself,
A8 guides, and patterns for himself; whate'er he sees in them,he does.
As for ·myself, 0 PritMB Son ! there's nought for me to
cultivate
In all this tri-form'd universe, and yet, 'midst constant work,
1 dwell.
\Vere I not constant, vigilant, aml active thus, in this great
work,
(For, all mankind, 0 PritMa Son/ in all thin~s my example
take),
The people, then, would perish soon, were I to cease 'midst
work to dwell :
Moreover, 'twould be said that I, of outbirths mix'd the author
were;
And, from the paths of rectitude, t~oon humankind would
wander far,
As unwise ones, their works perform, in hope of future recompense,
E'en so the wise should works perform, as others do, but free
from guile.
The wise 11hould never be the cause of diverse thought and
sentiment,
To those in ignorance confum'd, and who, to works external,
cling;
The learned ones should all life's work, with careful industry
perform;
By doing thus, they would attract, and cause the unwise ones
to think.
But, he whose mind is led astray, by pride and arrogant selfwill
Conceives hi'IMelj, 0 Str<mg arm"d One I to be the actor in hi&
work;
He knoweth not, that this is done, by that somewhat, to him
unknown;
But, be who knows cause and effect, and these, in mind doth
not confuse,
An~ is aware that principles, according to their nature, act,
1 outer things, is unconcern'd. For, only they bewilder'd
Witll.
are,
Who are by sensual nature led, and, have regard for naught
but that.
The man acquainted with the whole, should never draw from
work, the man
Who is of comprehen.sion slow, and less experienced than himself.
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Ueeolve to fight I and, let thy work, with its results, on me r&pose!
On Adhyatma• meditate I Put far away this morbidness,
And, both from hope and selfishness, with anxious care, thou
shalt be freed;
They, who, are grounded in this faith, without reproach, will
·
follow Me,
And these, my doctrine will accept, for, by their works they
shall be sav·d.
But know, that they who, this reject and hold my counsel in
contempt,
From wisdom's way:! they turn aside, and they, for want of
knowledge-die.
The wise ones search for that, which doth with their own nature coincide ;
To nature's bent do all incline; and, what is gain'd, by curbing
tbitl?
Toward the object of each sense, dislike, or love, is manifest :
The wise to none of these submit, for all to these are enemies.
Better it is, for ev'ry one, his own best thoughts to act in life,
Howe'er devoid of excellence, than others thoughts, however

In~~; own faith 'tis best to die, for other's creed, is perilout~.

An JUN.
Tell me, what power, 0 Vri8hnida It is that, which man doth
instigate,
Sins to commit, against his will ? A secret force it seems to be I
KRISHNA.

AB base cupidity, 'tis known; its t~ource, the unregen'rate mind;
Its lusts are fierce, unquenchable; to error prone, 'tis man's
great foe.
AB flame, by smoke is envelop'd; as rust, the burnish'd mirror

spreads;

Or, as the footus in the womb, is, by its membrane compass'd

round,
E'en so, the outer universe, by this deRire, is thus enclos'd :
• A.dhyatma, tue thirteen ..venuea by whicb the apirit communicates
with matter, and wbioh include tbe mental faoultiea ..nd pbyeioal e&nll'e
of the human organism. Theee are epeoifled in poetioal form by Balta.
lym ae m.inietere of the Soul.
t Vrilhnid4. Thie proper noun forme one of the keye to unlock the
hidden eeoterio meaning of the drama. It appllee to the eame prinoiplt•
pt>reonifled by Krilhoo, but actin upon a more iuterior and pure epiri·
tual plane.
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Alone, the knowledge of the wise, this constant enemy discerDB,
Which by desire, takes outward form, and, shape assumes,
whate'er it will;
For, like a fire, it rages fierce, is not appeas'd, 0 KunU's &n I
The senses, heart, and intellect, where it delighteth most to
reign,
ny means of these, it knowledge dims, and e'en the soul at
times enchants.
Therefore, 0 best of Bharatas! thou, first thy passions must
subdue.
That, which, to error prompts, reject; or knowledge and discernment fail!
The sensual, greatly is esteem'd, but greater is the intellect;
Still greater that, which, Truth discerns ; greatest of all, is vital
soul.•

When wisdom pure thou hast obta.in'd, and that, which, greater
is than mind
Thine inner self invest with strength, and kill this foe, 0 Great
Arm'd One!
That is desire, assuming forms, to vanquish which is difficult.

00MMENTS.

In the foregoing Scene, which opBns with the perplexed state
of Arjun, who knows not how to act; his natural affection seems
to guide one way, while the stem commands of Krishna appear
to point in the opposite direction. In this state of bewilderment Arjun questions his guide as to how the two can be
reconciled. The reply speaks of two ways, which had been
presented to mankind in former days, in which they could walk
to obtain deliverance from sin and a future state of happine~s
in the world to come.
This presents a fine opportnnity for Krishna to expound the
two doctrines, called the Sankhya and the Yoga ; and which in
their literal acceptation correspond to the two modem schools,
which teach and preach, "justification by faith," and "justific.v
tion by works." The one school exalts "faith'' as the sine qua
fllll'l, and roundly proclaims that without "faith" no amount of
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good works can save a man from the wrath to come. While the
other school makes the " performance .of works" the one thing
needful: the character and specification of these said works
depending altogether on the specific character of the school
by which such doctrines are propounded.
When sifted and examined, the latter doctrine i.s nothing
more than a bargain or contract. On the one side certain
advantages are offered on the condition that such and such
service be rendered, and on the other it i.s accepted in the full.
acknowledgement that the payment or "value received" i.s
postponed until the termR of such contract be fulfilled.
Inasmuch as the principal on the chief side is not to be dealt
with direct, it is in the main done by proxy: hence, representatives, in the form of clergy, churches, charitable institutions, and the like, come in for the present benefit.
Without calling in question the purity of motive by whil.:h,
cloubtlese, vast masses of mankind are swayed, the fact itself
remains, and is an evidence of the deplorable ignorance that
prevails in reference to spiritual requirements. If put into a
written form, it would take some such shape as I have shadowed
forth in the above description of what is corulidered to be the
roligious duty of man.
As Rationality and Intellectuality develop, the scales will fall
from the mental eyes of mankind, and then they will see that
'' worship" and " God service" do not depend upon supporting
a privileged caste, on extending ecclesiastical institutions, nor
even upon alms-giving, nor yet the enlargement of charitable
and philanthropic schemes (however right and proper in the
present state of human society) but rather, in the diffusion of
knowledge respecting man himself. As this knowledge spreads
and becomes the possession of mortals, the" Unknown God"
will vanish into nothingness, and the True and Living God will
be found,-not in the far-off l~~ond which meu muHt die to enter,
but, as present in the human forms which people and inhabit
tho earth upon which we live, and move, and have our being.
l'here were literalists in the India of five thousand years ago,
and how much better are the literalists of the present day, even
of Christendom itself? The same simple ide&R prevail now 1\S
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theu ; and a.e Krishna draws aside the vail, exposing the mGtives and inner life of the ecclesia.etics of that day, it applies
with equal force to the leaders of the present, and we find as a
fact, the same warring conflicts and wrangling& over texts in
the standards of reference-the Scriptures, claimed to be and
taught as the only rule of faith and life, as, apparently, were
acth·c thousands of years ago.
The ancient " Sankhya " school, in its lowest and most literal
form, corresponding to the faith of the present day, in its higher
form inculcated the nece88ity of mental culture, and taught
that it was by the exercise of reason brought to bear upon the
concerns of life, which would be sufficient to ensw•e a fair
amount of happiness in this life, with a well-grounded hope of
immortality, and a rational conception of the joys to come in a
future state. In phin wordt~, that '' Reason" was to be the
grand arbiter in all modes of tbotJFbt and action. While on
the other band, the Yoga school insisted upon action (which in
after times took the form of meritricious deeds) as all important, in which 11 Reason " played a secondary part, giving place
to the higher faculty of Intelligence. (These two, when properly
understood, are not convertible terms, for they express the lif~
action of states a.e distinct as daylight is from evening shade.)
Intelligence is applicable to 11 philosophy," which treats of
the science of life and all that is involved therein; while 11 Reason" deals chiefly with the outer or phenomenal plane of
existence, and all connected therewith.
To the exposition of this ancient Yoga philosophy the ~
maining portions of the Bbagavat Gita are devoted in the dual
form of Intellectuality and rlircctions for its practical attainment. For the sake of definition I have adopted the term
Yoginism. to embrace both the science and philosophy of that
system in the same manner as Spiritualism is used to cover the
facts and philosophy of spiritual force and action as manifest~rl
in our own times. In short ancient Yogini.tm is synonymou~t
with Modern Spiritnalism, a.e both, in their hight:st forms, teach
and proclaim the t1Ci~uco and ethics of the huwan spirit. Tile
intellectual power of the human mind, and the exercise of th~
power of the 11till more interior faculty pertaining to the humu.n
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u:iU, are two distinct things ; and in the highest form and
Dl&nifeetation of life in human form, the former ie eubordinattl
to the latter, although perfection ie gained by these two

principles being in et!}uilihrium.
The e1oteric wisdom and power of Yogininn, 88 well a.s Spiritualinn, pertain only to the initiated who have graduated
through all the stages that the embt>died spirit is capable of
learning and practising; while the exoteric knowledge is more
<loncerned with the phenomenlll alone. Many may acquire the
latter, but the few only attain the former, where is that
altitude from which the human spirit sees more than outer
universee,-it sees the inner univ~rses, and may become the
Man-God and the God-M11.n 1 with powers which the human
embodied spirit can best appreciate by the use of these words.
Until a new language be formed, with a new combination of
sound, we must be content to use these terms 88 expressive of
the fullest meaning which worus ctl.n be made to convey.
Such, in short, is what is involvctl in ancient Yoginism, the
remains of which exist in Inditl. (and perhaps elsewhere) to thit~
day. Its two 88pects, then 88 now, are be11t described as corresponding to what is termed Spiriti.tm and Spiritualism. The
former covers all the j!'round of phenomeno.lisru only, but the
latter does more, it inclucies the former, and brings tho t~oul of
man en rapport with thu best, wieet~t, and purest in spirit-life.
Both aspects will be noticed as the Rucceetlin:r " scenes" are
depicted before the re.t.lct' in the following cl.tavt~:rs; for, to
my thinking, the poetical and dramatical form of presentt~.tion
is the most o.ttracti~e, to elicit attention to this grand production-nay, I go further, and say, to t.his revelation of ancient
times; and in the junction of prl'Sent Spiritualism with ancient
Yoginism, extremes meet, and by that meeting (or I mistake the
meaning) a new form of life will be. developed on this earth,
which will characterise the role of the New Dispensation.
The new experiences of the forthcoming development of emoodied human life will be, not only the exercise of what has
heretofore been characterised as dei.fic powers, but, open and
oonscious communion with those exl\lted beings in spirit-conditione of life, who supply the knowledge, and power, and life,
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to those who inhabit (for the time being) a more ex-ternal
plane of existence on the physical earth.
By accident (perchance some might think) or by design,
which becomes very apparent when the Law of Correspondences
it< understood, the ehapters in the Git& are divided into lS
(:lX6= 18).• The first and second are introductory, the third
is an exposition of the doctrine of Rationality, called Sankhya•
the fourth of Intellectuality, which applies to Yoginism, and
commences.a series of seven chapters, which treat of and ex)'Ound the method whereby the truths, and wisdom, and PQWer
which Yoginism unfolds, may be attained. ln the eleventh, or
eighth of the series, comes the crowning, or transfiguration
scene (the whole corresponding to the musical scale, producing
a full harmony in the octave), and the rema.in~ng seven chapters
are devoted to the exposition of the same from a higher or
more interior standpoint, and which will be fully treated of in
(lue course.
I rather more than suspect that Yuginism became the po88ession of what would be termed a secret brotherhood, who only
admitted into their order such as were prepared to pay the
price demanded by those who posse88ed the secrets and power
which initiation into the system involved. This price involved
the practice of an asceticism and course of study before which
the stoutest heart might quail ; and the series of chapters or
scenes in sequence refer to the knowledge and experiences
J•ertaining to each successive degree through which the initiate
must pass. Those who are acquainted with, or possess even a
slight knowledge of what some of these secret orders professed
to possess, will have no difficulty in tracing, step by step, the
processes by which the neophyte advanced, tiJI he became invested with the dignity of adeptship, and at the eighth stage,
or degree, where the crowning takes place, he became Hierophant, in which state or degree he WII.B invested with powers
and wisdom that, by the great outside, would be considered as
God-like.

* The met.ning and Talue of thete numbers u applicable to the
rational faculty, and it.a de•elopment, ie well known to thoee who are
10cquainted "otb ap1ritual !liwt.
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Whatever it may have been in its promulgation and com·
mencement, there can be no question, that, that now known as
Yoginism is in the poeeession of the few who keep their own
secrets and kno'l!ledges to those who are initiated through their
own curriculum. With this part I am not at present concerned,
as I wish to treat more particularly of that aspect which pertains to humanity at large, and which unfolds the progress of
the human spirit through the stages of reformation and regeneration, into the life enjoyments of the soul that has passed
through the true and genuine new· birth; or in plainer words,
which has come or may come into conscious enjoyment of the
inner degrees of life which up to the present period have to
the mass of mankind been closed.
Philosophy and religion, when viewed from such a stand·
point, discards the old ideas of conversion, baptismal regeneration, and the like (for these are but the remnants of what waa
once known to be living actualities in fully developed human
organisms), and treats of an altogether new and living way,
whereby access is open to the heavens and their inhabitants
so that " the people who dwell in darkness may see the great
light" which is now dawning upon this earth.
These remarks are opportune here, as introductory to the
beautiful spiritual philosophy which is embodied in the following
chapters.
The reader will note that occasionally the symbolism isinterpreted by Krishna ; thus showing that the words, which
~eem. to have a literal application to the things of nllture, are
only symbol• used for the purpose of conveying intellectual and
11piritual ideas. The same method is used in the Christian
gospel narratives ; the key to the understanding of which i&
given in a few words, 1' Without a parable he spake not unto
them." With this key all ancient scriptures may be unlocked
and their treasures brought forth to view. What that key is,
have already referred to and explained as the Law of Corre11pondences, which unfolds the truth that all natural substances
and forms are the outbirths of spiritual forces and qualities to
which they correspond.
The quotation given by Kri1hna from ancient times, in
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reference to the "institution of sacrifice,'' is eminently clear,
and they must be dull of comprehension indeed who cannot see
the meaning. The barbarous slaughter of inoffending animals,
with all its disgusting concomitants, is the result of the grOSBest
ignorance (and perhaps something more) on the part of those
who engage in such offerings, and who fail to see that the
language used does not, nor was it intended to, refer to the
sacrifice of literal blood, but to the subjection and cutting-off
of those principles which are in the human mind and heart,
and which, when ultimated, are embodied in animal form. In
plain words, it is the subjection of the animal to the human
principle in man. The distinction between these two, which
together make the human physical organism, I may delineate
further on.

CHArTER VIII.
THE A....~CIENT WxsDOM OF INDIA

(continued).

THE BRAGAVAT GITA..
SCENE IV.

Subject : Yoginism.
KlusBNA.

"l'was I, who, author was, of this, the never-failing discipline.
'!'u Vivaswat, * I gave it first; by him to Manu• 'twas declar'd ;
And by Manu, as be receiv'd, so be made known to Ihhwdlcu. •
From these, downward, it did descend, and then by Rajari/!4JJ•
'twas known.
By them, it was deliver'd down, until 0 vexer of thy foes!
In course of time, to earth was lost, this mighty art and discipline:
But that which now, I teach to thee, is with that ancient system
-one.

* Vivaswat, Manu, Iks~waku, and RajarsMs, astronomically conaidered, refer to the eun, moon, planete, and atars, personified ae the
ancient rulers of the eolar dynaety, and founders of the solar r - of
men. The contention for eupreme.cy betw""n the aolar and lunar ,_s
(or spiritual and natural prinoiplee) forma the eubjeot of the Mahabh&rata. See Comments.
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Tbie knowledge I impart, because, thou art my friend and
worshipper.
·
This ancient law supremely grand, of value great, must now
be learnt.
ARJUN. -

Yivll8Wat's birth, preceded thine ; thy birth came after his ; bow
then,
Am I, thy words to understand P " To Vivaswat I gave it
first."
KRtswu.
Jloth I and thou, .Arjun I have pass'd, through transmutation!~
numerous:
All these 1 know; by thee, they are, 0 t•e:rer of thy foes! unknown.
·
Altho' unborn and uncreate, and in my o~:~sence, never ohange ;
And, of the things phenomenal, I am, the Mighty Lord of All;
Yet, in the act of holding sway in Nature's realm, which is
mine own,
I am made evident ar.d born, through magic power, by me
possess'd.
Whene'er, 0 Son of Bharata I on earth, it ill that virtue fails,
And vice and ignorance prevail, I reproduce myself again.
Age after age, I thus appear, that rule of right may be upheld,
That wickedness may pass away, and virtue be entbron'd
again.
'l'he one who truly comprehends, my birth and acta, as thus
describ'd,
When he yields up the mortal life, new birth, by him, i11 not
requir'd;
Such, enter into Me, .Arjun I For, multitudes, who freedom
gain'd,
.
From anger, lust, and aDXIous care, have come, and enter'd
into Me;
And they in Me, a refuge found, because made clean by wiadom's fire.
No matter how, I am approach'd,just as men come, e'en so I
give;
l3y many ways, towards this path, do mankind turn, 0 Prith6'1
Son I

Tl.e Devatas,• are oft'er'd gifts, by some, who seek prosperity,
And oft, succeesful issues come, resultant from such sacrifice.
The human race, in orders four, were classified : all represent
• Devat<U are oelABti..l beinge, or angela who inhabit tbe third or
interior hellnna, and in the Indian ayatem peopie the beano or iNN.
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Distinctive qualities, and each, their own appointed work perform.
.
But know, that I, who mankind form'd, am Uncreate, and
never change I
Actions and what results therefrom, do not concern, or Me
perplex:
He who believes me to be thus, as 1,-so he, is freed from bonds.
Those men who Jiv'd in days of old, to whom this knowledge
wa.a reveal'd,
Who for this great salvation long'd, nevertheless their workil ·
perform'd:
This work, therefore, thou muat fulfil, which by the men of old
was done.
'l'he wise are oft perplex'd to know, what action is, and what
'tis not:
What action is, I now explain, and when this knowledge once
is gain'd,
Evil in any kind and form, no longer will enslave thy mind.
Three kinds of work there are,-action, action forbade, and
inaction;
But this know thou, that action's path is full of darkness and
obscure.
He who in act inaction sees, and in inaction act perceives,
Amongst mankind is reckon'd wise; the same is perfect in hi><
work.
A Pandit• called (so wise ones say), is he, who executes hit<
work,
From all ambitious IJbjects free; by wisdom's fire, he is made
pure.
The man who doth all thought reject, of recompense for work
perform'd,
.
Is not dependent, but content, and though he acts, the self does
nought:
On specioua hopes, he buildeth not; in mind and heart, he i11
euhdued;
All tholljl'hts of gain be lays a.aide; for, a.a his work is tbt\t
which springs,
From what hit! mortal frame requires, he, no offence, or sin,
incurs:
When willing gifts are made to him, he takes, and is therewith
content;
His lusts to r<Ile, be suffers not, no envy e'er disturbs his mind;

* Pandit, ie a title gi.,en to the initiate who baa ad 'faneed to tue
deg-ree of Ppiritual knowledge unfolded in the Yoga philoeoph7, and if
deri'ed from Pa111Iu, which Pienifiee--ligbt.
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Should gaiu or adverse fortune come, whate'er betides, it matters not;
And though be doth in work abound, yet be, in all his work, i11
free.
All work performed by such a man, who, self-advantage thinks
not of,
By action's bond is uncontroll'd, for wisdom guides, in all biB
acts:
Whatever work, he executes, he does for sake of sacrifice :
And, work from self is, as it were, diswlv'd away,-b~comes as
nought.
The will divine, is in the gift, and in the fragrance of the gift;
The will divine, is in the fire, and by the will divine, the gift
Itself, in fact, is offer'd up. This will divine, is manifest,
To him, who seeketh, this to know, and maketh that, h.iB only
aim.
Some devotees, their offering11 make, and sacrifice to Devatd8 ;
And some bring gifts of holy fire, and thus, the Great Supreme,
adore;
Some, various senses, sacrifice, on altar of their self-restraint ;
Of pleasant things, some offer up, by fire which in the senses
rage;
Others there are, who sacrifice the use of all their faculties,
And wh1\t pertains to outer sense, by fire of self-impos'd cont<traint;
Tllis.fire is kindled by the spark, of wisdom true, and is inspir'd.
Again, some worshippers, there are, who of their wealth, an
off'ring make;
Some, by their tortures, aelf-impos'd, or by enthusiastic zeal;
Some by interior silent thought, with gentle mien, and vanquish'd lusts.
By, what is term'd, internal breath, numbers there are, who
off'rings make ;
Some, by reversing nature's law, in act of breathing, sacrifice;
For when the breath, inspir'd should be, it is, as though it were,
ezpir'd;
And when it should expiring be, as inspiring 'tis made to seem;
A few there are, who practise this, in both its forms, so dearly
priz'd,
And breath retain, by closing up, the doors through which, the
breath is drawn ;
Some, by abstaining, sacrifice, and yield a life, while still in
life.
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All worshippers, thus specified, each by lheir own pecaliar
mode,
In which they make the eacrifioe, from all their sine are
purified.
fie whn, but taatea of Amrita •-remnant of all such aacri.flce,
Eternal life, he doth attain, and to the Great Supreme, ascends.
This world, indeed, is not for those, who aacrifioea disregard,
Then, be1t of Kurt.U! how mach lees, the world that is to follow
this!
A11 mode of aacrifioe is done, in presence of the Great
Supreme;
Bat know thou this, that ev'ry kind, are off'ringa made by
action done :
When of this truth thou art oonvinced, emancipation is obtain'd.
ThiB know, 0 vezer of thy fou I that wisdom by the spirit known,
Ia better far than sacrifice, of things in ooter nature found.
There is no work, 0 PritMt Son I no single one can be exempt,
Rat what by wisdom's inner eight, is found to be in it oontain'd.
Seek then by work and questions ask'd, with humble mind, tbi~t
pr.,ciot18 gift
Of wisdom to acquire from those, who wisdom have and truth
perceive;
And they to thee will this unfold; which inner light, 0 Pandu''
Son/
When it shall have beoome thine own, error again thou wilt
avoid.
B7 lr:nowing this, all nature is in spirit found, that is, in Me.
Shoald'st thou of all who ain8 oommit, be found to be the
greatest one,
E'en then thou wilt the golf of Bin, by wisdom's barque in safety
erose.
For like as nature's fire, Arjun ! the woods to ashes doth
convert,
E'en so all works of outer kind, to ashes burn by wisdom's fire;
For there is naught in all the world, which doth like wisdom
purify.
The man who Yoga doctrine holds, and acta the same is perfect
made,
And, in due time will clearly see, that wisdom springe from
inner light.
He who in truth is oonfidont, wisdom of spirit soon obtains,
• Amrita- tbe winf! of immortality. For parallel - the aooount of
ll rtt miracle by Jeeue, in Oan• or Galilee, wbere the water in the lt.Ji
•ater-pote (or llix IUDlmPr month•) wu changed into wine.
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If at same time be has acquir'd, the art of self-restraint nnd
rule;
Endued with wisdom of the soul, he enters on beatitude.
But, he who doth pure truth discard, and faith in wisdom's
might ignore,
Whose mind is full of doubts, is lost. For he who is of doubting
mind,
On earth will never find conte"!lt, nor in the world which is to
come.
'l'he one whose mind is full of light, from action's bonds will
find release ;
To such, no doubts remain; he stands, 0 Wealth Despi~er I selfpoesees'd.
Therefore, all doubts resolve to quell, that spring from ignorance profound :
The doubts which now infest thy mind, thy sword of Knowledge
must cut off;
And now arise I 0 Bharat'8 Sen I what Yoga inculcates-that dol

C0llllii.ENTS,

This Scene opens with an account, by Krishna, of the ongm
of what I have ventured to term Yoginism, and this in its
highest and purest form includes the knowledge and practice
of all spiritual art and science. As previously stated, its philosophy is not speculative, by which I mean imaginary, and thus
may or may not be in accord with truth, but founded upon a
correct knowledge of the law whereby spirit acts upon, and, in
fact, makes matter manifest. Surely none who read these wont!erful outfiowings of ancient wisdom can fail to discover that
it pertains to a system of ethics and science, though now lost
to Western nations, and probably to the vast mass of Orientals,
yet, at the time of its promulgation, was known to the favoured
few who poesessed the secret of mystic alleg~ry. Apart from
its astrological aspect-but which, 88 I have shown, is absolutely
true, and can be traced in the brilliants of the skies by those
who are acquainted with the key-the whole philosophy, when
reduced to principles or spiritual forces inherent in the human
H

. '
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soul, bears its own stamp of beauty and truth, and the gainsayer who ignorantly persists in litoralising the personifications,
and thus profanes spiritual truth, only betrays his own want ot
knowledge which pertains to things not belonging to sordid
minds.
It is for this purpose that I have kept to the use of proper
names rather than the interpretations ; as when the time comes
for the system itself, i.e., the ancient astronomical and astrological Indian one, to be formulated, then, I have not the least
doubt, all will be found to be in proper order. It were as well
to deny the value of mathematics and their use when applied
to the ordinary avocations of human embodied life, as to call
in question the value of metaphysical certitude and its relation
to the human spirit, whether embodied or disembodied. Knowledge is power I and he who possesses the highest knowledge
wields the greatest power; all appearances to the contrary
notwithstanding: for be it known, there is a power emanating
from such minds which, though unknown to minds of materialistic tendency, and unacknowledged by men who can only
discern what belongs simply to the region of &en8e1 yet nevertheless is of gre!'ter potency than that which is visible to the
outer eye.
Many have the idea that by 1piritualiling or allegorising
truth, it thereby becomes as nothing : whereas, by this means
it is elevated into a higher region to which reality only pertains.
For instance, when the pol"l!on.ifications at the commencement
are exalted into life-forces, and it is seen that Vivaswat means
the Sun, Manu the Moon, and so on-not the material or
physical orbs which are visible in nature, but the spiritual and
eternal Sun of the soul, and the power of the differ~ntiated
atomic spirit to reflect the light or wisdom of that Grand
Central Sun,-then it will be granted that we are in the
presence of a great Teacher, who csn and will unfold to us aU
the mysteries we are capable of comprehending.
A beautiful poem, translated by Griffiths, and extracted from
the Ramayana, gives the line of descent through eighteen
forms, including the names appearing at commencement of
this Scene, and runs as follows :-
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" From viewle88 nature Brahma rose,
No change, no end, no waste he knows.
A son had he, Manchi styled,
And Kasyap was Manchi's child.
From him Vivaswat sprang ; from him
Mann, whose fame shall ne'er be dim •
.Mann, who life to mortals gave,
~ot Ikshwaku, good and brave.
First of Ayodhya's kings was he,
Pride of her famous dynasty.
From him the glorious Kukehi sprang,
Whose fame through all the regions rang.
Rival of Kukshi's ancient fame,
Hie heir, the great Vikukshi came.
His eon was Vana, lord of might,
Hie Anaranya, strong to fight.
His eon was Pritha, glorious name;
From him the good Trisanku came,
He left a son renowed afar,
Known by the name of Dhundumar.
llis son, who drove the mighty car,•
Was Yuvanaswa feared in war.
He passed away, Him followed then
llie eon MandMta, king of men.
Hie son was blest on high empriee,
Susandbi fortunate and wise.
Two noble sons had he, to wit,
Dhruvaeandhi and Prasenajit.
Bbarat was Dhruvasandhi's eon,
And glorious fame that monarch won."
These eighteen names of the so-called deities, which appear
,,mongst the Indian Pantheon, have ei\Ch a history or legend,
which, if taken to mean no more than what the simple letter

* The Mighty Car re•eala ite own eecret., and elmply meane the
cbuiot of the Sun, or the Sun'• pueage through the nrio111 oonatellatione.
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unfolds, may be taken as wild and useless fables ; but, like all
ancient and classical deities and heroes, they embody some
principle, and are one and all resolvable by the astrological key.
(I have previously stated that I use the term astrological"
to cover all solar and planetary inter-influences, including
magnetic and other forces, which act and react upon the physi·
cal earths of the various systems.) I do not suppose that any
great advantage would accrue to the Western mind by resuscitating this ancient system, simply as an astrological one, but
the pure truth which that system undoubtedly embodied is true
for all time, and must, sooner or later, be again formulated as a
metaphysical mathematical system, for assuredly astronomy
itself is bat a step towards the higher and spiritual science
represented by solar and planetary motion.
It is very suggestive to note the perplexity of Arjun caused
by KrilhM's statement that he was the author of the Yoga
scitmce and discipline, and that, as Arjun was then conversing
with KriahM, it surely was proof sufficient that such a statement could not be in accord with truth. It coincides with the
perplexity of Nicodemus, narrated in a much later Record, and
the subject in both Records treats of the new birth, or what
the pietist and evangelical understands as regeneration. In
fewest words, it is nothing more nor less than the startled
feeling of the natural mind receiving its first impact of spiritual light, and, as a consequence, it is just sufficient to make
the darknesa visible, or to reveal the ignorance of that degree
of the mind in reference to the light and knowledge pertaining
to the spiritual degree.
As stated in a previous chapter, the Yi1ga system includetl
hoth a Science and Art, a Philosophy and Power, a Religion
and Life, which yielded to its possessor a power (so it would
seem) over nature, manifested by certain mental and physical
phenomena, which are best understood by those who have witneBSed and studied the action and law of mediumship in Modern
Spiritualism,with this great difference, however-viz., that while
the extraordinary modern spiritaalietic phenomena. are produced
through the nnconscious and involuntary action of the medium,
in the case of the ·a~cient (and it may be in modern as well)
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Yogm, "M was conscious, and, to all outer appearances, was the
active operator.
The highest manifesting power was wielded by the Adept or
Hierophant, who had, by the severest asceticism and profound
study and patient application, passed through the various degTees pertaining to the initiatory and advancing degTees involved in· the process.
All religious systexns agree on this, that purity of life cannot
be attained without a sharp contention with, and a final victory
over, the lower or more animal propensities of embodied human
nature. It is on the method of its attainment that the great
difference arises, some teaching one way and some another, and
the degTee of attainment depends altogether on the amount of
knowledge poBSessed by the various systems aud their respective advocates.
When the conscious and voluntary power-which is now
actually possessed, but used unconsciously and involuntarily by
the vast mass of humankind-is attained, then, and not till
then, will be manifested the highest and grandest manifestations
of spirit-power. As human society is now constituted, it were
easy to see how dangerous such a power would be in the hands
of ignorant and 1pl8Crupulous men and women; hence the wisdom of the ancients in withholding the knowledge of this power
from those who were unworthy and unprepared. This fact is
quite a justification for the bonds of secrecy imposed upon all
who dared the essay to enter within the domain of the mystic
brotherhood.
At present even the most advanced of Spiritualists conceive
that phenomenon is produced by disembodied spirits alone, and
that embodied human beings are the passive spectators. This
view is only a half-truth, and will give place to a different one
when we learn to know what spirit actually is.
To my view the unit or atom is a phenomenal appearance,
pertaining only to the realm of nature, and is purely physical ;
but, the careful and thoughtful student of spiritualistic
manifestations cannot fail to discover that, the Ego of the
spirit is something totally different to that which the natural
mind imagines. We speak of a apirit and the spirit, but both
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the a and the, when viewed from the highest altitude attainable by human conception, become merged in universal~pirit
not with the limited idea derived from appearances in the
realm of nature, but with an ever widening and expanding
power to take in, even the universe itself. With such a view,
metbinks, the mere lo88 of what we think is personality, is an
indefinite gain. It is, in fact, this supposed lo88 of the pert~one.lity that is the scare and causes the dread of death; 1\Jllt
it is the "what lies beyond" that causes the fear and suffering
of physical dissolution. It is the great gulf, dark and yawning, which man, as he approaches that dread state, knows
must either be passed or he must make the plunge into it, and
leave what follows 'to unfold its own mystery. I say, this is
the great gulf which all the teachings of modern ecclesialjticisms are unable to light up and make attractive; but, as
Krishna beautifully puts it to Arjun, when he becomes po88688ed
of pure wisdom and true k.nowledge :"Even then, thou wilt, the gulf of sin, by wisdom's barque in
safety cross;" which in plain English means, that if we really
knew what lies beyond physical dissolution, we should have no
fear ; but at the close of a well-spent life, gently disrobe ourselves of the encumbrances of mortality, and speed away to
· higher and more et}l.ereal realms of light and life.
The snbject of Yoginism is too vast to be more than skimmed
in a aeries of articles like the present ; but to give the reader
some idea of what it includes, I give a quotation from the TMIJ.
•ophist of January (current year). The writer quotes from a
work called The OuphnekMt, which treats of one phase of
Yoginism. There are ten stages in the initiament, when the
ecstatic realises what Krishna, and the later Egyptian School
teach, as the beholder seeing all in himself and himself in
all.
"At thefirlt, all the hairs on his body stand up.
At the second, his limbs 8.1'6 benumbed.
At the third, he feels in all his members the exhaustion of
exce88.
At the fourth, his head turns, he is, as it were, intoxicated.
At the fifth, the water of life fiows back into his brain.
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At the sixth, this water descends into and nourishes him.
At the seventh, be becomes master of the vision, he sees
into men's hearts, be hears the most distant voices.
At the ninth, he feels himself to be so subtle that he oan
transport himself where be will, and like the Devas, see
all without being seen.
At the tenth, be becomes the univer&al and indivisible voice,
he is the creator, the eternal, exempt from change; and,
become perfect repose, he distributes repose to the world."
This magnificent description of the stupendous power of tho
(shall I say) human spirit, must not be taken in its literal meaning and application. It refers, like the breathing process (best
understood by some as internal breath) described in the foregoing Scene, to a purely spiritual experience, with which the
physical organism bas little to do ; but in following chapters,
as opportunity presents, I will refer to these at length.

CHAPTER IX.
THE ANCIENT WI8DOM. OF INDIA

(continued).

THE BRAGAVAT OfT£...
SCENE V.
Subject: Yoginism.-Definition of Action.

Alt.JuN.
0 Kriahna I thou dost eulogise, the one who action doth escbt.w,
And, then again, the one who doth the discipline and work perform.
So, tell me, and exactly state, which of the twain 'twere best to
doP
KRISHNA,

Rl'nunciation of all work, as well as discipline performed,
Are both the means, whereby the end of final joy and peace is
gained:
But, of the two, the discipline, if well performed, is more esteemed
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And highly prized, than if the work should be neglected or renounced.
The man who neither yields to hate, nor yet is moved by outer
loves,
·
Is truly said to be the one, who action doth renunciate:
For, such an one, 0 Strong arm'd One I by opposites, is never
swayed;
The bonds, which action would impose, can never subjugate his
mind,
'Tis only louth.s-but not wise men, who say, that science as
reveale
By &inkhya, and Yoga work, is different,-they are but one I
They both proclaim the self-same end; and they who love the
one, as well
As those who choose the work, will find that fruita of joy abound in each.
The students of 8anlchya truth, as they who Yoga work fulfil,
Will both attain the same abode : but, he who sees &inlchya
truth
And Yoga discipline-as one, is truly blest and sees indeed.
Yet, action to renunciate, 0 Great Hero I is difficult
To be attained, except by means of inner thought and discipline.
Not one becomes Sannyasi, • unle88 he suffer mental pain ;
And Jet, the Yogin, through his work, soon comes to know the
wi divine.
The devotee, when thus employed, whose spirit is all light
withinWhose outer self is quite subdued,-who victor is o'er carnal
lusts,Who sees his life as but a part, of that which is made manifest
In all created forms of life, is not defiled by any work.
The one who knows the truth divine, in all he does, considers
thus"I of myself can nothlng do." Whene'er he looks, or hea.rs, or
feels,
Or when he eats, or moves, or sleeps, or breathes, or even when
be speaks,
Lets go, or takes, or shuts his eyes or opens them, he knows
fnll well,
·
His outer senses are but used, in what is needful to be done.

* &nnyari ia the fourth degree preaoribed for the neophyte or Yogi11
who ia adYanoing through the ooneeoutiYe etagee of initiament. When
tranlling, be may 1tay only om day in a Yillage, three day• in a town,
and not more than .fiw daye in a city. See Commente.
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He who when acting, offers up all action to the Great Supreme,
And puts self-interest aside, is ne'er by sins pollution stained ;
Like lotus leaves remain unstain'd, by waters dank on whicll
they float.
All actions, done by devotees,-of body, soul, or intellect,
Are by the sensual nature done, regardleBB of self-interest;
For" all they do, is done for sake of being made all pure within ;
Howe'er employed, they never look for recompense, for work
performed,
As, soon they find the true reward, in happy calm and tranquil
mind.
Not so, the undevoted man, who yields to low desires, and look!'
~'or recompense for what he does : 'tis such are bound by selfish
hopes.
The self-restrained alone, who has his sensual nature well
controlled,
And, in his mind, all works renounced, can sit at ease and be at
rest,
Within the city of nine gates,• in which the sonl hath its
abode:
He neither acts himself, nor yet becomes the cause of action
done.
The Holy One did never form, this craving and desire to act;
Nor yet, fallacious hopes of future recompense for work performed :
These all spring from a darkened mind, perverted by the sense8'
rule:
Nor, to the Great Omnipotent, can either vice or good, be
given.
·
Whene'er ru&nkind are led astray, it is for want of light of
truth:
Their knowledge is obscure and dim by reason of dense
ignorance :
But, when such mental ignorance, by force of reason is o'ercome,
,
'l'hen, wisdom shineth forth in power, with glory to the sun
compared,
And, lighteth up the spirit-eye, from which proceeds the purest
light:
For, they whose thoughts are ever fixed on spirit and its
powers divine,

* The nioe·gated city ie the human body with ita nine aperturee or
outlet.-'Yiz., t he two eyee, two eare, two nostrils, one moutb, and tbe
two lower outlet&
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In which the soul existence hath-in which they feel secure
and safe,
And, in it find a resting-place, are cleansed from sin bJ
wisdom's light;
·
Such, gain a state to which they rise, and whence they ne'er
return again.
The wise alone, this spirit sees-the life supreme, alike in all:
In Brahman, modest and serene, whom, knowledge true, hath
perfect made,
In elephant, or ox, or dog, or even in Shwapdka • tnbes.
The men, whose minds are equable, and in this state persistent
stand,
E'en in this world, will vanquish all, that sensual nature would
enthral.
For, as the Mighty One is free from sin and equable in all,
So, likewise these attain a state, akin to that which is divine.
The men who know the truth divine, and. to the truth divine
hold firm,
Will not be overcome with joy, if favoured with prosperity,
Nor yet, dejected overmuch, if diverse fortune be their lot;
Their inner mind remaineth free, from impress made by outer
things,
And, pleasure find within themselves. They seek to know the
will divine,
And, when the will divine is known, nothing can shake their
firm resolve.
For, be whose mind is not enslaved by contact with external
things,Who has the source of happiness within himself,-whose inner
soul
By true devotedness is joined to Brahm, the Eternal and
Supreme,
Eujoys a tranquil peace and calm, that ne'er declines nor
wastes away:
For, those enjoyments that arise, from what the sense~, only,
yield,
Become the wombs of future pain, because, all earthly joys
like these,
Beginning have and also have an ending too, 0 Kuntra Son I
'fhe ml\n of wisdom never finds, his happiness in such as these.

* Ae a Brtfhman I.e con1idered the higbeet, eo a Shwapd.ka ie considered
tbe low111t specimen of humanity. He ie one wbo e&te doge' ll.elh,
deemed by any oi•ili.&ed people reTolting and diegueting.
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He who in earthly life, o'ercomes all impulse wwch from
passion springs,
Before the spirit takes its flight, from that which was its outer
form,
Attains a state of holiness, aud thus becomes a happy man.
The Yogin, is the devotee, who finds interior happineu,
And inasmuch, eternal light his spirit doth illuminat~
By that, he's led, until he finds, his life in Brahm, the Great
Supreme.
Those Rishis,• too, who, from all sin are purified, who have no .
doubts,.
And, who have learnt to govern self, as well to love all other's
good,
Obtain the same, which is, the loss of all self-love, in Love
divine.
This is the self-extinguishment; from times beginning 'twa&
prepared
For such as are not captive led, by anger or the lusts of flesh,
And, are in pleasures, temperate, and, who restrain external
thoughts;
But, more than u.ll, for those who know themselves and what
the Spirit is.
·
The Yogin, who prevents the things, which to external nature's·
realm
Pertain, and sufi'ers not Ruoh like, to enter and engross his· ·
thoughts,- . .
Who doth his gaze confine within, what is between his brows
confined,
And, who doth equalise the breath, which through both nostriltt
has to pass,Who, every sense doth subjugate, whose mind and heart are
firmly staid,Who predetermines in himself, the great salvation to obtain
By freedom from his carnal lusts, from fear, and all resentful
acts,18 ever bless'd in earthly life, and finds the freedom that he·
sought.
He knows full well and is assured, that all, who either sacrifice,
Or mortify the senses' claim, their worship dedicate to Me,
• Rtahil-tb6 861"6n 111ind-born eon8 . ot Brahm4, and euppo8ed progenitore of mankind, one of whom, wfth otben, ie euppoeed to be
..ttendant on the eun each month in· the year. The word .Rtalai w
deriYed from an old Vedio word Riah, which meena to .u,
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Who am the Mighty Lord of all the universe, and am the
Friend
Of all created forme of life. Tllis knowledge gives Wmjoy and
peace!

COMMENTS.

The reader, who has cl\refully studied the d1·amatis pers~
of this Scene, will, or may, if he or she has dived deep enough,
see himself or herself faithfully reflected as in a. mirror, provided it is not rusted over by ignorant fanaticism, which n\D see
no truth, or good, or light, or wisdom in any systuuo but it:i own.
It is for this pnrpose chiefly that I ha>e been led to under· .
take the present work, viz., that the bringing forth of this
ancient Light, whose lustre c11n never be dimmed, and which is
the outcome of the.t Central Sun that enlightens every man,
spirit, and a.ngel, may aid in the dispersion of that gross ignorance which pervades the minds of netnly all nations in
reference to the unity of life, and bond, which binds all and
every creature to the Great Infinite and Uncreate.
It is now high time that embodied humanity should take
a<nother step in advance, and abandon tl.at iu:>aue egotism
which sectarianism and lust of domination (prevalent more
or less in all ecclesia.~tical institutions) have engendered.
Snrely the hi~<tory of the past, narrating the r6le of humanity .
as recorded by the red hand steeped in human blood, is not to
be continued for ever I
When will even the pink of the Christian system (and that
.system the youngest in the world), viz., the pietist and evangelical, cease to arrogate to themselves the sole exclusive possession of the only and final Revelation of God to man P How
long is the vail of egotistic folly to blind their eyes, and prevent them from seeing truth in all and every system besides their
own? Why wring out of the industry of the unknowing mass,
who look to them as guides, such vast sums of money to send
out proAelyters to nation11 and peoples, who persistently refuse
to be charmed by the voice of the charmer, and many of whom
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are capable of teaching and inatructing their would-be teaobora
and instructors P
Until this self-aaeerted, preposterous claim to inf~~ollibility
and rectitude in thought and life be abated, just so long
will mankind be aftlicted with the scourge of war amongs'
nations, and internal divisions and discords amongst peoples,
nationalities, and even families.
The terms" Fatherhood of God" and " Brotherhood of Man"
are ae yet but mere sounding braBB and tinkling symbols.
Nothing short of the perception of universal participation in
one Life can bring about the desired reformation and recon·
struction of the human family. All attempts to Cbristianise or
civilise for the mere sake of bringing others to see and act as
:we eee and act are mere surfao3 bubbles. There iiJ an interior
life element in all men, peoples, and systems, which must, aocording to wise and unerring omnipotent law, work outwards,
and which manifests its power by the formation of distinct
and different genii of mankind. To attempt to alter this were
as idle as to make the human organism all head, or all trunk,
or all limbs. Every part is needful for the perfect delineation
of the whole and complete organism, and when a part becomes
paralysed or loBeB its vitality, the true method is to restore its
vitality.
Such, to my humble view, is the wise undertaking of some
who are endeavouring to call. forth into activity the still latent
power of modern India-to awaken her soll8 from the long
lethargic slumber in which her children have been enwrapped.
Modern India is waking up, to recognise the place and state
she once enjoyed in the world of humanity ; and that which, as
the parent mother of all art, science, and religion, she has bestowed on all succeeding systems, must now be restored to her
a hundredfold, to aid her in disptJnsing the light which she yet
possesses in her ancient literature.
If the Britiah Empire hold India in her grasp by virtue of
simple conquest, she is doomed ; but if she hold in trust the
young awaking life of India until it is strong enough to assert
its own power to walk and live, then the British Empire and
the Indian Empire will become the strongest intellectual power
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in the world, and the united Empire of Britain and India. will

form the head and heart of embodied humanity-not for the
purpose of self-a.ggra.ndisement, but that they may send forth a
magnetic influence, which shall aid in the development of the
vitality of all the nations, peoples, and kindreds of the earth.
This, and only this, is the grand secret why Britain pur1.1ues
her apparent conquering and absorbing career in the East, and
albeit she is unaware of the grand destiny that awaits, yet,
nevertheless, she is only a.n instrument in the hands of a
mightier and unseen Power, which shapes the destiny of all
created forms of life.
These thoughts have sprung out of the contemplation of the
subject I have in hand, and they will not be misplaced if they
elicit a. sympathy for the inner and outer manifestation of the
Indian thought and people, from whom our own religion is
drawn, and to which and whom we are indebted for all that we
enjoy; for I think I have shown with some degree of clearness
that the modern Christ, the older Osiris, and the ancien~
Krishna are all precisely one and the same, though, it may be,
garbed in different robes. If these must be depressed to the
plane of "personality," then the result is a contention between
the followers of each ; but if the mind be sufficiently clear to
see these as various succeeding presentations of Divine Truth
to the nations of the earth, then farewell to strife and discord,
and all hail! to the incoming era. which is to liberate the mind.
to free the soul, and infll the spirit of embodied humanity with
liberty, knowledge, and power.
I now return, after this detour, to the subject of the Scene.
The old perplexity, arising from the confusion of the na.tureJ
mind to comprehend the things pertaining to the thoughts and
perceptions of the spiritual mind is manifested by A.rjun. As
in the last, he could not understand how Krishna could be the
first of Beings, so now he is puzzled to understand the utterances
of Krishna in reference to the two qualities recognised as action
and non-action.
Can the literal, natural mind see itself in A.rjun1 It cla.imB
to itself all power, and thinks that the Ego of that degree is
the mighty one who can either do or not do; who can either
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win prosperity or avert defeat; and who, in religion ( M it is
called), can either save or lose the soul by believing such and
such creedal truthij, or by working works of charity and philanthropy.
The spiritual (represented by Kriahna) gently leads tho
natural to a more interior and elevated standpoint, whero
fallacies have no place, but where Truth, as it is, is discerned.
The time or state has not yet arrived for the full light of pure
'!'ruth to be displayed, else spiritual blindness would be the result, and so we see the light is being gradually unfolded in such
degree as the natural mind can bear.
What is action and what is non-action are problems that
have a profound interest and relationship to the present times.
The busy philanthropist is urgent to bring into action his
schemes of amelioration for human suffering ; the active zealot
is in haste to convert the soul of the unbeliever lest perchance
the unhappy one should mi88 his chance of securing the salv.tion of his soul. With, apparently, the utmost nonchalance
Krishna mildly tells that both are alike, and in the long run
amount to the same thing, and all, without exception, reach the
same goal. If this truth were proclaimed broadcast, it would
shatter to their foundations every ecclesiastical, if not other,
system under the sun. But humankind is not yet ripe for it,
and consequently the scaffolding must surround the internal
superstructure until such times as the mind is elevated up to
the point where it can gaze upon the spiritual edifice wi~hout a
blink or necessity for a shade.
What is action P Behind the verbiage in which the thought
is vailed there is the revelation (to such as have eyes to see it)
that all and everything in outer and inner nature is in order,
a.nd is working out the ultimate aim of Omnipotent Love, Wisdom, and Power, and if the literalist and naturalist cannot see
it, yet there is a standpoint from which it can be seen.
Action is nothing more and nothing less tbBD Spirit in motion.
Spirit in motion is nothing more nor le88 than the ono universal Life, forming a.nd creating new and changing conditions
whereby to exp:·ess itself. Now, action is performed in a state of
profound ignorance, in which overyform of created life is involved
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while in earthly or physical conditions. These very forms of life
are working (although under the illusion of the personal Ego),
and yet are totally unconscious of the work they are performing.
The whole Philosophy of Wisdom, only, throws a gleam of light
on the transference of consciousness from the personal to the
universal Ego. This is the whole secret, and happy they to
whom the secret is entrusted. It solves the problem of "extinction in Brahm" and the Nirvana of Buddhism, and expounds the
Christian Gospel paradox, "He that findeth his life shall lose
it, and he that loseth his life for my sake shall find it."
An important question arises here, viz., IB it possible to
attain, while in earthly lifo, the actual enjoyment of the ide.\1
held up for attainment in the Stinlchya and Yoga systems,
e.lthough in reality, &II Krishna explains, they are but one and
the same P Without the one the other is imperfect, and without the other the one cannot be ultimated.
The power and life of the Christian system, so far aa it i&
exhibited in modern eccleciaaticism (for I hold that in its inmost
life it is one and the same with pre-existing systems), is contained in the force which it wields upon the human mind by
elevating the doctrine of future rewards and punishments, and
this is the great lever that operates in lifting men from darkness to light, from sin to holiness, from siunerdom to saintdom. It is the future rather than the present which is allpotent to guide "nd keep mankind in the right way. But this
Scene propounds a different state. It teaches that, even in this
life, a .,tate of equilibrium may be attained, in which both
knowledge and power become duality in unity, or, in other
words, a state in which neither aotivity nor paasivity (aa these
words are construed by the natural mind) have any part. It
is not a question of stolid indifference engendered by a fallacious fatalism, nor yet, on the other hand, of fallacious selfglorification, springing from delusive conception of special
favouritism by Gocl in virtue of service done and worship dedi·
cated to Him. It is, in short, the knowledge of ourselveswhat we are, where we came from, whither we are going, why
we came, and what we are doing I
.
They who can solve these probleiDS and have the latent inner
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conscious life of the spirit awt\kened into action, will then <liscern that all phenomena are illusive, if alone ve11t~ with life,
and will. clearly see that these are e.zpressions outfiowing from
impressions, and that expression is effect and impression is
cause. Still, duality in unity. The divorce made, or attempted
t.o be made, by the outer mind is the real cause of spiritual
ignorance. Outer action implies restlessness; inner action
means rest-not idleness or slothfulness, but a constant reception and outfiowing of power which builds worlds and creates
universes. All this is contained in miniature within the divine
human spirit, an embryo which ias to develop into the beauteous
blossom and ripe fruitage of pure deifio power.
The use and meaning of the proper names in this,. as in the
other Scenes, betray the secret origin in an astro-logical base.
But those who stop here miss the truth and philosophy that it
cnly conceals from uninitiated and unprogressive minds. As
before stated, these are symbols-not the things symbolised;
between which there is a great gulf fixed, and which can only
be crossed in safety by wisdom's bark. Natural science tabulates astronomic facts, spiritual science unfolds astrological
verities, and it pertains to philosophy by her magic wand, to
unfold the glorious truths contained in symbol and allegory.
As an -illustration of this, Krishrw. states that no one can
become a Sannyasi without mental pain, &c. Turning to
Garret's Indian Classical Dictionary (my obligation to whom
will be noted in due form and time), I find that the Sannyasi
was one who had to submit to certain instructions, and as a
traveller he might only tarry in a village one day, three days in
a town, and five days in a city.
Now, if tbi::~ is to be regarded as the doings of a literal person
who must be subject to t-hese restrictions while undergoing the
process of initiametit into a secret literal brotherhood, it is a
useless and unmeaning command; but if we transfer (by the
Law of Correspondences), the literal neophyte to spiritual progression, then it comes out clear and beautiful.
A village, town, and city, represent a collection of homes
with inhabitants in proportion; but in spiritual thought these
refer to the collection of thoughts, called doctrines, in which
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the human spirit abides for the time being. The one day in the
village means the first state in which the soul abides, and
which is sufficient for its then nourishment; the town means the
second state, where larger and clearer ideas are obtained; while
the city, with ita five days tarrying, means the inmost ~tate
(though in its least form), where the soul appropri"tes as much
as it is capable of comprehending. The three, viz., village,
town, and city, are the three degrees of the human mind; and
the numbel'B, one, three, and five, refer to the states of reception as to thought and life with which those degrees are
capable of being infilled.
There is vastly moro meaning than expressed by this illn&tration, but·I have given this simple example to show that the
Science of Correspondences is not a. mere fancy of the imagination, but a. comprehension of the unerring law which governs
and obtains in a.ll worlds and states. 'l'he same applies to the
attitude of the Yogin, gazing between the space contained
within f.he brows, and also the retaining the breath which must
pt\88 through both nost-rils. When it is known that the eyes
correspond to the understanding principle, and the nostrils
to the will, and the breath to the spirit's life, then it were
easy to see to what it refers, viz., that it expresses a state in
which the intellect and will are quickened, and capable of
distingoil!hing spiritual verities a.nd enjoying spiritual life.
I close my remarks by urging upon the readers of this wonderful ancient poem not to be led away with the notion that it
is descriptive of a. literal, physical, initiament into a.n astromasonic brotherhood, but an unfoldment of the method whereby
the spirit may be emancipated from the enthralment of sensual
and corporeal rule, a.nd elevated into the region of pure spiritual thought and lifo.

d
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CHAPTER X.

THE

ANCIENT Wll:!DOK OF INDIA

(continued).

THE BHAGAVAT GfTJ...
SCENE VL

Subject: Yoginism.-Spiritual Wisdom and Action.
The one who ever doth perform, that which is needful to be
done,
Regardless of results, and seeketh not for future recompense,
[s Yogin, and is Sanny6si too, but he is neither, who
No 8&<11'ificial fire doth light, nor does the work from such required.
But learn thou this, 0 Pandu's Son! that what is called the
Sannyds,
Which is, renouncing of all work, is one with Yog,-which work
· commands:
For no one can a Yogin be, who yields not up all selfish aims.
The action of the neophyte, who aims to reach the Yogin stat.e,
I.e but a means towards that end ; and even when that state is
gained,
And rest from labour reach'd, e'en that is but a means for
further ends.
For should the Sannyasi,-tried and lured by outer nature's
charms,
Remain impervious to such charms,-and if he doth self-work
renounce,
And, earthly schemes he doth eschew,-'tis then, he gains the
Yoga state;
He elevates the proprium,• and strives to gain still highe•
states,
By means of what appear• the self I By this, the soul is not depressed:
This proprium may be made a friend or enemy e'en to itself;
A friend, it doth become, if it snbjecte itself to spirit-rule;
• The term proprium ia used here to refer to the •~ifhood of the
natural degree of the mind which olaime to itaelf all power of thoush&
and action.
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But if at enmity and will not yield, then it becomes a foe.
For He whose proprium is by self-conquest ruled, is made
anew,In heat or cold, in pain or joy, if high or low, remaineth calm.
The one whose mind is fill'd with light and wisdom which to
sonl pertains,
And stands on such a pinnacle,-'\Vith all the senses underfoot,Who feels in lands no interest, nor yet in stone, nor e'en in
~~
.
A Yogin, such, is s9Jd to be. The mind of such, is freed from
bonds;
His resolution changeth not; he is the same to all alike,
1'o friends, companions, and t? those who neutral or indifferent
.
are,
To those who love or those who hate, to saint as well as those
who sin.
The Yogin is in constant work, with mind engaged on thoughts
divine,
He sits secluded and alone, while freed from hopes or what
surrounds;
He sets his seat upon a spot that is not stained by proprium ;
'Tis neither placed too high nor yet too low, but, with a skin .
and sheet
Surrounding him, he sitteth down upon the sacred Kusa" grass;
Then, seated thus upon that couch, while wand'ring thoughts
are all restrain'd,
And, action of the senses quelled, his mind upon one thing
engaged,
'Tis by this holy exercise, his soul from sin is purified ;
His head and neck and body too, are rigid fix'd and motionless;
His eyes look to the nose's tip, and not to objects that surround;
With mind at rest, released from fear, he faithful holds and
follows out
His vow as a Bramachari ;this will is ruled with due restraint;

* Kma, eacrifloie.l graflll, which on certain oooe.aiona ia placed upon
the ground with the tips placed towards the ttut (or aunriaing), on
whioh those to whom the offerings are made are auppoaed to oome and
tieat thema~h·ea. See Comment&.
t BramMhari, a net•phyte paeaing through the degrees of Yoginilm,
and a student of the Vedtu, &c.
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Be meditates on Me ; and, sitting still, depends on Me alone.
The Yogin who with humbled mind, in work as thi.a doth
exercise,
The joys of spirit, finds in Me, and thus becomes conjoined with
Me.
This wisdom of the soul, .drjun ! can never be attained, by him
Who eats too much, nor yet by him who doth not take sufficient
food,

Nor, by. the one who sleeps too much, nor him who watches
overmuch.
The wisdom which destroys all pain, belongs to him who in all
things
Doth keep within the bounds of temperance in what he eats,
also

In that which gratifies biB taste, indulging which, avoids exce88;
In taking sleep, in·watchfulness, in either he, is temperate;
And, when his thoughts he doth direct to subjects of the inner
realm,
Exempt from all desires and lusts, he then a Yogin true is called.
For, auch, who doth restrain his thoughts, and is employed in
sacred work,
Is like a fiame when shelter'd from the wind, which fl.ickers not;
He finds repose in inner thoughts, when by devotion exercised;
For, by the mental eye he sees, the soul within, and· is cont-ent;
'Tis then he knows the treasures vast which to the intellect
pertain,
or greater worth by far, than those which to externalfK!nse
belong;
On these delights be doth depend, and never swervetb from
the truth;
Possessing thi.a, he thinks, no other gain can equal it in worth;
Because he doth on thi.a repose, e'en pain acute, disturbs him
not;
And, when disjoined from that which always is associate with

It~~~"':: is called the Yoga state, in which, in spirit are conjoined
The dual forms of mind and will, and thus united, one become.
By strong resolves, it is attained by him who knows his mental
powers,
When all fallacious thoughts that are chimerical are given up :
He who by mental power subdues, all things, to which the senaes
tend,
Coogle
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Will, by degrees, the p88Bive state obtain, through firmness pf
the mind,
And, fix his thoughts on things divine, and never think of aught
beside :
Hie mind he doth restrain, and, when the restless thought&
would wander forth,
Be brings them back, and by his will he holds them all within
control.
Such happiness attends the one, whose tranquil mind is thus at
peace,
Who, all that evil nature would arouse to aot, hath set at rest;
De then partakes of that which is divine, and thus from sin is
freed.
The Yogin who is freed from sin, and in this work doth constant
prove,
Eternal happiness enjoys, and is conjoined to BraAm Supreme.
The one whose mind enlightened is, by wisdom's light in what
he does;
In all external forms of life beholds in eaoh, the Life Supreme,
And, sees that all existent things, are centered in the Life
Supreme.
I never vanish from that man, nor does h~ disappear from Me :
For Me he sees in all that is, and all created things in Me.
The Yogin who believes in unity as this, and worships Me
As present in all things that are, e'en while on earth, he dwella
in Me.
He, who to all compares himself, and doth himself in othen
see;
Who judges by his own experience-of pleasure or of pain,
Such, is esteem'd by Me, .Arjun! the Yogin of most high degree.
AB.roN.
The equal-mindedness in mind and will, of which, 0 Madhu'1
Slayer!

Thou speakest thus to Me, I do not see, how it can be maintained
In permanence, by reason of the human instability I
The will is fickle, Kriihna I turbulent, head11trong, and
obstinate, ·
And, I conceive, 88 difficult to curb, 88 is the wind itself!
KlltSHNA.

The will, 0 Strong arm'd One I doubtless is fickle, and to curb
is hard;
·

d
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.And yet, by practice and restraint, it may be curbed, 0 Kunt(•
Srml

I also state, that Yoga discipline, is hard to be attained,
By him who hath no rest within himself, bat still it may be
gained
By him who effort makes, and holds the will within his own
control.
ARJUN.
What path will he, 0 Kruhna I take, who hath not subjugated
self,
And, though endued with faith, has yet declined in this
devotedness ;
And, as the will was unsubdued, did not attain the perfect
state?

By such an instability, and wandering from the path divine,
Does he not suffer dual loss (both present good and future joy),
And perish I like a cloud by lightning broken up? 0 Hero
Great I
fhie doubt, 0 Krilhna I Thou must solve, for there is not another
one
Besides thyself, that can be found, to solve and dissipate my
doubts I
Kl118BNA.

The One, to whom thou hast referred, 0 Pritha"s Son I doth
perish-ne'er I
Not even here, nor yet elsewhere; for none who act upright
and fair,
Doth ever to perdition go. He to exalted spheres doth rise,
And, for an age doth sojourn there ; he then ascends to other
spheres,
And dwells with those that most excel in love and in devoted-

.

~;

Or, otherwise, he joins the home of those who shine in wisdom's
light.
(But, know, regeneration such, in earthly life is hard to gain I)
There, be resumes the same desire for spirit-knowledge, to
acquire
That he possessed when dwelling in the mortal frame upon this
earth;
From thence he still ascends to higher states beyond, 0 Kuru'•
Son!

•

The Yogin who with all his might, aspires the highest state to
win,
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From all hi~ sins is purified, and perfect made, by means of
this
Regeneration trne; by this alone, the highest state is gain'd.
Superior to the TaJKUWi• the Yogin is; or e'en to those ·
Most skilled in scientific lore, or they who trust in works alone.
Wherefore, .Arjun I let thy resolve be made a Yogin to become I
But of all Yogim, he, to Me, the moRt exalted Yogin is,
Who, full of faith, and with My spirit's light within, doth
worship Me.

CollliJENTB.

The thoughtful reader will have scarcely failed to discern the
ascending steps or degr~s whereby the knowledge of truth AJ~d
the revelation of the powers inhering to the human spirit is mfolded ; and I implore the reader to disabuse his mind of all
literal conceptions and meanings when reference is made to.
natural objects and (apparently) literal actions. Once for al~
I would reiterate, that these are symbols, and symbols only.
used to illustrate spirit-action and spiritual thinga. For, be it
remembered, the organism is dissolved by physical death, and
is never remmed in spiritual conditions of existence; the physical
or bodily organs disappear with the dissolution of the particles
composing the corpse, b11t that which g<~.ve form and life to the
physical organism remains intact, and this is the part that
becomes, and is, the man, or being, when unclothed or disrobed
from his physical embodiment.
The soul, or that which survives and blossoms out into a new
state of being in another worlJ, with different substance to
matter to act and be acted on, is certainly not in the human
shape, or outward configuration, in which man is presented as
an embodied mortal upon the physical earth; the outer or

* Ta~tbe term appliad to fanatica or r.ealota who prided theiD·
eel l"PS in the atriotneea of their diaoipline and nUIDber o( pennnoet
performed, and who fancied themeelne eW"e of heaven on thie aocount.
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external trunk and limbs in such a state would be a useless en·
oumbrance ; for instance, when it is known that the spirit is
present with thought, and thought can encompass distance unimaginable by the literal arithmetician in less than a moment
of time, of what conceivable use are legs, arms, &c., &c. P
In like manner, when speaking and thinking of the ascent of
the spirit, it is not rising up in space, measured in distance by
any mundane standard, but, by the conscions possession and
exercise of powers, pertaining to the spirit, and which are
proper to it in the varions ascending stages in the career of its
existence: for, as Krishna reveals to Arjun, there are many
changes of state through which the spirit has descended before
it awakes to a consciousness of being, in mundane or earthly
conditions ; just so many as it has had to undergo in its
descent, so the same will it pass through in its ascent to the
grand centre, from which it was projected as a part,- a spark
an atom, in order to gain an apparent self-consciousne&s and
individuality or differentiation from the universal spirit or life.
This central spark of life in all existent forms of life il God,
and they who look elsewhere will search in vain, either in the
heavens above or earth beneath. On the plane in which the
spirit, for the time or state being, has its consciousness, there,
and there alone, is the highest conception it can form, and
presentation, that it can conceive of God. That there are still
higher manifestations-the intuitive hope and aspiration of the
spirit, in whatever state it is, is proof positive that such must
be, and this is the true magnet that draws back the spirit-atom
to its more than pristine condition from wllence it started on
the cycle of its journey.
The doctrine of progres~ion · is clearly unfolded in this
ancient revelation, and I am amazed at the opaqueness which
characterises the generality o(Western minds, when confronted
with the lustre of tllis brilliant gem, who can see nothing more
than an absurd doctrine of transmigration, or, it may be, reincarnation, into succe88ive, and, possibly lower or even animal,
forms I To my mind, at least, such conceptions are quite inconsistent with the spirit unfolded in this wondrous system, if
not with the actual letter itself. They are but repeating the
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~wfidering conclll8ion of the Nicodem!JI of a later Record, who
could not conceive that being "born again" had any different
meaning than a repetition of the mode by which a man is bol"D
into the mundane state of existence.
The re-birth of which that record, and tbia vastly more
ancient record, treats, is the emergement and introduction
of the same spirit-atom into other and totally different states
of being and existence, and is simply uaed as an allegory to
show the corre8p01Ulence between the one and the other. The
similarity is in the change itself-not in the mode whereby that
change is effected. Bearing this in mind, the truth revealed
becomes easier of comprehension and is one step towards a
clearer understanding of what is revealed, and yet hid, under
the allegories used, and philosophy unfolded.
The Scene opens with reference to the Yoga and Sannydri
methods or systems which appear to have prevailed in those
ancient times; the one held that (what we should term) salva~
tion was to be obtained by renouncing all work, while the other
maintained it was to be obtained by works. Krishna reveals
the truth that the ultimate goal will be attained by either or
both, and, later on, by those who believed in neither. The real
progress and ascent of the human spirit is not affected by anything that mortal man can do or leave undone ; but tbia truth is
only for those who can bear the full light of truth without being
blinded. The Great Power, or Life (or whatever term mankind
may use to express it), is above, and in all, equally the same, and
is working out its own design and purpose quite independent
of the power which the finite unenlightened mind arrogates to
itself. The appearance is, that we mortals can think and act as
we (that is, what is understood as the we) think proper; the
real truth (to such as can bear it) is that we are thinking
and acting out the design of the Infinite Mind, and actually
form a part of that Mind, but are ignorant of the fact.
In the light of this Truth, what becomes of the fallaciou~
dootrines as expounded by the ecclesiastics of the day, who
appear to be (and who refW!e all light by the revelations afforded
by modern spiritual manifestations) as profoundly ignorant of
the futuro life and ita mode of existence, as are the other schools
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nf thought and practice to which they profess to send "the

light of the goepel"? Modern ecclesiasticisms, to aay nothing
of scientific and literary teachings, lay great streBS on the value
of creedal beliefs, and, it may be, on works of charity and
philanthropy performed by mortal11-00ntending that on the one
or the other the future depends, and that eternal happine&& or
otherwise is to be awarded immediately on leaving this earthq
life as the result of such beliefs or actions performed. In
plain words, they have no conception of other than OM stage or
state into which all must go; but if ono thing be clearer than
another in all that spiritual beings reveal who are permitted
to return and converse with mortals, it is, that there are world&
and states of existence as distinct from theirs as theirs from
ours.
The constrnotor of the ancient astro-logo-nomicalsystem, who
divided the Sun's (apparent) annual circuit through the starrt
constellations into twelve divisions, chose this as a number to express the states of the soul's peregrinations orspirit's progress. I
need not stay to remark that such a division of the zodiacal path
is purely artificial, and is, or was, nsed for a much wider purpose
than the mere registering of planetary motions. When ap.
plied to spiritual progress and states, the number twelve has no
arithmetical value, but it is used to specify all the states of
existence through which the soul passes in the cycle of ita
being. The twelve hours of the day used in the Ohristian
Record involves and meallB precisely the aame truth. The
number is, in fact, indefinite and infinite, and is a symbol used
to express that which no arithmetic or mathematics can tabu·
late or define.
If we must needs use figures to express that which in itseJf
is outside number, then we would define the stages of refol'mation and regeneration by the number twelve ; the first three
applying to the animal, tho second three to the human, the
third three to the angelic, and the fourth three to the deifla
11tates.
Regeneration, in its fullest acceptance, involves the wholaprooess or progreBS of the spirit through all of them; and
when it baa arrived at the consummation, it knows it.self ~
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be, what mortals conceive-God, to be. But even to this
there is a Beyoncl, and so on ad infinitum.
This present Scene depicts the experiences of the neophyte
who has advanced to the fifth state enumerated as above;
and further on I may refer again to the subject, and define
them more at large; but to the initiated in the Science of
Correspondences, the- symbols used in the Scene clearly indicate
the stage which is spoken of in the process of regeneration.
The Yogin who forms the leading character in all these
Scenes is simply a representative of every human being who
has entered upon the path of the spiritual or regenerative lif&a path which must be trod by each and everyone who aspires
to the perfect state which eternity alone can exemplify in ita
beauty and glory, and which is within the reach of every spiritatom that has graduated upon this earth. It is a matter-not
of time (for in some instances it may require vast ages, if computed by standard of time), but of state; but, however long or
however short, eventually i.t will be reached by everyone, not
even one excepted.
The reference to the neophyte in a certain attitude, as engaged in contemplation (I here again remind the reader not to
literalise this and think that it refers to some superstitious and
unmeaning custom among Hindus), with his seat set upon
Kusa grass with its tips pointing eastward, is a symbol so
graphic that I will endeavour to interpret its meaning, if the
reader will suppose himself for the time being in the spiritulli
world, and not upon the plains of modern H.indostan. I would
here again state, that in the spiritual ~orld the mode of instruction varies from that which pertains to the natural world.
In this state of e:x.istence knowledge is chiefly imparted by
oral instruction; but in the other world it is altogether by the
use of symbolic representations, everyone of which is adapted
to the state of the individual spirit who can only acquire
knowledge in this manner. The figure, or form, or symbol
presented to the vision of the eyes of the spirit-atom, is an
outward representation of the state in which the said ono is, or
may be, for the time or state being.
Taking, then, this symbol as presented in this Scene, we behold
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the figure of a man, seated upon a couch, placed upon grass,
the tips of which are pointed towards the east. He is clothed
with a cloth (or inner oovering) and a skin (or external covering). He is evidently in a state of abstraction and meditating,
or in the act of inward contemplation, with the head, neck,
and body (three parts only are specified, which refer to the
three degrees of human life) rigid and immovable, with the
eves looking towards the tip of the nose.
Such is the description of the form before us, to interpret the
whole of which would require many, many pages, so I content
myself by noticing a few of the salient points only.
The masculine form itself expresses the principle of "Intel·
ligence," by the exercise of which the spirit gains knowledge
and wisdom ; the attitnrle, sitting on tho couch, expresses the
state of reception, and implies the calm tranquility that the
mind must realise before it can be in a state to receive instrnotion; the position, being placed neither too high nor too low,
expresses the state of equilibrium, in which there must not
only be the state to receive but also the duire or willingness to
receive spiritual instruction ; the place, being seated on the
Kwa grMs, expresses the state when earthly notions or ideas
are placed beneath; and the tips pointing eastward signify that
all light and wisdom come from the central fountain of Life
typified in nature by the Sun; the bead and body of the form
represent spiritual and natural verities, joined together by the
neck, showing that all life descends by influx from above to beneath-from spirit to nature,:._from God to man; the nose of the
form indicates perception, i.e., as the nose is the organ which is
used for the dual purpose of inspiring and expiring the all•
sustaining element of air, and also of detecting impurities
which would be injurious, and enjoying fragrance of grateful
odours, and moreover being the most external organ of the face,
it expresses that property of the spirit which appropriates the
life element and is conscious of its quality ; the eyes expresa
the power of sight or the understanding of spiritual trnth ;
and thus, looking towards the tip of the nose, expresses the
capacity of seeing and understanding the modw operandi of the
life-flow from internal to external, and, to the regenerate man,
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indicates his perception of the Divine Providence in even the
moat minute and external natural events.
The above are merely the beads of the discourse, and I leave
the reader to fill up the remainder; but I think it will be seen
that a knowledge of the great law whereby all natural objects
are seen to be outward representatives of spiritual verities, is
not only useful, but absolutely necessary to make any progreBB
~r advancement in the science and philosophy of that life which
all must enter when they leave this mundane earth, and
exchange this for another and totally distinct state of existence.
The same symbol is used in Psalm xxiii. 2, where the lying
down in green pastures is mentioned, and also in Matt. xiv
19, where the multitude is represented as seated upon the
grass and being fed with five loaves and two fishes, a manifest
imposRibility if taken in ita literal sense, but a beautiful symbol
when spiritually interpreted, as the five indicates precisely the
same state which is described in this Scene as 8pirit-union, or
where the dual principles in form, termed the will and the
understanding (which constitute man), are coming into a stat(
~f union or conjunction, and the two refers to what is expreBBed
in nature by masculine and feminine, and it is the ultimate
re-junction of the two atoms of life, in the ascending scale,
which is referred to; the separation having taken place in the
descent. Underneath this symbol lies bid a truth which is only
perceivable by the " pure in heart."
The remainder of this Scene is an exposition of the superiority of inner over outer thoughts and actions, closing with
A.rjun'1 question as to future condition of the one who has not
attained the state of equilibrium, or wandered from it while in
this life, which gives an opportunity for Krishna to reveal the
doctrine of the non-perishment of any, and the scarcely less
interesting mode of employment in spirit-life.
It is clearly shown that no human soul can perish, or, a.s the
evangelical world would put it, be lost. There is nothing lost
fn the whole universe ; then how much lesa can it, with any
degree of consistency, be argued that the highest specimen of
created forms can be lost? All such terms as lost or saved,
implying the fu~ure happinesa of the few and misery of the
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many, have no place in the revelation of spiritual and divine
truth, and, like the revolting and selfish doctrine of the "eternity of punishment" for the unbeliever and the wicked, are destined to disappear with the advancing stages of the new era,
when wisdom, and not ignorance, shall inspire, and love shall
mould all oracular utterances in conformity with a more
enlightened knowledge and a more manly and mature state of
reception of pure and undefiled truth.
The important knowledge ito convoyed, in this Scene, 88 to
the future employment in the spiritual world. The thread of
life is taken up at the point where it appeared to be broken oft'
by physical di88olution, and everyone will come into the use
and enjoyment of his or her own apocitlc life, i.e., whatever
each one bas loved the moat, ho or she will enter into the spirit
.of it, not using earthly material or organisms for the same,
but spiritual substances, 88 distinct from matter as earth is
from atmospheric air; thus the artist, musician, mechanic,
inventor, scientist, and philosopher, will still continue their
.()()Cllpations, but in a spiritual manner.
The materialist and sensualist will simply have to tarry in
the lower states until the dead weights of materiality and sensuality are removed, and until the purpose for which they were
used is attained. The ignorant mind regard these not only 88
incumbrances, but as nuisances and accidents, if not an addition
made to the otherwise perfect work, by a rival of the Great
Supreme ; but the wise ones will discern that such a thing as an
accident or a rival adversary is an impossibility, and is a fallacious
mirage or spiritual optical illusion, arising from the undeveloped
.and uninformed state of the human mortal mind. The truly
wise will discern that even these have a useful purpose to perform, and without these, creation, and the manifestation of
creative power would be imperfect; consequently they form
their part in the Grand Infinite whole, and are, as it were, the
raw material out of which the rich and beautiful clothing of
the spirit has to be made. For instance, take away the black
colour to which these states correspond, and where would the
artist bo?
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CHAPTER XI.

Tmi:

ANCIRNT WISDOM Ol!' JNDIA

(continued).

' ,
THE BRAGAVAT GITA.
~bjut:

SCENE VII.
Yoginism.- Spiritual Light.
KRISHNA.

Give heed, 0 Pritlw.'1 Son I and know, that when thy mind i&
stayed on Me,
And when thou hast a refuge found in Me, and in thy work
engaged,
Tl1en, Wisdom's light will shine within and tell thee, who and
what I am;
Aft which, no lingering or perturbing doubt will in thy mind
remain.
Thfl wisdom and perception which to inward spirit-thought
pertains,
I, freely, now unfold to thee; when that is known, then naught
remains
For thee to learn, of greater worth, whilst thoo1 upon this
earth, dost stay.
Amongst the tens of thousand11 who are found in mortal form,
but few
Are found who for perfection strive; and even in the few who
strive,
There's scarce a single one who can the· knowledge gain of
what I am.
In Nature's realm, in eight distinctive forms, I am made m&nifest,
And, these are earth, with water, fire, ether, and air; with
other three,Tbe human will, and intellect, which form the third-self-consciousness I
Bot, these are only known and seen in what pertains to Nature's
realm;
Besides these eight, 0 Hero Great I there yet remains, another
one,
Which is, interior to all, and this, the principle of Life
From which, all things that in this world are seen, their
su11tenance derive :
A!td, understand as well, it is from this alone-the inner Life,
That all the forme of animated life, in outer form aro kept.
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of all the earths which roll along in space, I am the Architect:

On Me, the universe doth hang, like pearla when strung upon
a cord;
And know, 0 Wealth Despiser I naught exists superior to Me.
In water I I, the savour am; in sun and moon I I am the
light;
In Sacred books! I am the mystic OM; in atmosphere I the
sound;
.
In hnman kind I the strength of males ; and, in the ground I
the odour sweet ;
In flame I I am the brilliancy! in all t}le animated forms
Of life I I am vitality; in holy ones I am purity ;
In outer nature's realm I the font of life I am, 0 Pritha'1 Son!
In those who rationality posseBS ! I am the intellect;
In such as shine in wisdom's light I I am the brilliance of their
light;
In those whose wills are strong and freed from base desires!
I, power am;
In animals, that own no law, to curb their will! I am caprice ;
And last of all, to what are named, this know, 0 Chief oj
Bharauul
That, in such natures as despond or laugh I I am the moving
cause:
In none of these do I exist; but these, in truth, exist in Me.
All such as are in sensual&, are subject to delusive thought,
lle~:ause they judge by what appears, which, only is phenomenal;
They know not Me-the Incorruptible, who am within all
these,The great unseen but wondrous life, that manifests through
these aa means.
To rise above such views by most is bard, but yet the height is
gained
By some, who have recourse to Me, and see inside all outer
things.
The wicked and unwise, and they who yield to base carnality,
Come not to Me. Illusive ken, phenomenon alone discerns,·
Which is a bar that hides from view, the truth by spirit-sight
perceived;
All such, who by this spell are bound, are like A.rura~• dark
and weird.
• .diiV!'IU are the oppoeitee of D1vata.s, u demone are to angela, and
are the pel'IOnitlcatiool of darko-, or the groeaeet ignoraooe.
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.Jt'our kinds of good and upright onee, there are, Arjun ! who
worship Me;
The one who is distre88ed in mind ; the one who seeks for
wisdom's light;
The one who is in spirit poor; and he who wisdom's path, hu
found;
But he, the most distinguished is, who always in my service
stays,
And worship, doth confine to Me ; by all of these, I am mach
prized,
As such have inner light to see, and these are loved and prized
by Me.
All these are excellent, but he, who by the Spirit is made wise,
The high prerogative attains, to be-a likeness of Myself;
.Because, with mind and soul intent, he hath made' Me, the
object chief
Of all his aspirations pure, and thus, this altitude bas gained.
All who possess the wisdom, that to spirit-light and life pertains,
Through many states progress, and then, e'en as I am-so
they, become.
But, even one, 'tis hard to find, whose mental eye has light
enough
The truth to see,- Vamdeva,• as inmost Light that seeth all.
They, who are not in spirit-light, to other Gods than Me bow
down;
And such, by num'rous motives away'd, engage in outward fonaut
and rites
Of worship, which agree with such external states as the.r
are in.
But by whatever mode, these, homage pay with reverential doe
And hearts sincere, and prostrate fall before an image of
Myself,
'Tis I, who doth such faith inspire. Endued with faith in it, they
seek
That object to propitiate, to which they adoration yield ;
And, as it is impelled by Me, what they desire, so they receive:
But such, as these, who lack true light, with small reward are
satisfied.
Those, who, to angels homage pay, when they depart, to angels
go;
And even so, My worshippers, at hour of exit come to Me.
• J'andetla-Light prooeeding, 111 the mn ray, from the Great Central lllld Spiritual Sun of the uni•ene. See Comment..
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l'he fooliah ones, who know not Me-the Might, One, are
ignorant
That I, in eaaenoe never change, and am superior to all ;
For these conceive, that I, who am invisible, am manifest
In shape which can be seen by outer eye, and like unto themselves:
In form, as that, I am not seen by any eye ; I am concealed
Within that which the eye doth see, .but which it cannot comprebend;
For they, who thna are led astray, by what is seen by mortal
eye,
Can never undel'l!tand, that I am neither hom nor yet decay.
All beings who have passed away, all who are now, and those
to come,1 know I but 0 Arjun! there is not one that fully knoweth Me.
All those, 0 Bhdrata I who are with matter clothed in mortal
form,
Are both perplexed and overcome, by forcee which act opposite,
And these, which subjugate, are love and hate, 0 Vezer of thy
fou!

But, they who act upright, an4 who, from all iniquitJ, are
freed,
Deliv'rance soon obtain, from bondage caused by these opposing
spheres;
.And these, confirmed in love to me, advance to states where I
abide;
For, they who thus in Me confide, will labour hard to get
relea.ae1
From death, and also from decay, and soon will learn to know
these three.TM Central Life, Adhy4tma,•-and Karma, which is viewed, iu

alii

And when these know Me to be thus,-Adhibuta 1-Adhid4iva!
Adhiyajna /-when these their exit m&ke, TM Mighty One I will
know.
COMJCENTS.

The subject of the above Scene is a continuation of Kri1hna'1
reply in answer to Arjun'1 question a.a to what would be the
future state of those who, though posBeBsed with a certain
• .ddllytUma, and t.he other metapbyaical terma, are fully explained
by Kri8l&ftll in t.he next chapter, at the end of whiob oommente will be
found thereon.
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amount of truth, yet, because of instability (or as the evangelical would say, " grown weary in well doing "), failed in acquiring
the needful perfection to ensure them the promise and prospect
of ftnal release.
In Krithnc.'1 reply, those who believe in purgatory or a middle
state, as it is called, may find a core of truth to support a credence for the existence of these states in the future life ; but
none will find any doctrine that favours the idea of retrogression, and still less, any that favours the conception of eternal
punish.ments, inflicted on account of sins committed in tb
present life.
Krishnc. propounds one doctrine clear and emphatic, and that
is, the ever-advancing progress of the disembodied human spirit.
The nature of spirit is also being grlidually unfolded as the series
progreBBes, showing that Yoginism contains a philosophy, religion
and art, that will give to its possessor happiness and power in
the present life, and a vast enlargement of the same in the life
which is to come.
That such doctrines as the eternity of suffering, and the
immediate entry of the favoured few into heaven after death,
oan find credence in this so-called enlightened age, is only
another proof of the gross ignorance which prevails on such
important subjects as the " immortality of the soul," and the
manner of lifo to the disembodied spirit in the next stage of
existence.
When all the doctrines as propounded by modern ecclesiasticisms are fathomed, they will be found to exist on the base of
selfishness, that looks ·first to themselves, and afterwards to
others. 'l'o secure the salvation of the soul from the" wrath
to come," and to escape the torments of a never-ending fiery
furna.co, into which all are to be precipitated who do not accept
their teachings, or subscribe to their tenets, seems to be the
higheRt form in which they can present truth.
It never seems to have struck the theologian who is versed
in divinity such as this, that the preservation and salvation of
the "Soul" (as concei\"ed by them) is not worth the troubla
and effort, which is the tummum bonum of Christian ethic&
Were it to be really such as they think, the very thing which
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they ignorantly suppose i11 the" one thing needful," would be
an effectual barrier to progress in the world of spirit.
Of all the thousand and one oommunications that come to
mortals from disembodied spirit&, the chief burden of the whole
is certainly this, viz., that the spirit& whose thought& are centred on self are left disconsolate and in state of darkness, until
they are willing to engage in works of usefulness, in some way
or other, so that their own self shall be forgotten in the desire
and work of instructing and elevating others. The " Ego " of
the natural mind, which looks so tenaciously to its own righte
and enjoyments, ie displaced in the future life by another,
which looks not to itself, but to the elevation of myriad
forme-eome descending and some ascending in the cycle of
being.
All the reformatory and philanthropic schemes are based
upon the non-perception of the true character of evil and the
part it has to play in human existence. Evil is looked upon as
a nuisance that is out of place and an accident, or, as the work
of a Being who, as a rival of the Great God, has introduced an
element which works such sad havoc with what was originally
intended to be perfect by the Oreator. But were I to state,
that without si~ and evil, and without phenomenal darkness,
which is the expression and correspondent in nature of these,
there could be no physical earths, and the varieties of forme of
life upon their surfaces, I should not be overstepping the
bounds of truth.
To put this in logical form, light would be unknown and u.n ·
enjoyed, were it not for eh~de and darkness. Life (as we
understand the term) would be unappreciated, were it not for
birth, decay, disease, and death. Self-consciousness would be
non e8t1 were it not for the experiences gained by contact with
all these varying states in earthly existence. This self-con·
sciouaneee, or difterentiation as a complete micro-cosmic atom
of life, is the very purpose for which the spirit descended into
oonditione of materiality ; and every spirit that "oomee and
goes," that descends and ascends into and out of the physic~!
form, adds his or her quota towards the ultimate perfection of
the planet.
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It must ever be remembered that hume.nity and other forms
of life are not made for planets; but planets are made for the
support and sustentation of the living forms that move upon
their surfaces. If humanity ceased to exist, then planets would
cease to be, inasmuch as they are dependent upon man and
other forms of lifo that i~habit them. The present inhabitants
of the earth are as much world-builders, and are actually engaged in the same work, as the first " Morning Stars " who
sang together and assisted in laying its foundations .
The sum of the whole is, if sin and evil are out of place, and
do not form an integral factor in the grand creative outworking
of the Infinite Mind, then physical earths and materiality are a
mistake, and the descent of spirit into such conditions is an error
that may take ages to rectify.
This is the problem that both science· and theology have no
olution for; science contending for the eternity of matter, not
seeing that " matter" which looks so fixed and solid is only so
to the physical human being while in embodied conditions of
existence, and that in fact its very density is continually changing as the human race develops in intellectuality and spiri·
~uality ; and on the other band theology, while contending for
the exercise of a supernatural Power, yet places that power in
one impossible Being, like unto mortal shape and figure, not
discerning that the One Being is composed of myriad forms
which no mathematician can ever put into figures to express
even an infinitesimal part.
The present fashionable doctrines of the "Fall of Man," and
the illogical and irrational tenet of the degradation of the
human race in consequence of the disobedience of one and the
first pair, are fallacies that must yield to a nobler and more
rational conception. For "Fall of Man," from a very shortJived period of innocence, read,-The det~cent of the spirit from
pristine conditions of flnidic being, into a state wherein it can
develop self-consciousness. For the universal depravity of the
race in consequence of being the progeny of one disobedient
pair of human beings, read,-The evolution and development
of the means whereby that self-consciousness in individuals
and the complex is perfected, and which are the best means
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that Infinite Wisdom and Love could devise for the accomplishment of such an end ; and then, another step in advance is
taken: fear and doubt give place to love and knowledge, and
the finite progresses a stage nearer to the infinite.
But, what is Perfection? and what is the Infinite? According to the view that this ancient wisdom unfolds, it is, that the
aggregation of imperfection makes the perfect: and the totality of finites forms the Infinite I
Methinks that a view approximating to this would moderate
the anxious zeal, and mistaken self-denying efforts of Christians to proselytise and evangelise other nations and peoples
to their mode of thought and action, for to supplant one form of
faith, or change the creedal belief, by the mere introduction of
another (and, as in most cases, proved not to be for the better) 1
is certainly not tho boat means of eliminating that love which
should bind the whole human family into one universal brotherhood. The history of the past has borne its mournful testimony to the fact, that the invasion and settlement of stronger
races into the domains of weaker ones, has bad the effect of
stultifying and, in some cases, of extinguishing the charateristic
life of such weaker and less developed (in mere physical or intellectual strength), nations, and peoples, and tn'bes.
Let the echo sound from the tombs of the now extinct Carib
and Tasmanian, and the wail of the almost expiring Indian,
Maori, and Caffre, testify to the trnth of the above statement I
Yet these, and more, of whose existence history bears no
record, have bad to, and must, give way and succomb to the insatiable greed and lust of domination, which is implanted in
the natures of those who pride themselves in being considered
Christians I
After the deluge came new forms of vegetable, animal, and
human life; and even so, wbon the past and present intense
individuality and selfishne88 is self-consumed, by intestine and
foreign warfare, out of the ashes, there will arise, pboonix-like,
a newer state of life in which the manner of the past will find.
no place.
To this, I point, as the .n.~mmum bonum, the signs of which
are apparent enough on the horizon of human mentality, and
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which are appearing exactly at the right time and places in
the order of development of the grand human Man. What
01\Jl those, who dwell in the region of darkne88 (ignorance)
and in the valley of the shadow of death, know of that state,
where 1\ll Is light, and where contention, war, and suffering
are unknown ?
The watchmen of the Occident have called to those of the
East, and they have responded: "The Dawn has appeared and
the Light is approaching;" which parable I expound to mean,
the revival of ancient wisdom is being presented in a form
suited to the genius of the Western mind, and that the one and
universal Truth will be seen and loved by all those who do not
prefer darkness to light, and who choose the good in preference to evil.
If I mistake not, this is the outcome of the present thirst for
knowledge and diligent research into the antiquities and literature of the bygone past. We are gathering up the remains ;
selecting the good and true, and rejecting the evil and false, in
order that from the past and present a future may be supplied
with material.to erect a monument of human life, that shall
register to generations that in a more distant future have yet
to come, a state of advancement, and which shall mark off a
middle stage in the history of the planet earth and its inhabitants.
·
All this, and more besides, are given in prophetic strain in
the work which I am presenting in a new garb to the English
reader. The gems of thought are so thickly interspersed that
I can do no more than select a few for special admiration.
Tho subject of the present Scene I have designated " Spiritna.l Light," inasmuch as it treat.s of those things which can
only be discerned by the inner mental eye-by which I mean
intellectual thought. It is exactly suited to the contemplative
mind, which is more concerned in acquiring true knowledge
than in busying itself in reformatory and philanthropic action.
Both are needful to accomplish the work which is given
humanity to do; for he who in patient and thoughtful meditation seeks to acquire that which is best attained in solitudenot for hi11 own gratification, but for the enlightenment and, it
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may be, the guidance of, his fellows, is performing a work, the
1'&8ult of which is seen in after times and in future generations,
when he himself is passed away from mortal sight.
This Scene abounds with aphorisms which have their counterparts in later records, but which have been culled by their
authors from this ancient source. For instance: "The many
who are caHed, but the few chosen," is but another presenta.'tion of Krishoo'1
"Tb~re are but few, amon~t the tent of tboueands, who, in mortal
form,
For tbia perfeotion atri~e,'' &o., &o.

I think, after carefully perusing the contents of the Scenu
the reader will hardly continue in the conception that he ia
being interested by the teachings of a literal human being, or
Demi-God, who assumed mortal figure and embodiment, and in
that embodiment was called Kri1hoo I
The earthly author of this ancient work, spake not of himself
as a literal historical personA.ge, but of "one who was to
come!" and that one, not as a literal historical personage, but
as the personification of a State which bas yet to be developed
in humanity at large. The State, and not the person, is_ that
-which Krilhoo represents himself to be; and any reader, who
~an discover any of the perceptions and thoughts and experiences in himself or herself which are here unfolded, to that
~xtent

is-Krishoo I

The question of personality, and the literal fact of Avaturship, Messiahship, or specific Incarnations of Deity in the
Saviours of all past religious dispensations, is now coming to
the front, and will form a fruitful theme for discussion for
many years to come, and possibly for a time, may divide the
followers of the new faith, as it diet, the early adherents of the
present dispensation. The Gnostics, as they were called, in all
their multitudinous sects, held, that what the literalists contended was literal history in the Christian Record, was not
i!Ucb, but rather, an allegorical presentation of spiritual truth.
'l'o calrthe personal history into question was then, as now, to
lay the objector open to the charge of heresy, and what that
n.eant, history only too truthfully narrates, and many who live
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in present times, if they have not to pay the penality of au\).
jection to such a charge as those in the past had to suffer, yet
they can testify to the pain endured by ostracism from the
Society with which they (many of them) had been associated,
and in the scarcely less mental conflict with doubts and feartt
which they have had to undergo,
I have before named, if these proper names had been interpreted, as the other parts in Sacred writings, then the doctrine&
now held and taught would not have the prominence they
enjoy. Krishna, Osiris, and Christ, one and all, mean precisely
the same thing, viz.," The Light of the Stm," and personifies tb&
human intellect when it is sufficiently enlightened to discern
and appreciate spiritual Truth, summed up in the closing words
of the Scene, as The Mighty One I
The reader will bear in mind, that there is a distinction between "The Mighty One," and " The Glorious One." 41 The
Mighty One" refers to the enlightened human intellect, and as
such, is masculine in its quality, while "The Glorious One"
refers to the enlightened and enlivened human will, and as such
is feminine in its quality ; when both are combined in equality
or equilibrium, then "The Perfect One " appears.
The allegorical Krishna, states that he is manifest in outer
nature by eight distinctive. forms, five of which, apparently, refer
to earthly substances, and three which are spiritual substances,
together with another which forms the ninth, still more interior,
viz., the principle of Life. I use the terms ''outer nature" to
include all that is seen and comprehensible by the human
embodied spirit, for while in such conditions of existence, there
is an external a.a well a.a internal, and this is nothing more nor
less than an exterior and interior nature.
Earth, water, tire, and ether, are all external to man, but
yet are outer representatives of something in himself. The
intellect, will, and self-consciousness are the internal of the
human subject; while the life-principle is the inmost, and
which holds the whole together in one organical form. The
five coiTespond to what comes within the range of the senses ;
the three to what is within the sens~-and thus not material,
but yet substantial; and the one within the other three, which
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fa not even cognisable to, or within, the range of the human
thought and feeling. This one is in the centre and yet in all
the others; and yet, as taught in this Scene, although it doe!!
not exi~rt in them,.yet they have their existence from, and by, i'
~lone.

These jive, spiritually considered, refer to State1 to which the
natural or physical substances correspond. Thus :Earth-refers to the state of the mind, in which material
thoughts and actions have place, and which engroS&
attention by their activity, before the higher intellectual
and spiritual faculties are called into exercise. It per·
tains to the human will.
Water-refers to the fallacies which are mistaken for truthto,
and which pertain to the human intellectual faculty, for
it is by this we judge of what is true or false.
}ire-refers to the 11 carnal desires," so frequently referred
to in these Scenes, which, if unchecked, burn as a fire.
Air-refers to the aggregate of thoughts; as the natural
atmosphere supplies the life-element to the human o~
ganism, so, the constant exercise of thought supplilll
the intellectual faculty with its life, and maintains and
develops its rigour.
·
..tEther-refers to the enlightened human intellect, which drawe
its substance from a higher region than that of ma-teriality ; just as the ordinary organism could not inspire
and respire the mther, or that which surrounds the earth
above the atmosphere, even so the ordinary, unprepared
mind, could not live and enjoy the life of spiritual
thought, or that which is intermediate between matter
and spirit.
These are the things which are spoken of; and the Yogi"who is instructed up to this point, will quite understand their
3pplioability and propriety when used in this relationship.
Space forbids me from giving more than a very general inter·
pretation, and I wish to avoid all technical terms which have a
specific meaning, but which would only bewilder the reader,
unlesa well up in the knowledge of the Science of Oorrespon·
denciee.
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The external things which surround man upon the earth, I
have denominated-phenomenal ; and these, as stated in other
words in the Ohrietian Testament, are delusive, to those who
judge by what is only apparent to the physical eight.
This, as noted previously, is precisely the contention between
modern science and theology, the materialistic scientist denying
-the proof of any law or power, other than what can be tested
and known by scientific research and experiment, while the
.theologian contents himself by stating that there is a supernatural Being and law but fails to demonstrate his assertion by
.actual proof. Phenomenon is to reality, what the physical body
is to the spirit; the body is not the man, but the clothing of
tbe real man; even eo, appearances or external objects are not
.enduring things, but the clothing of that reallife-ftow which
passes through Man as the intermediate between spirit and
matter.
One more reference and I close this chapter of comments.
Krishna refers to his being the mystic OM in all Sacred writings. The term, or word, OM, is short for AUM, the sound
formed by the expiring 'breath, emitted and sounded, when the
mouth is opened wide and gradually closed. Breath is the life
.element, and its going out in form of sound, corresponds to the
cutworking of omniscient, omnipresent, and omnipotent Life
itself, and in its central position is the All in All : and as
writing is to sound what nature is to spirit, it is easily seen
what Krishna means when he states:·
"In Sacred boob, I &m the myetic OM!"

This is the" Light of the World," in the which if the human
being can see, he or she dwelleth neither in intellectual nor
spiritual darkness.
In some of tho country districts in Scotland, the word aum ia
still used when referring to the ejection of steam-thus, "the
aum of the kettle," when steam comes out of the spout; and
" aum boats," meaning thereby steam-ships: Query: How came
this word into Scotland P and from whence ~
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CHAPTER Xll.

Tu A.NCIEln'

WJSooK OJ'

lNDu (eontimud).

THE BHA.GAVAT GfTA..

SCENE VIII.
Subject: Yoginism-8piritual Life.

AB.ruN.
Who is the Great and Mighiy One 1 And what is Spirit Ligh~
and Life1
And Nature, what ill it 7 0, but and highut form of humcm
kind/
What i.a that, called-Adhibhuta ?*' And that, as tennedAdhidaiva 1
And can there be-Adhiyajna, for any while in mortal form 1
Explain to me, 0, MadMI Slaughterer I how can Thyaelf beknown
When dissolution comes, by those who are partakers of the~&
truth.a 1

Kmsmu..
My highest form, in essence i.&-but one, and indivisible :
My inner quality ia-Adhydtmd called, or Spirit Power,
Which is the operating cauae in what exists, and-action, termed:
.Adhibh:Uta, ill Power divine, that guides all changing forme of life :
.i.dhidaiva, i.a that which gives to spirit-forme-identity !
.Adhiyajn.a, i.a I myaelf, who adoration doth receive,
And yet, embodied on thls earth, O, but of mtn in mortal form I
He who remembers Me and calla upon my Name, as he departs
From out his mortal fram~,-comea forth, and truly in My
nature shares ;
Or, should one, when he leaves his worn-out frame, on other
Naturea think
• .&dhibhuta-for elucidation of these and following terms

10"

comments.
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Divene from Mine, just aa he th.inka, e'en ao he goes: 0,
Kunti's Son/
Because his thoughts and life on earth in such belief have been
confirmed;
Therefore, always, remember Me alone, and now, resolve to fight!
For, if thou doat with mind and will, and all affections tum to
Me,
And think of Me alone, thou surely shalt my state and nature
ahare.
For, of a truth, the one who in such thoughts and work is
exercised,
And homage pays by meditative thought, and wanders not
therefrom,
But loves the Mighty One alone, attains to Him: 0, PritM's&n!
The one whose mind doth meditate on Him, PM Ancient Angel
called,
Who ia the guide and life-auatainer of atomic forma minute,Wbose form not one can comprehend,-whoae countenance is as
the Sun
That shines with splendour bright, and darkness all doth dissipate,
Is he, whose will is strong and staid, and worship gives to that
Great One:
When dissolution comes to him, he gathers up his spirit's breath,
And places it between his brows, then, takes his tl.ight and joins
the sphere,
Where dwells in majesty divine, He who is called-TM Ancieftt
One.
.And now, I will explain to thee, the spirit's sphere, by eye unseen,
But which il known by those who are well versed in what the
Vedas teach,
And which i.a entered by all those, who have their sensual nature
checked;
And who, both intellect and will, have learnt to guide and
subjugate.
Ti.a such, who for this knowledge are athirst, Bramaehdrit
become.
t BramacMri-the followers of Brahma,-the Great and only God,
and a title given to those who search for light and life, precisely the
eame as Christians derive the appellative in consequence of being
followers of Christ.
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lie, who cloth absolutely close all outer aenaual avenues,
Restraining in his heart, all thoae deairea to which the senses
cling..And on his head his breath collects,-who standeth firm in
sacred work,Who soundeth AUV1 the aacred monosyllable, in silence deep,
.And thua, the Mighty One adores, and to the end on Me reclines,
When M this life doth quit, with kingly tread, he walks the
summit grand.
Soon found I am by those who seek,-whose minds are fixed on
me alone,-·
·
Who suffer not their thoughts to wander far, or look with other
aims,
Who steadfast are in work of true devotedneas to Me alone ;
For, thoae who elevate their thoughts and have recourse to Me
alone,
The highest sphere attain, and never more are born into a state
{)f suffering or of pain, which transient is and p888es soon away.
In all the paths, right up, e'en to the heavens of the Brall:rr~aN'
creed,
In which the many walk, are states, from which they mmt
descend, Arju.n I
But he, who findeth Me, will ne'er again return, 0 K11.nti's Son I
'!'he one who is acquainted with, a day of Brahma,knoweth well,
That in one thouaand years of Yuga cycle, it doth end,
Succeeded by a night that counts one thouaand more in Y uga
time,
And he who knoweth this, the day and night of human life,
discerns.
For, at the time, when Sun doth rise, existent things which
were unseen,
To mortal sight, are then made clear, so, in same way, when
night doth come,
The things which had been visible, again from view will disappear.
E'en so, all things that are, in outer nature's ree.lm, 0, Pritlw.'a
Son!
.Arc subject to the law divino; for, though they did existence
have,
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When night doth como, it then appe&l'll as il they were diasolYed
away;
But when the time of dawn drows nigh, it brings them all t&
life again.
Yet, at the time, when outer things to sight dissolve and fadeaway,
·rhat, wl.Uch the dissolution caused, the same remains and changea
not.
'Tis this ia named the highest path, which, whoeoenr walbtherein
Shall ne'er retum again; and such, regeneration needeth not.
This glorious mansion is mine own, and I abide for ever there;
And they who know the Mighty One, the truth p<l111181111, 0,.
Pritha'3 Son!
This know ! In Him, alone, all things that do appear, subei.atenC6'
have:
On Him, also, the universe, with all that it contains, depends ;
And He is known and loved by such, who worship yield to him
alone.
I now, 0, Prime of Bharatda ! concerning dual states, will apeak;
Of one, in which, should he who is both good and true, the body
leave,
Will never more descend again ; and also, of the other one,
In which, if such are in, when they this life depart, again recede.
The first is love and light and day, as well the crescent moon,
and in
The Six, which form the months, when Sun his joumey make&
in N orthem Arc ;
All those who p&BB away in these, and are posse888d of truf:b.
divine,
The better part attain, and join the sphere of that all GloriolliOne.
The second state, is one of gloom and shade, to waning moon
compared,
'l'is when the Sun performs his round of months, within thtt
Southern Arc;
A.nd should the Yoqin neophite, when in this state, depart tJW.
life,
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To lunar shades of brightness goes, and as needs be, descendfl
again.
These form the dual path ; the one is clear and bright, the other
-<larkObscure, M.d long as earth and time ahalllaat, this will f->r ""et oo.
He, who the former path doth take, will never m•lr. agnin
descend;
While he who takes the latter path, will surely turn and then
recede:
The Yogin, who these two ways knows, is ne'er perplexed, 0,
Pritha's Son I
Therefore Arjun/ resolve to be, a Yogin of the Yogin,~.
For Yogins, who, the truth posseBB, will rise above all sordid
thought
Of promise of reward. such as is thought to be by V edlu taught,
And outward forms, in worship used,-and tortures which are
self-imposed,.And even what good works, are called-as giving alma to needy
ones:
All such attain the glorious path, and circumvent the Royal
Arch.
Co~D~ENTS.

I have kept to the proper names at the commencement of
this Scene for reaaona before stated, and especially as they are

partially interpreted by Krishna.
All thet~e terms are compounds and derivatives from the word
Aditya, which means the Sun,-not 88 a physical or material
object, but that which causes the Sun to be what it is.
Scientists tell us that the Sun which is seen in the skies is
\nc;anduunt, which means glowing with heat, and they tell us
that tile various g~~~~ea composing the body of the Solar Orb, are
in a constant state of fusion, and by friction or otherwise are
paesing off in heat, (caloric) which is taken up by the planets,
and thus it is only a ntatter of calculation to arrive at the period
when ita heat will be exhau<ited, an.d then become like a burnt
L
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cinder. In fact the id.ea intended to be conveyed, ia, that it ia
something like a monster fire, giving out heat and light to that
part of the univel'!le in which it is lituate, and emitting by ita
rays the sustaining life principle (physical life) to the circum(erence of the area occupied by the planets depending upon it;
md they even tell us that distance regulates the amount of ha.t,
and that those planets nearest the Sun are of COW'Il8 subject to
more heat than the more distant ones. This is about the point
where materialistic science has brought us at the present time.
But I am not aware that any acientist has given any explanation
as to what supplies heat with ita caloric or warming property,
and how the enormous mass of fuel came to be collected together,
and to assume the form it does in the body of Sun ; and much
less can they throw any light as to the Maker of the Sun. These
problems lie within the domain of another elass of science,
which the materialist is utterly incapable of dealing with, and
so long as men will persist in mistaking effects for causes, and
applying terms to the action and result of action, implying
thereby that such terms as--action, force, motion, &c., are
cawu, just so long will mankind grope in darkneas ; for eTen a
child cannot conceive of action without an actor, and motion
without a motor.
But it is precisely with these, that the philosophy of this
ancient Revelation is treating of, and the terms used refer,not to the outer effects in visible creation, but, to the ·inner causes,
and those Beings, Intelligences, and Powers, that are the
operators.
\
Thus, .Adi~a, refers to the heat and life principles which cause
the natural Sun to be the medium for supplying vitality to the
planets and their inhabitants, and 11ital~, certainly is not a
physical or material, but a Spiritmal Nbstanu. If the reader
will bear this in ~d, the whole subject bel»mea easier of
comprehension
When the word "Sun " is used, think of those 'Beings whose
pvo, wisdom, and power, are ever engaged in supplying that
urb with what mortals call heat, light, and life 1 for it is nono
other than those on.ltod Beina:s whu have graduated through
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vaat cycles, that are the mediums or meana, whereby creation
ia projected and perpetuated. Thua, there are .Angela of the
Sun, Angela of the planets, and Angela of Solar univei'IMle,
whieh are Life Forma in atatea of Being, to which, all who are
now in mortal form will ultima~ly reach.
Tile term-.ddAi, refers to the inmost life principle and when
~mpounded with-bAuta--meane, the celeatial heaven~~ and the
at&te in hum&nity which ia in rapport therewith.
.ddAi-dai-meana the spiritual heaven~~, and the state in
hum&nity receptive of spiritual intelligence.
.Adhi·y<1911a-meana the natural or ultimate heavena, and
refers to the natural degree of life in humanty, which ia receptive
.of life, and light, and power from those heavena. In abort, it ia
the expression of the universal Trinity-{not Tri-pereonality)
niAilifeeted in universal nature, and even in apirit. Both the
U nitariana and Trinitarians are cbrrect, provided the idea of
personality ia a.batra.cted from their doctrines, for, one could
not e:r.iat itself (ae it atande in figures ne¥t to 0-nothing), and
thereforeoneia thefiratprojectionoutwa.rd; joined with the next, it
· forma a duad or the awmd projection, and the union of the two
produces the tAird, or complete geometrical figure of a triangle,
which repreaente the univereal Trinity, or the three degreea of
1nentality in humanity when embodied. Humanity itself, by
which I meazr the aggregate of embodied morta.la, ia an outward
expreeeion of spiritual, angelic and deific life, and in ita multitudinous variety is eo many ve~~~~ela into which flow the vitality
of the heaveD.ll enumerated above.
Coneidered a.e atatea of receptive lifo, the ecene pictures the
,t,atu in which the~e three kinde of human beinp are, and a.leo,
of the atatea into whioh they immediately enter after what
ia called-death! It pointe out very clearly, that the thread of
life ia taken up in disembodied condition, at the exact point
where it wu dropped by physical diaeolution, and that we, each
of ua, enter upon the interior of that life which we have loved
while in the body. But, a.e I take it, the vast ma.a.s of mortala
are utterly ignorant of their own individual life quality. u
mortality 01' physical embodiment hidee thia from their OWD auu
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others' view, but, when this vail is rent in twain, the true life of
t.l1e individuality comes out and is manifest, with nothing to
hide or conceal it.
There is a great significance in the teaching of this Revelation,
and that is, the absence of any allusion to what is called, "the
resurrection of the body." To all intents and purposes, the man
or woman ia just the same, without the mortal covering as with
it, minus, the physical organism, which in its originality is
_,- rU'Umed. There may be a temporary re-habilment, for a
specific purpose, but certainly not in similar conditions, to what
the human organism is in the present earth life, but this I shall
'have to refer to again.
The command to .A:rjun, by Krishna, viz. :-"that he is ·to
light," and which closes so many of the sentences, refers to the
effort which mortals are to make to elevate their own condition,
and to bring out their own individuality, for it is effected by the
etruggle between what appear as two contending principles, or,
as they are called by Krish1ul-opposites; but as humanity is at
present constituted, the "war" is taken too literally, and instead
of each man looking within hinlself, he looks at his neighbour,
and transports the seat of war to external instead of confining it
to internal nature.
Another doctrine, viz. :-that which corresponds to our
"Divine Providence," is taught by Krishna, who says that "The
Ancient .Angel," or what is called God !

"Is guide and life-sustainer of atomic forms-minute,"
which is expre88ed in the Christian Records, by, "not a sparro11
falling without the Father's notice." The "minute atoms,''
mean, that everything, even what appears as most trivial, is all
outworking the thought and design of the Infinite Master-mind.
Mankind are too apt to call only that " providential," whicb
ministers to their earthly happine88 and enjoyment. and that
vhich is contrary thereto is regarded,-not as Providence, but
at something else ; but this Revelation shews that everything which transpires,in individuals, and nations, and humanity
at large, forms so many links in the chain of being, and
that one cannot be separate~. from another ; and so it will
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be seen, 88 it is seen and acknowledged by hundreds of Beings
who have become disembodied, and returned to tell their experiences in spirit life.
In this scene, the manner of dissolution, by which the spirit is
emancipated, in the cue of the spiritualised Yogin, ia delineated.
"He gathers up his spirit breath, and places it between his brows."
and again,
"And in his head, his breath collecta."
"Who soundeth AUM. &c., &c.''
Spiritually interpreted, they exprel!8 the life quality of the
human intellect 88 to its spiritual quality ,and also 88 to its celutial
quality, inumuch 88 the brows expreBS the perceptive faculty,
and the head the intuitive faculties, and consequently the
sounding of the word AUM comes in at the latter-named state.
It ia the yielding up of the life principle in ita three degrees,
(to which the hierophant had attained,) while in mortal form, all
of which were to be opened for the life of the same in the spirit
form.

In this beautiful correspondence, there is also a literal truth
c:onYeyed; for several clairvoyants who have witnessed, (and
testified of the same), the manner of death, describe the gradual
withdrawal of vitality \ .3 we should term it) from the extremities
of the limbs, to the trunk, and finally to the head, from which is
seen to arise what appears at first, a white mist, but which
gradually aBSumes the form and shape 0f a human figure, and
finally, when the last part is withdrawn, at the head, the connection is broken, and the spirit figure wings its flight ; but the
human l$hape of the figure, I apprehend, ia an accomodation to
the visual organ of the clairvoyant,and a.a such is apparent and
representative, rather than the experience of the spirit form
itself. I, myself, have seen on several occuions, materialised
psychic forma, which for a time were solid and tangible, gradually
sink down, and melt away from the feet upward, until only a
IVhite spot remained, the last of what had been the head, and in
a second or two that disappeared. This apparition is only a
representation, hBSed upon spiritual correspondence, of the
manner, or mode, in which the spirit atoms are withdrawn from
their physical clothing.
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The burden of the present BCene, is, to shew how " return to
earth" may be avoided. Thia thought, or truth, has been
aadly mistaken by the translators of thia majestic poem, wh<>
have given to it a meaning, as if it applied to a rebirth into
human mortal, or even animal forms of life, hence, not seeing the
spiritual application and correspondence, they have attached a
literal meaning, and consequently erroneously conceive that tho
Indian system of religion teaches the abaurd doctrines of transmigration, and a second, or many rebirths into mortal life.
These Revelations do not teach any such fallacies, but like all
other '' sacred writings," they must be understood as veiling an
inner and spiritual meaning and application.
Such " notions " would imply, not progression, but retrogression, and are fallacies, grounded upon the non-perception of
what spiritual existence, as distinct from mortality, really is.
When thi8 is known, then, all the present confusion of ideas
respecting "evil spirits," and re-incarnation of the individuated
atomic spirit, will be consigned to the limbo from whence
they originated. Notwithstanding "appearances" to the con·
· trary, "evilspirita" are embodied human beings on this earth,
and when certain parts of such organisms are affected by spiritual
inftux, it makes what is called "evil" manifest ; but those who
aacribe thia manifestation to the spiritual beings who cause the
manifestations, put (to use a somewhat homely phrase) the
ll&ddle on the wrong horse, the evil is in themselves, not in the
spirits as they are called. Evil is the life of the Bella, and the
Hells are in physical embodiment, not in a future of which
110 little is known and still less understood. I would repeat to
all my readers, -look witLin ! first rour ownselves, and then in
?thers who surround you in mortal condition, and there, and there
alone, you will find the Hells and their inhabitants. I opine
you will have had quite sufficient of these, when you have passed
through them, and what ycm long for, is the aspiration of every
individualised spirit atom of life. When we leave the mortal
body, we leave behind the hells with it, and the pathway thence
is upwards and heavenwards; It may be longer or shorter,
if computed by time, hut in reality to which it does not
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apply, and, eventually, the upward path will be mounted by
every one-not one excepted.
The " return" or " receeaion," spoken of in thia and other
~eenes in thia ancient drama, i.e the changing and varying stateto
through which the emancipated spirit i.e deetined to pa88 in ita
onward progress, and the "appearance" of "return" or, coming
back to earth, i.e comparative, not positive in experience.
There i.e a view, however, to be taken of the fact, which i.e
presented in modem Spiritualietic phenomena, · viz. :-the
" return to earth," in a great variety of methode, of such a
multitude of epirita, which certainly haa the appearance of
"return " or receaaion aa eome would term it; but thoee who are
gifted with spiritual wiedom, will eee inside theee appearancee,
and will register thia grand fact, aa an indication of pro~ or
advancement in humanity aa embodied on the earth plane of
emtence: for epirita coming back to earth, need,-the opening
up of a newer and inner state, whereby mortals commune, more
or Ieee coneciouely with spiritual beings ; it i.e, in fact, a dual
action, heaven opening to earth, and earth looking within the
portal& In feweet words, the duunt of spirits, meana, the
&~Cent of mortals; and this is the dual path revealed by Kri.!hno,
of which I ahall presently apeak. Rebirth, return, bom again,
receeeion, are all eo many terms which expreee the changing states
through which the spirit pasaea in the cycle of ita being, and
do not mean a coming back into states which it ha.s once paaaed
\hrough.
It mUllt be ever rem~mbored that the hwnan 11pirit is dual,
i.e., the two radicala are called Intellect and Will, corresponding
to the masculine and feminine. Perfection i.e attained by these
t"o being equally developed, by which the equilibrium i.e
attained, and is described in these scenes, aa "the state of rut,"
to which end all efforts are aimed. Thie state of reet i.e attained
in a certain state, which i.e numerically classed aa the "&vm.tlt,"
and in the Hebrew record i.e allegorieaed in the opening chapter,
(which apparently refen to the creation of the earth, but which,
really, i.e the different atagea through which the spirit paases in
ita re·generating proceas), aa, "God reeting on the &-oenth day."
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The reformatory proceaa continuee up to and includes the ,U,
days labour, and those who are conversant with the spiritual
value of numbers, know what they refer to, and what is intended
to be taught.
It must be evident to the moat caaual obeerver of human
nature, that "equability" in character is rarely, if ever, attained
while in earthly condition. Some who have the intellectunl
facultie developed, are yet very deficient in what is known
as "goodneaa," or spirituality in pureneaa of thought and life;
and on the other hand, some poaaeaa many excellent qualities,
but yet are deficient in intelligence and knowledge. The state&
of those who are more intelligent than good, are spoken of as
"lunar," as well as of those who depart in darkneaa or obacurity,
or in the 3i:l: months of the Southern arc, corresponding to the
aeason of winter. The same thing is referred to in the Christian
Testament, in the words, " Pray ye, that your flight be not in
the winter."
.All such, who depart this life in corresponding states (aa
enumerated above), have to return! which means, that no
advancement can be made into the Se'Oeflth. state, (allegorised by
the seventh month, or the first past the equinox, where the Sun
croaaes the line, and ascends to the zenith of the summer solsti~)
until the corresponding faculty, (either the intellect or the will)
have been conjoined in the Sixth. state, and as the progreaa or
ascension cannot commence until this is effected, it is called,return, or, in other words, it is "gathering up the remains," or
returning to gather up that which has been left behind. Hence
the mth. state, is where the spiritual marriage takes place.
There is a still more interior meaning applicable to these
houghts, referring to life-jO'T'ITIJ, which, for the present, I leave
tor the consideration of those who are versed in the law of
1piritual correspondence.
The day of Brahma being stated as extending for one thousand
years, will at once strike the reader, as agreeing with the later
Hebrew, and Christian Records. "A thousand years (or ages as
the term literally means) in Thy sight, are but as yesterday."
and " one day with the Lord is as one thousand years, and a
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thousand yea.ra aa one day." Both theae, with numeroUII othen
which could be quoted, have reference to one and the same truth.
It meana, a full and complete state, and although it appea.ra to
have a temporal application, yet, it indicates the mental and
epiritual states, aa the sequel fully reveals. The full state
referred to, is the complete conscioUIIne88 of life in the three
degrees spoken of before, and mean.& a complete circle or cycle
of being.
The thousand yea.ra of Yuga time, must not be considered as
literal arithmetical numbers, but expreBBive of states througlt
which humanity must pa88; Yoga, Yuga, in plain English, meana
junction, and spiritually understood, refers to the state, in which
the mind can discern both the things of spirit and nature, or, it
is the point that joins the natural with the spiritual.
This is clearly explained in the metaphor of KrishWJ,, where
he refers to the two states in which mortals paBB away ; the day,
light, crescent moon, and six months of the Northern Solstice,
and is a parable, taken from astronomical phenomena, each and
all of which, are used as correspondences, (which they really
are), of spiritual states and verities; and the almost transparent
meaning, as given in this scene, I leave with the reader, who can
hardly mistake as to what it refers.
The dual pathway, in this scene, is the upper and lower
.aections of the circle, made by the Sun's apparent annual journey
through the 12 signs of the Zodiac. And the reader of the
Christian Record, will notice the same truth referred to in the
"broad and narrow way."
The last line refers to the arc of the Northern or Summer
Solstice, in which the Sun is represented as the Great Hero, who
has triumphed and put to flight all his enemies, or in plain
words, made the earth to rejoice, after the inclemencies and
rigour of the winter months. This is the " Royal Arch " degree
.in Free Masonry, which as an esoteric system embraces all thetrut.h.a
embodied in all religious systems; but, until the "secrets" of this
degree are understood in a dllferent manner to what they are at
present apprehended by the Masonic Fraternity, I doubt, although
the ma.D.f may seek to enter, whether &<~,... •u·A more than a 11ery
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fWJ who will enter into the interior of this degree : for unlesa th9
middle wall of partition is broken down, that cuts oft' one-half
the race, and without whom there cannoot be perfuti<m ot
equaliby, the veil will remain ; or, in other words, the Knowledge
of Truth must be presented to all, irrespective of sex or race,
and the equality be fully recognised, that the perception of what
ia true and good, is the exclusive property of no sect, or
fraternity, or even individual, but that Truth must be made free
and open 88 the air we breathe, or the light we aee by, which ia
the right of universal humanitv.

CHAPTER Xill.
TaR ANCIENT WISDOM OP INDIA (wntinued).

THE BRAGAVAT GITA.
SCENE IX.

S'Ubjut: Yoginism-Celestial Lifo

KB.I.saN....
If, wishful thou art now to hear, a more interior phase of truth,
I will to thee unfold, the chief of wisdom's secrets-grandsublime.
Both knowledge and perception that to soul pertain, it doth
comprise;
When thus revealed and made thine own, from sin and evil thou
art freed.
A. acience grand,-()f secrets chief; there's nought like' thia can
purify;
To inner and perceptive sight, it shines with clear and ste:\<lf
light;
In time and in eternity, it, inexhaustible remains;
And those who have the power to see, with eue will soon It
comprehend ;
But, such 88 are deficient of this radiant light and sacred truih,
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And, who to my high sphere, have not attained, 0 Veur of U.y
foul
In spirit world recede again, and changing states will undergo,
Akin to thoae that mortal.a undergo, when in their earthly form.
But, liaten thou! From Me, the earths revolving in the universe
Projected were ; of them, I am the source and central fount of
life;
By these, My Form, expression has ; My inmost Form remaina
unseen:
All outward things,-and inner too, which, nature's realm doth
beautify,
By power from Me, existence have, and yet, in them I do not
dwell;
And though I am in them, yet, still, existent thinga are not in
Me.
Behold ! I now explain this aeeming paradox and myatery.
Of life, I am the inmost principle, and in alllive&-the life :
But, life, from thoae that are but forma of life, to Me doth never

Bow.
For understAnd I that as the air which roameth ev'rywhere in
space,
Ia yet embraced by apace, and thus, as air ia in the apace,
So, likewise, I remain above, and circumvent all things that are.
Moreover learn! 0 K'Unti'3 Son/ that when a Kalpa-age• doth
end,
All things that are in inner nature's realm, to Me return again,
Who am the aource primordial, from whence they all proceeded
forth;
And when another Kalpa-age, its course commenceth to revolve,
I cause them to come forth again, but decked in newer, brighter
forma;
En~ircled and sustained by My Omnipotence, I send them forth
Again, and yet again, but, yet, in e88ence, all are linked in one,
And bound together by the chain of human life's development.
No thing that's done, or left undone, by thoae arrayed in mortal
form,
• Kalpa-age-An astro-masonic period, founded o• celestial phenomena-see comments.
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0 Wealth De.~rl know, doth e'er perturb or Me perplex:
For I the same for e'er remain, and tranquil reign above all
theiiC.
'Tis under My all fostering care and providence, that all life'•
forms,
In nature's realm,-that move, u well aa those that are
immovable,
Appear to be produced, as if spontaneous and of themselves,
But, thla ia quite beyond the power, which, in appearance, auoh
po88ess.
E'en so, the earth, 0 Kunti'& Son! by its own power ap~
to roll.
In my divinely human Form, by foolish and deluded ones
l am despised, and they reject that Form, because of ignorance,
That I am Mighty Lord of all created forms that life po88ess ;
No hopes inspire their minds, and such, in all they do, are vain
of self;
For wisdom's light, which can their earthly pathway cheer, they
have no love,
Nor yet in such pursuits, that intellect employs, have th~
concern.
T heir nature's bent is of a kind, to .A&Ura& and Rdkha&ds• kin.
But, those who have the inmost light, which intuitiou's power
procla.ims,Who think and act in life according to the promptings of thia
power,
With all their mind and all their heart, will serve, and love, anil
worship Me.
They will not turn away from Me,and worship paytootherGodl;
Because, such know, that I alone am central life in all that live :
And, I am glorified by these,- who never violate their vows,
But prostrate fall, in true humility, before the Great I AM.
And, some who have this inmost power, will worship Me in
other mode,
For they see Me in many forms, as present in all outer things,
• A1uras-Or fallen angels, pereon.iilcatione of darkness. .Rahluuta
-demon wants-see comment•.
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But yet u one, altho' to other eyes I seem ns separate.
I am the a&Orifi.ce, and all attendant sacrificial rites;
I am libation's pouring out, when offered to ancestral shades;
I am the sacred branch, and voice proceeding from the oracle ;
I am the incense,-fire,-and plant,* from which the eacred
juice is drawn ;
From Me the universe has birth, who am its father, mother too :
By Me, it is sustained in form, for I of it am First Great Cause.
I am the twofold trinity, within the Veda contained, which are
- The inmost life; the inner light; the mystic sound as AUIII
pronounced ;
-And Rich,+ and Sdma and Yajur, the three which make the
outer Word;
I am the Way in which the wise and good ones walk ;-the
Comforter;
The Author of the Sacred Word,-the Refuge safe; the Friend
of all;
And of the outer Universe, 'twas I who formed it as it i.e.
I am the Cause of changing states ; and Space, in which all
worlds revolve;
I am the Reservoir, from which, the essence of all life, as seen
In outer form, doth emanate, and which is inexhaustible.
I am the glorious Orb, from whom proceeds the heat that life
sustains:
I am the Firmament that holds and giveth out the fruitful rains·
I am Mortality and Immortality, both Life and Leath.
And, 0 Arjunl I, Matter am, before it outward shape assumes,
And thus its spirit-form, and also as it is in ultimates.
Three states of darkness in the Veda, are spoken of, and these
are to
A triune night compared, in which, these three are found to-

----~~~-~h~e~r~e~in~·~--------------------------------

• Plant-Supposed to mean the Soma plant, from which a juice is
drawn, used by ecstatics to produce the magnetic sleep-see comments.
t Rich, Sarva, and Yajur- The names given to the three volumes
of the Vedtu, or ancient Indian Scriptures. Veda means the "word "
and means the same as "word of God," when applied to the Bib 'Ia·
The first trinity forms the spirit, and the latter trinity the letter of th<t
word.
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- The one, who while in sin, parta.kee of wine which floWB from
sacred vine ;
- The one who is confirmed in error aa to what from sin doth
eave;
- The one who thinks that he from evil stains can purify himself.
:\nother kind there is, who aeek the way to heaven by other
paths;
And such obtain the heaven they sought, and to the sphere of
lfldra*go;
Where, for awhile, rejoice in such delights which to that sphere
pertain,
But, these delights come to an end,-the hopes for which the;r
sought reward ;
And, such, return again to lower states which are to earth
conjoined:
Because they thought such promises as these were in the Vedas
f<11md,
But these were captive led by sensual thoughts concerning what
was taught:
A kind of happineM is found, which only for awhile endures.
But, I make sure of happiness, that will endure for evermore,
To those who faithful are to me,-whose minda and willa are lost
in Mine,
And those who never swerve to other Goda, but worship Ue
alone.
But, some there are, who conscientiously believe, and are devout
In worship, which, with hearts sincere, they offer up to other

Goda,
:\nd e'en although they worship not in accord with the Veda.
truth,
Yet, such in fact, 0 K-unti's Son! their worship offer up to Me:
For, lo ! in truth I am The Mighty One and Lord, who doth
receive
• Jndra-The state in the spiritual world corresponding in lowest
tl cgree to the third or natural heavens, which present the appearanu
nf heaven, but net being permanent, pass Away; these are the
•·nrtha and heavens which are spoken oJ. in the Christian Record, &I
aeen in the Apocalypse to pass away.
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The worship offered up by all, no matter what the form may be.
For, 'tis becauae of ignorance of what My nature doth conai.at,
That they thua misconceive and stray in error's path and dark·
neaa dense.
For, just aa thoae in earthly life, the object which they worship,
seek,
To corresponding 1pheres they will ascend, when they depart thi.l
life.
Those who De11ai<u* worship, will to the Devata spheres ascend!
Those who the Pitri3 seek to serve, will to the Pitris' sphere•
ascend·;
Those who the Bh-Ut<u serve, in spirit-world, will go to Bhuta
aphereJ;
·
But only those to Me ascend, who love Me with the heart sincere.
All off'ringa made, however humble are the gifts, from grateful
hearts,
Acceptance ~ve,- flowers, fruita, or leaves, and even water

too;
But, whatsoever thing in life thou dost perform, 0 Kunti'3 &nl
Do it with all thy might and mein ! e'en when thou dost of food
partake;
-Or, in whatever mode thou dost the sacrificial vow perform ;
-Or when thou doat thy gifts bestow :--<>r when thou dost thyself deny;
Let all be done, 0 Kunti'• &nl aa off'rings offered up to Me!
And then from anxious care as to results, by this, thou shalt be
freed,
From works as these, what e'er betides, let them be good or
otherwise.
But, if thou art &n.nya.ri,t it needetb not for thee to join
In outward rites and forma, for to My sphere thou surely shall
aacend.
Yet those who are in human form, in My esteem are all alike,
• Devata1, Pitri1, and Bhutas-Are the personiftcationa of angels,
epirite, and demons, the three orders corresponding to the three degree•
of human life. In a.atrological science they refer to the anaou of
aummer, mid-aea.aons, t.nd winter.
t &unyari-the hiesropha.nt or perfeeted Yogin.
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Not one can be more highly prized or loved by Me, than other
ones.
For, even such as those who evil are, and yield to vicious
thoughts,
Who neither know nor worship Me, and are uncleanaed from
sinful stains,
Are still the objects of my fostering care and all enfolding love ~
For they are only doing that, which was ordained for them to do.
In spirit-life, e'en these ascend, and leave their evils all behind,
And will attain the State of Rest, which to eternity endurea.
.But, rest assured, 0 K1mti's Son/ none can be lost, who worship
Me!
And ev'ry one, 0 Pritha:s Son! who is conceived and born iD. sin,
Such as Outcasts I Vai.shyas! Shudras/11- and all who slight and
Me reject,
If they to Me, for refuge fly, the better path shall surely gain;
Then how much more, the Brahman pure, and Rajarshi with
light possessed !
All things that in this world are found to be most destitute of
joy,
Do thou reject ! and be intent on gaining truth and serving Me r
With rev'rence bow the knee to Me ! and consecrate thy heart
toMe!
Anll if, for My name's sake thou dost renounce the pleasing
snares of earth,
And persevere in love to Me, then, thou shall surely come to Me.
Coma:NTS.

Throughout this scene, Kri:ihna or the Holy One, is the only
speaker and actor ; which possesses a d,eep and profound significance to those who are versed in the knowledge of spiritual
tltritiu. It is the state referred to in the Hebrew Record, where
the injunction is given "Be still, and know that I am God
alone!"

----- ------------ --------• Outca1t1, Vaishyas, and Shudra-~-Are those who are in the moat

external degrees of life, Each of the three degrees of humanity have
expreaaiou in tri11lle fonr

~heir
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These are communing& attained only in the inmost sanctuary,
"The Holy of Holies," and are thoughts which find response
from that mind which is enlightened by the" lamp of wisdom,"
and by which light, the spirit becomes acquainted with its own deific
powers, and ascends to a sphere, undisturbed by earthly thoughts,
aspirations and desires. To those who rise to this altitude_
though living in appearance even as others in the world, they
are not of it, for to them, immortality, and the continued
existence of their being are assured verities. What others
speculate upon, to them are known realities ; what others ho~
for, to them are fruitions, and the future heaven, which othen
long and wait for, is a present enjoyment and conscious fact in
their experience.
This spirituality, as unfolded in this scene, is not manifestee
in a life, measured by the ideal standard of modern notioru
of perfection, which regards the ostentatious display of religious
zeal, and philanthropic enthusiasm, and energetic reformatory
schemes, for the allieviation of human ills and wrongs, as the
.mmmum bonum of earthly embodiment, and the sure and
certain path to an exalted hereafter, but the thoughts and life
action are manifested upon an altogether different plane, with
which the natural and literal mind has little in common. Hence
the reformers, philanthropists, and zealots, are not recruited
from the ranks of those who have advanced to the states of regenerate life unfolded in this scene. They, for the most part,
are unobtrusive, unknown and unrecognised, even by those who
are generally esteemed the best of human kind, and yet, methinh
these are the stars which shine in a sky above tl1e murky
atmosphere af earth and its surroundings, and which shed their
lustrous rays on other fields, to sensual and material mind•.
unknown.
I have headed the subject of this scene "Celestial Life."
1\S distinct' from what has preceeded it, as the degrees which
characterise the expression of human life. In every state of
existence and subsistence there are the three degrees, which for the
sake of definition are termed celestial, spiritual, and natural.
'\Vhat is kn?wlcdge in the nat11ral degree, becomes truth in the
M
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spiritual, and what is truth in the spiritual becomes wisdom in
the celestial, and these are continuations of the same maaculi11e
,:acuity but in different degree. For instance, the natural
scientist becomes aquainted with a natural law and expressed. fact
in nature which can be tabulated, this is /movlledge ; but theae
laws and facts viewed by the spiritual scientist become "truths "
involving more than the mere knowledge that such exist, for
they see that the laws by which these are governed are not
causes but intermediates by which a still more interior power is
operating into the world of effects by these very agencies, and
t~us knowledge becomes truth.
Again, the celestial scientist,
including both the other, intuitively perceives the why and the
wherefore, and the how, all things appear as they are, and this
18 termed wisdom.
The other side of these, corresponding to the
£eminine element, and which forms the dual or perfect expre88ion, has yet to be delineated and which will appear as the
!leries are unfolded.
This is why the revelation given in this scene is called "The
Chief of Wisdom's Secrets, grand, sublime." And yet its counterpart may be discerned by such as have eyes to behold, for it
breathes out a love which manifests itself all through ; a love
extending in its ardency to all and every form of life, and which
is abed upon all, irrespective of the kind of life they lead.
All human eccleaiasticisms and sectaries have their heaven
and love for those who follow in their ruts, and who accept their
"wn. teachings and dogmas, but th.i3 makes no difference, it
promises a heaven, a state of rest and future glory to the veriest
outcast, for it recognises the deific spark even in what the
Phariseeism of human society regards as revolting and degraded,
md worthy not only of punishment in this life, but eternal
\orment in the world to come. But this philosophy throws a
light acroBB the glare of darkneBB and reveals the truth, that
even these so called unhappy wretches are as much the objects
;>f the omnipotent love as those who (spiritually) are clad in
purple and fine linen, and fare sumptously every day, and what
is more, that they are as much performing the Divine will, aa
their, alle~ed, so much more highly favoured compeers.
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I here anticipate the retort that, this philosophy makes God
the author of evil;" to which I reply, if God is not the author of
(what you call) evil, who ia 1 Answer-the Devil ! But, who ia
the Devil?
The personal Devil and personal God, both, are fast disappearing, and as the new era revolves ita course, will gradually fade
a.way to-nothingneas !
These very questions now being raised by enquiring minds as
to, what ia good ! and what is evil ! or in other words-who ia
~ ! and who ia the Devil ! are sure and certain indications of
an advancing- intellectuality. In times past, when the human
mind was in a state of tutelage, they were accepted as realities
without doubt or question, but, not so now in these times, for
these questions are but the prelude to a state where speculation
and irrationality must give place to certitude and enlightened
reason in all things, whether social, political, or theological, and
this ia the commencement of a revolution, not, this time, to be
stained by excesses and torrents of human blood, but to be
uahered in gradually, without noise and tumult, and which will
cause the structure of human society to be more in accordance
with the expression of life in the higher spheres of disembodied
conditions.
It ia worthy of note, that in this scene, three trinities are mentioned, which bear upou the subject before referred to, of the
three degrees in all manifestations of life both in the material,
natural, and spiritual worlds. Once for all, let it be understood
that the word Trinity, as I use it, h!18 no reference to a triperwnality; which is a term given by Christians to an impossible God : as it must be self-evident that three persons are to all
intenta and purposes, three distinct beings, and no cajollery or
mystification can make it otherwise. As I use the word, trinity,
it is used to express the three degrees of the manifestation of
life in all worlds and spheres.
Man, as an individual, or microcosmic atom, has the three degrees of reception corresponding to
the three orders of angels, angelic spirits, and spirits, from whom
the infiux of light and life descend, and which he appropriatee
for the sustenance and development of his own spirit while in
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nortal conditions ; and also man, considered in his totality, or
a humanity, is an expression of this triune quality of receptive
ife ; what these qualities are, I have already specified.
The first trinity applies to the Vedaa, or the Word, and refer
10 its dual form, the one referring to the inner or spiritual sense
llie other to its outer form as composed of three volwues and
'.hus e:z:pressive of the natural sense, or, as we should term it.
lhe letter of the Word.
The reference in the Christian Records to the " Word oo
;Oming flesh,' has a very different meaning to that generally
:x>nceived by the literalist. It does not mean that "The Word,"
meaning thereby the Revelation of God, became a physical
being, but it refers to. the states or qualities represented by
human beings who accept it as a Revelation and live according
to their perception of it.
The second trinity, refers to the three orders of spititual beings,
who are in close rapport with human beings, and who supply
the vitality to such while in embodied conditions.
, The third trinity refers to the three degrees in humanity who
expreas this life in states which are called-evil and sinful
I give this rather as a general truth, than a specific dissertation, to show that the triune order is universal. and without a
knowledge of this truth, no clear comprehension can be formed
of spiritual verities. Where dual terms are used, they refer to the
two radicals which constitute the human being, viz. :-the will
and the understanding principles; and which must attain an
equilibrium before perfection of e:z:pression and enjoyment c:m
become the possession of the spirit atom.
This brings me to the subject of "spirit-return," or, recession
do8 revealed in this philosophy. The simple statement or letter,
has led the materialist and literal minds of Christendom who
have studied and translated this and other Sanscrit works, to the
conclusion that it meant a return to earth-life, a second, or
even more times. It has no such meaning, but must be
spiritually discerned as a symbol used to express what is a reality
in the world of spirits.
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To make it plain, then, I think all will admit, that a deficiency
exists in every human being-i.e., in some, the intellect is
developed into a greater activity than the will faculty, and trice
rersa : 110me have attained great scientific knowledge and yet &rf'
known as not very good or moral people, and on the other hand,
some who are well disposed and live fair lives, are yet deplorably
=gnorantin almost any kind of knowledge. That deficiency has to be
eupplied when the spirit emerges into the next state of existence,
and if the knowledge has been in advance of the will, which
utilises and gives life, or should give life, to the intellectual
faculty, then the spirit atom must return to the point where the
divergence between the two took place, and " gather up " the
remains ! or, supply the deficiency that was wanting to make up
the complete and hannonioua union. This is the grand secret
which is referred to in this scene as spirit union, and the celebration of this union is called tho 'Marriage Feast,' and which is
presented, both in the Hebrew and Christian records, in a great
variety of beautiful symbols, but which apace does not allow me
to notice further.
The reader will notice that Krishna claims to be the all in all,
Creator, Suatainer, and Parent, not only of all human beings,
but of all things, both animate and inanimate.
The vail is 80
transparent, that even the moat unlearned may see what is referred to.
The symbol used is the Grand Solar Orb of our
planetary system, from which was projected all the planets that
compose it, hence, He is both father and mother,-the source
and auatainer ; for, the planets are the children of the sun.
Science, in ita later discoveries, has found by meana of the spectrum that the sun ray has all the constituent p&Iticles of which
the physical earth is composed, thus proving that what is found
in the one, is also in the other.
But I think I need hardly remind the reader, that this is only
the symbol, or a material and natural expreaaion of a grand
"Riritual reality. What the solar orb is to ita dependencies, 80 is
the great and mighty angel of the spiritual universe to humanity,
who from that angel were projected, and by the same angel are
kept in being.
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Reader ! you are a part of that angel, and the inmost degree or
spark of Jife within yoU1'8elf, was brought from that centre, by
youraelf, into ita present condition of being and existence. To
that central life degree within youraelf, the glorious truths, con·
cerning your origin and projection into outer conditioN, or th&
clothing of that 'atom of life' with what is called matter, whicl1
are revealed in this and following scenes, are addressed, and if
you feel a response, and can enter into t~e spirit of these revelations, then, most surely, you will "go unto Him !" or, in fewest
words, you will realise the angel- God, in yourself, and yoU1'8elf
as a part (an in1initesimal part) of the angel-God. This is the
True God, and to know this truth and enter into its joys, is
eternal life.
An important note comes in here ; it will be seen, that the
very phraseology of the Christian Record, i'J claimed by one who
is called Krishna,- " I am the Way, the Comfo1ver, the Refuge,"
&c. &c., which are claimed by christians as being the prerogative of
Jesus the Christ. The quest.ion arises, which is the true one !
The first, Krishna, who (so far as can be known by tradition and
research into antiquity,) appeared ages before even the Hebrew
race came into existence, or, the later Je~n14 the Chri.~t!
If priority gives weight to a claim made by two parties, then
the award must be given to the more ancient Krish•ta.

We may dismi88 the pious fraud which, with some, p8.88ea for
genuine truth, viz.: that Saint Tlwmas, one of the apostles of
Christ, went as a missionary to India with the light of the gospel,
and after a time, the gospel which he taught them, was adapted
to their Krishna. I am not aware, who the same advocate has
named as the apostle to the Egyptians, but, neverthele88, the
histories of Osiris, Krishna, and Christ, are eo parallel as to the
JDAllller and time of their births, missions, and deaths, and the
difference is so microscopically small, that it is hard to say which
is which ! The world's Bia:teen crucified Savioura, now known
and tabulated offer the picture of competing Measiahahip, which
is not very creditable to the religious intellectual knowledge of
the age.
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My object in refening to Ul.i.s subject, ia to ~bit it in ita
deformity-and when the genuine and pure truth to which the.e,
one and all, refer', then surely, the ignorant and intolerant
~ional and sectarian claims, that theirs and theirs only ia the
real and genuine Messiah, will be abated, and that contending
and conflicting systems may see and allow, that all contain one
&nd the same trut.h , thoug.h varied in terms and expressions.
..:n a former scene KNhna. etated that he "appeared" on
earro, and continues to "appear" whenever the world relapses
into an extreme state of sin and wickedneaa, In the preeent
-·ne, He speaks of calling back to Himself all creatures, at the
and of a Kolpa-age, and sending them forth again, in newer and
bri~thter forms, at the commencement of another Kalpa-age•
... Kalpa. ia the grand year of Brahma or 'year of the Lord,' and
co.njn·iaea no leu than 4,320,000,000 years of earth time, or ao
me.ny annual revolutions of the earth round the sun. It ia calculated as follows, by four divisions, the sum total of which ia
mul!iplied by one thousand.
Jet.-Saty&-yug

1,728,000 yeiL!'s.
1,296,000 ,

2nd.-Tretya-~

Srd.-Dvapa-yug
'tb.-Kali-yug

864,000
<&82,000

To\& I

"
n

4,320,000

These are supposed to have reference to astronomical periods.
and which are referable (by multiples in round numbers) to the
ciaya in our earth's solar year ; but it will be seen, that by a
r.eacending arithmetical progreaaion, that they are as 4, 3, 2, 1.,

'·e. ,-the Dvap&-yug is Kali-yug

multiplied by 2, the other by 3(
and the remaining one by 4.
1 this system ia baaed upon actual planetary periods, as the
let.rned author of Ilis Unveikd tritely remarks, " i,t would take
an ordinary human lifetime to master."
:: may, however, state, it is very problematical whether it has
any such reference, but it may be taken to mean that as an astrological or astro-muonio system, it ia uaed to expreaa in numbers
(aymbolic~lly nnders•,..,.,d) the des~p.,~in~ states through which
the a!_>irit luw :o pas~ f.r<>JD ita central pr~e:~ion down to its nlti
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mation in the human form, and thence in ita ascent to ita sta.rtin3
point. The key to unlock the mystic system is only known to
the initiated, and without that it were vain to attempt any elucidation, but as this forme no part of my present object, I cox:.tent myself with merely stating the problem in figures, for the
use of those who may wish to utilise them.
Arithmetic and mathematics are unknown quantities in the
world of spirit, as the disenthralled spirit deals with the things
themselves, which numbers and figures are only the symbols o!.
The system is quite understandable when interpreted, as, for
instance, when it is seen that the Kalpa.-age refers to what we
term an era, or a dispensation, then the mystery is solved, anci.
the allegory in this scene is made piain as to its meaning.
Every age or dispensation has its own specific angel who takes
charge of the earth and humanity on its surface (spiritually),
during ita course, and' when an era has completed ita course, another comes forward and takes the place of the retiring one.
Such ~el or angels, must not be thought of as ~rsonal beings,
but rather, the unfoldment of new powers in the spiritual sphere&,
corresponding to the advancing unfoldment of human life as
embodied on the physical earth, similar to the stages from which
the fretus develops into a full grown babe, and thence onward to
maturity, decay, and dissolution, in the physical human form,
and afterwards in the spheres of pure spiritual existence.
~ I have so many times stated, these sacred writings ~re
symbolical or allegorical, and have their counterparts in the
later records. The Asura-9 and Rd/Wutstis or giant demons, are
same as referr-'ld to in Genesis 6th and 4th.
The partaking of the juice of the sacred plant in external
worship, is ,nothing more nor lees than the fruit of the vino
which is partaken of to this very day in the christian mystic
celebration of the Lord's Supper, and so on througho~:t, the
reader of this ancient book will have read to little purpose, if he
baa not discovered the origin of every rite and ceremony which
the christian so fondly clings to as peculiarly his own.
Outward rites and ceremonial!;, only evidence the infantil~t
state of human_inte~ce which requires such for ita sustenance,
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and the generality, if not all, who engage therein have not the
remotest idea that they are perpetuating precisely the same forms
and ·externalisms which have been practised by human beings from
· a hoary antiquity. To the one who can see through the external
rite and ceremonial, and can unde111tand the ever present reality
of the internal of auch extemala, to such is applicable the words
of the concluding atanza of this acene.
"But, if thou art Sa.unylfli, it needeth not for thee to join
In ou~war~ forms and rites, for to My sphere thou surely shalt ascend."

CHAPTER XIV.

TIB

ANCI.E.NT Wtsoollll OP :hma

(c<mtinued).

THE BRAGAvA.T GITA..

SCENE X.
Subject: Yoginiam-Celeatial Wisdom.
KJwmNA.
Give heed ! Arjun! while I yet further speak in words of import
vaat,
And which from love to thee, 0 mliant one I and for thy good I
breathe.
There is not one of Sura.* hosts, or any of the Maharski&+
Who, knowledge of My source poaaeaa : for know ! before they
were,-! am!
Of all the angela I am chief! and of the spirits-Master Grand!
And those among the human race, who know this truth-that I
alone,
Am mighty Lord of all the earths, and inmost principle of life ..._
That no beginning haa ; are saved from sin and all iniquity.
Of all that forma the states and qualities e:xpreliSed in hum&n
life,
• Sura..-AJ! appellative derived from the Sun, and refers to th e
angela of the C<llestial Heavens.
t Mahar.!l.i• are the Angela of the Spiritnal Heavena, and the two
are beat expressed aa AJ!gela of ~ve and Wiadom.
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Aa wisdom ; and intelligence ; and power to form a judgment
true;
Endurance; and persistency ; integrity ; serenity;
Capacity of feeling joy or grief, which all experience ;
.Aicension o'er all fear and dread ; with innocence ; and equal
mind,
The gladsome mirth ; sobriety ; and kindnesa which in good
delights;
The noble and aspiring mind ; as :well as base ignoble tastes ;
These,-one and all, their source and power derive from Me, the
Parent Great!
fhe Seven Mahar&hu,t and four Manus, who gave the law to men
on earth,
Who rule the hosts of spirits bright,-from whom descend the
human race
That now on earth existence have,-are outcomes from My
central life.
All these who truly comprehend this glorious mystic power of
Mine,
Will, of a truth, unceasing praise and worship offer up to Me.
And those who are endowed with wisdom's inner light, thlstrutb
to know,
That I am Maker of the universe, which doth proceed from Me,
In spirit truths, will ever all their thoughts engage, and Me
adore;
And these wise ones, enlightened by the inner light received
from Me,
Will always find delight by interchanging thought amongst themselves,
And each the other will incite to apeak of what My Name
implies;
They persevere with mind and will, in searching for My truth
and love,
And these are highly prized by Me, because from love, their
service comes ;

l The Seven Mahartis and Four Manus, refer to the intuit.ive and
refiective faculties of mankind-the BBven are celestial and the four
are spiritual qualities.
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On these, loved ones, I e'er bestow, the gift of wisdom's brilliant
light,
Which doth to them all science true reveal, and draws them to
Myself.
Although no change My nature knows, yet, in My loving-kind•
ness great,
I cause that Sun to rise, which dissipates all darkness of the
mind:
Thi& ia the glorious light which wisdom's inner lamp illuminates.

AR.roN.
Thou art the Holy One, Most High ! the mansion glorious and
superb!
And of illuminators grand, Thou art the moat diatinguish'd one !
Of Thee, Almighty Glorious one !-Eternal- Uncreated one !
Who was, and art, before all Gods ; the Rishisif. and the DetJarshu,
Also, the prophet Narada, did speak and of Thy coming tell!
The Anta; and Deva.la; and Vyasa; (+Recorder chief)
Their testimonies bear to Thee ! and now, Thou dost their word·
confirm,
To me, myself, by sound of voice, in what cornea forth in worda
from Thee!
And, now, 0 beau~ One I Thy words I do receive as truth
divine!
Not one ofangels great, or yet of spirits bright, I ween, doth
know,
The mode by which, Thou dost Thy presence manifest in Foru1,.
to all;
For that, methinks, can only comprehended be by Thee alone !
Above mankind, Thou art exalted high! Thou art the life in all!
Of Gods, Thou art-The God! and of the universe-the mighty
Lord!
• Rishis, Devarshis and Navada. the three orders of intelligenc~8'
in the spheres. Asita, Devala and Vyasa, the three orders of mankind on earth who receive their life-thoughts from the othcrs.--Soo
Comments.
t All· sentences ln brackets are additions of my own to aiJ thoreader in understanding the meani!U( of the terms used.
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0 Thou, the Great Mysterioua one ! it well becometh Thee to
tell,
Of Truth divine ; and of Thy mighty wondrous working po""er
declare,
Which operates, and manifests itself in ev'ry world and sphere !
But, tell me now, 0 Holy One ! can I, by searching, find out
Thee!
Or, e'en in inmost thought of mind, canst Thou become revealed
to Me1
Say Thou ! how must I comprehend, this presence now made
manifest1
() Th<m, f()T tOiw~ appearan<:t, mortaU long have watched and
waited for/
Once more, interpret now to me, this wondrous working power
of thine 1
For, from the well of living water, I can never draw too much.
KluSHNA.

So mote it be ! I will unfold a part of my celestial form ;
And shadow forth at greater length, that which aione was spoken
of;
To this, no limit can be fixed, eternity could not exhaust .
Then, know, Arjwn I I am the central spark of life in all that
lives;
.And in existent things, I am, beginning-middl&-end, in all.
Among the AdityiU, (or twelve of solar chiefs) I, Vishnu,*- am !
Among the luminaries bright that shine, I am The radiant Su.n J
Among the Maruts (:who the firmament doth rule) am Marichilt
Among the stars which form the lunar mansions path,_I am TM

Moon/
And of the three which form the Holy Word, I am The Sdmawd I
• Vishnu.-The second of the Ancient Indian Trinity, which were
Brah.ma, Vishnu and Siva, the first conceivable form of Godhead.
~xpreesing the creative, sUlltaining, and changillg power of the Infinite
One. The Christian Trinity of Father, Son and Holy Ghost is taken
from this, and in their internal sense mean the same thing.-Seo
Comments.
t Marichi ia one of the eight points in the aatro-masonio a;yetem of
Ancient India.
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AI. chief among the angela of the Sun I am The (heat Indra I
And deep within the human sensuous form, I am (eleventh) Soul I
And in the human mental faculties, I am, The·InteUut!
Among the B'Udra.s (five who rule in nature's realm), I, Shiva am t
.Among the Y akha.s (who the earth doth cause to yield), I'm
Kuwra!
Among V asm (the eight who cause phenomena), I am, Pa~ !
And in the region where the mountain peaks shoot up, I am•
Mtru!
And know! 0 Pritha'sS~m I that chief of adepts and'hierophants
Who minister and ieach in ~~&Cred rites, I am, Vrihaspati!
And of the chiefs who lead the armies to the fi~ht, I am, &roind<,f
Amoni the waters that in mass collect, I am, The Ouan (heat!
Among the Maraih:is, from ancient times renowned, I am Bri.ghu I
In forme of 10und.a, that words assume, I am, The Sacred Mystic·
Ox!
.Amidst the forme in worship used by men, I am, Tht Silent
Prayer/
And chief among immovables, I am, the mountain Hi'f'f'Ui],a,y I
Among all trees, which typify the Man, I am, The Sacred Fig I
Of De1X1.rsh~, (the Mighty Mesaengers) I am, The Narada I ·
Of Gandharoo.s, (who lead the heaTenly choirs), I am Chitrarathaf
Among the Prophets, who My coming did fortell,-Tht Kapila/
And know, among the horses as described by ancient seers, I am,
Uchd!aishshravas6.8 (one of fourteen) who had hia birth, when·
Ocean vaat
In travail was,-he rose therefrom in grandeur from the watery
deep.
Among the elephants, (on which Great Indra rides,)-.Aid1XJ.tat
Of men in mortal and immortal form, -of all, I am, Tht Ki111J!
Among the weapons used by Mighty Powers, I am The Thunderbolt!
Among the Kine, that bring forth young, I am, prolific, Kamadtik!
Among the Cupids who the amorous joys incite, I am,-Kandarp{
I am VciBuki ! chief among the thousand ones of serpent tribe.
I am the .Ananta I among the constellations of the skies.
Among the outbirths from the watery deep-Varuna! chiet
of all.
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.And chief among ancestral spirit form•, I am, .Aryama.n r
Of those whoae office il to rule, and evil hold in check-Yama !
And, I am Prahlddal the chief of those who tried to seize the
rule
And Male the heann.a, but were cut down to nether regions
dark and weird.
.Among euphonious melodies, produced in pleasing tones, am,Time!
Among the animals, I am tho king of beasts, TM Lion .brat.-e I
Among the beauteous feathered tribes, theaacred bird, Vainatya/
A.nd chief among the \Yinda that purify the air, I Pavan, am,
.And Runut! chief of those who vanquished all the demon host3
in wa.r.
Among the Zodiacal signs, Malw.ra I that Va1'una rides.
.And of celestial river atreams, I Ganga, am, of mountain birth.
.And know, .Arjun I I am beginning, middle, end of all that is.
.And .Adhya, the acience chief, which to the glorious sun relates.
I am, Omtion/ in the forma of sound of speech by human voice.
In Alphabets, The Vowel .A ! and Dwardwa! in poetic terma.
And Time! I am, ~volving in the cycle of Eternity !
I also watch on every side, because I am Sustainer chief.
And Death! I am, that misses none, but comes to all alike.
A.nd Birth I to thoae about to come, and Resurrection, yet to be.
Among the words that, what is feminine in quality, expressAs Fame! and Fo1'ttme! Mem'ry I Prudence I .Eloquence I ar..d
Endurance/
.And Meditation I all, I am. In melodiea,-VrihiWma. I
.And, Gaytri! in the harmonies, aa chanted in th~ sacred rites.
Of montha,-Marga1·sM1·sha! that ushers in another year of time.
I am V asanta I in the seasons known as flowery Spring.
In all deceptive action fraudulent, I am, Uncertainty I
I am the Splendour I in whatever ahinea with lustrous brilliancy.
.And Triumph !-l1ulustry I I an1. .A.nd Essence! in ex.istencies.
Among .Atl(ftun of the Great Vri.mni, I am, Vd.!udeva I
(Which name applies to one of ten, and father, aon, includeth
both.)
.
.Among the worldly wealth deapisini ones, lam, .Arjtm I {thyself)
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And of Recorders who the truth arrange in form, The Vydsal
.Among the learned teachers wise, I axn, the Prophet Usha:rUJ.$1
.I am The Rod, chastisers use. .And Policy I that conquest wina.
o\mong the sacred things mysterious and unknown, I Siltnul am.
.Also, I axn, the KflOWledge I which doth f<>rm the wisdom of the
wise•

..And more ! I axn Vitality I and seed from which all germinate&.
Not one of all existent things, inanimate or animate,
Can such existence have, in form or shape, apart from Me, Arjun I
In short ! there is no end to my supernal qualities and powers.
And these, that I narrate to thee in words, 0 V exer of thy foes I
Are only parts to illustrate My mighty and transcendent Form.
But some there are who have received, and been endowed with
portion small,
Of power, in some degree, like Mine, and have thereby
distinguish'd been ;
·
But know, Arjun I all such do shine by means of light they draw
from Me.
And now, what is the sum of all this wisdom manifest to thee 1
Learn this ! 'Twas I, alone, who founded and establi.sh'd earth6
in apace:
To each I did appoint tlheir course, and bound them to My
Sovereign away :
This having done, I from my labours ceased, and now! I ta.kn ::D)
rest!
COl\ntENTS.

I have headed this scene, "Celestial Wisdom," as it follnwa i1a
due atate the preceding one on " Celestial Science."
These terms "Celestial Science," refers to the mental eu,te
where knowledge is obtained by ~~o different process of acquisition
to that termed Spiritual Science, which is, by the exercise of the
humnn intellectual faculty, wl10n enlightene<l by what is called
the " Spitit of truth." In this stage, reaso1~ plays an important
part, and a judgment, more or less correct, ia formed by balanc·
ing ono theory or proposition ngainat another, and when there ia
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no antagonism, i.e., when the t ruth is seen to coalesce, if viewed
from different aspects, then it is accepted as truth, and the mind
is at rest, so far as the intellectual and ::-ational faculties are concerned. This state then b~comes "Spiritual Wisdom."
The still more interior degree, embraces Celestial Science,.
Celestial Wisdom, and Celestial Life, in which the intellectual
faculty plays but a secondary part. The knowledge implied by
these three degrees is attained by the exercise of a faculty termed
Int-uiti<m. It is not a questioning of reasoning, for the mind
assents at once, or otherwise, to what is revealed to it, either by
action from within, or by a revelation from without ; and fhis
state yields a joy and peace quii.e unknown by the others. This
definition will aid the reader to comprehend the three dtgrUJ, sofrequently referred to in thla aeries, and whlch is constant.Iy
appeating in so many forma in this Ancient Philosophy.
The parallelisms of thought, if not the identical phraseology,
between this ancient work and the Hebrew and Christian:
Testaments, come out with a startling rapidity ; and, if it can
be adn1itted, (and to an unprejudiced mind, it cannot admit of
question,) that the Sanacrit literature of India is the most
ancient, then we are brought face to face wiLh the original Word
of God ! and when the mind can free itself from the fetters of
prejudice, based upon ignorance, away goes the egotistic claim,
for the Hebrew and Christian Recorda to be received as the only
and final divinely inspired Revelation of God to Man.
1 It is useless, any longer, to disguise or rude the plain and
simple truth. In this very work, The B1U!garot G£ta, and the
Mahahharata (of which it forms a part), tOgether with the Vedas,
(so frequently referred to as the "Sacred Word or Writings,") we
have the Bible of Biblea I the source from which all the moremodern ones are culled. The verbiage is different, (and possibly
Mlditions have been made from time to time,) but the Truths,
which one and all reveal, are identical In fact, how can it be
otherwise 1 Although the aspects, or standpoints, may be as
numerous as there are individuals in human, spiritual, angelic, or
deific forms, nevertheless, "truth is one and the II&Ille," ana
cannot poBBibly be conflicting or antagonistic ; and the reasoo
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that it appears to be so, is not in Truth itself, but the undeveloped state of the embodied human mind, which cannot
grasp but an infinitesimal part, and that "little portion" (as
Krishna .states) is vested with a temporary importance that soon
vanishes away when the large"!' and more comprehensive view
is attained. In advancing to higher and more enlightened views of
Truth, the difficulty and perplexity consists in unlearning so much
of the past ; and but few minds are prepared to make the acknowledgment that they had previou11ly been in error.
I trust that I may not be thought to be an "iconoclast," fancying myself to be vested with a mission to uproot, cast down,
and destroy all existing doctrines and theories, with the institutions erected upon the same. Such is neither my thought nor
yet my work; and if, under Divine Providence, I am able to throw
a light upon the past, an.l to bring that past forward, it is with
a sincere desire to exhibit Truth, and I leave results ; but I, for
o:1e at least, discard the old proverb, " Where ignorance is bliss,
'tis folly to be wisP."
Ignorance, or want of knowledge, is ever associated with
selfishness and crime, and not until ignorance yields to true
knowledge, (like the darkneBII giving place to light) can error in
thought and action be avoided ; and every one who discovera
Truth, in whatever degree or of whatever character, adds his
quota to the ultimate perfection of the race.
It is a moot question among even theologians, whether the Old
Testament (as the Hebrew Record is called) does teach the doctrine ofthe Resurrection, or of a future life, at all. Strange, indeed, that that which is so · reverentially regarded (by many)
ahould be silent upon this all-important question ; and even in
the New Testament itself, although it does teach and refer
to it, yet it is hardly more than the bare mention, that
there is a future life, and that the condition of the futurt
depends upon the · present life ; but the still disputed question, among Christiana, as to what is taught concerning the
Resurrection, is proof positive that its teachings are anything
but clear upon this subject.
N
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Nearly all are in the dark 811 to what is meant b:y t.he
"Resurrection " 811 to the mBIIB, it is inconceivable that man ca.a
live without a physical body. Although the .p~nt moderu
phenomena, accompanying the wave of in1lux from the world of
spirit to the world of matter, prove beyond all cavil or dispute,
that human beings do survive physical dissolution, and are the
aame actualities as previously, but without a physical or material
envelope, yet, strange to say, men reject t.he evidence, and none
more 10 than th08e wh08e very business and profe88ion is to
teach others this glorious truth and fact. But 10 it is, and the ·
reuon, to the thoughtful mind, is not far to aeek. This ancient
' Gospel " teaching, 811 contained in the work I am engaged
upon, gives forth no uncertain 10und upon this all important
question, and as such it stands without a doubt, above even the
modern B1ble.
As referred to in prior comments, it were quiteimpo88ibleto give
the specific meaning to each of the states and personifications
referred to in this ancient work, without a proper knowledge of
the system of which these allegories are the outcome in words,
10 that 1 can only give general interpretations, from a spiritual
standpoint. But this I find very clearly brought out, viZ., th::t
the whole is reaolvable by the application of the grand spiritual
1
Law of Correspondences," and viewed from the spiritual aapect.
and interpreted thereby, aU fonns one harmonious whole.
The baae of Spiritual Truth rests on Natural phenomena; and
by a knowledge of this, the embodied human spirit may read ita
own birth and career while in such conditions, and also ita future
deatiny,-not in written form,-but inscribed by the "fingerof
God" in the realm of Nature, lighted up by ~e brilliants of the
skies, and infilled with life by the ever present majestic central
orb of our solar system.
Solar, Sidereal, and Planetary phenomena are the origin and
. base of every religious system under the Sun, and, although now
. _; it is rejected 811 an idle superstition (forgive the word), yet the
time will come, when the divorce between scientific and religious
truth will be brought to an end, and then the harmony of Truth
in every degree will be seen and acknowledged.
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Astro-maaonry is an intellectual aeienoe, aa yet but obscurely
understood, and, consequently, but little appreciated, and yet,
without it, spiritual wisdom cannot be attained. I mean by
Astro-masonry, the science of interplanetary and solar influences,
and the knowledge of what these influences are, and from whom
they proceed, and also the purpose to be attained thereby, by
such action upon the earths of our system and their inhabitants.
To use a masonic' phrase, tlU& scene belongs to one chapter of
" The Royal Arch" ~egree, including both the northern and
southern arcs (or arches), the lower one representing the state of
obscurity and darknes.s, being an inverted form of the higher
one, the points of junction being at the vernal and autumnal
equinoxes. The secret of tl1e Royal Arch degree is nothing more
nor leas than a state of enlightenment and liie accordant thereto,
corresponding to the summer solstice.
If we map out a celestial chart, marking the constellations
through which the sun passes in his (apparent) annual journey,
. and ~rs<mijy those constellations according to the influences
experienced on the earth, 88 that progression is made, we have
the secret made manifest, and the knowledge is ours 88 to the
personalities, scenes, and revelations of all sacred writings.
I wish to impres.s the reader that "personifications" are not
" personalities," but, appearing as if they were persona or
individuals, the intention is to teach us that these influences,
states, and verities, have a specific relation to every human being,
and thus, to awaken the spirit atom, embodied in flesh, to a
consciousness of its own dignity, Md thence claim what is its
own by virtue of its birthright,-an end, met.hinka, worthy of all
the labour involved in the process of its acquisition.
, This "Scene" is pre-eminently a revelation oi truth from a
very interior standpoint. The literalist, who looks upon the
referenc~ to animal, human, angelic, and deific action, will
regard the allegories as idle fancies and superstitious legends,
unworthy of the intellectual scientific attainment of the present
time. With such I am not concerned, but rather with those who
yearn for some criterion of knowledge, whereby they may be
assured of the hope that is within them, and that belief may
..,dvance to knowledge and hor>e be replaced by fruition.
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The four states, animal, human, spiritual and angelic, form thecrown of all-the deific; and these are represented in nature by thefour seasons, winter, spring, summer and autumn; and if we give
the three degrees to each state, or phenomenally, the three months
to each season, then we have the twelve states, represented by
Ute twelve signs of the Zodiac, or the perfect cycle of the spirit's
progr~sa from the animal to-the God !
This state, called the
Deific State, is as high u present humanity can conceive of or
comprehend.
.
I cannot conceive of human lsnguage more forcible to express
the " all life" power, than is used at the co=encement of thia
scene. It manifests itself from the highest order of angelhood
(the Sura'a), even to the animal forms, and shows that there ia
but one life, and that life is received from a. source of which the
Solar Orb is the symbol and representative in outer nature ;.
without that, neither the most intellectual philosopher, nor the
tiniest insect or animalculre could exist for a moment ; and, as
physical and material life cannot be dissociated from the Sun,
neither can the human spirit atom be cut off from its source, of
which it forms an integral part. Darkness iJs not with the Sun ;
cold is unknown to the solsr orb ; it is only the earth and its inhabitants that are conscious of such experiences ; even so, the
spirit while embodied, and "of the earth, earthy," is only conscious of what is called good and evil, love and hate, truth and
falsity.
Knowledge ia power! and when knowledge and wisdom arecombined with love, then the true " Salvation" ia attained; no
longer will the doctrine of aalvation by faith be taught, but as
Krishna unfolds, when mankind leam the truth" That I alone
Am Mighty Lord of all the earths, and inmost principle of life,

That no beginning has, (then they) are saved from sin and all iniquity.

And by the time that the spirit atom has journeyed through all
the states allegorieed in this scene, it will have advanced to the
i'lngel state, and will know itself and all as expressions of The
One Life:
The Christian legend of " Christ and his favourite disciple
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John," il antedated in thia very acene; for Kriahna read Chrilt
~~d for .•4:rjwn read John, and you have the same penonagee.
·!'he parallel is too striking to be lightly paaaed over. The
acknowledgment of Arjun, aa to the exalted divinity of hi&
KNhna (or Christ), is but a variation of the testimony of John
to hw Christ.
John says (speaking of the coming of Christ}-" There aro
three that bear record in heaven,- The Father, the Word, and
the Holy Ghoet, and these three are one. And there are three
that bear witneu in carth,-The Spirit, and the W!'ter, a.nd the
Blood, and theae three agree in one."
Arjun (speaking of the coming of Krishna) says"The Rishis, and the Devar•hi•,
Also, the prophet Narada did speak and of thy coming tell."

Which three are the heavenly testi.fiers, and the three earthly
.oneaare"The .Aaita and Devala and Vyaaa (Rccot·der chief)
Their testimonies bear to thee."

When the proper names are interpreted, in both cases they &ro
found to cxpreu precisely the aame meaning.
Another not leu important truth is revealed respecting the
.origin of inapired scriptures and their authors. AI. John. atatea,
" thero are three that. bear record ;" so in this, there are three
that bear record, summed up in the third or last of the three.
The VyiUQ. simply me&nB Arranger, Compiler, or Recorder. But
" Recorder " is a title, not a name ; and what ia not a little
singular, tilt VyiUQ.waa supposed to be named Krishna, Dwypayen,
VyiUQ., and these included the Revelator and the one who recorded
the revelatioll6. This is the flnle secret of the composition
of sacred scriptures. One or more indiViduals collect the utterances of Intelligences (to Spiritualistic adepts this process is well
known), and reduces them to written form, but very wisely they
(the Recorders) keep their own personalities in the shade, know·
;i.ng that they are but the earthly instruments used by Spiritual
and Angelic Intelligences for the purpose of conveying to their '
fellows the knowledge of spiritual verities and time-enduring
truths. Such is the history of Bibles, and the manner of their
publication.
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If there is any literal truth in this ancient work, it would
appear that even in that far back period in human history, "prophecies" were extant regarding the expected Coming One! And,
according to Arjun's acknowledgment, Krishna was the fulfilment of that long-anticipated event, and the Messiah stood be.fore him incarnated in the flesh. UnleBIJ the whole work is an
imposition from beginning to end, therecan be no question but that
alleged by Christians to be a fulfilment of the only true and
ancient " Word of God," was antedated three thousand years
before " Jesus the Christ," and hardly one circumstance as narrated in the so-called genuine, as well as apocryphal Gospels,
but finds its counterpart (I say, original) in the ancient San.sorit
Literature. I leave this statement with the thoughtful reader,
who will have met already in this series with quite sufficient to
awaken doubts as to the actual historical truth of what has been,
and is so generally received as literal history. When this truth
is recognised, viz., that all these classes of writings, witJwut one
e:ueptilm, are not literal history, but symbolic and allegorical records, in language well understood by those who developed the
SJllteru, and understood by some even at the present day, then,
the ecclesiastical systems of modern times must of necesaity
undergo a revolutionary change.
But who is prepared to part with all (preconceived opinions,
aocial status, and acknowledgment of ignorance, if not of possible
vested interests) for the sake of "Truth " 1 I wonder if the
t.housands of devout souls who reverentially read their Bibles as
the only and veritable" Word of God," ever stop to consider
what this saying means- " So, likewise, whosoever he be of you,
that forsaketh not all t4at he hath, he cannot be my disciple."
It means all, and more that I have hinted at in preceding paragraph.
The multiplied forms in this scene, in which K-rnhna state&
that he is manifested, when interpreted, is allegorical of the
t Sun's passage through the Zodiacal constellations, as I have
already shown ; and manifests the creative energy, or, in other
words, it gives an account of "Creation," not dissimilar to that
co~taiued in the opening cl1apters of the Old Testament, only,
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tho.t the one is much richer and fuller of the two, 88 thia makes
the full circuit, whereas the other ends with half. Thi& containa
the twelve signs or months, the other only givea the aix signs or
months of the summer aolatice.
Had the late Hugh Miller stumbled upon the real meaning
of the six days of creative work, instead of trying to reconcile the written with the unwritten (Nature) Word of God,
he would moat probably have been aaved years of mental
auffering and am:iety, which ultimately issued in an untimely
end of his mortal career.
The six days of Creation, 88 recorded in the Hebrew Record,
are not six literal days, nor yet epochs of time, either geologically
or any other scientific manner of understanding ; they are
simply, and in truth, a representation of the proceaa of regeneration (undentood in more sensea than one), symbolised by the
period of rix months, from the point where the sun croSBes the
vernal equinox, to the point where he Cro88611 the autumnal
equinox, and during which period, from apparent chao. or void,
the seeds had been sown, grown, ripened and harvested, after
which, u the aun declines, the bearing fecundity of the earth
ceuea, while he performa the journey of the southern arc, in the
eix monthe of the winter solstice, when the reformation and
regeneration is again annually renewed. I close with a quotation
from the Old Teatament, which has ita parallel in this scene,
and with which it clo8611. The reader cannot fail to see the cloae
resemblance, and that both apeak of one and the aame thing.
See Genesis, 1 and 31-"A.nd God saw everything that he had
made, and behold it was very good, and· the evening and the
morning were the aixth day, and God bl611Sed the sennth day
and aa.nctified it, becauae that in it He had reated from all his
work which God created and made."
KRIBBlfA-

.. Thi•, having done, I from mylaboura ceaaed, and now 1 tnito my :-est 1'
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1'mt ANciENT

WIBDOIII OP INDIA

(eontinutrl).

THE BHAGAVAT GIT A.
SCENE XL

Subjut: Yogini.sm--Celeatial Life.
The Tramfigurati<m.

AB.Tu:N.

In loving kindneu great to me,- for my enlightenment and
good j
Thou haat in words imparted much, concerning that
Which is the inmost principle of Life in all the worlds and
spheres:
.
My mind is now relieved from doubt, and ignorance is now
dispelled.
While speaking thus, 0 Glorious One, whou eyes art like theLotw
ltatJU!

And listening with attentive ears to that which Thou didst utter
forth,
I heard thee tell of many parte of Thy creative energy ;
And now, I own, there is no end, to thy exhaustless power and
art.
AA by Thyself declared,-it is ; for 80 Thou art, 0 Mighty Lord!
But, now, 0 Thou who art tke firat of FOT'm$ in human shape
di'Oine I

I am most anxious to behold, in clearer light, Thy higher Form :
And ehouldst thou deem it possible, 0 Thou to whom all mortal,
pray I
For me to gaze UpGn that Form,-then, manifest that Form to
Me,
And let Thy glory be revealed. whilst I in woralaip prostrate falL
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Kll.ISRNA.

Behold, and aee ! 0 P·ritha'a Son I in Me a hundred Fol'ml
divine;
And these by thousands multiplied, of many hues and divers
kind.
Behold ! .Adif,ycu; V a.8'U3; Rudras; twin Ashwim; also Marots !
~d multitudes of wonders never seen before, 0 Bharata I
.And while thus gazing on that Form, which is phenomenal
Arjun/
Behold in it the universe, and all the things therein contained ;
.And whatsoever things 'tis possible for thee to see therein l
But, as it is impossible, for thee to sett with outer eyes,
I'll give to thee another sight, and that shall be-the inner eye :
By it, thou then can look upon My heavenly and mysterious
Form,
And solve the grand and secret Tru.h which to that Form divino
perta.ina.
SANJAY.

Now when, 0 King! the Mighty One had 1bished speaking to
Arjwn.;
Then Pritha'a Son, in humble adoration bow'd before the Form,
And gazed upon The Hari Great. And then,. forthwith·, tho
Mighty One,
Renaled His Glorious Form and Countenance, which shone with
radiant light,
And showed His wond'rous working Power,-adorned witl1
lustrous jewels bright
That sparkled with celestial ra.ys,-and crowned with brilliant
diadem,
-Apparelled with celestial robea,-diapenaing heavenly odours
sweet.
'Twas thus, he saw the Mighty One,-whose face did tum tc
evecy side.
The splendour of that Glorious One, was like the sudden
blazing forth
1
Of light that isaued from a thousand of meridian suns at once.
And thus, to Pandu'a Son, the God of Gods, His presence did
reveal.
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.....
h seemed aa if the universe itself, with all its varied parta,
Waa comprehended in that one majestic glorious Form-divine.
And thereupon, the Wealth dupiur waa amazed at that displa.y, 1
ind, loat in wonder, with all thoughts of aelf diacarded for the
state,
\ -He stood upright, and stretching forth his hands with both
the palma conjoined,
\Vith reverence most profound., he bowed his head, and then he
spake these words :A..B.TUN.

0 Mighty One ! I see inside the Form
In which Thou doat present Thyself to me.
And, there; I see a crowd of angel forms,
And multitudes of moving forms of life.
I aee, Brahma! upon His Lotus throne.
'.Phe Seven Ancient ones ! and Serpents too!
I 'Ehee behold, with vast extending arms,
And mouth ; and eyes ; and shining countenance.
On every aide, I see the rays shoot forth ;
And all these Forma of Thine are infinite.
I cannot see the end, or mediate,
Nor yet beginning, to these Forms of 'fhine,
0 Mighty L<ml of all tM Universe/
I see Thee with the Staff and Discus too,
I 1188 Thee crowned with triple diadem.
And from the lofty summit where I stand,
I now behold, that radiant beams of light
t Shoot forth into the vast Immensity.
These beams of light are like the rays of Suns,
Or, like unto, the lambent flames of fire.
T.hou art the Sole and Self-e:ristent One,
And cannot be divided into part&
And, Thou art worthy to be praised and lond,
By all the creatures thou haat formed and roade.
Thou art the Central inexhaustless Font,
From whom are born, all worlds that move ill apace.
Thou art The Word ! the 'Everlaating One !
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I thUI acknowledge Thee, the Lord of All!
I:agitming, middle, end, I C&IUlot eee,
To thia Majestic Form,-'ti.a infinite I
t aee Thee with Tby wide extended anna,
l Embracing all the vast Immensity !
Both Sun and Moon reflect, as mirrors bright,
The light that i.aaues from those lustrous eyes !
And from Thy mouth, I eee the beams come forth,
Which compass and surround all worlds in apace !
The vast expanse, between the earth and stare,
Ia filled by this Majestic Form of Thine !
Thy preaence lights the Empyreum grand,
And ehinea through all the regions of the Heavens !
0 Mighty One ! Should thoae inhabiters,
Who dwell on earth, and formed of three degrees,
A. glance obtain of this-Thy awful Form,
They would be seized with constel'nation ~ad !
But, lo ! what now i.a coming forth to view !
I aee that multitudea are streaming forth.
I aee the Angel Banda approaching Thee,
With hands outstretched, and destitute of fear ;
And u they come, are chanting forth in song,
With aoft, melodious atraina, the words- All hail !
The Seven Ancient Ones, repeat the ll&llle ;
And then, the Beauteous Ones, respond- All hail !
The Rudra.* : Aditya& : V cuw : Maro t1:
The .~ya.a : with choral feminines,
Of Ulhmapd.l : Grandart~C~& : and Y<JkMal :
And Siddalu: all, are filled with reverent awe.
With wonder and amaze, these look on Thee,
; And, even ao, all worlds in wonder gaze,
Upon thia glorious Form of Thine,-with all,
It.s faces flaming with seraphic light ;
It.s many arm.e ; and limbe; and moving feet;
• The A.aiel Banda, with ~be others named, repreaent the 12 aigna of
the Zodiac, but peraotilly the atatea through which the hllDWI apirit
p...,., ill the proceaa of ita reformation and regeneration.
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Ita many rows of wide projecting teeth.
And, like unto the many worlde, who look
With awe, and fear,---e'en so,-I look with awt~.
1 now behold, and see, 0 V~ Great I
Thy Form, which reaches to the heavenly apherc!l;
It shines with coloured hues of many tints ;
-With open mouth and 1laming lustrous eyes.
And a11 I look, I loose my strength and calm,
My spirit also ia perturbed within.
Be merciful, 0 God of Gode ! to me,
0 T'/i()u WM oost smtain the Umrerse!
laee the Sons of Dritaraahtra proud,
With all the warrior chiefs who leaiin ,.,~.:-,
A:re rushing forward to Thy open mouth ;
I see that some are fa11t between the gaps
()f those projecting teeth ; while some again
Are tom and hang therefrom ~ith mangled m~.
As swiftly flowing river torrents rush
Towarde the ocean, and are lost therein;
E'en so do these, the great ones of the earth,
Impetuous rush towards Thy flaming mouth
Just a11 the moths, to lighted fiames are drawn,
The entering which, destroys their life and form,
So, mortals, by a secret impulse drawn,
Are rushing to thia open fiaming mouth·
Approaching which they plunge themselves theretn,
And, like the moths, they loose theii- outward fonns.
From every quarter of the universe,
I see them come, and entering in, are lost.
0 VUMvu. Great I Thy radiant beams, I see,
Are shooting forth, encircling all the worlds.
But I implore of Thee to now explain,
What meaneth this moat awful Form I see I
Oh ! tell me who Thou art, 0 God of God, I
With reverence moat profound, I say-ali hail !
ln Thy compassion great, 0 look on me !
Explain ! for I am wiahful now to know.
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0 say ! who is the Great Primeval one !
For, in my ignorance, I cannot tell,
The meaning of this vision grand, nor yet
Can I discover what it doth portend !
KRis!lNA.

I am the Great abiding Power ! which draWl>
All things unto myself, and change their form.
Tis I, who tAke away the strength, and steal
The life from mortals when there course is run.
But, Know thou this ! that not a single one
Of those, thine eyes doth see assembled here,
Who now stand waiting to commence the fight,
This Presence shall survive-except thyself.
Therefore, arise ! and seize the glorious Prize !
Subdue thy foes ! Enjoy the Kingdom's Crown!
Thy foea, opposing thee, by Me have been
Destroyed, already, while I speak to thee,
Yet, tMu. who ho!Ah't the bow in thy left h<t:ru.l!
Shall be the Instrument, which I employ.
Slay .Drona.! ~ Bhi.shma! and Jayadratha!
And Karma ! with the other heroes great !
Though ~lie are valiant ones in battle strifo
Yet, one and all, by Me, are overcome.
Be not discouraged, nor aJarmgd ! but fight !
For thou shalt surely conquer all thy foes.
S.A.NJAY.

Now, when A'ljun, had heard the words which flowed
From Him who spoke-The Great Illustrious One;
He made obeisance most profound and then
With head bowed down, in supplicating tones,
Though trembling still, drew near and said-all hail !
And spoke again, in words which follow now.
• Drono, and the others here named are the Generals of the Kuru fore~•
or, the repTesenktives of the Lunar Raco. The whole of the detail•
of the great war, is symholic of the apparent conflict between the
spiritual and natural, in which the spiritual proves the Tictor.
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.AR.roN.

0, Thou, Who art tk &mu Conqueror I
All worlds rejoice, with joy exceeding great,
When they receive what fl.owa from thy abode ;
And wait to hear, that which Thou wilt revea.L
Raklhans * flee, like chaff before the wind,
In terror to all quarters of the heavena :
But, Siddas t come, in choral compt.niea,
And chant in symphony-all hail ! all hall!
Why ahould they not adore, and prai168 give,
To Thee who art, alone, The Mighty One I
For Thou art greater than The Great Brahma!
Of all creators, Thou, art fir•t and chief !
High over all the angels bright, Thou art I
And Highty Monarch of the Universe.
Thou art the Sole and Self Existing One,
· And in Thy E118ence-indivisible !
Tis Thou who art the inner central life,
Of all the forms existent in all worlds !
Before the Angels were,-Thou waat and art !
.And from eternity-The Mighty One !
Thou art the great and mighty Reservoir,
From which is drawn all worlds vitality !
Thou art the Mansion of the Great Supreme :
And worthy to be known-Omniscient One !
From Thee-all earths revolving in exp:1.nse,
Come forth,-0 Thou who&e foT'TTU are inji11i€e !
Thou art the Great Creator of the earths,
And everything which lives, and is t.hercon !
Thou art the Procreator of-the air ;
The atara ; and fire ; and water ; planets too !
Hail ! Hail ! to Thee, a thousand times,-all hail!
Again and yet again, repeat-all bail !
~From those who stand confronting Thee-all hail!
• .Ra.bha•IU-Demon Giants, person ific&tions of the most m&li~euuut
For the description of same eee-Re'l". VJ. c. 14 to 17 ,..
f Sidda1-A1·e ascended and purified spirits, or, the spirits of jua'
llltll made perfect.
~Ti1a.
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From thoee who in the rearward atand,-all hail t
From thoae who fonn the right and leCt,-all hail!
To Thee, from every aide reaounda-all hail!
Thou all ! For, as Thou comprehendeat all
In Thy Immensity, Thou art-The All!
Aforetime, when I took thee Cor a friend,
Preauming on the state that friendship givea,
And, in the ardent flow of my esteem,
In knowledge lacking as to who Thou wert,
I heedleu was, in paying reverence due,
.And spoke in terms too intimate, such as,
0 Kriahna! Son of Yadu! and, my friend!
But then, Thy grandeur was unknown to rna.
Whate'er I may have said, in terms as theae,
Forgetful of the reverence t.hat was due ;
){oreover, if I lightly thought of Thee,
When in my house ;-or recreation's times;
\Vhen in repose ; or seated on my couch ;
At meals; or, when m pnvate or abroad;
For all of these, 0 Great Eternal One I
I aak forgiveness, and, ror mercy pray
The Father of created forms, Thou art I
Of things which move, and those immoveable.
Of Teachers, Thou, the most exalted art !
For none ia found, with Thoo to be compare:"~
{)f all the forms of m:m, in three degrees,
Not one there is, who can approach to Thee !
0 1'Jwu, 1mrivalkd and moat powerful, One I
Accept the aalutation which I give !
I prostrate Call, and cleavmg to the ground,
I crave Thy tender love, 0 Mighty One I
Thou worthy art, the praises to receive,
From all the creatures whom Thy power ho.s m~ l!e :
Indulgent be to me, 0 Mighty God I
Like as a father is to his own eon ;
():-. as a friend ia to the one esteemed ;
Or, as a lover with the one beloved.
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Now, aeeing I ha>e gazed on scenes, the like
Of which have ne'er been gazed upon befare,
I grateful am, but yet my soul ia awed,
I pray, 0 Lord! be merciful to me!
And now, 0 Mam.sion oftll. U'TIIi:lltru I
Appear to me, again, in other shape, .
lhe 8&11le 1 aa.w before, with triple crown,
And sta.if and discus held in both Thy hands !
Thy four a.rm'd form, I pray, once more &BIIume,
0 Thou qJ fncileu Forms and tMU.sand ami$/

Because My loving kindness fioWB to thee ;
By mystic power,-My own alone-Arjun!
My Form Supreme, before thy vision passed,
Which none but thee, has ever seen before :
All heavens and earths, are in that Form comprised,
It ia the First ! Eternal ! Infinite !
Not by the study of the Holy Word ;
Not by dispensing gifts to such as need;
Not by abstaining from the body's need ;
Can I be seen in Form as thou hast seen.
There is not e en & one m mortal form,
Who lives in any of the three degrees,
Save and except thyself, who can behold
That Form, 0 tlalialnt ojfspri'IUJ of Kuru I
And now, that thou hast seen My awful Form,
Thy fea.rs dispel and be at peace again !
At thy request, I have assumed once more
My other pleaaing Form ; now- look on that 1:
SAN JAY.

N'ow when Vasudeva had ceased to speak,
And had &~~~~umed Ria other milder Form,
l 'he Mighty One, in garments thua arrayed,
Soon caused the terror of Arywn to cease.
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0 Thou, to tchom t1u prayer~ of men cuund I
Now that I see Thee in this placid Form,
I n human shape divine, I am composed,
And to my forn;er atate again returned I
K.Rumu.•
':i'hat wondroua Form, which thou hast eecn,-to gaze upon ia
difficult ;
For even angela are moat wiahful to behold and see frat glorioua
Form.
And I repeat, that visage, which thy ipirit eye has gazed upon,
Can ne'er be viewed by any mode which mortal ma:1 may chooee
to uee.
'Tie not by searching deep into the doctrines of the sacred Veda;
Nor yet by self-imposed constraint, or abstinence from proper
food,
Nor yet by gifts on altars laid, that they can aee, aa thou haat
seen.
But yet I may be known, .Arjun I and even in that Form approached,
By tho~e who worship in the spirit and in truth, 0 Valiam OM I
For he approachea me, whoee worka are done aa if performed to

Me;
Who wi~ hia mind and heart, all adoration oft'era up to Me
alone;
Who loon not to self inierat, but love extends to all alike :
And auch, 0 Pand;u,'a Son I ia one, who knoweth and approachell

Me!

CoMJONTB.

In the preceding acene of thia ancient Indian Drama, the
dramatil periOMI are changed, and auppoeed Immortala and Deity
are pre14mted to view, with languagethatcan only be underatood
by tranaferring the conceptiou and thought to the plane ol
apirit.
o
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The reader who is acquainted with the English Bible will be
struck with the resemblance of three incidents therein :·ecorded,
to the one given in this scene, and especially to t Lat in the New
Testament known as the " Transfiguration on the Mount." Tho
fint appearance of Deity to man (see Exodus c. 24), was on a
mountain, where Jehovah appeared to Moses; the second (see
1 Kings c. 19), where the Lord appeared to Elijah on Mount
Horeb; the third (see Matthew c. 17, Mark c. 9, and Luke c. f),
where Christ was transfigured before Peter, James, and John,
his three dieciplea.
Moses, Elijah, and Christ simply mean the sun ! And the thrco
dieciplea, Peter, James, and John, are expressions used to denote
the three qualities or principles of the human spirit, to which I
have ao frequently referred, and endeavoured to elucidate. Peter,
(a atone or rock) refers to the external or natural degree; James
(a supplanter) refers to the intennediate or spiritual <\egree ;
John (gift of the Lord) refers to the inmost or celestial degree.
Hence the latter is always considered the most favoured disciple,
like his prototype .Arjun who is the favourite disciple of the more
ancient Christ-or KNhna. (the Light of the Sun.)
In Ule Now Testament, the three witnesses, either from incapacity, or by command, were unable to relate the details of that
Tision or transfiguration ; while on the other hand .Arjun is permitted to relate the incidents of his transcendent vision ; no seal
was placed on his lips, and the outcome is the account so graphiciilly described in the present scene. But the real and genuine
truth, veiled by earthly language in all these transfigurations, is
now being revealed, for the seal is broken, the mystery is elucidated, and the lips are opened to proclaim to all who have ears to
1
hear, the glories of that beatific vision which awaits every one
who can ascend the Mount, and gaze upon that Majeatic Fomt,
which only can be viewed from such an eminence.
Not a little strange (but which I presume has pasaed unnoticed
!n the New Testament account), the three who do bear record,
:\fatthew, Mark, and Luke. were not eye-witnesses, and John,
who is alleged to be one of ihe three who did behold the Tran,a.:
fi.gt:nt.tion, in his gospel (as it is called), ia &ilent, and makes no
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reference whatever to what must have been one of the most remarkable incidents in the life of biB Maater. How is thia 1 that
the Greek John :has no record to give, or testimony to narrate;
while on the other hand the more ancient AJjwn--the Indian
.John- it! the testifier, who testified to what he saw and heard I
I leave the problem for profesaional Divines and Theologians to
solve (if they can), premising, that when they have solved it, they
will look upon all these so-ca.lled histories and narratives, witl1
Ions of a very different order to those which they now use.
The Biblieal geographer, and even Palestine exploriata 1.11a
map out the surface of the Holy Land, ed dig and search amon
the ruins of ancient towns and cities, and endeavour to descry the
apot or locality in which all these things are said to have literally
<>ecurred, but the money expended there in these efforts and surveys for such an object, iB uselessly thrown away. That there
are masaive foundation atones discovered in the city that iB now
ailled Je1'118&lein, (but which name as such was unknown to the
ancient Roman and Turk who conquered it and now holds posEeBBion), is unquestionable, but the deduc*ion therefrom, that
they betoken the site of the ancient Temple of Solomon ill a fallacy.
.Any Freemason who hae p111111ed into the Royal .Arch degre~, and
who knows the secreta of hie Craft, can tell where Solomon's Temple wae built,-who was its builder, and when it was built. Thil
Temple was erected without the sound of a hammer or other
tools being heard, which simply meana, that it iB not a mundane
architectural edifice at all,-but the Grand Living Temple of
Nature, with the Etemal One for ita architect, and angels,
Bpirits, and man for Hie workmen. .AB I am notinitiatedinto_the
Order, I am not therefore bounci by "a solemn oath" not to
divulge any of the secreta except to the initiated into the respective three degrees. I wonder if any living Mason can answer
the question, why there should be thru degrees (genuine ones),
and no more or 16881 in masonry 1
Neither in modem Palestine, nor yet in any other part of the
surface of the habitable globe, will be found either the actus
mountain on which the Transfiguration took place, or tht i
literal .Mount of Calvary, on which the auppoaed crucifixion of
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the "Saviour of the world " was E:nacted, and on which three
were gibbeted on wooden crosses, by the orders of a literal
Roman pro-ooneul. How the inevitable U1ru is interwoven iD
all these eacred histories !
It ;II recorded of "Jesue" (IE S, the original name, composed
again of three initial letters), that shortly before his crucifixion
" he entered into the temple, and drove out the moneychangers with a whip of srua.!l cords." If the eame process were
now to be repeated, and the money element, together with all
the " vested interests " in ecclesiastical edifices and societary
auperstructures, were extirpated, the path of the truthseekcr
would be cleared from many an obstructive barrier.
When will the human mind be developed sufficiently enough
to push on one side all these antiquated encumbrances, and by
discarding all infantile and puerile notiona,- grounded upon a
Joundation that has no literal basis, emancipate itself from an
eocesiastical thraldom that to a mind which yearns for pure and
undefiled truth, is intolerable and "grievoue to be borne !" But
the time is at hand, when men and women will take the cuetody
of their souls into their own keeping, and will not tolerate any
eelf-intereated middle men, claiming to come between GOO. and
themselves. It is this arrogant and selfish class, or caste interest,
which has hung ae a pall over the mental horizon of humanity, and
which only exists by virtue of the ignorance of the mass, who
are not yet sufficiently educated or enlightened to distinguish
between the genuine and the false, and between the apparent
and the real. When this mental and intellectual lethargy i.&
ahaken off, mankind will look back on the history of the past,
and wonder why, they have slumbered so long.
The world is now awaking up, and anxiouelycalling for Light!
More Light ! Knowledge is the birthright of every human spirit
embodied in earth' life, and woe be to those, who, posae88ing the
!mowledge of truth, continue to trade upon the credulity of
their less instructed fellows, for, a88Uredly, it will eventually
renoil upon the heads of those who continue to perpetrate such
an enormity. The witholding of a known truth is equivalent w
the proclamation of a lie.
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When certain secret archivea, iD poaaevaion of eome aecret
brotherhoods, (not excepting the Vatiea.n at Rome}, are made to
yield up their carefully concealed and lfllarded documents, the
. real truth will then come out, and the bondage of ignorance
which now enelavee the human mind in the chaine of eceleaiaa
ticism, will be removed. The~~e "eecreta" are now in coune of
being extracted, and impelled by a power, which at present ilt
unknown and unacknowledged by them, they will be compelled
to surrender the11e docuntente.
'l'he age of ~~ecreay and mystery is passing away, for "secreta
and mysticisms," are uselesa encumbrances to those who wish
to confer the blesaing of knowledge and truth upon humanity at
}arge. Mystery is the title of the Babylonillh " Mother of
Harlots," under whose sway the vilest abominations are and have
been perpetrated ;. she sits enshrouded behind the drapery of
ignorance and deception ; but, when the Angel of Truth cornea
forth, that fo-rm is draped in robes so transparent that the
beauty of the figure may be descried and acknowledged to be
glorious indeed.
Suffice it to say, that though the truths revealed in this majestio
scene are personified, yet, the reader mll&t be careful to discriminate between persom and the things perwnified. Not a
aingle one, mentioned in these writings, from Krishna, downward
and upward, ever had a literal existenee, as men or women-aa
angels or gods, but, they one and all are symbolic, spiritual,
human, angelic, · and deifio representation!! of the individual
spirit and collective humanity.
Viewed from a scientificastronomicalandastrologicalstandpoint,
this literary episode, iaan allegorical acc01mtof the Sun's annual
joumey through the twelve signs of the Zodiac; the constellations,
· or groups of stan are named and pe:EOnifi.ed, to expresa the in·
fluences felt and experienced by the inhabiters of the earth,
while the sun is passing through (as it is ealled)these various aigns
or constellations. This is the true explanation of the allegory
contained in this an4 all sacred writings. The initiate, or
neophyte who pasaee through his degrees, aafl is " baptised" into
the "royal arch" degree, at this stage comee into the true know-
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ledge of the symbols, employed in the Order. And from being a.
neophyte, or learner, he ts advanced to that degree, where he is
installed into the office of GI1Uld Muter, where he becomes an
&dept or hieropluint. and thence a teacher, or rabboni as it ia calle:l
in the new Testament.
Here, I do not refer to the puerilities of the modern masonia
craft, the remains of what. in ita origin, was once a great power on
the earth, but from which the spirit baa fled. I apeak of
that brotherhood, who need no "solemn oaths" to bind them
to aecreay, but of thOH who, intellectually and spiritually,
have entered upon the path of true apiritual reformation and
regeneration. This Order ia secret, simply because, the mind&
1\l'e 110 few that are auttiC.w utly advanced to take in and comprollend a pw e spiritual thought and idea, hence they are short
of " companions."

I cannot conceive of JanguGge more striking than that uaed 1:7
8an.jay, (the messenger) ~"The splendour of tha\ Glorious One, waa like th11 audden blazing
forth
Of Light, that iaanod {rom a thou.s and of meridi1111 BUill at once."

To such aa can see no deeper than the mere surfllCe of the sinlple letter, or, who inveat it with a literal ides, the whole seeM
will be nothing more than arhetoricalrhapsody, but, those who
approach thia aubjeet in the apirit of profound reverence, as
p:>rtrayed by the attitude of .A1jtm~ will discover, not merely
profundity of thought, or beau~y of diction and expresaion,but they, in apirit, will be elevated to that poin!:. when the expanded powers of their own being, will enable them to discern
the vast and deific quality of their own emancipated spirits, which
can look from within to without, i. e.', can translate all things in 1
nature-their meaning and purpose, and viewing their formation
and creation, can consciously take part in the same.
The words issuing from Arju.n., describing the "Glorious
Form," are descriptin of the spiritual state in mankind when
pened to consciousness. " 0 Mi~hty One ! I see imide Thy
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Fohn " was the opening out of the spirit eight, and that always
looks within and not without.

The first view W88 "Brahma" seated on the throne of the
• Lo~. The Lotus is the Lily-not the beautiful and gorgeous
·uoral unit which attracts the eyes of all beholders,-but here and
elsewhere, in all the ancient Sacred recorda, symbolises the femi·
nine quality of pure love; and represents that state whereWisdom
reclines on Love, and which, though apparently inactive, is yet
~he real life-giving power to the enlightened faculty of human,
mgelic and deific intelligence.
The ''staff and discus" represent the same principles upon a
lower degree, and thoae who are acquainted with the ancient
phallic emblems will eaaily recognise their meanings ; and from
this moat ancient of all forma, even the very edifices of the pre·
sent day, used for ecclesiastical purposes, unmistakeably betra,
their origin. The symbols remain, but the spirit which infilled
them with vitality has fled. Even the simple worshipper who
bows before the Oross is unconsciously testifying to this old truth.
Were the modem Evangelist, who works upon the feelings of his
audience, and institute&" revivals," aware of the true meaning
and origin of " the CroBB of Christ," he would lower it to ita
proper level and would cease to use it as a banner to attract the
simple minded ones, who are 88 ignorant 88 himself. The "CroBS
and the Crescent," under the folds of which so much misery h88
been endured and blood haa been spilt, and which in past ages
have fought to the death, are but the ancient symbols the meaning of which was kept from the unsuspecting votaries : they are
but another variation of the old phallic emblems of the " staff
and discus."
The philosophy contained in this Scene, and illustrated by the'.ymboli.sm employed, is a life study. The symbol is nothing more
or less than the action of the Sun's force and energy during his
passage through the arch of the northern solstice, during the aix
months between the vernal and autumnal equinoxes ; and pour.
trayS the apparently destroying 88 well as life-giving elements.
And alr~o the birth of planets from the sun, which only modern
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science ia just beginning to discover ; for the spectrum reYe 1!!<
the fact that the aun ray contain.a alt"the elements of which the
physical earth ia composed and built up.
Be.r eft of its merely literal effect, the vision of the Mighty One
with its terrific ftaming abyss, tOwards which all mortals are
rushing, as the moth ia drawn towards the lighted flame to its o1rn
deatruction, is peculiarly grand and sublime, as is also the title
claimed by Krishna, as :"I am the Great Continuing Power,-tbat draws
All thinga unto Myself, and then doth chango tbeirform."

Underneath this and similar revelations contained in thi:l
Scene, Omniscience ! Omnipresence ! and Omnipotence !
are plainly set forth. Where then is the boasted power of the
"Ego" of the personality claimed by all the "isms" of the day,
that it can make or not make ita own future destiny, and that it
has the power, by ita own short fteeting sojourn in earth conditions, to demand for itself an entrance into" heaven," or otherwise to plunge itself into Hell ! The cardinal error arises
from mistaking a part from the whole, which fancies that the
earth (or its correspondent-this same Ego}, is the centre of the
universe, whereas, both the earth and it, are but atoms so minute
that they are infinitely little, when compared to the myriad
planets and solar systems that revolve in the V aat Expanse !
What the natural sun is to the planets, viz : the Mighty One !
ao the central spiritual sun, is to all who are dependent on that
for the sustenance and development of the life of the spirit
atom in all states and worlds.
The centrifugal force projects
each atom from the parent Sun, and starts it on its journey in ita
orbit to gain an apparent life of ita own, which having accomplished, the centripetal force is applied, and it returns again to
ita central point, and so the process is repeated ad-i'lfinitum.
Such is the modm aperandi of creative and recreath·e,-of generative and regenerative power, which begim not, ends not, stays
not, but in its ceaseless activity, is, us put in the language of this
':!lcient work, incorruptible and inexhaustible !
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To the beholder of this Form or Visage, who. looks upon it
from a literal or natural standpoint, it must needs be terrific, bu~
interpreted spiritually by the acience of correapondence, how
l beautiful and glorious is theresponst:, so grandly put, as the "All
hail ! All Hail ! " from all the assembled angels who ga.zeu
thereon!
The Tiara or the crown with its three divisions, means th11
rule of the enlightened spirit over all the three kingdoms of'
nature. Query : Who can explain why the Papal crown i.e
formed of three divisions 1 How came the Roman Pontiffs to
seize and use this particular shaped crown, while even Iruperial
and Royal crowns are content with one folded diadem 1 TlJU
innumerable arnu extending and embracing all Immensity, signifies the power of the regenerated spirit to COD;\pass and compre·
hend all knowledge and power, even formative and creative. The
1'adiant beams are the magnetic influences issuing forth from such
exalted spirits, conveying light and life to all those with whom
they are in rapport, in lower or more external degrees than them.
selves. The lustrO'IU eyes are the conscious intelligencewhich has a
universe for its vista, and embraces all wiadom to direct and
control. The huge mouth with its projecting teeth has a deep
significance. The mouth performs for the physical body, what
the rational faculty does for the spirit, it receives the food for its
aliment, and the teeth are the instruments used for preparing the
food to enter upon the stages where its life elements (by the interior proceBBes of digestion, &c.), are appropriated for the sustentation of the human organism.
Precisely so is it with the action of the Spirit in reference to
that which is proper to its own domain. Tho-u,ghu are received
upon which the rational faculty has to exercise its jurisdiction,
and according to the degree of its development, so the results.
i When brought into contact with the real life source (i~ the most
interior degree), the truths, which are taken a.s such by the undevelopedorsensuous mind, that judges from phenomenal appear·
ances, are found to be fallacies-i.e., caricatures of truth ; h~nce
some of the forms of life being seen by Arjun; as "fast between
the teeth" signifies the inability of the sensual mind to utilise
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pure spiritual truths, and the forms projecting out with mangle<~
limbs, etc. ,meanathe negation of suchruerely sensuous imaginings,
and thereby are "cast out" aa destitute of any life-giving qulilitiea. The " weeping and gnashing of teeth " of the Christian
J;tecord, refers to the same truth as the above.
The attitude of Arjun symbolises that of the Spirit when confronted with the genuine truths and powers of those mighty
ascended ones who represent Deific creatiYe majesty ; it humbles
itself and becomes desirous of learning, and thus is aa ''a little
child."
Krishna, acknowledged as the "Conqueror of the Senaes,"
1ymboliaes that state which has ascended above all phenomena,
and sees that as the mere expression of a living interior reality,
which mouldsand makes it assume the form in which we as mortals are conscious of it by an unerring and omnipotent law, which
is the highest wisdom andworthyof the effort of the enlightened
intellect to endeavour to elucidate. That pure spiritual trutlis
and laws are i.mpoBSible to be seen · and understood by mere
natural conceptions, and material scientific appliances, is plainly
enunciated in the closing summing-up of the Mighty One in this
Scene. But yet, impossible as it is for the external degree of the
mind, and difficult as it is for the intermediate or next degree to
understand these things, yet, to the inmost degree, when that i.a
opened up to receive and appropriate the influx from the heavens,
Spiritual truth and Celestial life become known and enjoyed,
and such will ever recognise " all that is " as the manifestations,
in all degresa, atatea. and worlds, of the one only Life, from
which and ita manifestation there cannot be a division or separation.
The concluding revelation as to the method of its conscious
attainment, in the final utterance of Krishna, shews that it cannot be reached by an effort which mortals may use, while under
the fallacious idea that they can do it themselves, for, just at the
point where they do come near to its goal, they see and admit
that it is not them.lldlves, but by that Mighty Power, working
through (heretofore)unseen and unknown myriad agencies that this
work has been accompHshed. In short, th"t "all " is a mattel'
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uf progres~~ive growth and development, precisely aa the uncon·
cioU.IJ babe has to advance to adult maturity, in obedience to a
law of which it (through all the stages of its life), is utterly
oblivious. Even so is it with the spirit atom itself,-not
until it has reached the summit of ita own central life and
power, in ages required for its full development that no mathamatician can figure, will it become acquainted with, and &
conscious participator of, what we but faintly conjecture per. tain to the Infinite and Eternal ! In the attainment of this
grand and glorious path, we must all, of neceBBity, paBB through
the purifying proceBB, which involves suffering and apparent con·
flict, and the "llaraSBment of the foes," is the prophecy of the
ultimate victory to the struggling spirit, which when crowned
with aucceBB, will aee that what it, in its ignorance, had thought
to be its foes, were in reality its best and truest friends.
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oP bmu (eontin1Ud).

THE BRAGAVAT GIT.i
SCENE

xn.

Subject: External and Internal fVorship.
.AR.roN.
Which of these two, their duty best perform, and clearest light
polllleas:
-The one who worships Thee, as Thou art now, in manifested
Form;
Or, he, who homage pays, to Thy Eternal and Interior Form f
KB,ISB.NA.

Tis those, who most devoted are, who serve me with their mind
and heart
Who have unbounded trust in Me, that are by Me the beat
esteemed.
But they also attain to me, who take delight in doing good,
-Who, all the senses have subdued, and look with equal mind
on all;
-Who worship Me, in My interior Form, which i.s- inviaible:
And indemonstrable; and to the senses, imperceptible :
And inconceivable,-the omnipresent, all pervading Life ;
Which, fixed upon this altitude,. is strong in power and moveth
not.
But, those encounter labour most, whose thoughts upon an objecl
reat,
Which is invisible, and to external sense-unmanifest :
Because, the path not seen, for morta.la to attain, is difficult.
But those, who for My sake renounce all works and caat them•
selves on Me ;
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-Whose thoughts are fixed on Me,- whoae souls aspire truewisdom to attain;
-Who haYe no other God, to whom they give the worship duetoMe;
-To these, 0 PritM.s Son! I soon become their Great Deliverer
And rescue them from out the Sea, of outer life's perplexities.
Let thy affections now be placed, and centre all thy thoughts on
Me;
And when thy earthly course is run, then thou shalt dwell with
Me on high.
But, if thou art not able thWI, to centre all thy thought&
on Me,
0 toealth ~r! strive to come to Me by constant works performed!
And if thou art incapable of persevering in such works,
Then, be intent in what thou doest, aa.d do it as performed.
for Me;
If, for My sake, thy work is done, beatitude thou ahalt attain.
But, if thou canst not e'en do this, then, put thy confid!!hce
in Me;
A humble spirit cultivate, and t-hink not of reward to come !
For Knowledge better is, than works, howe'er persistently per·
formed!
But Intuitous inner light, to Knowledge, even, is preferred :
And beat of all, abandonment of th0ughts of self-aggrandjzement:
Because, by such abandonment, eternal joy results therefrom.
That one is dea.rly loved by Me, who ne'er permits himself t~
have
Aversion or contempt for any living thing in earthly form ;
-Who is of gentle mein, exempt from arrogance and self·
esteem;
-Who stands alike unmoved by ought, that causes either joy
or pain;
-Who patient is when suffering wrong,-content with whataoe'er he haa;
-Who is de,•out in all his thoughts, and temperate, ;yet firm
in mind:
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-Who yielda his love, and turna h.i.a thoughta to Me, and is My
worshipper.
That one is also loved by Me,-who never is afraid of Men
And Men are not afraid of him,-nor yielda to a.nier, joy,
and fear.
The one is dear to me, who is not swayed by earthly hopes or
fears;
-Who, purity maintains, and always acta upright without torethought:
- And who, avoiding all extremes, is ne'erperturbed by thought
or act;
-Who has renounced aelf-interest-for, such an one doth worship
Me.
The one is also dear to me who ne'er attributes praise nor
blame,
-Who covets not, nor yet laments ; whose heart is full of love
toMe,
And unconcerned as to results- be they adverse or otherwise.
That man is dearly loved, who'consec1'&tea his mind and heart to
Me;
-Who acts the same alike to all, should they be friends or foes to
him:
-Who is unmoved by honour or reproach, by coolness or applause;
-Alike in suffering, or in eaae,-with no ambitious aim in
view;
-Who careth not for praise or blame; who useth not too many
worda,
-Who is content, preferring solitude; but when in Council,•

1
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But those are still more dearly loved by Me, and moat aaauredly
Shall feast on food which angels eat, whi!)h is, my doctrine now
pourtrayed,
Who, trust implicitly to this, and worship offer up to Me.
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The above "Scene " concludes the aeries explanatory of the
Sankhya and Yoga philosophy, the remaining chapters are rath.r
explanatory of what baa been propounded in the prior Scenes,
.and I eha.re in the opinion of BaronHumboldtand othera that, tho
remaining six chapters may not be the aame author. To lilY vie1v
the;rstand in the aame relation to the twelve chapters or SceJ!ea, as
-the epistles in the Christian Record to the Gospels and "&velationa. In plain words, the Gospel's, and Revelations, like the
twelve chapters of the Bhagant Glta. were written, undllr what
is generally called "inspiration," aud are subject to the application of certain laws, whereby auch writings diJf~r from allothera,
In lhort, that they are allegorical in form, but expreBSiv~:~ of
human spirit, whioh are.
verities
relating to the
true from all, and to all time. The living power of these
truths, ia that which appeals to, and obtain reaponae fro¥~, the
.spirit in the human organism, and which refers to the
regenerative proceBSea, ·and progreasiona of that immortal part
of man, which ia commonly known aa apirit.
The allegory, or parable, ia a verbal expreBSion of the ex·
perieneea of thatinnerprincipleinmankind, which, while e~caaed
in physical aubetance, ia eo deeply vailed by that outer covering,
that ita presence ia onlv known by ita action. AI. I h&ve already
.stated, the phenomenon of nature, as viaible through the outt~r
eenaea, ia .• perpetual representation ouUide of man, of that
which ia imide,- or within him.
The Sun, as the centre of our aolar system, in ita apparent proo
greaeion through the ever reccurring annual cycle, and the planet,
Earth, in ita relation to, and dependence on, the centn.llumin·
ary, with the· relation of the aola.r universe to other universes,
eovers the baae or groundwork, upon which ia erected, all mental
and spiritual auperstructures. The Earth itself, and all the
fonna of life, in the animal, vegetable and mineral kingdom,
are an exact expreaaion of that part of the human form, which ia
(l()natantly changing, and which ia subject to growth, decay and
disaolutiou.
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But, the philoaophy, expounded in thia ancient work, an<l
othel'll of similar, but posterior date, haa been but diruly dis
oemed, unlCIIII, the reader, has had demonstrable proof, ao far
u words or language can do ao, that that int.erior life principle,
called-spirit, is the architect, and builder of the tenement
which it inhabits for the time or state being; that principle itself
being an infinitesimal part of the Grand Whole, thus projecting
and producing in miniature, individually, what is in course of
development in the infinite whole.
~ The dependence and interdependence of the parts with thewhole, is but faintly conceived of, (even if allowed) much less,
consciously undel'l!tood. That conception, in thought, is the
prophecy of its development into conditions, where it will be a
living reality, subject to law, like the fretu.a, which involuntarily obeying, it develops into the conscioua man or
woman ; ao, this conception will, and must, develop into theooo.sciouane88 of angelic and deific powers, and that, simply be·
cause the Spirit is angelic and deific-nay,-immortal, eternal
and infinite, in its nature and constitution.
Read the leaaon which human embodied condition teaches.
The child, soon as its individuality is ·made consciou~,
develops into knowledges and experiences of which it was befor~
ignorant, and looks forward to manhood or womanhood as the crown
of its life ; precisely ao, ia it with adults, they, intuitively look
forward to a. state which they conceive the angels to be in, astheir crown of life, and even ao, it is with the angels themselves,
they alao look forward to still higher states, and so on, adinfinitum.
I may here be asked, " Why not have this conscious enjoy·
ment at birth 1" Or, put in other words, why is not the child
born a. man instead of a child 1
·
I would reply, why be born at all1
I am born, you are born, into earthly conditions, for the ful
filment of a purpose, which could not be effected by any othe
means; as human beings, what should we do, if we had nothing
to learn 1 What enjoyment, or otherwise, could we have, unleaa
it were for our ever changing experiencet1 The simple truth ir~
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tllat the very highest developed of the race, is but a child in
.comparison with those who have paased from the human into
the angelic state of being. As tMy have grown up, or developed
into their present states, it is only a question of time, or state,
for every human being to follow, aa, the angelic is but a further
unfoldment of the human spirit principle.
'fo fret under present limited conditions, and to chafe under,
10 called, adverse experiences, is but the petulance and wayw&r\lueas of childhood, and it would be aa absurd to think that a
wise parent would give dymanite or gunpowder, for his young
child to play with, aa, to 11uppoae that our GrE:at Parent would
entrust us with angelic puwers while in human condition. '.i:o
bo trusted with these for our own use, we must grow up into
conditions, in which we can u.ee them wisely and well.
The two opening questions of .Arjun, at the commencement of
this chapter, have regard to the practical value of the truths which
had been revealed, or put in plain Engli.ah, means, the difference
in value between an external and internal form of worship.
'fo trace the history of the development of what is called
"worship," would be to note the stages of kingcraft and priestcraft, i.e., the fossilization of what waa spiritual in its origin, into
a !Ued and material formalism ; which was, and is, used for the
selfish interest of the few at the expense of the many, and until
the human mind is sufficiently enlightened to enter upon t&_,
path of its own emancipation, it will continue to regard formaland externalism aa the ait~ qua non of a spiritual and religious
life.
Accepted aa a moral representation to symbolise real verities,
and adapted to minds not sufficiently developed to see through
or beyond the symbols, these are right in theit· places, but, to
make them more than these is aa irrational aa it were to give
toys or dolls to adults, and aa history records, they become an
intolerable burden, a terrific engine for oppre~•ion, and a barrier
to human progress.
The important question is, what is the thing symbolised 7 Wh(l
And what is the God that is supposed to accept the offering.i,
material or spiritual, which are given by and through external
rites and ceremonies 1
p
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The thing or things aymboliaed, by ceremoniala and ritual areSpirit and its powers, individually and collectively.
The God, is the action and life of spirit, manifesting itself in
aU, by all, and through all; and hence, as this Revelation unfolds
·it is inseparable, indivisible, ie., it is impouible to aeparate
eauae from eft'eet, spirit from matter, God from man.
It is the ignorance that prevail.a upon this one fundamental
genuine truth, which ea1111es all the fallacies following from the
att-empt-in thought,-to aeparate that which" in ita very nature
is inaeparable.
The " Gc>d " who is wol'8hipped is the ideal of the indivilhal,
or sect, or people, or nations, or dispensation, and has no achl.ll
existence outside, apart from the real spirit or atomic life princi·
ple of the worshippers ; and the totality of this registers the
history of the humM race in embodied conditions.
The unmistakable state of Spiritual-(not even childhood but)
nfancy, is pourtrayed by thoee simple minded ones who suppose
that God created the earth and auna out of nothing, by the mero
utterance of a few words and the exercise of his volition, and
after accomplishing this, left the earth and planets to run their
courae, and afterwards retired to some far off unapproachable
·region of space; but in what region or locality, no ecclesiaatical
system attempts to determine. If comparisons were not odious,
I should be tempted to compare such mental obliquity to that
deplorable ignorance, which can delude ita victim into the belief
that the imitative feats of the prestidigitator, il a genuine ex·
position of that wondrous phenomena which marks the advent of
modern Spiritualistic exhibitions, manifesting the action and
presence of intelligent and powerful Beings, who exist in eon·
ditions where the physical and material isMno-ut. That phenomena
forms the bridge which spans the gulph between the past and
future condition of being, from the present. Wlwn. the created
has power to prevent the action of the creator, or, in other wordA 1
when matter can dominate over spirit, (which makes matter,)
then, and not till then, will ignorance, with ita fallacies,
1anaticiam and bigotry, triumph over Knowledge, and death will be
victor ovAr life, and nonentity will triumph over thatwhich is.
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AD, without exception, who engage in ceremonial forma of
worahip, are extel'IIAl wol'llhippers, and draw 10 maeh of tl1c
Spiritual vit&lity from those forma aa ia requiaite for the
auatenance of their apiritul life, and the fact that they can only
draw it by means of these forma, proves that they have not developed
beyond that state which is aymboliaM by the extel'IIAlll which
they use, and, aa Krishna shows, even these are loved and esteemed
in their state or condition, like the others. The difference between the value of these loves, may poaeibly be guaged by thoee
parents who can specify in worda the difference of tlleir love to
their own ofl'spring, when looking upon them aa babes, infants,
children, youths or adults. I think, thia ia a problem that ia
easier to propound then to expound, and I am content with its
proposition.
The poet who describes the adoring soul, aa "Looking up from
Nature up to Nature's God," baa unconsciously pourtrayed the
state of external worshippers, who, are still in the fallacy of
spiritual childhood, in supposing that Nature and Nature's God
are two separate and distinct things, a fallacy following from
the fundamental one already referred to.
The internal worahipper, ia the one, who ia illumined
sufficiently to see that the external or phenomenal ia only nn
appearance, (apparition if we will), or a shadow, of the substance,
which the phenomenal encloses, and inasmuch, as that one
discerns the distinctions between the real and apparent, between
the substance and shadow, therefore, he, or she, dispenees
with the formalities and comes in contact with the
realities.
Those realities are the knowledge and conaciousneBS that
Spirit itself is one and the same in ita principle, however
infinite may be the variety of its manifestation or expr688ion ·
from this, successive degrees of knowledge and conaciousne88
are, or may be, opened, until he or she, stands face to face with
the Being or Beini8 who, to such, are the real God or Gods
though heretofore unknown and unrecognised.
This chapter concludes with the pourtrayal of the various
exhibitiona in the human form of true spirituality ; aa theso
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advance stage by stage, new states are developed until the climu
is reached, by the one who haa bro\lght every outward or
aenauoue characteristic into subjection, and is 111rayed in every
action of hia life by a lov&-not only to those of his or her own
wa.y of thinking and acting-but to every human being, and in
fact to every created form of life, to whom friend or foe are
&like, and who, while an inhabitant of earth and in physical
conditioll.l, yet, baa no covetous deairea for earthly poaa8118ion.a,
inumuch aa hia home is in the heanlll, and he realizes that he ia
but paaeing through a temporary aojourn in this world,naing the
opportunity for gathering up knowleqe and experiences, that,
11 a. diaembodied spirit, he will be ablo to U8e with a greater
potency for the elevation of mortals, than when a man amongst
men ! No repining ever eacapea his lips, no philanthrophic
achemoe e'f'er find him, aa a Leader, but, in the secret ~
of his own inner nature, he communea with those master
Intelligences who are guiding and developing the destiny of
the planet and its inhabitants, and he sees and knows, that all
ill well I
No language, no teacher, no revelator, baa yet appeared, who
oan elevate a loftier standard, a more beautiful and noble "Ideal''
for humanity to attain in embodied conditions. The poeaibilitiee,
for true enjoyment of life. and alleviation of human miaery, and
wretchedneas, all lie hid in that "Ideal" standard, and this fact
stamps the origin of this revela.tion as-angelic, inasmuch, aa it:l
cbaracterietioa are angelic; and happy, tl-trice happy, are they who
can enter upon that path of regenerati..... , that will bring them
face to face with this "Ideal," and then they will realise-the
Angel in tbemaelvea.
But, (and with this I conclude,) the question here comea, can
this Ideal be realised by any mort&! while in earthly eondition.a
of existence 1
My answer i.a-yea,
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ANcn!NT WISDOM OF llmiA

(cmt.timwl).

THE BHAGAVAT GITA.
SCENE XID.

.

S'ld>jut: Interior and Exterior Life.
KRISHNA.

K:Jhetra., 0 Kunti's Son I mea.na Life, expressed by outer fom
and shape;
And thus, existence as developed from within, by spirit
power.
Philosophers, who know ihia truth, call that which makes the
outer form,
And hath the consciousness while in existent form-the
Kshetrajna. I
But know, ·o Bharata ! 'tis I, who give this inner consciousness
Of life to all existent fol'IIlll. The Knowledge of the inner
life,
And of the fol'IIlll by which it is expreesed, is Wisdom, called
by Me.
Now, listen! while I briefly state, and speak of life in outer
form,
And learn of Me, from whence it comes, its changes, also, what
it is.
And furthermore, the !pirit-life within the form, shall be pourtrayed,
,
With all its wondrous working Power, it.s action and its properties.
The holy ones, in times of old, of both of these, did sing in
verse;
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And precepts taught, of truths divine, in pleasing metre, well
arranged;
In these, they clearly demonatrate, from whence all thingB
originate.
·.vell then, My Body doth comprise, all that exists in outer
shape.
The human forma, by qualities expreued, comprise,-the
elementa :*
Self-coll8Ciousnesa; intelligence; vitality; and outer-frame;
With love and hate; and joy and grief ; self-will ; and sensibility:
All these, in brief, expreaa the changing states of these exiatent forms.
Now, learn, what Wildom ia! 'Tis freedom from the selfesteem;
Sincerity ; and innocence ; endurance ; rectitude of life ;
Respect for teachers ; purity ; stability ; self-government ;
Unselfishness; a.nd chastity ; attention to such subjecta as
Of birth and death, old age, decay, disease a.nd pain, and all
defects:
Freedom from pride ; exemption from the love of children,
wife, or home ;
Wtth temper that remains the same, in pleasing or adverse
events;
Attention to the worship which is offered up to Me alone ;
Distaste for Men's society, retiring to secluded spots ;
A thirst for Knowledge of the things that to the inner life
pertain;
A due appreciation of the Power, this Knowledge doth
impart;
All these in Wiadom are comprised; ita opposite is-ignorance.
And now I tell thee what that object is, which wisdom doth
adore,
• The ekmenU, refer to the principles embodied in the protoplastic
atom, which, by eontact 'With matter, develops the protopla.stic entity
into a full human organised form: this protoplasm being the first
· mnterial form that is cognisable to th<> aenaes.
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Bor he, who knoweth t'IW, will feed on heavenly and angelic
food.
That object is-the Soul--the inmoet life, which no beginning has;
It, neither can be called an entity, nor, a nonentity:
It bath both banda and feet, with faces, heada, and eyes, in
every part,
With ears that hear, on every aide, and aita, the central
power in all ;
Endowed with vast intelligence, it comprehends the universe :
It lighteth all the faculties, and yet remama distinct from
these;
Unmoved and unperturbed, it holds in being, all existent
forms;
Exempt from qualities• itaelf, it yet pervades the qualities ;
It il within all forms of life, yet independent of, these forms ;
Because of ita subtility, incomprehensible it is.
It seems as if it were far oft', yet omnipresent is its life ;
Unaeparate itaelf, it seems as though it were distributed.
It is the inmoet life, sustaining all that is, in nature's realm ;
It both destroys the outer form, and re-recreatea in newer form;
It is the orb that giveth light, and where it shines, no darkness
reigns:
It Wisdom is itself, as well the Object, wisdom doth adore:
Implanted in each heart there is a love, that for this wisdom
yearns.
Now, thus I have in brief declared, what constitutes-

E:Ntemy;
What Wisdom is ; and that Object ; which wisdom's light brings
forth to view.
.And, those who worship Me in truth, and who My doctrine
comprehend,
A:re made partakers of My Life, and share in My prerogative.
• Qualities-a term used in reference to the speci.Bo charr.oterietics
that distinguish one human being from another in embodied condition•
of life. The1e form the subject of following chlpt.<o·
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.Now, learn ! that Spirit; Matter; both of these, without beginning are :
-That change in State, and qualities, to outer life alone pertain:
Within the outer form, there ia a principle which operates,
.And usee, as its instruments, the organs of the outer frame.
Still more interior, Spirit ill, that ill the moving principle,
Which causes all the changing states of misery, or joy, or
pain.
The Spirit, when 'till clothed upon, as in the mortal earthly
form,
Participates in all the qualities, expreBBed in outer life,
And influence thereby ; and thia connection with the qualities,
Determines whether it is born again, through good or evil
womb.
The Soul, that inmost principle within all forma of life, ia
called,
-The Guide ; Preceptor; WitneSIIer: SUIItainer .: and, The
Mighty God!
And, He, who comprehends these three,- the Soul, the inmost
principle;
- The Spirit, which enshrouds the Soul,- and Body, with its
qualities;
Whatever path in life he takes, no more regeneration needs.
By intuition and perceptive power, by some, the Soul ill seen;
By intellectual thought, 'tis seen by some, who meditate
thereon ;
And some, the sight attain, by means of thought with virtuous
life combined.
But, some there are, who know not of, the inmost life aa thua
described:
Yet, when they hear of it, by others spoken of, due reverence
yield;
And, even these, who act on such report and duo attention give,
To study of these sacred truths, shall never die the second
death.
This Know ! 0 (Jhid of Bharata, I that all external things and
forms,
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Inanimate and lmimate, come forth to view in ultimates,
When spirit clothes itself, with matter drawn from Natare'a
realm.
That one, the truth perceives, who sees the life Supreme in
all the same;
And though it changes all these forms, itself remains unchangeable ;
Conceiving thus, that Life is one, altho' expressed in myriad
forma,
And omnipresent in each one, he'll cherish that within him·
self,
And, he will progress make in paths that lead to glorious
altitudes.
He sees aright, who sees 'tis not the self-hood of the outer
man,
That is the actor in the various works that are -perfonned ;
And when he sees, that each and all, specific and existent
forma,
Are but so many parts comprised within one vast atupendoua
whole,
And emanations from one Central Life, he knows, the Mighty
One!
The inmost life-the Soul, e'en when enveloped by the outer
fonn,
Is not the actor, neither is it acted on, by outer things,
For it, eternal is, and incorruptible, 0 Kunti'a Son/
For, aa the ether, by its subtile power, is present in expanse,
And by such contact unpolluted is, e'en ao, the soul itself,
While present in the outer form, though dwelling there, is
undefiled.
For, aa one Sun gives light to all the universe, 0 Bhara.tGI
E'en ao, the spirit's light illuminates the whole of outer forma.
And, those who see by wisdom's light, and can discriminate
between,
Existence in the outer form; and that which gives the consciouaneaa ;
.And that the Soul will be releaaed therefrom, ascend the Sum·
mit grand.
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OoJOONTS.
The present, and remaining acenea, are purely philoeophical,
i.e., they may be regarded aa explanatory of what haa preceded.
and treat of aubjecta which should engage the thoughta and attention of the moat advanced minds, both in science and theology, inaamuch as they clearly ahew the modu. operandi
whereby the human spirit becomes individUAliaed, and the purpoae that ia to be attained by such proceBB.
To graap the truths herein revealed, it ia needful to abandon
the plane upon which thetheologyandacience, even of the present
day, dwell Thia philosophy and theology teaches nothing of a
"personal God," such as the simple and natural mind conceivea
of, (which ia nothing more, and nothing leu, than a creation, or
reflex, of the state of mankind of the present age,) but, rather,
it ia the revelation of Spirit, before and a.fter, di1l'erentiation or
embodiment.
·
But, Spirit is Life ! and no word in the English language ia
more suitable to raiae the thought of mankind above personality,
and open up a system and development of Being, where time,
apace, and person and matter, have no place.
AB mankind develop beyond the present average of mentality, the very te~~~~a
now used, with the ideas which they inTolve, will have to paaa
away, and new terma used to expreBB ideas, more in confonnity
with spiritual modes.
To enable the reader to understand somewhat of the philosophy and ita rationality, as unfolded, it will be neceaaary to revert again to the subject of the Triad, which ia the grand key to
the understanding of the nature of man. Ordinary minds look upon
the human being as a f7W11(J(i, i.e., as aimply one aomewhat;
which looked at from an external standpoint is correct ; but, the
monad, in appearance, ia in truth-a triad : in short, a composite
being, built up into a .personal or individual form, by the action
of tlvru distinct (yet not separate) forces, by which the life flow
operates and mstaine that form in beirut.
In fewest words, there are three degrees of receptive life in
every human being, and alao, in the race, as a whole : conae-
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quently a man, is a trinity in unity ; and, Mcm, in the cemplex,
From thia truth, haa arleen the preexpresses the 8&1Jle truth.
sent fallacy of a Tri-pel'IIOnal God, and the endeavour to con-.
ceive of the Great Firat Cause, aa formed of three peraoll.l, or
individualities, each endowed with equal power, though expressed in a difl'erent mode by each. Until a new meaning and value
ia attached to numerala, and their relation to each other, it ia a
solecism, irrational and fa.llaciou11, to propound auch a doctrine ;
and, as the starting point in such a theology ia a fallacy, COD.I8·
quently a.ll tl1e doctrines that are baaed upon such a fallacy, are
fallacies too.
Let the reader, then, instead of dwelling upon the idea of
God, conceive of Life and its manifestations, and aa a coll.lequence, the beauty and the rationality of the trutlla revealed in
this ancient Record, will· be better appreciated.
I have hel!>ded the aubject of this chapter, or scene, Interior
and Exterior Life.
The words in the original are K.Mtra, and
Kahetragna. We have no single words or terms in our own language to e:~preas what ia involved in these worda, and, the translators, as yet, have left them untranalated ; but, as they are
expounded at length, they may be tak.n to be the text, and
what follows as its exposition.
The Revelator, (the so-called Kri.mna, equivalent to Christ,)
speaks of Kshetra, aa-My Body I afterwards explained to mean
lill existent, or, phenomenal life forms.
It does not simply mean, organic forms, or even, inert matter,
but it comprehends all that ia tangible and viaible through the
eenses.
What ia MatU?- I ia a problem that no scientist or philosopher
upon the natural plane, haa yet been able to solve, (for Nature,
as expounded in thia scene, includes vastly more than the su~
•tance and thinga that are visible and tangible to the external
ai&ht and touch;) for, it is an axiom of science, that matter is
something t.ota.lly distinct from spirit : but the recent experiments of Professor Crookes carry us up to the point where i'
becomes so rarified as to be almost be;rond the ken of the een•
aual plane.
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No one who has witneased, and carefully watched and studied
Spiritualistic -phenomena, can have witnessed such displays as
the apparent creation of solid material objects, and even of living, moving, talking, materialised spirit human forms, out ofnothing, and their audden dematerialisation and vanishment,
without coming to the concluaion that little or nothing is known
concerning what we llave been accustomed to call and think of,
aa--matter.
· The " eternity of matter " is distinctly taught in this scene,
but not as a substance, separate and distinct in itself, whicll
though resolved and re-~lved by chemical experiment into ita
suppoaed primary elements, may again be used to form material
for making tangible and viaible actualitiea.
If acientic theory propollllds the doctrine of the resolvability
(•f matter into a certain number of primary elements beyond
'vhich they cannot bo resolved, then, it is as fallacious . as the
theological dogmas of the preaent age. There are no such things
u primary elements of matter, of which all thiniS are compellllded. These "primary elements," are merely terms to
expreu that which acientists have hitherto been able to reach
and tabulate; in short, theae "primary elementa" arethevarioua
gases, into which, it is supposed tha.t all matter is resolvable.
But, what are these gues1 of what are they made 1 and who made
them what they are or appear to be f-are questiona, that no
materialiat or natural scientist can answer.
The truth is, according to this ancient philosophy, and which
no mortal can controvert, that there is, in this and in all universes, but-one Life, and one substance, by which Life is expressed and manifested, and it is this manifestation, from ita
moat rarified to its densest solidified expreuion, that is calledmatter ! Matter, then, in abort, is nothing more or leaa than
1 'solidified spirit" for the time bemg ; and which is for ever continually changing its form, under the impulse of differentiated
spiritual beings in myriad forma, and all acting under the Muter Power, which is-Infinite, and for whieh no name can ever
Far beyond the idea which the word
be given or applied.
"God" implies, is the ancient Ip.dian one of-OM, or AVM ;
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which means, (as I have previou.aly stated,) the going out, or
giving forth of-Life itself.
For convenience sake, I have u.aed the terma, Body, Spirit,
Soul, to expresa the three radicala which compo~~e the manifeated
human form.
·.Body, is the outermost of the organism, and applies to that
which liea within the physical structure as well as the structure
itself, and which is only applicable to the mortal or eartJUyatateof
existence. When the purpo11e for which it was assumed, or
developed, is accompliahed, it is then di.acarded or thrown off,
never more to be resumed in the following atates of being, seeing
that structural organization, (as we now see it) is unsuitable
to the emancipate i apiritual body. What becomes of the rejected,
or cast off, physical body at d~h, and the purpoae which it
has to fulfil in the great economy of the Koemoa,hu been hin~d
at in former chaptel"!l, and may be found noticed in the chaptera
on the Human Organism.
Spirit, is the inner, or intermediate active agent, which
quides, propels, and uses as its instrument, the body, or. iliat
"covering" which is exterior to itself. It is the intermediate in
:ill atatea and conditions of being and existence.
Soul-ia the inmost of all, and aa so beautifully pourtrayed,
is-the Life, which, though to appearance, it aeems aa if it
\t'ere differentiated or distributed into so many units as there
:\re individualities, yet, it is part of, and inseparable from, the
'Grand Life, caHed-God ! or, u I b~vo named it.-The
Mighty One ! This, is eternal, inCOtTUptible and unchangeable,
or as ata.ted here--"The Changer, Maker, and Former," of all
changing forma, but, itself unchangeable, beuuae it is
from eternity and to eternity, and therefore not of
time.
Strange it ia, that while the Hebrew Scripklres renal
aothiBg of a future state of being and existence, and wlsile
aven the Chriatian Scripturea, do but little more than declare
ilie truth of immortality, yet, thisl.ncient Record, not only
reveal& tlse truth of a futuro life, but, reveals ita state, and
unfolds the doctrine of an eternal progreaaion in the mighty
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•cycle of being. No terrors of an avenging Deity, ,lr of an
intlexible Judge, to condemn the unbelieving and impenitent
sinner ! (who, as Christian doctrine declares and teaches, muat
suffer an eternal misery for the ahortcominga of an existence
in time)are held out as e. consequence of rejection of the truths
revealed and unfolded ; but, it ie rather an elucidation of thOBe
principles which, when known and consciously acted out, are
capable of yielding eole.ce and comfort under the most trying
circumstances; and more, it pointe out that e. state can be
realized, in which neither pleasure or pa.in, prosperity or
adversity, can affect the one who realizes it, and in which, the
powers of the spirit and soul can be so consciously, exercised
u to realise its oneneBB with the Great Infinite Soul, and
thus cause its p088CSIOr to ascend to spheres where the
vicissitudes of the outer existent life do not affect or
concern.
The central truth revealed in this scene, around which e.ll
others cluster, ie, the universe.lity and unity of Life, and that
all forms, in all worlds, and in all states of being, are bui parts
of one vast stupendous whole ; each particle-each atom, ex·
preeaing in ita own specific individuality, the plan and purpose
of the Great Infinite Mind.
Another truth, (though not so apparent in the letter), ie, the
microcosmic expression in the individual human organism,
which represents in miniature, the grand macrocosm. Let this
thought establish itaelf in the human mind, and away goes e.ll
falle.cious conceptions of special elections, by the Great God, of
some who are to be saved and elevated into regions of eternal
bli.ae, while others are to be condemned to an opposite sphers
and locality.
What part of e. man's own organism would he cut off, reject
and condemn as usele1111 and worthleBB1 a moment's thought
must convince him that even the smallest organ, or part.
of such organ, if wanting, would make it so much the leBB per·
feet. Then, how much less, can a mortal arrogate to himself such a
conception of the Great Supreme,-the Central Life of every
atom, that He would cut otr, punish or condemn as worth-
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less, that which forma an integral part of the univeru.l
"Being Y"
-'.nd yet, such is what the crude theology of the times teachet·
All the notions of "conditional" immortality, which is aaid to be
the resultant of a "belief in Christ" &c., and the equally
negative void of the materiali.st and secularist, spring from
ignorance and pretlliD.ption. It is the attempt to measure the
power of the Infinite by the finite human standard of thought,
·warped and prejudiced by an over estimation of its own
value.
What can be more prepo~terous folly than the claim to teaoh
with authority, on subjects which the churchet and their prOfe~~~ioulldvocates are confessedly ignorant 1 To suppose that
the ultimation (or what they would call creation) of spirit into
physical embodiment, is an experiment, and that an in·
finitesimal particle baa the power of detaching itself from the
whole, or of being the cause of its own annihilation, is
surely to betray an ignorance, of which, auch atom may well be
ashamed.

If a man cannot be perfect, minus a limb or part of a limb,
neither caa the grand Man of our earth, nor the still grander
Man of our aolar universe be perfected, unless every individ·
ualised specimen of human life is preaent somewhere, or in
some part, of the Body, Spirit, or Soul, of the . Great Whole.
That Oentral Soul of the Universe lovea ita own life, in what~ver form it is maaifeated, and the traT&il of that universal Soul,
undergone by the production of life in outer and embodied
forma, will be aatisfied with nothing less than the glorification
of every atom which it haa borne ; and wanting even one-the
amalleat--it would be-imperfect.
Not one atom of life is eaved from lou by its own goodness or
merit, and not one is lost or annihilated by its own depravity
ao called. Every phue in which human life is manifested, is but
a variety in the uniformity of action by the Grand Infinite Soul,
and in such manifeatation, an All-wise and beneficent Plan iJ
observable b7 those who have e1ea to aee.
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THE BRAGA.V A.T GITA.
SCENE XIV.
Subjut: The Three Principles or External Life

Klusmu.
I further, now reveal to thee, a Science, which-of Spirit ia;
It ia the chief of all the Sciences ; and 'twas by knowing this,
That all the Mwnis* have attained, the highest and the Adept
state.
Thia Knowledge having made their own, they gain a fellowship
with Me;
And when that day arrives, in which all things must fade ancl
paas away,
And all things must be made anew, which marks a Diapen·
aation New,
These, undiaturbed remain, for these, no more regeneration
need.
The Heaven of Heavens, ia that great womb, in which the aeme1:
I insert;
And from this origin, come forth, all living forma, 0 Bh4ra14!
The Heaven of Heavens, 0 Kwnti'1 Son! ia that great womb
which giveth forth
The Life, that paasea down through other wombs : but I, providlt
the aeed.
Three principles are active in, the outer and embodied form ;
Mtmi•*-A personification of a atate, of interior and spiritual en·
Ughtenment, by which a perfec~ command onr the sensual and oorpo·
teal nature ia attained, and also, onr Ule powers of nature itaeU.
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Brigktn~u,

Imptdu, Da;rlmul, they may be defined, 0 Conquering Om I
And these, like fetters, bind the deathle1111 10ul while in the
~rtbly form.
'Tis Brightneaa only, that is pure and clear, and free from e.ll
defects:
And it, the soul surrounds with fruits of pleasantneu, 0
$nlus One'!
This principl.e is always found to be: with wisdom true conjoined.
The Impulse is allied to Will, and acts upon its qualitiea,
For by desire, it stimulates; this principle, 0 Kunti'a Soo I
Doth fetter by its eagemesa for transient pleasures of the
hour.
But, know, that DaT'knu& is with ignorance combined: it is
the spell
That holds all mortals in its power ; this principle, 0 Bhdrata.l
Doth fetter by the bonda of error, folly, and ~difference.
The Brigktneaa is distinguished by- felicity, 0 Bha.Tata. I
And Impulse by- activity; but Darknu& by its foolishness.
When Impulse, DaT'knu&, are suppresaed, then Brig~tne33 is
predominant :
When Impulse, Brigk~, are quiescent, DaTlcnes& is predominant:
When Darkma!, Bri.ghtrw!u, neither away, then I~e is predominant.
When wisdom's light doee shine, in all the portals of the outer
frame,
Then know, that Bri.gktlnUI, ia matured, and is the active
principle .
.\.nxiety, and haatiness, and restlesane~~~~, are manifest,
When Impulse is matured and prevalent, 0 (Jh~j of Bhdrata! I
But, dulnesa, sottishness, distractedness, the surest tokens are,
"'hat Darlcnes& is rua.tured and prevalent within; 0 Kuru'•

As

Soo!
If, when the hour of dWolution comes, and Brigktnl..i4 ia
mat.ured,

Q
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The 1pirit then uoend.l to aphere~, where dwell the puM and
perfeet ones.
And, should it leave the outer frame, when Imptdu ia pre·
dominant,
H joins the company of those, who eer delight in actil·e work.
But, if the frame should be dissolved, when Darknul is pre·
dominant,
The spirit goes to spheras where dwell, the earthbound and
imperfect ones.
The fruita of Brightneu; purity, and holineBB, are called; ~e
fruit.
Of Impuiu are-4n.J:iety : and those of Darknul-ignorance.
By Brightmu,-wiadom ia evolved ; by Impu~,-resUeas
eagemesa;
By Darknul, is evolved-delusion, ignorance, indifference.
.All those confirmed in Brightness, upward go ; and those in
Impul.le sealed,
The middle state attain ; while those confirmed in Dm·Tmutt,
downward go.
·
When that *which sit. enthroned within, doth recognise theae
principles
To be but agents in the earthly form, and knows there is a
Power
Superior to theae, tis then, My nature is approached and
found.
And when these three named pr..nciplea, which active are in
earthly forms,
Are made subservient, then, the spirit is released, from future
birth,
.
And death, old age and pain, and feeds on heavenly and
angelic food.
ABJ'UN.

What are the signs, 0 Mighty One! by which the couqueal.ll
can be known 1

- - --------------.. -

....... ... - ··

*The Soul, or inmr st Life principle, that dwella in eternity, al\holliA
to es.ternal appearance, it is confined within the oraaniam.
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What course of life doth such an one pursue, who, these hM
overcome 1
What aro the means that he employs to subjugate these principles 1
K.lr.IsBNA.
When Bright'YIUS, ~rm.puUe; Darl.,"'lU$ act in such &n one, 0
Panau's Son/
He hates them not; nor longs again for them, when they have
disappeared :
He ente.rt&ineth them as friends ; he wavers not, because he
knows,
'These principles can only act, upon his most external fonn:
He is contented in himself, &nd is the same in ease or pain :
He values neither lands, nor gold, nor jewels, which are nought
to him;
He acts &like the same to those, whom he esteems or disregards;
His bearing is the same to all, be they his friends or
enemies:
In all he undertakes, he's free from thought• of self-aggrandizement :
'rhese are the signs which mark the one, who has o'eroome
these principles.
For, he, who worships Me &lone, when he, the victory hn11
achieved,
Is made conformable to Me, &nd shares in My prerogative.
I represent-the Heaven of Heavens,-the m&nna, incorru1.•
tible,
-Eternal law and order, - bliss that is intense and aye
endures.
CoMMENTs.

TB:os:a who are convers&nt with the Hebrew and Christian Records, may c&ll to mind certain references that are made, in the
doee of the older canon, to the '' coming of the great and dreadful day of the Lord ;" and in the Christian Scriptures, to the
4
' day of the Lord, which is to come as a thief in the night, in
the which the he&vena shall paaa away with a great noise, and
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1the elements shall melt with fervent heat, the earth also, ancf
the works that are therein shall be burned up."
The liter~.:ist, who reverences aa truth a.iJ. that is apparent in
the letter, and forms his ideaa from the simple statement, think&
that these are prophetic utterances of a grand and final catastrophe yet to come, and which is to culminate in the destruction
and annihilation of the mundane earth, if not the solar system
itself, but, at the same time, is very complacent, inasmuch aa he
never drea.Ill3 that such an awful tragedy will be enacted in hi8
time, and so, while the morning sun continues to rise and dissipate the darkneBS of each recurring night, it causes him no
trouble or anxiety, and he makes his exit out of this world,
quietly leaving it as a bequeathment which others will inherit,
and perchance, may be the victima of such a holocaust.
But these "prophecies" to the initiated, have a very different
meaning, instead of being in an unknown future, the truth
which the allegories contain, relates to actual verities, and are
known cycles, which follow each other, with the same precision
and regularity, that days, and weeks, and years, succeed each
other.
The cycle, which is a purely spiritual one, waa well known to
the Initiates of the ancient Indian system, who were better ver
ted in spiritual realities than moderns are, with all their boasted
advance in knowledge of the sciences and arts.
Even in mundane art and science, this boast becomes an empty sound, when
we are confronted with the still majestic remains of architectural
akill, and those Cyclopean engineering works, discovered in Central and Southern America. If these be so, and I challenge de'nial, then it is eaay to allow, that the same class of mind which
could originate and carry out into actual realities, such gigantic
undertakings, might be versed in sciences which dealt with moro
than mere phvsics !
Returning to the Biblical reverencer, if those so-called prophecies, were and are proofs that they were divinely inspired,
then it follows, that this and other equally ancient recorda were
divinely inspired too. That system, which is an astrological one,
has an astronomical correspondence, but which cannot be calcu-
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lated by the eame rules, that apply with mathematical preciaioD
to the planetary and aola.r movements in apace. These are subject to the laws which govern all appearances and phenomena in
· time, while the other ia above and beyond time and ita properties, and refers to the mental and spiritual atatea of embodied
u1ankina, lWd ~L-e indices of statea of being even when disembodied.
In briefest words, the Day of the Lord, baa precisely the B&nlc
meaning and application, aa the Day spoken of in this scene,
when all things are dissolved and a nt~w creation takes place. It
refers to the completion of an epoch, or spiritual era,
.and the commencemeni of a new one, in abort, to a New
Diapenaation.

At recurrent intervale of time, a fresh wave of spiritual energy
aweepe over the planet, and the result ia that an advanced order
of truth cornea to certain minds, who give shape and form to its
reception and perception ; and it generally gives birth to some new,
so-called, religion, or system of ethics bearing upon the enlight·
enment and happineaa of human kind.
The new born truth,
round which all others cluat.r, has a nucleus in some part or
division of the human f~ily, and when its force has been expended, and ita purpose has been attained, then another follows,
.and u it hu been in the pMt, ao it ia in the present, and will 'Le
in the ever continuing future ; and if any 1piritual fact can be
determined, then the pl'eaent sip of the age betoken that· we
.are now in such a criaia. Such ia the meaning of the Day of tho
Lord.
Thia scene ia illustrative of three eomewhata, which the translators have rendered into English by the word qualitiu, which,
certainly does not give the full meaning of the word in the
originai....gOQM, Hence, I have adopted the word primiplu,
as it better expreaaea what is so ciearly set forth in thia
chapter.
It ia a detinition of the Trinity, in human embodied fornLs.
There are degrees of receptive life in every human being, and
Alao, in humanity aa a whole, which correspond to the three gl'OIIo5
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divisions in the world of sph-it, in whatever condition of cxpreeeion it may be.
The aoul--or inmoat principle of life, receives its life power
from the inmost or celeatial heavens, or, aa called by Kir8h11a,
the Heaven of Heavens. The spirit, or clothing of the soul,
receives its life from the intermediate, or spiritual heavens, while
the body, receives its from the ultimate, or natural heavens.
3ut, the body, aa I use the term, refera to that which gives
oxistenco, or expreeeion to the "atom of life," in any world or
aphert!. All these three, form one Being, and at dissolution,
these are re-formed into a new consistency or form. The physical organism is only temporary, tbus,:the sensual and corporeal
-substances composing the physical structure is discarded at
dissolution, or death, and the real man, formed of sou!,
spirit, body, emerges from the 1Jhysical organism in his
integrity.
\,nat the external limbs are to the organism just so, are these
principles-designated Brightness, Impulse and Darkness, to the
real man while in a coadiiion of embodiment; they are the forces,
wielded by the spirit which me1ely use the orpns of the physical
body aa instruments. They are, in fact the intermediates between the spirit and the body; they pa.i6 away with the organism,
but that \Yhich made them what ta.y are survives, and aacend.s
w th the re&WTected form.
The manifes~tiou oft~ principles in the conduct of -human
beings determinal ~ &peeiic ch.anc$eristics, both in this world
and that whi«l is to come.
Sarrounded aa we are &y conditions, and limited by circumstances, which but a vel'y Rmall portion of the race can command, the real life of the individual is but dimly seen and
known, b11t, when the spirit is emancipated from ita physical
covering, the fetters of these outer conditions are removed, and
then it ueeDds te that staie, in conformity with its own specific
love or life, and attraeted by the magnet of affinity, to that
which accords with its own quality, it joins the company of
those who have preceded and there finds ita happiness and
home.
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Such is the simple and beautiful truth unfolded in this ancient
revelation, auu those who have had much experience with
modern spiritualistic phenomena, and entered into spirit communion (as it is called) will at once recognise its truth. With
such a key to unlock the mysteries of the future life, there
should be no difficulty in determining the status of those apirits
who return and detail the manner of life in those aphereawhich
they inhabit.
'fhis law of attraction, is that which operates. "Like draws to
like!" and those, which are ignorantly called "evil eplrits," are
nothing more;or less, than those who had not developed the higher,
or more interior qualities while in earth life, and they must needs
return to gain a consciousness of the life they were in at the'
time of their earthly dissolution, ao that they may
develop the consciousness of their own cyclic life.
This is
the secret why such multitudes are, what is called, "returning to
the earth ;" and experience bas proved the benefit they receive,
and the good, or use, they perform to humanity in embodied
conditions. These are the "earthbound spirits," and, their
having to come in such a manner, is the expiation they have to
undergo,ancl having accomplished this, and thrown off the weight
which held them down, they are enabled to pass on, or ascend,
to higher spher&S. Those who had the inmost life principle
developed, while in earthly existence, do not require this, as
they never loose their consciousness, and thus as described, "they
no furthEir regeneration need !"
The genesis of the spirit is here revealed, shewing that the
"Heaven of Heanns" is the origin from whence all life
descends.
The natural thought which arises, when in contact with this
truth is, that of "prior existence;" but this hardly applies, inasmuch as the purpoae to be att.ained by a duan.t into earthly conditions, is to gain a consciousness of a differentiated state, i.e.,
that while in its former atate, it formed a part of the whole, cu a
tvhole, after it!! ultimation lnio earthly and mundane conditions,
it becomea conscious of a specific individuated life of ita own,
tn addition to that which it had in prior states.
If'
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To my thinking, the signa which indica.te the posee~~aion oi
spirit•Jal knowledge, (knowledge is power,) or, as we should term
it, the regenerate man, could not, in any gospel or revelatioo.
and short of actual experience, be more clearly set forth.
Can any living examples be adduced, that reMh to the stand·
ard as here set forth 7
II this ideal is aspired to, the aspiration itself is a prophecy o1
ita attainment, and is the seed sown in good soil,-or earthly
conditions, which will bloseom out and bear fruitage, if not in
the present life, in the ne:rllife, where no barriers are to prevent the ascent of the spirit, except those formed by its own
want of knowledge.
I( the Christian dispensation has not produced any living examples of regeneration to such a degree, it oi:uy proves that its
knowledge or power is insufficient, and it remains to be proved
what the New Dispensation will produce ere it runs its cycle,
and which, in ita turn, will be superseded by another with still
greater power and knowledge.
In this dispensation, the mythical powers of the old magi and
magicians with the magical arts they used, will pale before the
powers of the regenerate man of the future, and in the exercise
of which, there will be nothing partaking of the qualities generally accredited to the magician, but, they will be powers exercised only for the benefit of their fellows, guided by true wis·
dom and pure love, and in which ad( interest or aggrandizemel'lt
finds no piace.
The concluding sentence gives the key to the proper under·
standing of this wondrous drama. Even, Kriahna, or " 'l'.he
Holy One," is but a personifiution (not a person) of the powem
of the human soul. It is a representation of the states or con·
ditions, to which a full regeneration open, or, in plain words,
the consciousness of life through all the three degrees, which I have
specified as celestial, epirtual and natural, and any one who can
apply this description to himself or herself, and consciously experience it, then he, or she, will know who and what K'f'i.slwla,
and Chriat, and Oriria are,-not historical persons of a bygon ..
age, but life principles within themselTea.
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CHAPTER XIX.

Tmt ANCJDT WISDOM OF INDIA (conrumtd).

THE BHAGAVAT GIT.!.
SCENE XV.

Subject: The Incarnate Deity.

K1USHN.a..
The mystic fig-(or Ba.nyan) Tree; concerning thia, it ia re•
vealed;
Ita roots, whence springs its life, are form'd above ; its
branches, outward grow ;
Ita out crowth, from eternity ; its leave~, the lines which forro
tlleVedl;
And he who knoweth this, knoWII wbt these a&ered writings
lignify.
Ita brancllee &re the out growtha from, tlle action of the
principles ;
As theee propel, jaat ao, iil.e bra.n-;hes upward. shoot, or downward grow;
The offshoots from the branches, are, the things of aense
which captivate ;
The roota, are undergrowtha,-the works comprised within the
mortal life.
Not one on this terrestrial orb, conceives of such a tree as thia,
. Nor understands its form, nor where it doth commence, nor,
where it ends.
He, who applies the aharp-edged axe, of calm and true philoaop}ly,
And cuts those undergrowtha away, (-"i-th which the aenaea are
entwined,)
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From off this mystic tree ; from thenca he takes the next sue·
ceeding step,
And searches for the path which lea.d.a, to glorious altitudes
beyond,
And when he has progressed to this, he never more returns
therefrom.
I lead them on, until ia manifest-The Mighty .Ancient One I
From whom the stream of life has fiowed, from all and
to-eternity.
Those who advance along thia path, and never deviate
thet"efrom,
Until they find, that which they sought,-the glorioua altitude,
- are tb.oee,
Who ha..-e no pride or self-conceit; who have subdued all
earthly aims ;
Who love to meditate upon those subject. which to life
pertain;
Who have o'ercome all carnal appetites, and who are quite
above
The away of those two opposite., as torment and enjoymen~
knoll'tl.
That sphere, no light of sun, nor yet of moon illuminates;
and thoae
Who enter that, return no more ; for that is My Supreme
abode.
That portion of My life which ia made manifest by outer forma,
Is clothed upon, with substance which it draws from euw
Nature's realm,
'It fo:nna the mind, and outer-body with ita se~, which
are five.
Whatenr form that life aasumea, and which muet be diaeolvec again,
It is suatained, by drawing to itaelf, what Nature doth supply;
Juat like tiM! breezes draw the fragrance from the beds of
fiowering planta.
To this atomic porlion of My life; the ear, the eye, the touch,
Tlle taete, an1i 1111\ell, al.lo. the mind itaelf, are made the
miniatranta;
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O'er these, it doth preside, and contact haa by them with
Nature's realm.
The foolish and delu~ed ones, see not thia life within them·
selves,
Attended though it is, while in the frame, by those three
principlea,
Which gives them consciousneBB, nor, do .they see it when the
frame dissolves;
It only is perceived by those who see by wisdom's inner eye:
The reverent and devout who search, will find, it dwells within
themselves,
While those, who a.re of wisdom's inner aight, and of intelligence
Both destitute, will never find, however they may search
for it.
Know, that from Me, proceeds the light, which is containedwithin the Sun
That all the earths illuminate,-within the Moon,-and in the
flame!

It penetra\es the ground with heat,--11ustains the life of
animals,
And nourishb the plants, and gives the fiavour which the taste
doth sense.
By My internal heat, I permeate, the living form throughout,
And with the breath combined,-both when it ia inspired and
then respired,
The food which ia partaken of,-in species four, by these,
digests.
I am the overruling Power, that sways the wills of human kind,
And from whom comes, retentiveness, and knowledge and in·
telligence.
In what the Sacred Scriptures teach, 'tis I alone, who w
revealed;
{ am the Author of their truths, and I am their Interpreter.
£he Spirit which ia manifest, in all the outer worlds of Man,
Is of two kinds, and ia, corruptible, and incorruptible;
The one that ia corruptible, comprises all existent forms ;
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The incorruptible, is that which ill within, pervading all.
Besides these two, another kind there is, 'tis called-The Life
Supreme;
Thi.l Spirit is, in all degrees, and is the Master of the
whole.
·
Since I surpaas the Spirit which corruption knows, and e'en
above
The Spirit which is incorruptible, as in the word revealed,
E'en so, this world must now acknowledge me, as God ma.dt>
manifest!
The one who haa a judgment clear, and can distinguish Me
in all,
.
.And see Me in Di7ine and Human Form, is one that knows
the truth,
He loves and worships Me in whataoe'er he doth, 0 Bharatal
I thus, 0 Sinle& One I have now revealed the great arcana
which
Whoe'er shall understand, will wise become, and do his duty well.

CoMMli.N'l'S.

The opening part of this Scene commences with reference to
what is called The Sacred Fig-tre~r Banyan tree. Botani.cally speaking, it has a supposed reference to what is known
as the ..dshwat~the jicw religio3a, or, in plain English,the Sacred Fig-tree. In part,-but only in part, this tree will
bear the application to what is referred to in the Symbol
used.
Like the village green, with ita maasive central tree, which
il still to be found in some country districts of our own
country, under which, in ancient times, the village councils
and the village sports as well, were held ; so, the Indian figtree, to this day occupies a similar position, both aa to locality
and associations, to the natives of the Peninsula. It is not
found in forests, but generally in separate and isolated apeei-
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ruens. It ia, in fact, a forest in itself.
At a distance from the
~,;round, it senda forth branches, or arms, in a horizontal posi·.
tion, from which other branches shoot up and down vertically,
the lower ones taking root in the ground, the higher ones join·
ing the upper aeries of lateral branches, and thus forming living
trtle pillars ; height after height ia formed, until sometimes the
tree reaches as much as 200 feet from the ground. It. may easily
be imagined that a mass of foliage, arranged as this, with open·
inga, would form a very agreeable shade from the heat of a
tropical sun, and to a people like the natives of India, to whom
time ia not of such value as to our countrymen, and the inhabi·
tants of temperate climes, such a retreat posaeSBes a charm which
is duly appreciated by those whom nature has 110 favoured,
by providing such a ahelter; and no wonder, that a feeling of
reverence for these trees exists in the native mind.
I am not aware that th~ Banyan ia indigenous to any other
eoil than India and Ceylon, but, unlesa it can be shewn that they
grow or have grown in Palestine (which I doubt}, the original of
the "Call of Nicodemus from under the Fig-tree," may be
found in the plaina of Hindostan, instead of what ia now called
The Holy Land.
'
Although, by a little straining, the Banyan may be supposed
to be the literal tree referred to in thiascene, yet, we are distinctly
told, the Tree used, ia not of mundane ~owth, but a symbol
used to illustrate the life-principle in humanity. It ia the Tree
of Life ; the same that ia spoken of in the H ebrew Record, the
fruit of which Adam and E ve were not permitted to partake of ;
and the same that is spoken of in the closing chapter of the
Christian Canon, which ia represented as growing in the midst
of the street (or open part), and on either side of the river
(of the city), whose "leaves are for the healing of the nations."
, Like the "Transfiguration" scene recorded in the modem
Scriptures, and of which no details are given, so also, in reference to this Tree of Life, no details are given; but in this more
ancient Record, the allegory ia expounded with a plainness of
language that ia quite comprehensible.
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A Tree ia used aa a. symbol, becallll6 it i.a correspondential to
human life. Vegetation, in general, i.a the repreeentation in
nature's realm, of human intelligence ; and a. fruit-trt>e 1 repre·
eents the enlightenment of that faculty, and alao, the life-flow,
when it i.a subject to new and heavenly influences, or, in plain
words, when the actions of life are in conformity with an enlightened intelligence ; theee life-actions are called fruits. There
are three kinda of fruit-bearing trees, referred to in the Scriptures, which are Ulled as symbols, to represent what may
be termed the regeneration of man, in the three degrees of his
·
being.
The Olive-tree, refera to the inmost or celestial degree of the
intellectual faculty, or principle if we will ; the Vine, to the
apiritual ; and the Fig-tree, to the natural degree ; and the
Hence, it may be seen,
fruit of these trees are good for fnod.
that the Fig-tree, is quite in order, as Wl6d to illustrate the action of the Supreme Life, when ultimated in atomic form on
the natural plane of existence, as it followa immediately after
the exposition of the three principles which develope the life of
the external man.
The reader will not fail to recognise the parrallel between the
tree, and those referred to in the later Records, and alao to the
reference in the Gospel to the "axe being laid to the root of th~J
tree," these may be quite understood by what i.a given in this
scene, as it points out very clearly what the "roots" are, which
must be cut away.
The astrological reference is plain to the Initiate ; a.a the
"Sharp Sword"is that which ia found in the "belt of Orion," and
the roots lurking among the Serpents, {or aensuala), refer to the
relative position of these two constellations in a certain time of
the year, or the position of the 63X'th in ita annual revolution;
but, in the absence of a celestial chart and a knowledge of the
system, they are unintelligible, and I only refer to this, with a
view to shew the astrological, and astronomical base of all (
religions, and which base, ia strictly in accordance with scientific
truth, and which the student can verify for himself, if he takes
the trouble to search.
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The overcoming the "principles" aa they are called is to be
effected by cutting away the roots of the tree, ~hich means, the·
advancement to the knowledge of the interior degree of con·
eciousneaa, by which, the poBBeasor sees that he himself, is not
the actor,but that the organism which he had 10 fondly cherished
aa his own, is but the embodiment of myriad apiritual atomic
forces from those Beings who are in a purely spiritual state, of
which that organism is the effect, or expreBBion for the time
being. When this step has been gained, then, the real advance
begins along that path, on the summit of which, The Mighty
One, is revealed, which means, that the inmost life principle
within his form is-The Divin~r God.
The grand climax in this ecene, is the declaration that the
Revelator-<>r Krishna, is declared as auch in the Sacred
Scriptures, and must be recognised in the world ~God
Manifest.
Hence has arisen the idea of avaturahip or measiahahip, or,
the special and peculiar manifestation of Divinity in a peraonal
human form ; and like the Christiana revere and worship their
Ghrist, even ao, the unenlightened Indians, revere and worship
their Krishna.
But, I have written to little purpose if the reader baa not
perceived, that these avaturs, are not and were not, literal
persons,-but the personifications, in toritUn form, of that
~entrallife principle, which is manifested in its highest mode,"
in the human fonn, and is "The True God ;" which truth ia
perceived, as the inner and inmost degrees of coneciouaneBB are
opened.
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ORAPTER XX.

THB A.Ncmrr WxsooM OJ' lNDu ( conti11tWl).
T~

BRAGAVAT GITA.
SCENE XVI.

Subject: Good and Evil Forma of Life.
KRISHNA.

The one who in embodied state, is with celestial life embued,
Will have within himself, these qualities combined, 0 BM.rata!
Great fortitude, when danger comes ; with clearness of the
intellect;
An ardent thirst, Ulat knowledge only satisfies; large heartedness;
Exemption from extremes in aught ; refiectiveness, and aancti·
tude;
With self-command, and rectitude ; vemcity ; placidity ;
Indifi'erence to all worldy aims ; with freedom from a slanderous tongue;
Compassion for all living things; subjection of all carnallu.ata;
Urbanity ; humility ; discreetness ; self-respect ; content ;
Stability ; forgiveness ; purity ; and modesty in speech.
But, vices, such aa-arrogance ; hypocrisy ; conceitedness ;
Resentment ; with vulgarity and ignorance ; 0 PritM.s Son I
Are manifest by th011e, whose lot it ia, to show the demoo
side.
Progreuion through eternity awaits all those in good of life,
While transmutations many are for those who live a viciou.a life.
Fear not, 0 Pandu'a Son! fer thou art destined to a heavenlf
lot!
Two states of life are shewn on earth, one-good, the otherevil ia.
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That which is termed-the life of good, has been pourtrayed
to thee in full ;
·
Now hear from Me, 0 Prithd'• Son./ the evil aide of mortal
life,
And I will apeak concerning th:~se, who manifest infernal state~.
Those, who the evil manifest, cause and effect, know nothing of;
And purity ; veracity ; morality ; is not in such.
They aay,-thia world, beginning never had, MSetting-it's
the aame
As aye it was, and has not been evolved in sequence orderly :
-That no Supreme Intelligence, or Mighty One, controls i ~s
course,
.And that ita only use is for enjoyment's aake, while life shall
last.
Confirmed in such fallacious thoughts, with minds depraved and
reason dimmed,
To impulse yielding ; in this world, to ruin they thus madly
rush.
Thus swayed by p&BBion uncontrolled, with pride, deceit, and
folly filled ;
.And, trusting to fallacious view-that when death comes, then
all is o'er,
Unmindful that such thoughts as these, doth lead to all unrighteousness ;
Pursuing with avidity, what gratifies their earthly tastes;
Conceiving that the highest good, of life, is present happiness ;
Jut thus, they speak, "Life being such, Let us enjoy it whil•
we can.''
Ensnared by hundreds of false hopes, and yielding to corrupt
desires,
They eeek for wealth by any means, in all their acta-unacrupuloua,
3o that their selfish ends be gained. .As thus, they argne to
t!v,mselvea,
"This already have, and that which I desire, I will possess;
"This wealth I now pouees, but more I want, and will acaumulate;
"Impedimenta, I have removed, and others too I will diaolace:
R
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"I am Ees·war .'* and will enjoy whate'er I think will Jratify;
"I am of noble birth, and rich, and happy, great, and am
renowned;
"And have the precedence o'er all, and where can one be found
Eke me?
"By my munificenee and offerings at the shrines, I will b~o
kRown."
So speak these foolish ones who stray, resultant from their
ignorance.
Confounded by their fallacies ; bewildered with erroneous
thoughts;
EngroSBed with worldly cares and lusts, to foul NarohJ.,t they
descend:
Pu.ffed up with pride and self·conceit, self-willed and supercilious;
H they, in outward acts of worship should engage, they simulate
A piety, which accords not with precepts by the Scriptures
taught.
With minds engaged upon themselves, intent on earthly happineBB,
With tempers harsh, malevolent, revengeful, and imperious,
Despisers of that which is Me, within their own and otht>rforms,
Amongst mankind these ones are infamoua, regardless of My
Name.
Not finding Me, 0 Kunti's Son! they must descend to lowest
depths,
But even these, in spirit world, are cleansed by passing through
re-births.
Three portals to Naraka lead-revenge, and lust, and avarice;
And all who pass through these are lost, therefore this triad
should be shunned.
But those, who never enter these, the gates that lead to darkness
dense,
• Eeswar, literally means-Sovereign Lord, and equivalent to saying "I am my own God."
tNaraka. A term equivalent to the Romish Purgatorial regions,
through which all mlll!t pass who have not lived pure lives on e&rth.
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Their own Salvation gain, and take the path that leads to
heavenly heights ;
While those, who precepts of The Word reject, and yield to
base desires
Imperfect are and discontent, and do not find the way to heaven.
Then, 0 Arjun! let precepts of The Word be Rule of Life to
thee,
And thou shalt know by these, both what to do, and what to
leave undone.
Remember, that the precepts of The Word command that works
be done;
See therefore that, thou faithful art t~ act in life what these
proclaim!

CoHHENTS.

I have headed this Scene, ~.Good and Evil Forms of Life."
Wi:kins, in his translation heads it, " Good and Evil Destiny."
'l'he title implies reference to a Science, best understood aa
Astrologf, the remains of which still exist in the country
districts of the North of England and Scotland. The terminology
is even yet in vogue, but the spirit and the true knowledge baa
been lost for centuries, except to the initiated in occult Science&
What is known as Folklore covers what I refer to, which meana
a lingering belief, not yet extinct, (but now ungrounded on true
knowledge,) of stellar and planetary influences, and, consequently,
t.be idea that a birth under the ascendancy of certain stars and
planets, ensures good or evil luck (as the case may be) to the
native during his or her earthly career. But the materialistic
tendency of modem education in all branches, is to regard all
such ideas and beliefs as the remnant of a superstition that in
former times swayed the human mind, but which is now held to
have no other base than the fallacious imaginings of grow1dleea
fears or hopes of ignorant and uneducated people.
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The Philosophy of Materialistic Science, iMisU; on the ignorir. ;~
of any belief in any power, or in any fact orsubject, that doell not
come within the ran(f3 and action of the human senses. Th~
diaaecting knife, ielescope, microscope, spectroscope, ann
instruments for determining the character of substances, as to
their chemical molecular combinations, and the gauging of
distances, &c., of objects in space, form the highest pha.se of
modern acientific research and experiment ; but, as to what
purpose or use, these molecular combinations, and protoplastic
developments, perform ; or, what the ultimate purpose of the
Solar System is (to say nothing of the vaster and still vaater
aystelllll lying beyond,) and ns to the condition of life, if any,
upon our sister eart.ha, " this deponent knoweth not." But the
fact of the presence of the st.illlingering "superstition'' in our
own day testifies that the ancients, at all events, rightly or
wrongly, believed that there were interstellar and interplanet~ey
influences, and that all· human beings were afFected thereby.
The doctrine taught in thia '· Scene," is, that every human
being who is born into earthly conditions of life, brings with
him or her a de$tiny,_and to which dP.atiny he or she ia aubject.
In plainest and fewest words it teaches that all, irrespective of
conditions, are under the guidance and direct appointment of
lot., ; of a Great Master Power, whose behests, (appearances of
free-will and mundane control, and accident, notwithstanding,)
· must be obeyed. The very term-lot, implies allotment, and
allotment implies one who allots : and notwithstanding tbtt
usurpations of Materialistic Science, our very language i&
saturated with ideas implying the active and overruling powc.r
and agency of spiritual, angelic and deific Intelligences and
Beings. Under the "appearance" of voluntary action, freedom
of will to choose or refuse, the natural mind conceives that such
power is its own, that it can shape its own destiny, and determin~t
its own present and future . When carried to ita logical conclusion,
such & thought would shut God out of Hia own universe, and
make the little apace of eart.hly life the all in all, and exclude
any active participation by Immortals in the life of humanity;
whereas, the truth ia, that all life forma are the manifestation in
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.au infinite var:<ty, of the one Life; all,-in allunivenea, bound
. together by magnetic and electric currents of vitality, from the
.:>ne Central Source.
.A. definition of the quality or characteristics of human beings,
who are to form the d.i.trerent states, is clearly given by the
Revelating One in this Scene. The extremes of good and evil
.are ahewn so graphically that it it impoBBible to mistake theru ;
between these two extremes there is a gradual shading off, as
there ia between light and darkness, but as these two 11tates are
pourtrayed in nature bY. sun light and its absence, or-light and
darkness with but little real division between, even so, human
life ia characterised by the two generic qualities, call.ed-good
.and evil
Christ,.w. orthodox theology, I believe, is the only system
that roundly proclaims the birth of human beings in conditiona
of depravity, or total darkness, or, as it ia expressed by the
terma, "all are hom in sin and shapen in iniquity," which
meant, if anything, that all are bad and evil to begin
with. In this, as in wost other systems of ethics, there ia a
modicum of truth, upon the same principle, that there is no
auch thing aa total or unqualified darkness. Out of darkneaa
into light is correct, if applied to the advancing stages of
development from infancy to maturity. This "darkness" if
.another word for expressing the utter losa of coBJICiouanesa 01
prior atatea of being, from which the spirit atom of life descends,
when it oomee into earthly or mundane conditiona of being, and
the · vaa mass who have heretofore come and gone from
ew.bodied conditions, only arrive at this knowledge in certain
etatea in the spirit sphe1·es, when they advance to them in the
\)l'Ogression of their own individual cycles of boling.
This phenomenal world, u cognisable to the human senaea, ia
l world of effects; the world of cauaes is invisible to human
!lo.nae ; hence, only those who are gifted with some degree of
~pirituallight, can penetrate, by other means than the eye o1
t;le physical organism, into the world of causes. Those meana,
or media, are the opening up, or awakening into activity tht
inner dezr3~ll :>f life, which are term~d spiritual and celestial.
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The moat of mankind admit the action (in worda) of a masterpower, aad which ia called-" Providence," when the average of
life's experience ia unattended with suffering, exceaaive toilr
. .u inconTenience, but it ia left out of the question when adverseconditions are experienced ; aad the problem of the apparent
inequality in conditions of human life, ia-and to the natural
mind willahraysremain-unaolved. There ia, even in the outer,
or what might be called the savage and barbarous and wretched
conditions of external life, the action of the law of compensation
which makes the apparent inequality artificial rather than real;
for, if enjoyment i.e taken aa the standard, t~e greatest enjoyment of life would not invariably be found to be aaaociated
wita earthly wealth and power.
An understanding and acknowledgment of the action of One
ln1inite and Eternal Life Power, which is in all, and manifested
by and through all, which operates through an infinitude of
agencies, linking the mighty whole in one stupendous manifestation, would modify the present crude and erroneous notions of
special favouritism towards some portion, and the rejection of
another portion of the race. The Revelator of thia ancient
wisdom teaches that nothing that man can either do or leave
undone, can alter or change the outworking of that Great
Oentral Power,-that nothing i.e accidental, but all ia the exact
fulfilment of design, purpose, and plan.
Such ia the philosophy unfolded in thia Scene, and until any
human being can satisfactorily answer the question, ·• how
came I to be hom of such and auch parents, or in such and
such conditions 1" it must be conceded that "lot and destiny "
have all to do with the determining of-not only our earthly,
but all future conditions of our being.
If the human mind ia in auch a state that it can only conceive
of a Personal God, then such an one may be found in this
1111cient revelation, asia worthy of any worship which suoh mind.l
can offer. The God manifeated here, ia-not one who i.e swayed
by human fl'ailties, partial and vindictive, but-pre-eminently •
God of Love and Wisdom and Power, who looks on all alike, and
lovea all alike-the righteous and the wicked, the saint and t.lle
~
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. ainner, and tl1at even for the most depraved (such depravity
being, as clearly shown, the result of ignorance), means aro
provided for their purification and ultimate ascension to the
highest spheres.
The foul "Naraka" spoken of in this Scene, fs the Purgatory
of the Romanist and the Hell of the Protestant, the Hades of
the Greek, and the Inferno of the Roman; but, this "Naraka"
is upon the outer earth, and experienced in embodied conditions; no deeper hell awaits, no fouler "Naraka," is to be founu
in disembodied conditions equal to what il actually realised on
the surface of thia planet earth; here and nowhere else, are t l1o
bella, and a human spirit passing through embedied conditions
in earth-life, has passed through its wol'!lt hell.
To prove that I am not making an unwarrantable asaertion,
let me appeal to the testimony of hundreds and thousands of
beinga who, having passed to the next sphere, have returned to
tell the story of their exit, and what they found and experienced in the Beyond. The Pitri1, Bhutd3, of the Indian, the
IJern.om of the Greek, and the :&il Spiriu of the Christian,when sucll manifest themselves, are not in reality what they
appear to be, but the expression of life at the point where they
droppeditat clliaolution,and the link.! that connect embodied human
life with the next stage that is immediately contiguoua thereto.
That which they left behind them at dissolution forms the
material which every aucceeding generation has to take up and
utilise, and, in turn, pass through and leave for their successors.
This is the secret of the transmutations and new births so frequently referred to in these Scenes, but to explain which in
ita fulness, would take volumes to unfold, and even then the
half would not be told.
One might almost fancy that the description of the hypocritical sensualist, and the in11ated egotist, as given in this Scene,
was the representation of "Society" of the present era, with its
ahama and its masquerades, which, in many cases, under the
nil of an apparent outward decorum, is yet inwardly full of
corruption; anJ the munificent gifts to the shrines of ancient
to....ple. by the proud and arrogant senaualists of that day find
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an equivalent in the legacies, bequeathment&, and gifts to
eccleaiaatical edifices and corporation• in our own times.
"To
make myself a name" ia now, as then, in many cases, the impelling motive. The unblushing atheism of past generations
(although in this much modified) was generally allied with
moral turpitude. But, although " Society" condemna vice and
immorality,-when it comes out to the surface, and rightly so
under ita present constitution,-yet the condemnation proceeds,
as a rule, from those who are ignorant of the doctrine of spiritual "scot and lot." The sinner is just as much fulfilling the
part he or she was dutined to play in the drama of human embodied life, as the saint ; and when before the tribunal at the
"Grand Assize" neither the condemnation of the one nor the
acquittal of the ot.h er will follow, but each and every atom of
life will follow out the genius of iheir own life-quality, and
perform the work that is given them to do. Heaven and Hell
are relative, not absolute terms, aud have no application-except
to individual.•tatea, for what is Heaven to one h its opposite to
another, and vice ver~a.
If Omnipotence is not a term without a meaning, it implies,
of necessity, the action of a Grand Over-ruling Power, (call it
by whatever name we please) which controls all power leBB than
itself, and to which the limited apparent power of the diJferentiated finite power is subject ; and the molecular atom, or finite
spirit entity, can no more separate itself, and act under ita own
authority, than can a single atom, or blood corpuscle in the
human organism arrogate to itself the power to be independeni
of the master power which guides and controls the whole human
•Jrganism; and, what applies to a single organism, as a whole,
appliea to the mightier Kosmoa, which, in ita totality, formsnne stupendous whole.
'
This, and much more, concerning the phenomena of life, ia
.mfolded in this ancient philosophy, and to those who hne eyea
I'> see. and ears to hear, it speaks in no uncertain manner.
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CHAPTER XXL
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INDIA

(contimud,,

THE BHAGAVAT GITA.
SCENE XVU.

Subject: The Three Faiths.
AlwVN.

What ia the guiding prin-:iple, 0 K'ri$hna I that doth actuate
'l'hu worahip of those men, who are embued with faith, yet
worahip not
.Accurc.ling to the Institutes, which are prescribed in Holy Writ'
To which of these does it pertain,-to Brightneas, Impulse,
Darkn.,_which 1
K..!uaHN.t..

The Faith, which mortals actuate, is threefold in ita principle,
lt accorda with the quality, which human atoms manifeat,
And is in ha_n nony with Brightness, Impulse, or the Darkneu
ataws .
.As is the quality, 110 is the faith of each, 0 Bharat<&!
The faith which animates humanity, partakes of nature, like
The Being is preaumed to have, in whom tho trust for help con·
tidea.
All those of Brightness quality, adore and love-The Mighty
One!
And those who are by Impulse led,-to Angels, Spirita, worship
pay;

While those in atatea of Darkness, seek the Demon Spectrea to
invoke.
And know that those are by Infernal Spirits led, who instigate
The men that practice torture, by the maiming of their outward
fo1'WI.
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-(The Shastrat nowhere apeak of this), but, self-deceived and
full of pride,
•'rheae foolish and misguided ones, their bodies uselessly torment~
.And Me also, the vital principle of life within their frames.
The food which is most pleasing to the taste of those in each
degree
Is triune in its kind ; as Worship, Abstinence, and offered Gift!\
Are likewise, each, threefold in kind.
Now, hear what theee
distinctions are !
Concerning Food ;-the food most suited to the taste of mortala~
who
The State of Brightnesa illustrate, conduces to longevity,
To health, and strength, and happiness, ensuring freedom from
disease.
The food which those most dearly prize who, states of lmpula&
manifest,
Ia bitter, acid, salt, unripe and pungent, for it stimulates ;
And is productive of uneasiness, disease, and also pain.
While food, which those, who States of Darknesa manifest, prefer
the moat,
Is tastelesa, putrid, and impure ; these take what others have
refused.
Now aa to Worship and its votaries. Those of the Brightness
State,
Perform their worship with the heart sincere ; they look not for
reward,
But offer up &<loring praise, convinced that ao to do ia right.
And these conform to precepts, and the forms which La.w divine
enjoins.
The worship of Impulsive ones i,~ offered up for sake of gain,
They look for recompense, and such affect an outward show of
zeal,
But these are self-deceived, and hypocrites, 0 but of BMratcu I
But, forms of worship as performed by those who are in D~k
neaa States,
Is destitute of faith ; these disregard the precepts of the La.w ;
They ne'er distribute food, engage in prayer, or give to priest&
their due
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Now, aa to Abstinence. That which is shewn by reverence moat
profound,
To Deity, and Angels, and to those who wisdom's knowledgtt
teach,
Combined with life of purity, integrity, and innocence,
And, acting out the sacred vow, is called-External Abstinence.
That Abstinence, aa shewn by using words of speech which ne'er
excitea
To :mger or to lewd desires, but which is truthful and sincere,
And, by perusal of the Word, is called-Internal Abstinence.
~ile that which yields to its possessor calmness to the inner
mind,
And shewn by silence, gentleneu,-by subjugation of an )ust1!,
Com biDed with purity of heart, is called-the Inmost A'betinence;
'lllat Abstinence, combining all the three degrees, aa here
pourtrayed,
And practised by the men, who are sustained by faith, that
nought disturbs,
.
Who look not for ' reward in after life, ia from the Brightness
State.
But, that performed, by hypocrites, 110 that they may be well
received,
And treated with respectful due, and homage have from other
men,
Is here declared, to be from Impulse State ; 'tis plaatio and
unfixed.
While, Abstinence performed by men, who cut and maim their
outer forms,
M~uided by false notions of the power which Abstinence confers,
-Who wish to use it for another's harm,* is that,-of Darkness
State.
• This refera to magical arts, and powers, in order that revenge ma1
be wreaked upon such as are inimical to the possessor of such power,
and who can exert ita malignant influence without being recognised.
It is called black magic. It is still represented in the remains of
witchcraft.
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Concerning three fold kind of Charity._ A gift bestowed by
those,
Who give to such aa are unable to return the gift again,
Convinced that it is right to give to needy and deserving one~~,
And, if such gifta are made with due regard to fitting time and
place,
Betokens that aucb charity, is of the state, where Brightness is.
But, if a gift should be bestowed, in hope that it may be returned,
Or for the sake of future recompense, and with reluctance given,
Then know, that such betokens statea, where Impulse is the
ruling power.
And, if a gift should be bestowed, without regard to time or
place,
-On such aa are unworthy of the same, or with contemptuons
mein,
It shows that such a. gift proceeds from those who are by Dark·
ness swa.yed.
Three mystic syllables are used, to deaigna.te-The Mighty One!
By whom, there were ordained in ages pa.Bt; the Sacred lnsti tutes
Of Brotherhooda,-who seek to know ·the secret of creative
power;
Of Revelations,-whioh impart the wisdom of celestial spheres ;
Of W orehip,-which, engaging in, will fill tho soul with heavenly
joys.
The threefold sounds of Om Tat Sat, expreaa the Great
Supreme in all.
And heRce it is the first, named-Om, that's always audibly pronouaced
.
By those whose office is to lead, and then expound the Sa.cred
Word,
Before commencing rittlll of worship, abstinence, and offering
gifts.
The BMOnd-Tat, is first proaounced, before engaging in the
rites,
By ihoee wao are convinced, The Mighty One is All in All,
-Who long to enter into rest, a.waiting in the Great &yond,
-Who seek not this aa recompense, for any merit of their own.
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The third, called Sat, applies to all of goodness and of truth.
And Sat is likewise used for all good actions done, 0 Pritha'•

Soot
And also for internal states, in which the spirit is at rest,
Requiring not the outer forms of worship, abstinence, and giftsr
As well as to external states, for which these outward forms are
right.
But, A.mt, is the term applied, to action of whatever kind,
Be it of worship, abstinence, bestowing gifts of charity,
Tf such is done, and entered on, without true· faith, 0 P.ritha'~
&m!
It. worthless is, for present life, also, in that which is to come.

CoMM.BNTS.

The present Scene, is a dissertation on the three kinds of faith,
which is the impelling principle that moves mankind to engage
in worship. Without that which is here designated faith, man
would be but little removed from the animal, which seeks nv
other or higher enjoyment than that which is impelled by
imtinct, and which pertains to the preservation of its physical
life. But, faith is a human quality, allied to the faculty called
inteUigence, by the use of which man is able, not only to com.
mand and subjugate his animal instincts, but to look forward
to another and future state of being, in which he shall continue
to be himself, yet with conditions that shall unfold vaster
energies, and surroundings that shall conduce to greater enjoyments, and happiness, and powers, of which, as yet, he forma
but vague and indefinite ideas.
The faith, of which the Revelator treats in this Scene, is some·
thing vrustly DIC)re than a mere creedal belief, it is, a principle,a germ of intelligence, buried deep down in the human organism,
/lut which has a capacity for development underfavourable con- '
Jitions, until it enable., its possessor, not only to scale the
r 'mparts of futurity, but, even while in present conditions of
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existence, to pet~r into the mysteries of that yet unexperieuct'rl
,atate where physical and material things are non ut. Such :"
the nature of Faith ; but, aa mankind in the complex and in tl ..l
individual baa three degrees, or three statea, in which the liff:'
ftow is more or lees conaciously received (for, the human or .
ganism is a receptacle of life) from unseen, and in the moat of
casee unknown aourcea, conaequently, when the life fto'"
ceaaea, then it is disllolved, and, as such, ceases to be ; and it
folloW31 that the expreasion of this faith must be in accordanc"
with the state of life development in which the indh·idual ia
for the time being.
In the former chapter, or scene, these three degrees of receptive life were explained, shewing that destiny, or, as I would
prefer to call it, the outworking of the one Infinite and Et4:rna.l
We principle, manifesting itaelf in the myriad forms, is the
Master Power, which makes all things-in all states,- in all
universes, subservient to Itself ; and thus, as the Parade, or going forth of this Central or first Life Principle is three-fold in
its expreaaion, therefore, the image of this trinity is universally
maintained. In the Sanacrit language, the three human stat~s
of receptivity are called g()()m, (or qualities),-the Sat·u.-a-Goon,
which I have rendered aa BrightneM; the Raja-goon, or Impulse;
and Tama-Goon, or Darkne#.
Brightneaa is the state of spiritual clairvoyance, in which tbc
1pirit senses that which is pure (not apparent) truth, and cleal'ly
Impulse is tUI
distinguishes cause as distinct from effects.
intermediate state, in which light predominates at times and at
others shade, and is as the evening twilight, consequently
the outer expression is changeable and uncertain. Dark11css is
the state of spiritual ignorance, in which the truth a&su~a.
appearance. that are inverted, or the opposite of what is clear
and transparent to the inmost spiritual sight.
Faith is the motor power, or active principle,
all these states, or characters, and is manifested
· corresponding to the qualities which each human
Lined or made to aaawne in the 1·ou of the

that workt iu
in a m;mner
atmn is des
grand dn.nll>
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of existence. It ia the life outcome of tbia principle work·
ing through these three qualities which ia pourtrayed in thia
~ne.
.
I cannot conceive of any illustrations which could more clearl) \
elucidate the doctrine of ~egrees, and the action of the great
Law of Correspondences, of which I have 10 copiously spoken
in previous chapters. Thia Law ia simply the manifestation of
cause and effect, as ia the cause, as to its origin and character,
ao will be the effect, that ia, one ia in accord with the other,
and the manifestation, or effect, ia in correspondence with ita
Quae, as for instance, if the plane of consciousnesa ia open in the
inmost degree, the life ft.ow to that degree is from the inmo~t
Heaven inhabited by angels who are perfected in Love and
Wisdom ; hence, the outcome, or outward expreBBion of human
life developed to that degree, must, of necesaity, be purity,
honesty, veracity, and all that goes to make up a perfect char·
acter in human estimation. And so on with the other degrees,
which are more external, the manifestation of the life quality
corresponds with the states of those Spheres from whence the life
ft.ow is received. The universe of outer Nature is to the univel'le
of humanity, what that universe is to the Spiritual, Angelic, and
Deific Universe: and, given the knowledge of the one, the wil·
dom and power of the other may be appreciated, and, in part,
known and enjoyed.
The questioning thought, which supplies matter for thia Scene,
in effect asks for illumination concerning the states of thoae
men who, though they never engage in temple worahip, and
take no part in rites and ceremonies, like other good (but leu
instructed) people, yet evidence a life of purity, which, to the
others, is incomprehensible. This state of bewilderment is any·
thing but uncommon in the present day. Let a man outgrow
the use of formalism, and dissociate himself from engaging in
outward forms of so-called worship, he is looked upon witlt
suspicion, and charged with heresy. What this means, let the
history of all religious systems, not excepting Chriatianity,
&ru~wer for itself. But Arjun represents, not those who condemn, but those who, crediting the non-associates with righ~
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motives and advanced wiadom, ask for knowledge in order thu
they may attain to the same. The answer i.a clear and unm.ista.kable, it i.a the outcome of interior enlightenment, which enable&
its possessOI' to di.apense with external aids, and rely upon hi.a
internal intuitions and knowledge of Truth ; and as thi.a
becomes more generally developed, all external systems, a&
'at present in vogue, will pass away, and be superseded by
other forma of Government, more in accordance with thll
requirements of an advanced stat~ of intellectuality and
morality.
A few words on the triune sound of Om-Tat-Sat. It must not
be supposed that this triune word i.a the name of the Great Being.
which humanity, in ita state of ignorance, thinks of as-God,
and which name di.atinguiahes thi.a personal God from all othe•·
Beings. As in previous chapters I shewed, or tried to shew,
that Personal Gods are no Gods, i.e., that such conceptions
are malformations, and have no objective reality, but are the
creations of states of mentality, which pass away when the pure
truth i.a manifested and approached : thi.a triune term i.a the
aame as ita later Hebrew equivalent Je-ho-vah, or abbreviated,
lEU. It refers to Life and Being, and means that which was,
and i.a, arid i.a to come. Om refers to the sol~ or self-existent
One-or, in plain Engli.ah, to the Source of Life, or Life Itself :
Tat 'refers to the presence or uni~eraality of that Life, in all
that exists ; and &.t refers to that which exists, and which ia.
real, as di.atingui.ahed from phenomenal; inasmuch as the phenomenal is illusory because of its continual change, while that which
is the active factor in the formation of matter or phenomena i10
abiding, and thus real, actual, and self-living.
· The Sacred Institutes that are spoken of in the two Engli.ah
translations of this Ancient Work are rendered-Brahmana,
Vedas and Sacrifice (or religion), but I have adopted three
other terms-Brotherhoods, Revelations, and Worship, which
I conceive to express a truer, because a more spiritual
meaning, the reason for which will appear in what follow11.
"Brahmans," to ordinary minds, would mean the worshippeu
of a God called "Brahm~.," the first of the so-~lled Hindu Tri:one
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Godhead : but, no outsider, or any uninitiated into the trana·
oendtmtal philosophy of the .Ancients, is able to form any conception of what Braluna meana. One Sanscrit scholar and
interpreter,'*' ~~ays "In the ante-mythological age this was probably nothing more but a name for the Sun, considered as
producer, vivifier and pervader." This is precisely its true
application, and is true in the past, present and future. But,
instead of referring to the Solar Orb, the central Orb of our
planetary universe, that (}f'b, is used as a symbol (which it really
is) to express, by correspondence, the creative, sustaining and
preserving power, which power; in its totality of expression, is
called-Brahma ! The Metraton, or Solar Angel of our plane·
tary system, is nearer to the conception of ordinary minds asGod; but, the Adept, or Hierophant, although he may personify
for the sake of instruction, yet himself never confounds a person
with personification ; and I have studied and written in vain,
unless the idea of a Personal God in a unitary form, vested in
th~ught with human mundane qualities, has not been shewn to be
the myth. The True God-Eternal and Infinite Life- is no
myth ;. but the myths of the present and past ages are the
fallacious imaginings of undeveloped minds, who must have
somewhat to lean upon, and, consequently, aa explained by
the Revelator in this Scene, that somewhat takes form in
agreement with the states or qualities that distinguish the human
mortal forms of life.
It is startling to find in this Ancient Work, a reference to what
still lingers in the so-called uneducated classes of this and other
Christian Countries, viz.- Witchcraft, or Black M:agic. We are
uow taught that such has no reality, but, that it is the remnant
ol superstition, exploded by scientific knowledge and education.
:Methinka it would be truer to say, dissipated by scientific and
educational ignorance, which believes nothing, acknowledges
nothing, trusts in nothing,but what is tangible to external sense.
'l'here is such a power,-witnesa the phenomenon of mesmerism,
•Mr Cockburn Thompson, who has published the Bhagavl\t Oitn, in Eng·
!i•n, and which, in part, fo!'DI.8 the base for this new vorsion tuat I have
the privilege oi !utroducing to tho English render
~
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which can be exercised by the strong over the weak, and in
the hands of wicked and unscrupulous persons, it becemea a
danger to good morals and even to personal freedom and happiness, and those who have plunged into the mysteries of oecult.
lore have abundant testimony to the truth of the fact. Hence
the ancient Brotherhoods, or Orders, who studied the occult
sciences were careful to test the purity and morality of thoee
who presented themselves as candidates for admission.
This brings me to the elucidation of that which forms the key to
the whole.
This work, the Bhagavat G!t.a, (as will be seen by those who
ca.n read between the lines) forma the text book of the philosophy, discipline, and practice of that which is called-Yoginiam.
It is written f«?r the express purpose of defining, so far 81
l.a.nguaqe can do so, the wisdom, and powers to which the
human being may attain, even while in embodied conditions.
These powera could only be attained by a long and painful
course of discipline, which tested the power of endurance and
purity of motive on the part of the neophyte : and only those
who could survive the ordeal, and master the secrets by study
and experience, could pass to the inner degrees of Adeptship and
become "a Yogin of the Yogina."
Indian Yoginship was perpetuated in what is known 81
Rosacruciani.sm, and if certain statements can be credited,
there are in our midst a few who are possessed with these
powers, known to each other by tokens, unknown even to
Freemasonry, and unknown and unrecognised by those amongst
whom they dwelL
Bereft of the mystery in which the Ancient and Modem
Secret Orders, or Brotherhoods, are shrouded, it would appear
that the human being, even while embodied, ia able to ascend
into certain spiritual states, and attain certain powers, whereby
he consciously experiences, that which, even to the best and
so-called spiritual-minded people, are only prophetic, and which,
auch never dream of attaining in earth life. Where can be found
ven one, amongst the Christian Sects, who can lay claim to
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hav" put the world and the things of the world under foot,
And actually live independent of earth's enjoyment. and engagementa 1 And yet, the ancient Yoga-religion, aluUI lsay7-offered
this aa a result of conformity to ita teachinga and discipline,
and, without a doubt, it waa equal to ita profeasion.
For the purpoae of attaining a state of spiritual exaltation,
it waa needful to combine a physical discipline, apoken of in
the Bhagavat Gita, but set forth at length in other and older
works. (For a fuller elucidation of this interesting subject, I
would refer the reader to TM TheOM>phut for September and following numbera for 1880. And from which I take
the following :·
"The Yoga treata of various processes, by which the Hindu
Ecstatici acquire the power of abstaining from eating and breath·
ing for a long time, and of becoming insensible to all extema
impressions.
The various stages are delineated aa follows, which eucceed the
preparatory disciplinary proces.ses.
bt.

A stage of self-trance, which i.e characterised by profuse
perapiration, trembling& and a sense of lightness.

2nd. Stage of self-trance, in which the functiona of the
are auspended.

sen~e~

3rd.

Stage, is when aew.ibility and voluntary motion are
auspended, and the body is capable of retaining any given
posture, the mind being said to be quiescent.

hh.

Stage, in which the Ecstatic is surrounded by dashes of
electric light-and here clairvoyance enaaes.

!lth.

Stage, the power of supporting the abstraction of atmo·
spheric air and the privation of food and drink." ·

It i.e affirmed that in the ultimate stage, the Adept, a per·
feet Yogin, could die, or expire at will, and revive again. How
much of literal truth there is in such an affirmation I am not abl"'
to say, or whether it refera to a atate beyond physical dissolution, in 'l'hich the emancipated spirit can return at will and
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materialise a fol'lll1 110 as to be recogniaed by mort&Is, ill a quea~
tion apon which further light will be thrown. But one thing i&
certain, and that is, that the wisdom and knowledge possessed by
the ancienta, of a far back antiquity, ill about to be revealed ,
and if theee can be adapted in a new form suited to the present
etate of humanity, and especially to the Western mind, then we
may confidently predict a higher standard of morality and a
gradual declension of that iatense individual egotism and eeltishnees which is characteristic of modem timea, and po811ibly, the
diaintegration of systems and communities, both national, social
and ecclesiastical, are the very means, by which conditions are
prepared tor the advent of the New Life Force, which, in ita
manifestation and oa•working, is nothing more and aothing leu
~haP-a Ne'i\ Dis41ensation.

'
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(contmmd).

THE BHAG.AVAT GITA.
SOEN'E XVIII.

Subject: .Adeptship.

..Alt.JuN.

1 wiah to compl'ehend, () Conquering One I the dift'erence that
exiata

Between the Statea, of Sannyaa ; and that which is Tyaga
called;
.Alld pray that Thou would speak of each at length, 0 Hlayer of

Keihin!'•
The wise onea know that Sannyaa, is that Adeptallip which
enauea
FTom no external dileipline, but is developed from within.
And those who are enlightened knqw, that Tyaga. is Adeptship,
Which is attained by outward aida, by thoae whC) practice
discipline.
Some Sages teach, that outward worb are things, like orim811,
and should be shunned :
While others say, external worb, such as, the discipline enjoined;
The gifts preacribed ; and abstinence ; are things which ought
to be performed.
Now, hear from me, what is the Tyaga, 0 Chief of Bhara.ta.e I
And know, that even this, is of three qualitiea, 0 best of Men!
All tlreae external worb which are, the practice of the discipline ;
The gifta prescribed ; and abstinence ; are those which ought to
be perft>rmed,

-• - -·--- Kuhin is .t he name applied to the eonatella~ion of the Great DrageJI
l::ee Comments.
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By those, who, wisdom have to aee, that theae are meana to
purify;
But, these should not be practised till all thoughts of Selfaggrandizement,
And all the hopes that spring therefron., have been discarded from
the mind.
Now this, my doctrine is, and worthy of belief, 0 PritJw.'s Son!
It is improper to renounce, the needful practice of the works :
For thus to leave undone, the discipline, which ought to be
performed,
Is foolish and doth shew the presence of the Darkneaa quality.
And, to abandon discipline, because it is both difficult
And painful too, doth shew the presence of the lmpulae quality:
Those who, from such a cause refrain, will ne'er attain tho
Adept state.
n is the doing of these works, according to the rules prescribed,
Because, they know 'tis right, that such should be performed,
Arjun ! by those
Who cherish no ambitious aims, that shew the Brightness quality.
The Tyaga, who is of Brightness quality, performs the works,
And ne'er complai.na, should failure come ; nor yet exults, should
he succeed,
Hia mind with doubts, is ne'er perplexed; and judgment clear,
marks all his acta.
Adeptship of external kind, without these works, can not b&
gained;
And, he is called a Tyagj, whose motive's pure, while doing them.
These three results are consequent, upon performance of these
works
By those who strive for Adept state, · for aake of power, which
tbia confers.
They get what they desire; what not desired; and what partakes
of both:
But these do not apply to those, who, Adepts are, without these

meana.
Now, learn from me, 0 Valiant One/ what are the five easential.
things,
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That a.re required to gain Adept.ship by external discipline ;
And which a.re found described at length, in Sacred Books, that
treat of them.
These are,-the Discipline described ;-the Neophyte, who
uses it;
-Advancement through successive steps ;-the Knowledge of
what each unfolds ;
--And fifthly, that o'erruling Power, that guides the Neophyte
through all.
These five easential.a are required, by every one who undertakes,
To enter on this outward discipline of works : it matters not,
Whate'er his attitude may be, in thought or speech, if pure or not.
And he, who judging from appearances, and unenlightened
mind,
Opines that he himself, the only actor is, knows not the truth.
But, he is right and true, who does not overestimate himself;
His Intellect is clear, and though he should a hoet of pleasures
loose,
He knows no real sacrifice is made, and these do not concern.
This triad forms the motive which incites the one to do these
works,
Desire to know ;-the thin~ to be made known :-and that
which seeks to know.
Another triad fonns the requisite to ultimate the same,
In outward and external use, for both, the work requires ; these
are
Perceptive power ;-the Discipline prescribed; the Neophyte
himself.
And each of these, shall be pourtrayed, according to the principles.
Now, listen, as each one is shewn in order by the principles l
Perceptive Power, which clearly sees, one Principle of Life alone, ,
In all existent forms of life ; and though it is, in changing forms,
Yet sees that it remains unchanged ; is of the Brightness quality.
But that Perceptive Power which thinks it sees, as many
principles,
Of life, aa there a.re forlll.l, by which it is expreased, and judges
t.hus,
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Because of their variety ; is of the Impulse qua.t;ty.
While that Perceptive Power which, to attain one end, devotes
ita aims,
As if that simple object sought, were all for which the life was
given,
Is ignorant of that for which existent forms of life are made,
And k.nows not truth : it is, of Darkneas quality.
'fbe Discipline, which, as prescribed, is undertaken and performed,
By one, who all ambitious aim.s ignorea, and seeks not praise
from men;
With no turmoil, or anxious care, partakes of Brightness quality.
But Disc~pline which is performed, by one, who great exertion
makes;
Who does it for the sake of honour, and the pleasures thence
derived;
Inftated by hiq own self-will ; partakes of Impulse quality.
While, Discipline, which is performed, by one, who rashly does
the work;
Without regard to consequence ; or of the harm that may ensue;
And thinks not of the strength required ; partakes of Darkneaa
quality.
The Neophyte, who enters on the work, with no self-interest,
And is possessed of constancy, and fortitude; and is unmoved
Should failure or success result, is of the Brightness quality.
The Neophyte, who, by self-will is swayed, and who, for honour
looks;
And, who is avaricious, or vindictive, or impure in thought;
And yields to pleasure or to pain, is of the Impulse quality.
The Neophyte, who indiscreetly enters on this discipline,
And ia unable to perform the same ; and who, rebellious is ;
Despondent ; slothful ; or morose; is of· the Darkness quality
Now, hesr explained, the threefold kinds of Intellect, and Powct
of Will;
0 Wealth De3piser I in detail, according to the princivles.
The Intellect, which can det.ermine when 'tis opportune and right.
To enter on this discipline ; and when the time h&ll come to
cell.!!e ;
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Which knows what ought to be performed, and that which
should be left undone ;
Which knows what is involved tkerein ; and what results to be
attained;
-The Adept State ! is of the Brightneaa quality ; 0 PrifliiJ.'.
&m.l
The Intellect, which is confused, and knows not if 'tia right or
wrong,
To undertake thia discipline ; nor yet, what parts should be
performed,
And what should not ; is of the Impulse quality; 0 PritJw.'•
&m.l
The Intellect, beclouded by fallacious thoughts, mistaking that
For truth, which, error is ; and views all things as opposite to
what
They really are; is of the Darkneaa quality ; 0 Pritha'• &m.i
The Power of Will, that perseveres, until the end desired il
gained;
And which has full command, to hold the breath, when 'til
inspired:
Which can control all wandering thoughts ; and auff'e!'ll not
external things
To tum hia course ; is of the Brightneaa quality ; 0 PrifliiJ.'•
&m.l
The Power of Will, which doth incite, to undertake thia dilcipline,
For sake of outward honour and renown ; also, to gratify
His vanity ; or, as a means, whereby one may accumulate
.
The wealth of earth; is of the Impulse quality; 0 PrifliiJ.'a Son/
That Power of Will, inciting one to undertake this discipline,
Without due thought, which fails to gain the en~ desired, and is
o'ercome,
By idleneas ; and yielding to his fea!'ll, give way ; and then
allows
Despondent thoughts to come, and thinks that he will not succeed
to which
He doth succumb; is of the Darkne88 quality; 0 PrifliiJ.'a Son/
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Now hear the three Delights explained by me, 0 CJA.Uf of
Bharat<u!
Delight, which springs from careful practice of the worlas preacribed; by which
An end to suffering is attained ; and which at first lilre worm.
wood is,
But &fterward is sweet, and lille unto ~e living waters taste ;
Ia of ihe BrightneBB quality ; and this is called- The State ot
Rest;
Delight, which springs from joys derived, becauae external
power il! gained,
The end, which had been most desired ; and which at tint, to
taste is sweet,
But in the end, is wonnwood like ; is of the Impulse quality.
Delight, whieh doth int-oxicate, or, cause bewillerment of mind,
Both . at commencement and at 8Rd ; produced by languor ;
carel611811ess ;
)dwell as rashneBil in the work; is of the Da.rkneu quality.
There ia not une exilltent form of llie un eartn , 0 Fritha,'a &m I
Nor yet in Spirit SphE-res; nor yet among Angelic Forma in
Heaven;
But manifests the three degrees, which are beheld in Nature'•
realm.
The presence of these principles, 0 Yexer of Thy fou I is seen
Amongst the Brahmans ; KshatriytU ; the V a.iahytU; ShudrtU,
too ; and these
Aze seen, according to th11 mode in which they each their uae
perform.
'l'bat which in Brahmins is innate, will manifest itself by these,
Which to their Order ia most meet: Tranquility; and Selfcontrol;
With Self-denial ; Purity; Endurance ; also, Rectitude ;
A knowledge of the truths that to the in'ner spirit sight pertains ;
And wisdom that perceives and can unfold celestial veritiea.
That in the KihatrytU innate, will manifea~ itself by these,
And which their Order best befits : as Valour. Strength, and
Fortitude:

1
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In hmes of war, ability ; unselfishness; and dignity•.
That which in the Va.iahyll8 springs from that which ia in them
innate
•la, cultivation of the land ; and tending kine; and merchandise. (
.And that which to the Shudrll8 ia innate, outworks by Servitude.
Perfect.ion may be gained in each by those who are contented.
with
Their own specific lot in life, who, faithful to their duties are.
Now, learn how thia Perfection's gained by those who work iD
their own sphere !
The man who recogniaes that their ia a Power Omnipotent ;
And while performing all hia works, depends on that alone fer
aid,
- The Mighty Central Source of Life, from which em tent forms
proceed,
Dy whom the Universe ia made ;-by this, the Adept state
attains. ·
This know : that each !!hould do the work allotted to hiruseU,
In accord with his destined sphere, though to appearance it may
seem
Inferior to another's lot ; e'en though he think he would excel
In that ; but never strive for thatwhich to another is assigned!
For whosoever shall perform the work appointed him to do,
In accord with his destined lot, will never into error falL
And that specific and appointed work should ne'er neglected be,
E en though that work should be by imperfections marked;
0 Kunti'• Son/
For every kind of work that mortal beings undertake to do,
In error ia involved ; just as the fire is in its smoke in,·olved.
That one who ne'er permits ambitious aims to sway; nor thinb
of sell
In what he does ; nor yet allows external things to govern him;
Will soon progress to passive state; in which condition he for·
aakes
All outward nae of discipline ; aft which he gains the Adep~
State.
Now, learn from me, 0 Kunti'• &m I while I, in brief, unfold to
thee,
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The mode by which the Adept gains that state, and, higher still,
a state
;lu which he higher power obtain.s,-a likeneaa to The Mighty
One!
'Tis in that state alone that knowled~a is attained of-Spirit
~
power.
The mode is thia! with lucid Intellect, he enteta . on the discipline;
Abjuring all those objects which extemnl senses captivate ;
He then attains a state from which both love and hate are fat
removed;
He chooses next a place in which he can in solitude remain ;
. He eats but little food, and that which ia most easy to digest;
By thia, the appetites which spring from nature's wants, he ~ub
jugates;
He then devotes his inner thoughts to subjects that are moat
profound
Which are, the perfect sell-control; and power to execute hil
will;
He puts away cupidities ; allsel.fi.sh aims ; malignity ;
Vain-glory; avarice; presumption; turmoil; anger; pride;
. desire;
.And thus discarding all the things which would to outer comfort
· tend,
Attains the Adept state, and then, of LikeneBB to the Mighty
One!
·
Whe~ he has passed into that state of Likeness to the Mighty
One;
He neither longs nor yet repines ; for then his spirit ia-at rest ;
His love extends to all alike-to all existent forma of life ;
J3y this he manifests the highest state, and shews his love to Me I
.And, gifted with internal spirit light, true knowledge he
acquires,
.Of who and what I AM ; and My Existence comprehends :
PoaseBBed with this internal light of knowledge, seeing ttW
I AM!
He has communion with MyseU, and needeth none to intercede.
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.And he who passes through all these degrees, and looks for aid
to

Me

Shall never fail, but strengthened by My powerful aid, he sha.U
succeed;
Until he gains the highest state, which is-communion with
Myself.
And now, Arjun! Let all thy thoughts be ceutred thus on Me
alone,
And in this mental attitude, make Me the object of thy thoughts r
Thus contemplating, thou, by power from Me, thy foes shall
overcome.
'Rut if thou yieldest to the promptings of thy own self-will ; and
dost
Not listen to these words of Mine, then thou most surely Wilt
succumb.
But shouldst thou yield, and, if reliant on thyself, resolve and.
say
"I will not in this fight engage," such resolution would be vain •.
For, by what is innate in thee, thy inner nature will impel,
'
And, fofped by this, 0 K-unti's Son /-that whi~h inheres within
thyself,
Thou wilt against thy will perfonu, what in thy folly thou.
would'st not.
The Mighty One is-Life itself, the centre in existent forms
Of life; and by the wondrous power of its own magic force, .Arjuml
Doth cause all outward things around that radiant centre to
rotate;
E'en like a wheel revolves around a point which in its centre is.
In every state of life, make this thy rest, 0 Sen~ of Bhdrata..l
When thou hast found this resting place ; the State of Rest thoU<
wilt attain;
From this thou wilt progreSB, and then the Grand Adept thou
wilt become.
.A.e this great secret which interior is, has been revealed to thee,
Reflect on this. aft which. whate'er shall seem to thee most fit-that do!
Rut listen to my words, and I will further speak, and will revea~
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Another secret most profound, and which to thee I now uun:&a,
A..ud which is for thy good, because by Me thou art most dearly
loved.
'Till this! If all thy thoughts are fixed on Me, and thou wilt
give thy heart
To Me, and supplicate My aid, then, where I am there ab&lt
thou be.
Because My loving kindne88 yearna for thee, I have this truth
revealed.
Forsake external discipline ; and find thy resting-place in Me ;
Be not afraid! but trust in Me ; and from all doubts thou ahalt
be freed!
Reveal not this that I have uttered forth to thee to any one
Who is not in the discipline engaged ; and never speak of it
To one who cannot understand; nor yet to one who would
profane
The truth ; nor yet to any who irreverent are, and Me desptse.
Now be My servant is, who knowledge of the Truth unfolds to
those
Who thirst for this ; no higher homage can he offer up to Me ;
For when on earth his work is done, he surely ahall be where I
am;
And none amongst mankind on earth can service higher yield to
Me,
Nor is there one in earthly states more dearly loved by Me than
he.
Whoe'er ahall read and understand this illtercourae t . .:en Me
and thee,
To such I give the power to worship in the spirit and in truth.
And e'en to those who hear it taught, and are receptive of thu
same,
If they from evil tum away, tohighel' states they may advance
Until they reach the one in which external rites are not
required.
Now, that I have these secret things revealed to thee, 0 Pritlta'•
&m.l
While doing this, have all thy thoughts been quite engaged on
this alone 1
Ia thy confusion caused by ignorance, 0 Wea.lth Despi&er/-gone 1
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.Al!J"uN•
.By thia, what Thou haat now in love revealed to me, 0 Holy Om I
My undentanding is enlightened, and I comprehend the truth ;
Bewilderment hr.s disappeared, and all my doubts and fCArs are
gono;
And from henceforth I will obedient prove to what Thou shalt
command.
SAlfJAY.

As thus set forth I overheard this mystic wonderful discourse
Between the Great VIUU.dtra and noble-minded Pritlla's&n.
By favour of the Vyasa, I witnessed this mysterious Scene,
And heard these mystic truths revealed by Krishna, who, by
word of mouth
Explained the whole in full ; relating to the sacred discipline,
Who is Himself the Chief Adept, and of the Order-Master
Grand!
And as I meditate, 0 King ! upon the wonderful discoune
Between The Migl~ty Chieftain and Aryun, the more do !rejoice.
.And when I further cogitate, and when from memory I recall,
That wondrous Form in which The Mighty One did manifest
Himaelf,
I marvel more and more, 0 King! and my delight in rapture
fiows.
'Tis in that region in the heavens, from whence is viewed The
Mighty One
And Lord of all, from whom the Light ancl Love proceed, and
Kmhna ca.lled ~
And in that part in which til seen The Mighty Archer, Arjun,
called;
From thence the path commences which, with steady upward
coune proceeds
And leads to wealth, to triumph, also power. And this my
verdict is.
Thus, in the UpanWtad& of The Blw.gavd.t <Rta-the book which
contains the true knowledge of The Great Supreme, that wisdom
is recorded in the form of a colloquy between KriflhM and
Arjun.
FINJR.
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Thia Scene, concluding the new version of the ten of Tile
IBhagaro.t <liM, fonns the crown of the work, and gives the
Key for the clear understanding of the philosophy set forth in
the fonner chapters.

The end sloka, or paragraph, gives the master key which, in
the hand of the skilful Initiate, will open every door, and
bring to light all the hidden mysteries. That master key .i&
an aatro·masonic one, and which unlooks not only this, but all
and every ancient and modern religious system on the face of
the earth.
It exemplifies what is now beginning to be seen
and acknowledged by all searchers for, and lovers of, truth,
and that is that the positions, motions, and relationships of
our planetary and Solar Universe, and the inter-relationships
of this with other Solar Universes, fonn the ground or base of
one and all ecclesiastical superstructures. By the use of this
maater key, the mysterious drama of the Apocalypse in the
Ohristian Recorda becomes grand and intelligible ; and the
autograph of the compiler of each ia traceable to one and the
aame fount.
In the Ancient Drama, Sanjay says, "I over~
heard this wonderful discourse, and wa.s eye-witness of the
&enes." In the Modern one, John says-" I, John, heard
and saw these things."
The gorgeous imagery of the Apocalypse, and the leas dramatic but more philosophical rendering of The Bhagaro.t G£14,
both exemplify, in worda, the Sun's annual (apparent) journey
through the 12 Signs of the Zodiac. This fact .is clearly indi·
oated (to the Initiate) in the closing words of ,<;a,njay, which
point to the Sun's position (for the northern hemisphere) at
mid-winter, and which is the lowest point in the southern
arc, fonned by the six months which fonn the winter solstice,
and at which point the Sun, having completed his annual
journey, atarte upon a new one, which marks off in time a fu!J
year.
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Sanjay says, "In that region from whence Krish-na, the
Mighty One, is viewed, and .Af'ju.n, the Mighty .Archer, from
thence the path commences which leads on to wealth, triumph,
and power." It is thus clearly indicated ; Kri,hna staada for the
Sun, and Arjun for the Zodiacal Sign, at present named Sagittarius, which means The .Archer. Sagittarius is the sign for
our month of December, and on the 25th day of this month,
the Sun is at the lowest point, and at 281" B.. A. in the degrees
of the celestial chart, is tht~ point which is between the completion of the old and the commencement of the new year. The
Sun's upward path towards the northern solstice certainly
brings forth the seasons, which cause the earth to bring fo1 th
fruits for the sustenance of the life-forms upon its surface.
Such is the astronomical base of these wondrous dramas in
which the supposed actors are the Sun and Stars and Planete.
The astro-masonic rendering has a deeper meaning, which is
intended only for the initiated. From this astrological science
is outwrought a system of philosephy, or intellectual truth,
which applies from all and to all time, and which expounds the
operation of that grand Law which conatitutea phenomenal
Nature, the reprl!sentation and manifestation of an interior and
unseen universe, which is the world of causes, or Universe of
Spirit. In the phenomenal universe, with the Stars, or brilliants of the skies for a background, and the Sun with his
attendant planets as the active motors, may be traced out in
unerring lines, by those who poBBess the eye of wisdom, or
the inner spiritual sight, the course of the human spirit atom
from its appearance in the phenomenal world to its depart:~ro
therefrom and entry into another world, which is not phe·
nomenal, but real and abiding.
This Scene is explanatory of Adeptship and what is involved therein, which Adeptship forms the Crown of Yoginism, and to attain which the neophyte undertook the discipline or regimen prescribed, and for which end this ancient
syst.em and philosophy was devised, and which ia still in the
East practised and consummated in living e~ples, by 1neu
T
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who, having paased through all the prescribed stages, have
gained the end and attained the State known as The Adept.
Yogin ism is of two kinde, called the Hatha Yoga and the
Raja Yoga, both of which I will now explain.

The.Hatha Yoga represents the physical and scientific, while
the Raja Yoga constitutes the spiritual and philosophic aspect.
and manifestations.
·
Yi~wed from the scientific and physical standpoint, Adeptship lS the reward of the one who, by the practice of the
rreacribed method, can control the respiration and circulation
of the physical organism. This is by means of abstaining
from food, holding the inspired breath for a long period of
time, and an insensibility to all external things. The object to
be gained is a state of ecstasy by means of self-trance, that is,
without the action of another, as in mesmerism.
When this
condition is developed, the self-entranced one has a perception
of .mother world and ita surroundings, conditions, and inhabi·
tante. A further object sought to be gained is the control of
the forces of nature, and to render these subser'l'ient to the will
of the Adept.
The disciplinary process by which these ends
are gained, may be called artificial, or, it is the art of develop·
ing the inherent powers of the embodied spirit by meana of
external aide.
But while this art is inferentially referred to and partially
described, The Blw.f/amt G£ta waa compiled for the purpose of
expounding the higher Adeptehip pertaining to the Raja Yoga,
and which, comprising all that the external Hatha Yoga gives to
its possessor, u~folds by ita philosophy a knowledge whereby
still larger powers may be attained, and which pertains to an
interior degree, which the other does not open.
A living Adept (a ne.tive of India) named S·wami Dayanand*
describes the Hatha Yoga as that by which a certain range of
• An interesting memoir of this remarkable man. with notices of
his work, &c., is now being published in the pages of The TlwJsophi•t,
published monthly in Bombay, and which is the organ of The TheoSO:
phica.l Society.
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minor phenomena may be produced, as, for ill8tance, the
· power to draw all vitality into one Ol'jr&D, Bay a single finger ;
and if developed up to the Dhyana degree, he may know the
thoughts of another.
But 11. Raja Yogin, if he baa become a
Siddha, can do whatever he wills to do, and know whatever he
desires to know, and even know languages which he has never
studied ; he can converse with a Brother Adept in any place, no
matter how distant they are from each other : and also can send
articles of weight and substance, and have them brought, with•
out the use of the usual modes of conveyance ; in short, inde·
pendently of either mortal carriers, or telegraphs, or convey·
ances of anv kind whatever.
The Hatha Yoga seems to be the more ancient of the two,
(which accords with the universal law of development), and waa
supposed to be taught and founded by one named Kapila, and
is entitled Sa11khya, but The BJUl{JaMt Gitd coincides with a
more philosophical achool of thought founded by Patanjali. But
here the BB.me difficulty presents itself in dealing with these
names as is presented in all" Scriptures," or Sacred Writings aa
they are called. These names are impersonal, and expresa cer·
.t ain qualities or conditioll8.
Like as Jesus Christ is thought to be a Mesaiah, or part
human and part divine, as to his parentage, so Kapila is thought
to be an incarnation of the God Agni, or fire. Sometimes he is
represented as V asudtta, (see the name occurring in the Scenee
in .Xhe BhagaMt Gita), or the God Vi.mnu. himself; and sometimes he is represented as a horse. (Note the part that lm-su,
with their riders, play in the Apocalypse of the Christian
l{ecord !)
When these names are recognised aa symbols, and interpreted
by the law of symbols, they are seen to be absolutely correct,
·as they refer to the human intellectual faculty in accordance
with the various degrees specified by the respective symbols.
Patanjali, or Pa.tala, was represented as an incarnation of
Amanta, or the Serpent-King, and as this ancient system
descended, in the course of time it came into the Hebrew cha
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ractera, where it was Paluta (according to Mlmetho) or, in still
more modem language, Palutim-the land of the Shepherds.
Interpreted by the same law, these symbols are quite in harmony with the principles of that law, and apply to the human
intellect in a state of s~ill more interior enlightenment.
&M~jay, the one who figures in this sacred drama as the Reciter to the King Yudhutra, is again only another term expres·
sive of tl).e same faculty. It means a messenger, an enlightener.
an angel ; or expressed in scientific phraseology, it is the Sunray. .And, as by meana of the action of the Sun-ray, the phe·
nomenon of light is produced, even so, the action of the spintuaJ.
Sun-ray, or the influx of knowledge from spiritual sources, if..
the true enlightener of the human intellectual faculty.

This is precisely the difference between materiality and spi·
rituality.
The materialist, who judges from phenomenal.
appearances, ·thinks that organic forms are the resultants of exwmal forces, and that mind, with its rational faculty, ia
evolved from external conditions of life, by what he cal.la thct
process of nature ; (as if it were possible that a lower could
generate a higher form than its own ;) but the Spiritualist, with
an enlightened intellect, knows that all life-forms are evolved
from within to without ; and that nature is only the external
or outward expression of spirit, but of this I shall treat mor&
fully in following chapter.
The great aim of the advanced
n1inds of the ancient .Aryan nation was the acquisition of knowledge concerning spirit and its powers, and the result of their
etforts, as seen in their ancient writings, is certainly not
eclipsed by modern notions in this field of research..
Their Illuminati taught " that the best place for man tQ
behold the Lord is the human Soul : as God is nowhere else so
1
· vividly manifest as in the Soul of Man." It was the knowledge
c>! this fact that led them to adopt the Scientific Method of
Yoga, so that they might see the Lord reflected on the surface
of the soul and commune with Him: (Joq:uindra Kath Bose.)
This soul of man (aa revealed in former Scenes) manifests it&
urcsence and RCtivity by the three principles, which run through
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all, llll.i even characterises Adeptship of both kinds. The Satwa.,
or Brightness principle,* is the conscious possession of wisdom
and creative power in a state of innocence . th~:~ Raja, or lmpulae
Principle, is the conscious po1111ession of Knowledge, and pheno·
menal (external) power : while the Tama, or Darkness Principle,
is the possession of occult powers, which are wielded for selfish
and worldly ends alone.
About 30 years ago, there was published at Benares, in India,
a pamphlet by N. C. Paul, G.B.M.C., Sub-AMistant Surgeon,
an Anglo-Indian, on the subject of Yoginism, but which, at
that time, did not succet'd in drawing the attention of Europeans
which the importance of tbe subject certainly demanded, and,
consequently, by not being appreciated, it did not reach a wide
circulation. It is, however, a remarkable work, and now that
the metaphysical and philosophical systems are beginning to be
better understood, and as the spirit of enquiry is being awakened
in many advanced minds, the work is now in course of publication, in chapters, in the columns of the Theosophist, and
certainly will evoke an interest which has been dormant ~adly
too long, and which must result in a better appreciation, and a
more respectful attitude towards the ancient literature of India.
The work is from a medico-scientific point of view, and the
author appears to be somewhat doubtful about the occult pheno.mena, and what he does allow seems to pertain more to the
physical than the occult ; but ita value is none the lesa on that
account to the philosopher who must have a scientific base in
fact, to shew the outworking of law.
The pamphlet gives a large number of experiments in tabu·
lated form, shewing the physical cbanges undergone while the
discipline was in course of performance. It is, in short, a complete (and exhaustive on ita own plane) chemical analysis of
paramount importance, aa testifying to the effects produced
upon the human organism by the practice of Yoga discipline.
" I make a distinction between principle and quality.

The forme1·

is a living force, and, consequently, an entity: the latter is a term
which qualifies the former, and, consequently, an adjective. It is im·
portant to bear this in mind.
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The Batlul Yoga requirea 'eight atngea to be paaaed through by
the novitiate before the prize of Adeptahip can be gained, and
1111 the Candidate, who aapirea to the Crown of Power which
Yoginiam profeBBes to give to th01e who persevere to the end,
ia subjected to teats, both of character and phyaical fortitude,
no wonder that the majority fail, and retire from the work in
ita earlier atagea, for unquestionably, the procesres that muat be
undergone, strain the physical and mental powers of endurance to
the utmost limit ; and, I have reason to believe that in some
inatancea the atrain is so exceBBive that physical death is the
reault; from which it ia seen, that the practice of Yoga discipline
is no child's play, but the involving of pain and suffering that to
the maaa is an in,urmountable barrier.
The lat Stage is called Yama. It is the practising of certain
prescribed bodily postures, the object of which is to attain a
atate of quietude. While undergoing these, the Guru, or Instructor, enjoin& the necessity of developina tho moral
qualities of gentlene11, innocence, honesty, truthfulne11,
chastity, and disinterestedne88.
The 2nd Stage is Niyama. The physical proce!lll is of a aimilar
nature 11 the first, but longer in ita practice and more trying.
Other moral qualities, are in this enjoined, u, purity.
cleanlines~~, contentment, patience, devotedness, aelf-denial,and
a knowledge of nature and spirit, toaether with adoration of
the Supreme Being,
The 3rd Stage is Aaana. In this the art of controlling the
respiration and circulation is taught and practised; the object
of which is to secure a concentrated power of meditation, aud
which is aided by the inaudible pronunciation of the word Om,
orAum.
The 4th is Prondydma. This is accompanied by profuse per·
apiration and tremblinge, and in this stage, self-trance is produced ; and when the neophyte is sufficiently advanced,
levitation result&, and the body is raised from the surface of
the earth. Other words than Om are inaudibly pronounced
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for a certain length of time and number of times prescribed,
eo as to ensure a perfect "state of abstraction from external
surroundings.
The 5th i.e PratyaJw,ra. In which a more perfect control of the
respiration and circulation· is secured; and for a still longer
time the words, as given, which aro monosyllables, have
to be repeated many thousands of times.
The 6th is Dharand. In which, after a certain time, the body
b~mes rigid, and the external sell8e8 perfectly quiescent, and
the inner consciouaneaa awake.
The 7th i.e Dhyana. In this stage, a state of Ecstasy is developed,
and the Yogin becomes clairvoyant and clairaudient. Tho
spirit is consciously present in a region of what is calletl.
Primal Light, and is in contact with the univerasl spirit.
The 8th is Samcidh.i. In this stage, hybernation is operative, by
which the Yogin
hold the inspired breath for an indefinitt
time, and the circulatiot: becomes dormant. In this state, it
i.a said, the Yogin possesses the power of life and death, and
can paaa from one to the other, and '!lice 1'e1"SO. at will ;
can do what he wishes to do ; and know what he wants
to know.
·

em

Such are the stages which the neophyte must pass through
before he attains .Adeptship by means of Hatha Yoga; and
which is chiefly practised for the gaining of power over the
forces of Nature.
The Raja Yoga, begins where the Hatha ends, and this is
developed, (after perfection is gained in the first) by an interior
process, in which external rites and discipline are abandoned,
these having fulfilled their purpose. It is developed by the
exercise of an enlightened intellect, and is altogether an intellectual and spiritual exercise. When developed, the Adept
can not only control the forces of nature, but comes in conscious
communion· with Spiritual Beings, and possesses Creative Power, •
This Power is exercised only on rare occasions and then onlY
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with a beneficent object in view. The Raja Yogin can converse
with a Brother Adept without any intermediate agency, and
neither time nor dilltance prevents, as the thought goes out the
answer is returned at once : he can send articles of substance
and weight and have them brought to him without any external
modes of conTeyance; and more, he can transport himself, at
will to any desired place, in a apace of time, that is more comparable to a lightning f!.ash than to the quickest speed of aerial
or steam locomotion.
In addition to the Hatha, and Raja Yogas, there is another
more interior still, and which is hinted at, rather than defined,
in the concluding Scene. In this, another element, or faculty,
comes into play ; the two former are phenomenal and intellectual, but this is aBBociated with the more interior faculty, in
which goodnesa, holiness, and spotleaaneBB of life are manifest,
and where individual aims are subordinate to the welfare of
others. This third Yoga develops what is termed-God-likeness.
In it, the Adept poBBeaaeB not merely creative .power, but he
comes into the knowledge of the secrets connected with the
reception and giving forth of Life itself.
In this degree of Adeptahip, the spiritual, angelic, and deifio
powers of the Soul are attained by the atom of life, or individual
spirit, and it becomes one with the Infinite Soul or Eternal Life.
This is the Moksha of th" Brahmin ; the NiT'O(JIIl(l, of the
Buddhist; and the Life-eternal of the Christian. It is not (as is
erroneously conceived) the annihilation of the individuality or
identity ; it is not the mere absorption into the great vortex of
Being, and a return into primordial univeraal .ftuidic life ; but, it
is the conscious posseBBion of every knowledge and power that
has been gained by the spirit atom in the process of its descent
into conditions of outer external life, and by its experience in
advancing through the various stages of its ascent from those
outer conditions of being. It is, as I take it, the preservation
of consciousness through all descending and ascending states of
being, the ever-present master principle of Life, which we term
the Ego, and which is Life itself-a part of the Great Universal,
Infinite, and Eternal Whole.
That Master principle which, in
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the physical organism, is Lord and Master of the Myriad spirit
atoms, which, constantly changing from the commencement of
the formation of the organism to its final diaaolution, vet
itself remains unchanged and incorruptible.
It is stated (but I have no means of verifying the statement by
my preaent knowledge), that, in this degree, the Adept can pro·
loug his stay upon the Earth up to 400 years. Though such a
atatement to ordinary people is astounding and incredible, yet,
when we have perfectly reliable evidence as to living examples
~f Hatha and Raja Adeptship, to me the other statement is not
altogether incredible : especially when we reflect upon the
.altered conditions of the organism developed by the Yoga
powel'll. This we know, or may know, that some have the
power to render themselves invisible to ordinary morta.la, a.nd, if
the organism becomea so purified and ro.riJWJ,, by the development of the Spirit powers and life, it requires but little, if any,
of the grosser foods to keep it intact, and to prevent its decay.
To such, there is literally no death, and what the Biblicist
regards as "figurative" (although in other things such a strong
literaliat), may, unknown to him be-a living reality, even upon
this mundane plane of existence.

The physical results of the Yoga discipline can be tested by
ecientific analysis, and these are resolvable into two simple elements, viz., the art of controlling at will the functions of
respiration and circulation, which are the two physical life
elements in the construction and upholding of the human
organism. It is well known that the atmospheric air contains
ill solution all the life-giving elements.
By the proceBS of
inspiration and respiration, the air becomes vitiated and charged
with carbonic acid, which represents 10 much loBS of vitality and
waste, but which if conserved means so much saved, and consequently is productive of a corresponding longevity. This
seems to be the aecret of the aucc888ful practice of the Yoga
discipline.
In this Country, and on tile Oontinent, tne attainment of
.Adept powers by the mean~ used by Eaaterna, is out of the
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queatio)D, as climate and g~ographical conditions render it impossible of attaintnent by such a proc688, and more than all, th~
temperament of the Anglo-Saxon is unsuitable and opposed to the
inactive and contemplative idiosyncrasy whieh is characteristicof the Hindu Race. But, if such powers 88 Adeptahip involves,
can be gained by the Anglo-Saxon and Teutonic people, then,
the enterprise, which is their peculiar characteristic, will render
them more potent to wield these powers for a greater good tothe human race, than, 88 yet, has been accomplished by Eastern
Adepts. And if ever the Human Race, in embodied conditions,
ia to be brought into a stat~ of harmony and universal brother.
hood, it must be by the efforts of men and women who have
internal and external powers to act upon others, by other means
than those at present in vogue, which, based upon narrow
and sectarian linea, tend rather to divide and antagonise than toce~ent and consolidattJ.
These future means will be, the importation of true knowledge concerning the spiritual part of
man, with its latent powers, and the exhibition of powers which
will be exercised for the welfare of the whole, and by the
example of a pure, unselfish, and holy ~ife.
N01'&.-This concludes the version of the text of " The Bhaga vat Gita
with comments thereon, and I trust th.e reader may estimate this gem
of ancient literature at its true value. In my next, which '!rill complete the series on Philosophy of Spirit, I shall deal with the Spirit
Atom of life, and the article will be illustrated by a woodcut showing it&
!rat appearance in phvsical condition OA \he mundane plane .,.
existence.
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MICROCOSIII.
1.

THE FIRST APPEARANCE OF THE HUMAN ATOM
IN MATERIALISED CONDITIONS.
ENLARGBD J'RO Jill A SPEC.

A .J'TBB. H&CXEL.
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I BA.V11 aelccted this subject 88 a fitting cloae to the Series en·
titled " Philosophy of Spirit," aa I propoae to deal with the
differentiated human atomic spirit, from ita first appearance on
· the mundane plane of conscious existence. .Aa the prior chapters
have dealt with the intellectual and spiritual parts of the human
~rganiam, this will treat of the embodied form, by which the
internal form ia expressed in outward shape and figure.
In spiritual, or symbolic utterance, the form applies to the
interior part or spiritual Nature, while figure or shape, refers to
the external or physical covering; the latter, at death being
uisaolved and separated from the true form, which alone pua•
onwards into a new condition of conscious being.

To us, while on the external plane of outer existence, the
figure, or physical appearance, determines the di.fi'erence between
one and another, but, when on the spiritual plane of conaciou.a
being, the di.fi'erence is manifested by variation of qualities, aa iD
that condition the physical organism is non ut.
To the Human Organism alone, 88 will be seen in that which
follows, belongs the term-Microcosm ; for, so far 88 this planet
is concerned, the Human Organised Being upon ita surface ia,
in each specific individual, and collectively in the whole-an
epitome, which images all that is above in the world of interior
nature, (or spiritual plane) and refiecta all that ia below in the
animal, vegetable, and mineral kingdoms in outer nature's realm.
From tllis it follows that the Human Organism, with ita own
three degrees of receptive life, (for all outward physical forma of
animated life are only receptacles of Life,-not Life itself,) ia a
world in miniature : and presently, I shall endeavour to show who
and what is the Architect and Builder of that world in miniature.
This brings me to notify the difference of the Philosophy of lifephenomena, 88 presented from an external or materialistic stand·
point, and that illustrated from the internal or Spiritualistic
vista; and wide 88 the difference is, yet they both converge in
.one point, and that is-the Microcosm.
The Natural Scientist teaches that Mind, with all that the
~erm includes, is the resultant of what is called-matter ; while
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on the other hand the Spiritual Scientist proclaims that, what ia
called-matter, is that by which mind expresses itself in physical conditions; and further, that mind and matt9r, both, are·
but expressions of a still more interior principiate called-spirit ;
and that all expressions, or outward embodiments, are the infinite
variety by which Life is.made manifest in all conditions, and in
all worlds and spheres of being and existence. Such manifestations varying from ethereal rarity down to the grossest
density.
The Materialist, in his patient research into the mysteries of·
phenomenal life organisms, tabulates his facts, and seeing a
graduated scale of life organisms, concludes that such gradation is
the result of-Evolution ; (what this is meant to imply will be
noticed further on,) but, he does not see, much less does he recognise the action of another force which is-Involution. This
is the principle with which in this essay I am moat interested ;
and, accepting all the tabulated facts of scientific research asdemonstrated and beyond dispute, I use them, with all due
respect to their discoverers, as illustrative of the princi.ple of Involution and its outworking, from the simple bioplastic forms of
the lancelet and sea-squirt up to the complex form of ti.e animal
and the human form.
The illustration at the head of this chapter, is from a remark~
able work, tabulating the discoveries and theories of that cele·
brated Naturalist, Ernet Hreckel, entitled "The Evolution of
Man, a popular exposition of the principal points of Human
Ontogony and Phylogeny*" and from which work my illustrations, scientifically delineated, are drawn. This work teems·
with wonders, and traces the development of organised forms of
life from their beginning in the most simple rudimentary appearance, right up to their completion in full structural organised
physical embodiment, in which mathematical precision and
geometrical symmetry are beautifully combined.
• The Evolution of Mau, in 2 vols., published in 1879, by 0. Kega&

Paul & Co., 1 Paternoster Row, London.
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With a freedom and self-reliance on the truth of his scientific
facta (on which he challenges denial or disproof), the Author
refused to be trammelled by the now antiquated prejudices, and
ignorant know-nothingi.am of the past; and as a consequence he
baa boldly ventured on ground that has hitherto been a terra
incognito, and h.aa been rewarded by discoveries which have
added immense acquisitions to the domain of acquired know~
ledges concerning the myaterioua formation and developDlent
of living atom.a. In such an enterprise, asSertion is not allowed
to paaa for proof, nor is assumption permitted to stand in lieu
of demonstration. Facta, and facts only, are recognised as truth,
and as these are brought forth to view, they are carefully noted
and tabulated, forming a basis upon which a truer and more
rational philosophy of Life and its manifestation, than any that
has yet been taught, will be erected.
I.Ja the ground of physical appearances and scientific facts,
the Naturalist occupies an impregnable position ; but when he
leaves this and enters upon the theoretical plane, he stands in a
very different position, and as the issues therefrom are so
momentous to the spiritual part of the hi.unan organism, it behoves every one who values the spiritual more than the mere
. phenomenal, to be guarded agai11.11t the fallacies of appearances,
lest a recognition of, and too great an interest in, the development of the physical and material, should draw off the mind
from the still more important study of the evolution and development of the interior or spiritual part of the human being ; for,
while the one is dissipated and passes away, the other-the
spiritual part-remains, and out oi these very remains is evolved
t. apiritual form that abideth for ever.
The gl'&nd r'\iatinction between the two school.a of thought is
this. The Natural Scientist concei'fes that Nature (whatever
the term may imply) produces and develops living forma, by
graduated steps, the one from the other, witJwut the action (or
interference, as b chooses to put it) of any overruling Intelligence outside itself, while, on the other hand, the Spiritual
Scientist acknowledges a Master Intelligence in all, and that
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•uch Intelligence is only another term for expressing the continuous and ever active presence and power of Beings (also in a
graduated scale of consciousness), who, though invisible and
inappreciable to mortals generally, are yet, neverthel&88, the
.actors in and producers of outer nature, with all its multitu.dinous variety of organised and unorganised, of animate and
inanimate forms.
That I have not misstated the proposition, I leave the reader
t o judge.* It is stated, in the work referred to, that'' In the economy of the human body, this system (evolution
of the nervous system) performs the functions of sensations,
of voluntary movement, volition, and finally, the highest
psychological functions, namely, those of thought.
~·Modem Anatomy and Physiology have demonstrated that
these functions of the mind, or psychic activities, are immediately dependent upon the more delicate structure of
the central nervous system, upon the intema.l conditions of
the form of the brain and spinal marrow.
"Here are placed the extremely complex mechanism of cella
whoae physiological functions constitute the mind-life of
Man.
4 ' The first rudiment of the central nervous system in the
human embryo makes ita appearance in the same moat
simple form in which worms retain it through life.
•• But step by step with the progr688ive e>olution of the form
of the brain, the evolution of its peculiar function, the
physical activities, move hand-in-hand, and it is, therefore,
the history of the evolution of the central nervous system,
which, for the first time, tnab/.u m to wndtratand tM origi1l
of lift of the human mind from natural eausut, and th11
gradual historic ~evelopment of the psychic activities of
Man."
• All the quotations in this chapter are ginn within innrt~d
eommaa, thus, " ", ancl are taken kom The Evolution of Man, by
Ernest H~eokel.
t The italics are mine.
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lt is the summing up of the proposition by the author that i&
questionable. If, accordmg to this atatement, 1A& ~n of life
<>f the human mind i. from 110.W.ral caUU&, then the activities of
the 8&1De mind (on a plane of which the author is silent, if he
does not ignore it altogether), in ita aapiration for knowledge
concerning ita whence and whither, and in endeavour to
elucidate the problem of paat, present, and future, are uaeleaa
and vain.
It will be my aim to show that what the Natural Scientist
terms caUU&, are not cauaes, but effects; and more, that the
" origin of life " is not, and cannot be, discoverable in nature
at all, but that the appearance of the rudimentary and embryonic form is the commencement of a new and changed
condition of being, and that the beginning and ending of
embodied or physical consciousness, forans but one link in the
endless chain of continuity of Being ; and that, although the
explession, or manifestation of conscious life, varies in descending
and ascending states and conditions, yet that which causes tho
change of these conditions, viz., the Spirit, or Life-principle
itself, is incorruptible, and therefore eternal, without either
beginning or ending. It is the differentiation of this Life-principle into self-conscious and aelf·centred atomic structural nnd
orgnnised bodies, viewed from an external standpoint, that
forma the base for the naturalist's theory of Evolution, but
which theory, to my view, is only a half truth, and
like all half truths, is misleading and illusory. It is similar to
"iewing one hemisphere of the Earth, and that half opposite to
the Sun, which is in shade and darkness, and thus differing from
view of the other hemisphere, or that half which is exposed
to the sun-rays, in which all becomes clear and distinct to the
vista.
I now proceed to notice the development of the Microcosm
from a physical point of view.
The engraving at the head of this chapter shows the actu:\1
g.ppearance, many times magnified (the actual size is a mere.
\>Oint or spec), in 3 stages.
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Fig. 1. Is the parent spherical cell in the ovum immediatel:r
after fertilization.
Fig. 2. Is the same cell, with its new formed nucleus, the
product of the conjunction of its parentage, and
which is the first appearance of the new Being.

Fig. 3. Is the same cell with two nuclei, developed from the
original one, which afterwards develops into four
nuclei, and these four form the base of the after
structural form.
The reader must not forget that the spherical egg cell is so
minute that it can only be seen by the naked eye under the most
favourable circumstances : what then must be the actual size of
the nucleus itself-the life-germ-or the Ego of the new
clliferentiated atom of life 1 For this Ego, or new Being, had
never had an earthly or embodied existence prior to this event.
It is proper to notify here, that all animal individualities
have precisely the same shape and appearance as the human,
and were a number of these to be placed before the eye, it
were impossible to distinguish one from another, and to specify
which would develop into, say,-a worm, a mouse, a rabbit,
or a Man!
"According to Baer,... the first rudiment of the body of a
vertebrate, as it appears on the globular yelk of the
fertilized yelk, is an oblong disc, (see Fig. 2) which first
separates into 2 leaves, or layers (see Fig. 3). From the
upper or animal layer evolve all the organs which produce
the phenomena of animal life ; the functions of sensation,
of motion, and the covering of the body. From the lower,
or vegetative layer, proceed all the organs which bring
• Baer was a distinguished German Naturalist, who seems to han
been amongst (if not the first) the earliest discoverers of the evolution·
ary process of development ; he published works on this subject in 182~
and 1837, which are standard works to this d47.
u
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about the growth of the body ; the vital function. of
nutrition, digestion, blood-making, breathing, secretion,
reproduction, and the like. Each of these two original
germ layers Beparate again into two thinner layers, one
lying above the other. First, the animal layer separates
into two, which Baer calls the skin, or dermal layer, and
the flesh, or muscular layer. From the uppermost of these
two, (the skin layer) are formed the outer skin, the covering
of the body, and the central nerrous system, the spinal
cord, tlte brain, and the organa of sensation. From the
lower, (the flesh, or muscular layer) the muscles, or fteaby
parts, the internal, or bony skeleton,-in abort, the organs
of motion, arise.
.
"Sccondly,the lower,orvegetable germ-layer parts in the same
way into two lamella, which Baer calla the vascular, and
the mucoua layer. From the outer of theae two, the vascular
layer, proceed the heart and the blood veaaela, the
spleen, blood vessel glanda, kidneya, and the Bexual
glanda.
"Finally, from the lowest and fourth, or mucoualayer, arisee
the inner alimentary membrane of the intestinal canal, with
all ita appendages, liver, luugs, aalivary glanda.
'' Baer traced the transformation of these four secondary germ
layers into tube shaped fundamental organa. He was the
tint to discover the proceaa by which the entirely difi'erent
body of the vertebrate develops from thia fiat, leaf shaped
four layered original germ, and becomes tra.naformed from
layers into tubea."
This part, ending with the formation of these four primary
tubes, one inside the. other, (appearing as one tube from an
outiide view,) may bo called the ji1st stage, for, from this
point, a new aeries ef formation commences, which I can only
alightly notice.
A question here arises ; why should the number 2 play such
an important part, and be such a prominent factor, in the proceaa
of the evolution and de,·elopment of the atructural orgariism ~
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There surllly must be some valid reason, why from the monad,
& duad should be evolved ; and, again, why this duad and ita
multiple should maintain ita supremacy all through ! Th~ pro.
blem awaita solution ; and, also, why the atoms and distinctive
parts of the organism, in all ita changing conditions, maintain
a circular, or spherical, shape in whole, or part, to the end ;
for, there is not such a thing as a straight line, or angle,
.in the physical organism.
We shall see if the theory of
natural causu can present a rational or satisfactory solution.
Marvellous as ia ·the process of development of the organism
!rom a simple original cell, the wondec increases when we
see that the cell is preserved in ita integrity in all parts of
the organism, (for even the tissues of the nerves, muscles,
bones, akin, &~., are originally composed of cella,) and that
each of these original cells are independent living being5, the {so to
speak.) citizens of the state, which constitute the entire multicellular organism.
Speaking of the appearance of the first, or original forma, from
which all Life organisms have sprung, the theory of the Naturalist
ia, that
"The most ancient ancestral forms must ha.ve been very simple
organisms of the lowest grade, and mwt have originated from
inorganic matter by means of 5p011.taneou8 generation. Adaptation
through practice and habit, to the changing external conditiona
of life, hall ever been the cauat of change in the nature of organic
apecies, and heredity caused the transmission of these modi·
fications to their descend&nta."
But I would here ask. the Naturalist, what is spontaueoUI
generation 1 And, Is the simple biopla.st is the author of its own'
being 1 Does " spontaneous generation" apply to inorganic
matter, out of which organic forma were first developed 1 If so,
then ·inorganic matter is living substance ; for to aasume that a
non-living substance can produce a living organism is surely
a solecism I
The emergement of the first organic form from non-organic
eubatance, or matter so-called, ill Life, in a degree dUct-eted
from th&t which was prior; and in the non-perception of this'
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fact, and not comprehending the difference between degrees ot
altitude (or discrete degreea) and degreea of continuity, the
Natural Scientiat ia obliged to uae terms which leave "the
myetery of life " in as great obscurity as ever.
What I mean by dl$erete degrees ia exemplified by the forma
'in which matter so-called ia cognisable to WI, viz : as gaaeoua, or
atmospheric: aa duidic, or watery ; and aa solid, or earthly.
The lines between each of these three divi.aions are sharply and
clearly defined, and thi.a distinction or difFerence in condition of
formation and presentation, constitutes thret distinct or discreted
degreea : or as I term them '' degrees of altitude." On the other
hand, eontinuou.a degrees, are the variation of matter on the
same plane of perception, thWI, as from light to shade and darkueas ; from rarity to denseneaa and grOBBneas ; and in organic
forms, from si'mp!e to complex. Aa inorganic matter itself ia
phenomenally expressed by ita three degrees, so likewiae, ia
organic life manifested by ita three degrees, mineral, vegetable
IUld anim~, all culminating and manifested in the perfected
human form.
I hold that the production of the first stmple bioplastic cellulau
living being waa a enatiu (l(;t, and of necessity, implies the
action of intelligence, prescience, and knowledge, which cannot
rationally be conceived to be posseased by inorganic matter.
By what power, or outside Intelligence this first form waa
called into being remains to be seen, and if it is once admitted
that there ill, and mWit be, an extraneous Intelligent Power,
there will be no difficulty in tracing the action of this Power in
the sequential order by which all animated forms of life are produced and evolved.
'fhere can be no question that to the student of this subject,.
the name of Darwin ia foremost, as he has given an impet!lll
to the investigation of this branch of science which will never
die; but aa there appears to be a diversity of opinion as to what
really constitutes the Darwinian Theory, I gi'fe it aa stated by
Hreckel

d
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" l'he gilt of Darwin'a theory, properly so-called, is the simple
idea, that the struggle for exiatence in nature evobea new
speciea without duign., juat aa the Will of Man produces new
varieties in cultivation with duign. Thia struggle for existence, or the universal efforts of organisma to secure the
neceaaary meana of existence, works without duign, but yet
in the same way modifiea the organism.
" The whole (Darwinian theory) is baaed on the simple fua·
damental idea that the struggle for existence in Nature
modifies organisms, and produeu new apeciu by the aid of
the same means by which Man produces new domesticated
varietiea of animals and plants. (g. 11. But, a new variety
is not a new apeciea 1) Tneae means consist in the constant
preference or selection of the individuals most suitable for
propagation, so that the interaction of heredity and adaptation acta aa a modifying e&1188.
Hreckel adds-" The celebra!-ed traveller, Wallace (Alfred
Ru.uell Wallace), had independently formed the same con·
elusion ; " and also, "But the writings of Wallace
(especililly those on Mimicry, &c.) contain many admirable original contributions to the Theory of Selection.
It ill moat unfortunate that the imagination of this gifted
Naturalist haa since become diseased, and that he now only
playa the part of a Spiritualist in the Spiritualistic Society
of London."
It is difficult to see the relevancy of the latter part of the
above quotation to the subject in hand, or to comprehend the
rea.aon why Hreckel should travel out of his way to ao grossly
and wantonly insult a man, who, on his own admission, haa
rendered such service to scientific research, except upon the
hypothesis that Spiri~ualism, and all that this term is supposed
to involve, is a atone of stumbling and rock of offence to tho
great body of Naturalists, and, I may add, Materialists, repro·
aented by those who claim to be authorities in Science, and
leaders of modem thought, upon questions of the moat vital
importance that relate to Man and his future : If any I would
retort the Naturalist and Materialist.
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In plain Engliah, the doctrine of th" Natu1·aliat, in regard to
the phenomena of life organisms and their development and
production, i.l based upon the theory of accident and chance !
In their attempt to combat the (perchance) crude and irrational
theorieto of the Theologians, they deny the action of any outside
Intelligence and power, or what tkey choose to term-Super·
natural ; and thus, inferentially, they place Man on the aarue
plane as the beasts and vegetables that inhabit the earth along
with him. In endeavouring to avoid &ylla, they have struck
on Charybdia I
1 The Naturaliat'a theory of descent is baaed upon the foaailised
!!p8Cimena of animal and other forme which are found in the
geological strata.
The simplest forma only are discovered in
the moat ancient rocks, and, according to the after formations of
the rock layers, so the forms become more and more perfectly
urganiaed, and it is only in the most recent formed strata, or
;,&eological periods, that the remains of Man are seen. From thia
more or leu perfect record they trace the descent of Man
backwards, to the most primitive· and simple bioplaatic cell
form.
But does the absence of human remains prove that Man WM
not, in long past geological periods, extending-doubtless to au.
antiquity that figures can hardly express 1
That the complex and perfect organization, which we callMan, did not inhabit the planet along with the simple bioplaat,
and even more highly developed organisms, in the same condition
of~ being as we now see it, is freely granted; but I hold that
because the hum4nprinciple of life is immortal, incorruptible, and
eternal. that, therefore, Man always was, and is, and is to be.
If Man did not exist in physical external conditions, the Human
waa.yet in Being in other and internal conditions ; and when
the Earth had.been prepared by the evolution of mineral, vege·
table, and animal forms of life, then the Human assumed an
external form, and, as Man, he descended from a prior condition
of L"lterior to an exterior form of life, and thus became the
~rown ann perfection of living organisms, of which the firat
·imple bioplastic ct:<lular form was the prophecy. How thi•
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process was accomplished I shall venture to suggest further on,
r.nd if such a solution is rational, and can be eupported by proof,
then the evolution-of Man, and of all species, will be found to
be-not by natural selection, but by Spirit-action and power,
and then the mystery of life is solved.
Instead of the Naturalist'• Theory of Descent, it were moro
proper to propound a Theory of Ascent ! not that one species
hae propagated another of a higher and more perfect organism
than ita own, but each species, beginning at the simplest and
lowest, formed conditions by ita organical emanations and life
auras*- for the introduction of a still higher form, which utilised
and built up out of existing conditions a 'still more complex
form, this procell8 going on, :1ot by wide leaps, but by a gradual
and regular order, the older forms dying out and becoming extinct by the replacement of younger and more perfect forms
of the same species, examples of which are well known.
This theory of Ascent is rational and comprehensible, and does
not demand for ita support the illogical and irrational assumption
that a less perfect can produce the more perfect, or that a simple
form has the power 'to produce a complex and a more perfect
structural organism than its own. Like produces like--not unlike! I am not aware that the Naturll.list can point to a single
known example of one species producing another of a different
type.
Variation of species by artificial aids, or by the wiil of
1\Ian, may be generated, but to this there is a limit, beyond which
even the will of Man cannot go ; but to auppose that what cannot be accomplished by the intelligence and power of Man is
effected by all lower forms of life than himself, and brought
about by caprice, without de~n, appears to me irrational in the
highest degree.
To those who can read between the lines, the ancient myth
of the Phcenix ri11ing out of ita own funereal ashes, in a newer
and more beautiful form, teaches that which I have just
• Enry organi•sd living form is continually throwing off invisible
and impalpable somswhats, surcharged with tho life quality, and thl1
is the bass of material life for Rucccsding generationR.
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ahadowed forth. Such haa been in the long put antiquity, ancl
the aame ia true in the present, and will be true for ever : the
aahes of put genen.tion.a supply the hue for the existence of
succeeding generation.a, and newer and more organically perfect
structural forma of life, and the introduction of new forms of
animated life only await discovery, and will follow aa condition•
are supplied for the aame. The promise of thia haa
and ie
having in our time, & fulfilment, of which the Naturalist and
Materialiat ia ignorant. Clairvoyance baa revealed the.exiltence
of these more perfect and beautiful forma inhabiting the realm
of interior Nature, and the~e only await suitable condition.a to
be evolved for them to descend, or to appear visible in external
Nature, and t.h at which applies to the lesaer kingdom.s of Nature
applies also to the Human kingdom itself.

had;

The human Egg-cell, of which so much haa been said, before
ita fertilization in the ovum, is a simple spherical cell. The
great part of thia cell is formed of a substance called yelk, or
proioplaam, consisting of innumerable yelk granules, with a
little inter-granular substance.
(See figures 1, 2, 3.) In the
upper part of the yelk lies a minute globular germ vesicle (so
minute as to be obl8rvable only under high microscopic power),
called the nucleus.
This nucleus contain.a a darker germ spot
called the nucloid ; and it is thia point that contains the true
differentiated life-principiate. The sperm-cell (or the masculine),
or fertilizing protoplasm, also contain.a a nucleus, and it ia the
union and interblending of these two nucloida which produces a
mw nudoid (thefirat appearanu of the mw being, see figure 2).
This new nucloid takes a central position in the egg-cell, and is
"The Life of the organism," which haa to be developed therefrom into a structural form . .
The human egg-cell, to appearance, is the aame aa all other
animal egg-cells, and in thia stage cannot be distinguished by
any distinctive peculiarity of its own from animal cella.
The
tra!Uimutation, after the fertilization of t)le egg-cell, is exceedingly rnpid, and in its first atagea may be claaaed aa : -
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lat. The single nucleus. See figure 2.
3.
2nd. , Two layers fiat.
3rd. , Four layers flat.

,

The above is the first stage.
divisions, and nre :-

The second stage has al.ao ita

4th. The tube form, which the above four layered germs have
assumed.
5th. The hood form, which ia the beginning of the inversion
of the germ vesicle, and has seven nuclei (4 and 3).
6th. The hood form, with eighteen nuclei (11 and 7).
7th. The hood form, with twenty-two nuclei (14 and 8).
From this atage it passes into another, which may be termed
the embryonic form.
It would be interesting to trace the de. velopment of the separate organs and functions from the fttoo and
jour original fiat germ layers, but to do so would exceed the
prescribed limits.
In the Embryonic stages of development, as !Pven below, the
transmutations are not so rapid as in the prior ones, which are
.all developed in 14 days.
In the 2nd week (14 days), the embryonic form is a simple
lyre-shaped germ shield, the aide view of which is like the
.figure of a comma, i.e., with a rough ciroular head, and a
tail curving to a point, and which curvilinear form is maintained to the end. Actual size, l /8th of an inch long from
the crown to the point of tail.

3rd week (21 days).
The embry.> has enlarged, and the
earliest rudiments of the higher sense organs appear. Actua.
size t of an inch over all.
-'th week (28 days.) The rudimentary head is now distinguishable, with the fi'l)t primitive brain bladders; up to this stage
there is no appreciable difference between the human and
other mammal.&. Actual size ~tba of an inch oTer all-with
corresponding width.
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6th week \85 daya.) From this stage, the difference between
the human and other ma.mmala begins to be discernible, and
from which, such difference becomes more and more marked.
Actual size 7/16ths of an. inch over all
6th week (42 days.) The rudiments of the form become more
developed, and from this stage, the tail begins to shorten.
Actual size Jths of an inch over all.
7th week (49 days.) The tail is almost absorbed, and the rudiments of the external limbs appear. Actual size f of an
inch over all and ! an inch in width. (Side view.)
8th week (66 days.) The tail has disappeared, and the external
liw bs are discerned, aiso, a large increase of the brain"
Actual size 1 inch over all.
9th week (63 days). The head has developed and shews 3
brain formations, the top, front and back brain : and the 2
pair of limba-{arms and legs)~ developed, through not
fully proportionate in dimensions.
12th week (84 days.} The form i8 well developed, the head
and external limbs in proportionate dimensions. Actual
size 1f inches over all.
15th week (105 days.) The form i8 perfect, and from which
stage it i8 simply a matter of growth. Actual size 9 incJiu
over all.
20th week (140 days.) The different characteristics of the
human race are distingui8hable, chiefly by the formation of
the head.
We have thus seen that there are 9 distinct stages, the cellular,
tubular, and embryonic; and it i8 at the fifth week,(35 days) that
(in the embryonic stage,} the human embryo begins to be distinguishable from all other animal fol'Dl8 of life. At 28 days, the
fi'r1e primitive brain bladders appear.
Can any Naturalist give a reason why the brain should be
developed fromfole (why not 4 or 67) primitive bladders, or
rudimentary cells 1
I hold that Law is discernible ill all the operations of so-called
Nature; and the deeply important queation involved i8, who, or
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wrbat, makes that Law 1 Such theories aa, "Struggle for Exis·
tence ;" " Survival of the fittest," are usele1111 for the solution of
such a problem; for, if found, it must be sought for . in a very
ditrerent region of mentality than tha~ in which the Naturalist
delights to roam. TMre is a Law, which worka by order, and
which ia perfect in its operation, aa undeviating aa that whieh
maintaina the universe, and whose rhythm ia harmony itself,
proclaiming to the human ea.r,-that ia not deaf, the presence
and actuality of-Spirit. Spirit is Life ! and, that which tho
Natural Scientist terrus-matter, ia only another term for Spirit
in conditione of (apparent) solidity.
The manifestation of that Law ia by-sym~la ! and Nature
itaelf, in the infinite variety of ever changing existent forma, ia
· the s,rmbol of "Spirit in action!"
Who can draw the line and say "Here matter ends and spirit
begins i" Or, who can define matter, and say at what point it
becomes ditrerentiated from Spirit 1 Although to outward appea.r
1111ces they appear distinct, they are in very truth but one duad:
for, wher~ver matter ia, there is spirit; the one, the external,
and the other, the internal of the same thing.
According to the Naturalist, the true ancestors of all animal
forms, and even human forma, of existent life are developed from
the simple biopla.st ; but, how came the bioplaat,-a living
•tructural form, to be developed from prior inorganic matter 1
Upon what theory of development can this be explained f
'l'here ia a chaam here which no materialistic science can
bridge over; and, if we admit this primal chasm, it ia eaay
to allow that the aame exists between all diverse species
of life-forma : for, what explains the one will elucidate tht
rest.
By a stultification of our highest faculty ,-human intelligence,
we may permit ourselves to be begu!led into the fallacy that a
pair of animated forms may produce another form more perfectly
lrgnniaed than their own ; but, to suppose that inorganic matter,
lven in its highestcryatall.iaed form, can produce a living, animated
st; :1ctural, organised form, ia debasing, anfl a dillhonour to thatwit.Lin ua which is- human.
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Da.rwi.n even goea 110 far aa to aay. "By con.aidering tb"
embryological structure of Man-the homologies which he
presents with the lower animals-the rudiments which he
retains-and the rt11trri1m.:J to whiM he u liable, (waa it ever
known that a man became a monkey 1) we can partly recall in imagination the former condition of our early progeniton : and can approximately place them in their proper
position in the Zoological aeries. We thus learn that a man
ia descended from a hairy quadruped, furnished with a tail
and pointed c&l'l, probably arboreal in ita habits, and an
inhabitant of the old world. This creature, j.f ita whole
atructure had been examined by a Naturaliat, would have
been claaaed among the Quadruma, aa surely, u would the
common and still more ancient progenitor of the old and
new world monkeys."
Pity it is that the interesting pair of creatures who gave birth
to that animated form of life that we call Man, cannot be di.tcovered in their fossilized state, so that we might be able tu
gaze upbn the remains of the Parents of the Human Race,-the
actual Father and Mother of the veritable Adam and Eve I
And u parental respect is one of the highteat virtues, we should,
notwithstanding the appearance of the tail, yet be bound to
acknowledge with reverential awe, that we behold the anceston
uf ourselves !

If auch a theory, aa propounded by Darwin, and supported by
many Naturalists of the day, be correct, we may consider
that the apes of modem times represent the " miasing link,"
which were not ao fortunate aa to "select " partnen that could
produce human forma, and consequently they atill maintain the
original structural organism which, in far back periods, gave
)irth to the " pair " that leaped at a bound from the animal to
the human.
This, in plain English, is what the Naturalist's theory of
Evolution brings ua to, but, the unsophisticated inatinct-ahall
I aay 1 of humanity revolts against such teachinga, and thuileni
monitor within wbiapen-it cannot be 1
110
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Now what is the truth 1 Is human intelligence a ~nt
of animal instinct 1 Can the mere animal meditate on a past
and future as well as a present 1 Can any form of life upon
this globe, except the human, conceive of, and believe in, an
eternity of future being, and regulate ita moral action in refer·
ence thereto 1
It may be urged, in answer, that aome races of mankind are
eo low in the scale of intellectual life, that they have no conception of a future life, and no idea. of God !

I, for one, queation such statements, and t'(lt· it doirn to
ignorance of what so-called Savagism really is. Because t.he
simple idea. of the savage, or uncivilized roan, is not expressed
in the more complex language and ideas of civilized races, it
does not follow that he bas no idea of immortality. Increased
knowledge of Savagedom reveals the fact that a belief in theintervention of Spiritual Beings in mundane affairs is universally
Jlrevalent, and their religions, or, it may be in our eyes, supera~ilioua custciXlll, unmistakably eviRce tee preseDce of the
human principle, and proves their belief in immortality. The
animal lives in and only for the preseni ; the human being
lives, not only for the present, but for a future ; and this fact
demonstrates that between the mere animal and the human
form, there is a dist:nct and disoteted degree. ·
Sparseness of words, or fewneas of linguistic symbola, is no
proof of deficiency of the human faculty or principle. Simple
and few aa may be the words of the untutored and uneducated
Savage, it is said that there are, or were recently, labourers even
in England, whose vocabulary, in common use, does not embrace
more than 300 words, and this in a language (English) which
contains something like 100,000 words; and yet, because these
men in our midst can interchange their ideas with such a
vocabulary, they are none the leas hum.an than their more highly
educated neighboura.
When I use the word Man, I do not refer merely to the out
ward figure and shape, but I include qualities- principleswhich are human, in contradistinction to the mere aninlAL For,
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while man baa the animal within hia form, t.he animal baa not
the human within ita form. I hold that the qualities of the
animal are not human qualities, but imitationa of them. Animal
in.etinct ia a reflection of human intuition : animal cunning and
•kill are copies of human intaL'.igence and human inventive
power.
The error of the Naturalist con.eiata in his confounding cunnate
with innate power. ·The skill displayed by the animal in buildiug
its home and providing for ita wants, ia curtailed and determined
by what ia connate-i.e., by that power which ia uaed for ita own
neceaaitiea in ita earthly existence : beyond this it cannot go.
For instance, the bees and ants whose homes are conatructed
with such geometrical precision, and whose government ~ ao
marvellously well regulated as to be thought almost equal to
human aocial relationa, yet their home• and modes are precisely
the same as they have always been. Who ever heard of any
particular species of birds const.r ucting their nests upon a different
plan to that which ia proper to the species 1 These and other
like facta prove that the habits of the animah are determined
for, not by them, and their work ia carried out in obedience to
the impelling imtincu of their nature, beyond whic-h they cannot
progreBB.
But dllel thia apply to Man7
developed by instinct only 1

Is the human principle

The inv<:~ntive faculty which designs and outworks new adap·
tationa, and which can command and utilize the powers of
Nature, and render these, such as electricity, magnetiam, light,
heat, &c., &c., aub&ervient to his requiremenbs, places him, not
1
only above all animals, but forms a gulph, or line of demarcation,
that even the Gorilla or Ape can never pass, and conatitute !-Im
a Being diverse in kind, as well as degree, from all others.
What shall we say when we see Man sweeping wi•.h his inven·
tion.e the heavena above and the world beneath; meas;~ring tJ1e
distance, and tabulating t.'le motions of the planets ; foreteUin~
and providing for future events aud requ; :e01enta ; hoping for,
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~nd believing in, a continued exiatence when he paaaea from the
present stage of life f
The animal knows of no higher Power or Being tha.n Man !
But Man conceives of and worships an Invisible Power higher
than himself : and he knows, or may know if he will, that there
are forma of life in other or higher worlds or spheres, which are
aa real as those which inhabit the earth on which he has his life
for the time being.
Where the Natural Scientist stops in his theory of evolution,
the Spiritual Scientist steps in and carries forward the proceaa
from Man to the Angel, from the Angel to the God, and even
beyond the God !
There is a ducent of Life as well as an ascent, and in the
descending acale, at the zero point of humanity in earthly
physical condition.a, its commencement, in such conditiom, is
marked by the appearance of an infinitessimal point 10 a Iiunut~
egg-cell. In that point (of which I have spoken at length) is
inrol1led &.1 that is evolt-ed until it assumes and developea the full
and majestic structural organism.
We have seen that the new Being, in ita first appeara.nce and
undeveloped expression, is a monad, which then becomes a duad,
and from thence increases to 4, 7, 18, and 22 nuclei, each having
an appArent life force of development of ita own. But the
orig' 1al pr::nal nuoloid is the Master PrimipiaU of Life, and
although from that, other and innumerable cellular fomts are
developed, yet its life works in and through all, and is compr'.aed in the whole of the (appa~ently) distinct atoms which aid
in building up the periect organism. It is this which forms the
Ego and makes the differentiation -of the individual. What
power causes the first procesa of development, whereby the point
in the primitive spherical cell changes ita original form and
becomes two flat germ layers, and so on through all the
metamorp:1oees .,-'•ich t!le component parte undergo, until the
ultimate figu:-e and shape is arrived at, from which stage it
becomes only a mll.t.er of u;rowth, and not further development 7
From the moment of the formation and appearance of this
new prim:J life-l!pec, :t be(' .1s the work of development, and
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draws to itself other atoms, which it assimilates and uses for the
purpoae of making for iteelf a body, or outward clothing, by
which it maintains its contact with the outer plane of Nature,
but over which it maintains its supremacy to the end of its being
earthly, or physical, condition. And, were it not to unduly
extend the limits prescribed, it would be interesting to note fu.:
numerical and geometrical proportions of the various component
parts, as the organism is developed from the one to the two, and
then the four, and so on, for we should find that the mathematical precision and geometrical proportions are the exact outcome
and expression of that Great Law to which I have referred : for
numbers and forma have meanings, and are symbols which only
the initiated can decypher and understand.
If we find the theories of the Naturalist to be defective, if not
fallacious, as to the formation of individual species, and more
especially the development of the human form, the question
comes-How was Man produced, if not through the organism of
the Ape 1
This question is partly answered by propounding anotherHow does spontaneous generation come about 1
We have indisputable evidence that what appears dead matter
produces living organisms that bear no kind of analogy to the
"matter" from which they sprang. And even from the putrified
remains of what had. been living organisms, we find new living
forms are evolved that are diverse in form, shape, and structure,
from the original structure out of which they sprang.
'l'here are two worlds of Nature-one, called the outer, or
external plane, cognisable to us by means of the five senses ; the
other is the inner, or internal plane of Nature (this inner world
is unknown to, and unrecognised by, the Naturalist), and it i.&
0n this internal plane of Nature, commonly called the Spiritual
world, that all forma of life subsist before they are projected on
to the outer plane, and thereby become physical, or ext.ernalised.
The passage from the inner to the outer world is effected, in
1rdinary methods, by the conjunction, on the outer plane of
Nature, of th~ two sexes, which supplies the conditions whereby
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the tranait is made from one state of being to the other.
But
this does not account for the production of mw apecies. This ia
eft'ected by a dift'erent mode.
Our present times afford the knowledge of means whereby
the first pair of every new species of organised life has been
introduced.
Those who have witnessed what is caJied Materialised Psychic
Forms, at Seances, have seen, felt, and heard what appeared to
be human beings, crcateu, so to speak, in a moment of time, and
after maintaining their solidity for a time, have either vanished
or gradually melted away into apparent nothingneBB. Now, aa
these speaking, active, moving Forms could not possibly be
created by the will and power of mortals, t~e question comesHow came they into existence 1 and who made them 1 (In some
instances animal as well as human forms have been made, and
vegetable forms are very common.)
These facts (and I do not stay here to meet the questions and
ignorant denials of the sceptic) demonstrate the action and intervention of Intelligent Human Beings who live on a plane
that is invisible to the outer senses, yet, nevertheless, a real
aubstantial world of their own.
Here is the clue to the mystery of so-called creation ! These
wonders, which can be verifieu by thousands of truth-loving anu
common-sense individuals, have, as a rule, been produced by
human Beings who have Jived on the earth as men and women,
and the statements of thousands who have returned to tell the
atory of their exit from earth, auu entrance into spirit-life, are
proof-palpable that Man is an Imm(lrtal Being.
These psychic temporary Forms are produced from e~tisting
matter, chiefly atmospheric, which is Life in solution ; and ii
only requires the action of a Master Power, exemplified in those
Mighty Intelligences who govern the planet, t<> produce anu
make permanent the first pair or pairs of the ditlerent species of
animated forms of life, and which, when thus formed, bccomtt
he parenta of their race.
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..\a a prooi that human Beings are in the in.ner world of
Nature, who have not yet become extemaliaed, I myself have
had communion lfith some -who informed me that they were
coming into earthly conditions, and gave me certain indications
whereby their ilientity was to be established.

l am quite aware that such a statement will render me liable
to the charge of poi!Besaing " a disea.iled imagination," if not
something w-orse ; but, neverthelei!B, I mention thia in the interest of pure science, for, tabulating all the facta which are
known, I say the Spiritual Scientist has a basis upon which to
erect a philosophy that will not degrade and debase, but exalt
and uplift humanity, and which "Science," in the hands of able
men who will follow in after generations, will unfold and
tabulate, nnd e:tpound the mysteriea of Creation, Life, and
Death.
Like all knowledge in the past, it l1as to be gained by slow
but sure steps, and as the Naturalist himself has proved, even
life-forma have commenced at the lowest point ; and so likewise
this k~owledge and wisdom has its commencement, imperfect
at first, but gradually developing into more and mora perfect
ideas and conceptions, proving that in all ant.l et"ery ruanifeat&o
Con of Life, of Wist.lom, and of Power, one Somewhat il
unmistakably prevalent, and that is-Progresa.
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